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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Tuning. The trial-and-error process of readjusting actions, ideas, and material resources 
for desired ends in response to resistances. 

Metatuning. A recursive process in which the trial-and-error process at one level (tuning) 
is subject to trial-and-error refinement at a higher level. A framework that can facilitate 
the pedagogical, technological, and spatial dimensions of Game Constructionist Learning 
environment. For examples, see section 3.2.1 in Chapter 3. 

Metatuning plane. Based on the findings and analysis of this research, an orthogonal that 
visually depicts the “sweet spots” of learning in terms of social justice goals, design 
exigency goals, homeostasis, and homeorhesis. The orthogonal maps tuning and 
metatuning to show where the sweet spots were located.  

Homeostasis. A style of “tuning” in which the learner hones in and narrows in on a 
particular goals. 

Homeorhesis. A style of “tuning” in which the learner broadens his/her focus to discover 
new things and new possibilities. 

Sweet spot. The optimal mix of homeostatic and homeorhetic learning for each 
problem/solution/issue in a game and through the game-design process. 

Game Construction Learning. A school of thought that is concerned with personal, 
spatial, and social transformations of learning through game-design practices. 

Game Based Learning. The development of learning through technically and 
conceptually designed “gameplay.” 
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ABSTRACT 

 While K-12 STEM education (STEM Ed) test scores have been steadily 

improving over the past decade in the United States, achievement gaps remain among 

minorities and women in STEM courses and careers. Numerous factors contribute to 

these disparities that impede learning, such as poverty, low socio-economic status, and 

other cultural factors. Difficulties in STEM Ed engagement and participation are often 

due to decontextualization, that is, the incongruity between the educational context and 

the students' individual learning processes. Various existing game-based learning 

methods provide youth with extrinsically motivating knowledge frameworks for learning 

STEM Ed; however, research has demonstrated that even these approaches often are 

disconnected from students’ social and cultural realities. For instance, game-based 

learning approaches that seek to address the STEM Ed disparities tend to address 

problems of access in limited ways. Although youth are given access to media that allow 

them to interface with STEM and STEM professionals, these approaches are still situated 

outside of the contextual issues of games culture, games development culture, and the 

disparities that abound in both: there is a very little chance that underrepresented youth 

will navigate computational worlds with protagonists that culturally and ethnically 

represent them. There is even less chance that these youths reflect the demographics of 

the developers that created the games. Underrepresented youth lack the undergirding 

STEM knowledge of the games they engage with on a daily basis. In addition, games 

lack the social and ethical standards needed to generate more socially aware approaches 

to these STEM and sociocultural disparities. This contradiction is central to this 

dissertation and the conceptualization of Game Construction Learning, a school of 

thought that is concerned with personal, spatial, and social transformations of learning 

through game-design practices. GCL is facilitated through metatuning—a game-based 

learning approach that aims to empower underrepresented youth to discover their 

identities as agents of social change. Based on a designed multi-site research study, this 

dissertation describes how metatuning was used to foster intrinsically motivated learning 

environments, where 34 underrepresented youths collaboratively and iteratively designed 

social justice-themed games that empowered them as game designers, programmers, and 

critical citizens. This research argues that the failures and successes of metatuning 
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construct a critical framework that can be employed for future research and games design 

as educational programming developments.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Engaging students in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) 

careers and education is a national goal since the numbers of American students entering 

STEM careers are disappointingly low (“Science, Technology, Engineering”). While the 

US international STEM rankings are central to national discourse on topics ranging from 

global competition to high unemployment rates (W. Bennett), current data display small 

and steady improvements in K-12 STEM test scores between 1990 and 2011 (National 

Science Board). Given these improvements, why does STEM Education (STEM Ed) 

remain a national concern? The answer involves the achievement gaps among racial, 

ethnic, and gender classes that manifest in college and career STEM fields (National 

Science Board): Significantly fewer minorities and women are taking on STEM college 

majors and partaking in STEM career fields than are white males.  

The current condition of New York State education is a microcosm of the national 

disparities dilemma. Common Core Math state test results in 2013-2014 reveal that 

elementary school districts in the cities of Troy and Albany, New York, ranked the lowest 

at 87th and 89th, respectively, out of 89 schools in the Capital Region (Rogers). 

Approximately 60% of these students are marginalized youth (i.e., ethnically and 

socioeconomically higher-needs youth), and, of these, only 15% are proficient in math 

(“New York State...Albany City”). In contrast, in the suburban town of Voorheesville, 

where 92% of the high school students are white, 74% are proficient in math (“New York 

State...Voorheesville”).  

Common solutions to closing these achievement gaps, especially in New York, 

involve “re-teaching” (Dozier et al.) using game-based learning (GBL) to increase 

student interest, motivation, and academic enrollment in STEM subjects and careers by 

reaffirming and reinforcing content knowledge. Game-based learning is generally 

understood as the development of learning through the use of games technically and/or 

conceptually (Kafai “Minds in Play”; Ito “Education vs Edutainment”; Gee “What Video 

Games”; Sheldon; Zimmerman “Gaming Literacy”). However, while game-based 

learning interventions may foster technological skills (e.g., how to navigate and build 

architectural models in Minecraft), they do not directly address racial, ethnic, and gender 

disparities in the students they engage (Swain; Lannie and McCurdy; Tüzün). Education 

This chapter previously appeared as: Cooke, Laquana. “Metatuning: A Pedagogical Framework for a Generative STEM Education in 
Game Design-Based Learning.” 2016 IEEE Integrated STEM Education Conference (ISEC), 5 March 2016, Princeton University, 
IEEE, 2016, pp. 207-214. 
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reform is not solely about “gaming-up classrooms” but more about bridging the “racial 

and ethnic gaps in STEM degree recipients and STEM workers [that] correspond to 

achievement gaps” (US Congress). Even with the influx of innovative GBL strategies in 

classrooms, STEM education achievement gaps between ethnic groups still remain as a 

central issue, as evidenced by the low statewide and international rankings (National 

Science Board) of school districts like Troy and Albany.  

Part of directly addressing these disparities involves looking at youths’ leisure 

gameplay activities vis-à-vis game-based learning pedagogy: but even this correlation 

should be examined more closely. For example, reports show that “African American and 

Hispanic youth [ages 8-18] play more video games than White youth, and kids from low 

and middle income communities spend more time playing video games than kids from 

high income areas” (Kaiser Family Foundation). Furthermore, reports show that most 

human characters (56%) and protagonist heroes (87%) of the top-selling games played by 

these marginalized youth are White.  

The parallels of ethnic and socioeconomic indicators seen in youth gameplay and 

youth education shed a light on disparities—a disjuncture that this dissertation addresses–

and raises the question: “How can we get the games industry (driven by profit) and the 

needs of low-income and underrepresented youth (driven by principles of social equities) 

to thrive together?” That is to say, how do we solve this problem in a way that industry 

and students can better coexist, achieving social/education equity without simply echoing 

Marxist ideologies of ending capitalism?”  

Undoubtedly, gaming represents a huge opportunity for solving this disparity 

problem and even reshaping society at large. Video games represent a 22-billion-dollar 

industry that has an enormous influence in shaping the web, hardware technology, 

culture, STEM education, and, as history shows, national security (the military). 

Unfortunately, these opportunities are often squandered by corporations that focus only 

on the bottom line, appealing to sexism, violence, and commodification of childhood 

(Ferguson).  

Many game-design and education projects do little to change this bias towards 

injustice and unsustainable living (Lachney et al). At the university level, these projects 
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seek corporate funding, and, at the K-12 level, they seek to attract children’s attention, 

which has already been over-influenced by corporate media (Stein et al.). Constructionist 

learning practitioners have diligently worked at developing generative STEM learning 

environments, repositioning the “attractive attentions” from gameplay to computational 

skills development through games-programming activities (Kafai “Playing and Making”; 

Harel; Resnick “Turtles, Termites”). However, there is still work to be done. How can 

such efforts incorporate the games-development industry within the conversation in ways 

that youths’ learning experiences are not quarantined from the cultural and industrial 

issues? Some companies are trying to address these disparity issues.  

For example, 1st Playable Production (1P’s), a games-development company in 

Troy, New York, has a development culture that embraces a dynamic social 

responsibility to gamers, its personnel, and the local community. 1P’s cultural practice is 

stamped with approval by the B Corp. B Corp is a non-profit corporation “that uses the 

power of business to solve social and environmental problems (“B Corporation”). B Corp 

assesses and scores companies based on their “social and environmental performance” 

(ibid). As a B Corp certificate holder, 1P “strive[s] to meet higher standards of 

transparency, accountability, and performance while offering a positive vision of a better 

way to do business …[by creating] value for society at large through [their] business 

efforts” (“Outreach and Service”). As demonstrated through their production of 

influentially positive games for youth and students, 1P extends such social responsibility 

in their volunteering efforts and active academic and education leadership in the local and 

global community. Each year 1P hosts a Games in Education Symposium (GiE) and Teen 

Games Workshop, both of which are held in Troy, New York, locations (i.e., high 

schools, middle schools, and state universities) and are free. The GiE Symposium occurs 

annually where teachers, academics, and professionals coexist and collaborate in 

fostering game-based learning as a legitimate pedagogy. This interdisciplinary and multi-

industrial conference includes various panel talks and hands-on activities, such as arcade 

expos, presentations, workshops, and even machinima theater pieces. Two weeks after 

the GiE Symposium, 1P runs its free Teen Games Workshop (TGW), missioned to shift 

youth from game consumers to game designers. TWG’s structure, similar to GiE’s, 
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consists of collaboration among academics, teachers, and professionals to inspire and 

engage teenagers in STEM careers through games programming. 

While there are an exceptional few game-development companies that seek to 

empower youth as socially conscious beings, there is still a need for game design and 

education strategies that can holistically connect STEM content to both the inner working 

of games and to marginalized students’ everyday social and cultural realities. To achieve 

this goal, this dissertation introduces (in Chapter 2) Game Construction Learning (GCL), 

a school of thought that is concerned with personal, spatial, and social transformations of 

learning through real-time game-design practices.  

This dissertation shows how to facilitate a type of GCL through Metatuning—a 

nested system of collaborative and iterative trial-and-error processes at one level that is 

subject to a nested iteration of trial- and-error processes at a higher level (Pickering; 

Cooke). Stemming from Andrew Pickering’s concept of tuning, which is the process of 

readjusting people’s actions, ideas, and material resources for desired ends in response to 

resistances, metatuning is the process of optimizing tuning experiences. Metatuning is 

aimed to empower students to discover their identities as agents of change and to see that 

game design can nurture their internal motivations. Furthermore, metatuning provides an 

identifiable space for students to hone STEM operational skills while transforming their 

social and cultural capital into forms, e.g., art assets, code, and, of course, a coherent 

game. Therefore, this dissertation asks three main questions about metatuning for GCL: 

 Research Question 1. Under what circumstances (race, poverty, gender, digital 

tools, institutional context etc.) can the students themselves identify “sweet spots” for 

learning (that is, gravitate towards the optimal mix of homeorhesis/stasis)?  

 Research Question 2. When are these “sweet spots” better located through 

instructional guidance than through students’ own discovery process?  

 Research Question 3. How can we “set the stage” (metatune the learning context) 

to best empower both students and teachers in this task? 

To answer these questions, I designed a multi-site research study that spanned 

three research sites with over 34 participants from marginalized communities in the New 

York Capital Region: Albany High School, Schenectady Boys and Girls Club, and an 
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after-school program at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). It was initially 

hypothesized that students would develop an understanding of games as systems and the 

design process as an interactive system, while also gaining a social consciousness about 

social and class inequities.  

My hypothesis was challenged by the data. As a researcher-teacher-designer, I 

employed a mixed-methods approach to comprehensively capture the phenomena of 

metatuned GCL, collecting pre/post surveys, audio recording each workshop, taking 

observational notes, conducting post-interviews, and collecting all game design and 

development data. The pre/post surveys showed a slight increase in students’ systemic 

understandings of games and indicated some fundamental misunderstandings of social 

and cultural values. Yet the tests did not show how the multifaceted trial-and-error 

activities that were used to develop young designers’ understanding of systems vis-à-vis 

social values were developed over time in response to various technical and social 

negotiations. However, the design artifacts and observation notes did show traces of 

design and together showed both how the young designers moved through the “design 

space” over time and how their “attractions” were locked into a particular design 

trajectory. Nonetheless, the pre/post surveys did illustrate developments in youths’ 

comprehensions of game design principles: collaboration, iterative design, and 

intercultural designing. 

1.1 Chapter Overview 

A review of the literature on GBL and Constructivist Learning (Chapter Two) 

argues that game design for education needs to consider more than just gameplay 

(Sigmund and Fletcher) and computational literacy skills (Resnick et al. “Programming 

for all”). But real-time game-design practice and its corresponding ethos—systems 

thinking, collaborative, iterative design, and intercultural thinking—are valuable as well 

(O’Donnell; Salen and Zimmerman; Birdwell). Game development is an integrative and 

collaborative activity; the construction and balancing of games requires an iterative 

design process that entails readjustments of design goals as responses to team-

development issues and other systemic imbalances located in a game. In this Chapter I 

argue that these very same design-related processes of tuning are ripe for education and, 
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when coupled with the development of youths’ social and cultural capital, are central 

components of metatuning.  

How does one go about designing and studying metatuning in GCL? In Chapter 

Three, as mentioned earlier, I lay out the methodology used to conduct this research that 

explores the iterative and always-shifting phenomena of metatuning. Viewing and 

experiencing the data in real-time as a researcher-teacher-designer helped me to locate 

inconsistencies and contradictions between the young designers’ pre/post surveys and 

their design experiences. The results demonstrate that metatuning is most effective when 

adjusting to empower youth through their cognitive, social, and technical struggles rather 

than prescribing and enforcing a priori goals that negate those struggles. 

 For example, in Chapter Four I argue that collaboration is socially constructed 

and cannot be prescribed or standardized across each reach site. Although the ethos of 

collaboration served as the sites’ overarching mantle, different types of collaboration 

emerged throughout each: informational and motivational, cooperative, and communal. 

Initial metatuning methods that sought for traditional collaboration based on games 

development roles and team practices failed, stripping the youths’ feelings of ownership 

and command over their designing and learning; however, metatuning that adjusted to the 

youths’ spatial, technical, and social needs succeeded, fostering social interactions that 

were healthy for individual and group game designing. 

 Chapters Five and Six are a two-part analysis that argues that iterative design, 

another ethos of game development, encompasses the dialectics of the designer/learner 

and digital artifact and shows how these constitutive relationships shift throughout the 

design process. I analyze two types of tuning styles—homeostasis (seeking equilibrium to 

enhance stability) and homeorhesis (seeking change to enhance adaptability) as a critique 

of Sherry Turkle’s dichotomous hard/soft mastery coding styles. I explore how two 

female coders’ orientations to these types of tuning—Stacia the initially homeostatic and 

Rita the initially homeorhetic type—are fluid rather than rigid. I Metatuned their design 

environments in ways to best support and enhance their styles of coding as they evolved: 

some approaches, such as switching the game-development environments and 
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introducing other social and material resources, were more successful for one coder than 

the other.  

In latter portion of the analysis, in Chapter Six, similar methods were employed 

and examined in two other cases of male designers: John, and a two-man group, 

Wordman Productions. These designers’ contrastive styles show that homeostatic and 

homeorhetic categories should be expanded into artistic categories. The analyses show 

that youth who privilege art (their “sweet spot”) are intrinsically motivated by aesthetics 

and, thus, can produce more complex scripting’s than even those who’s specifically tuned 

for closer proximities to code (i.e., those like Stacia and Rita). Metatuning that adjusted 

for these nuances and privileging helped students succeed in code, art, and design 

categories, producing games that were built on their social values and sociocultural 

capital, albeit not always rich social justice-based games.  

Chapter Seven shows how a young participant, Tes, was intrinsically motivated 

throughout her development of a social justice-themed game reflecting her personal and 

social values. Metatuning intervention methods, which consisted of ad hoc research 

activities and leveling design activities, significantly impacted the young designer’s 

tuning for discovery learning about self, social/cultural issues, and conceptual 

understandings of STEM-related content. Tes was able to translate her aspirations of 

becoming a doctor into a socially aware game about the social injustices of the health-

care system. I also show how metatuning did not fare the same way for commercially 

laden values, such as basketball: the latter part of this chapter compares two male design 

groups that were gravitationally pulled toward the commercial and social aspects of 

basketball and how the metatuning of the design process for the nurturing of groups’ 

social capital does not always produce positive outcomes in digital spaces. Metatuning 

the spatial dynamics empowered the groups to engage with design and development 

concepts in unique ways: some “performed” their games and others “scripted.” 

  Chapter Eight shows how game development ethos—iterative design, 

collaboration, and production values—are interconnected and reprioritized by the 

negotiated values embedded within the communal-based design group, Real Talk. This 

Chapter is dedicated to the High Life! development team because, unlike the other 
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research sites, it was composed of diverse youth and adult participants that 

collaboratively designed together. The delicate repositioning of materials, resources, and 

design spaces was necessary to continually encourage systemic cohesion in the 

communal group and the game. As the youth tuned for a “keeping it real” game and 

design environment, metatuning, through its failures and successes—was able to 

effectively help the design community evolve and share values, generate new ideas, and 

creatively solve design issues. 

 Chapter Nine concludes with an analytical framework, The Metatuning Plane, 

resulting from the core literature and results laid out in this dissertation. It is provided as 

a framework of analysis, for both education and the game industry, and later positioned 

as a heuristic for GCL program developments. 
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2. GCL: A METATUNING PATH FOR PEDAGOGY 

 Many tools that claim to promote Game Based Learning (GBL) have little room 

for user agency or creativity. Take for example Math Blaster (2014), a series of math-

based games that have been continuously scrutinized by critics because of their 

superficial approaches to gameplay. In these games, kids solve problems by shooting the 

correct answer. Math Blaster is appealing to consumers because it replicates the media 

violence of First Person Shooter (FPS) games; it divorces the action from real learning by 

integrating twitch-style gameplay (repeated action with instant feedback) at the expense 

of procedural comprehension of mathematics.  

However, there is a category that is often included in GBL that is radically 

agentic. Take for example my experience at 1st Playable Production’s (1P’s) Teen Game 

Workshop (TGW). At TGW, teens aged 14-17 are inspired to learn STEM through “the 

creation of video games  in an experimental learning environment” 

(“Teengameworkshop”). As a speaker and mentor for the TGW for two years, I have 

witnessed teens creatively program games in various development environments (i.e., 

Construct 2 and Ren Py). Some of the teen games were built upon templates; others were 

originally programmed from scratch. Popular games, e.g., Call of Duty and Mario series, 

inspired some of the teens’ games; sensational media, e.g., Donald Trump and his 

politics, inspired others. Because TGW is only a weeklong program, an instructor-to-

class guided lesson about development software was limited to the first day. Thereafter, 

mentors roamed the rooms and helped teens debug their games on an as-needed basis.  

I recall one particular African American teen, John, who had an extremely 

difficult time programming his game. While some of his peers modded Mario games by 

replicating their timeless gameworlds in Construct 2 (C2), John was adamant about 

culturing Mario as a black, pop-locking character. John was two days into the workshop 

and had no scripting to show. I showed him how to create an animation sheet, where he 

meticulously created 16-bit framed movements for Mario. Then I showed him how to call 

(initiate code) those animations through C2’s event-based scripts. By the third day, John 

had his black Mario’s pop-locking walk animation complete; his next task was the 

environment. I missed day four of his programming, but when I returned on the final day, 
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John had situated Mario within an abstract, psychedelic, platformer environment with 

erupting square-shaped particles. Rather than waiting for someone to teach him each 

concept and then the coding practice, John had been using a trial-and-error process, 

“scaffolding” each success as the basis for the next level. He was exemplifying what 

researchers such as Mitchel Resnick and Sherry Turkle and others refer to as 

constructivist learning. I was pleased with John’s increased interest in programming via 

character designing, and I thought about the untapped learning possibilities that the 

cultural connection offered. Clearly the idea of “culturing” Mario was a strong 

motivation, and perhaps even John’s own understanding of algorithms was already 

inherent in popping and locking. Could the TGW staff have optimized other students’ 

interests and skills in programming using these kinds of motivations? In other words, 

could a broader pedagogy around “game design” that includes arts, social critique, 

culture, etc. facilitate learning for students who currently seemed unreachable or were 

limited in their outlook by merely mimicking commercial products? 

I was used to hearing about learning games in terms of the Math Blaster approach: 

baiting kids into solving problems by mixing in some game play. But my experience with 

John showed me how encouraging children to create games could be much more agentic 

and creative, not only teaching STEM but also offering resistance to racial hegemony. 

Much of this form of agentic design experience represents what Seymour Papert, 

Mitchell Resnick, Idit Harel, and Sherry Turkle describe as the best of constructionist 

learning (CL). Rather than try to squeeze this very different and important process of 

game design under the GBL umbrella, I propose a new category: Game Constructionist 

Learning (GCL).  

This dissertation is about the synergistic intersection of GBL and CL, which I call 

Game Constructionist Learning (GCL). This study proposes redesigning pedagogy in 

ways that encourage students to use their sociocultural values to empower their learning 

process, rather than as a barrier or incidental artifact. My hypothesis is that the synergistic 

intersection of game-based learning (GBL) and constructivist learning (CL), which I 

identify as a Game Constructionist Learning (GCL), is a powerful context for cultivating 

this intersection of learning and social motivation.   But GCL does not yet exist as its own 
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school of thought. While many of the conceptual tools for GCL can be adapted from its 

parent disciplines, I found that one important aspect was missing: a means to discuss the 

tension between the what I refer to as a “tuning” process of students’ discovery learning 

and a higher-order level of tuning that can occur as the discovery environment is 

optimized.   This chapter will introduce and conceptualize this “metatuning”: a framework 

that can facilitate the pedagogical, technological, and spatial dimensions of a Game 

Constructionist Learning environment.  

2.1 Game Based Learning 

As its name connotes, Game Based Learning (GBL) refers to the synergisms of learning 

and gaming phenomena. The epistemological (and ontological) phenomena of learning 

and gaming are elusively complex. Therefore games that emerge from these intersections 

are exponentially diverse. This diversity largely explains why and how educational 

games, e.g., Math Blaster (2014), and sociohistorical games, e.g., Sid Meier's Civilization 

III (2001) are not only systemically different but also foster different experiences. 

Nevertheless, the common theme of gameplay as a means to meaningful learning 

experiences allows them to fit together in one category. 

Many GBL critics and theorists have written about the relationships between 

games and learning theories (Ito; Kafai; Gee; Squire; De Castell and Jenson; Van Eck; 

Prensky). My intentions here are not to reiterate their convictions, per se, but to revisit 

learning theories, such as behaviorism and constructivism. This chapter maps out the 

overlap between their epistemological frameworks and those of gaming more broadly and 

examines some of their contemporary uses.  

2.1.1 Behaviorism and GBL 

Gameplay is often developed through behaviorist paradigms, in such a way that various 

forms of content learning are instructionally facilitated through the game’s feedback loop 

system. Behaviorist learning theories position gamers as passive learners: the learner is a 

black-boxed vessel, and the game, through systemic feedback, is conditioning him/her to 

give responses that correlate with correct content knowledge.  

Behaviorism posits learning as a phenomenon whose physical correlates can be 

externally observed, measured, and conditioned through stimulus-response mechanisms. 
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Ivan Pavlov, Edward Thorndike, John B. Watson, and B.F. Skinner are credited with the 

development of Behaviorism. Though behaviorism is fundamentally based on animal 

experimentations, psychologist B.F. Skinner explored how relationships and bonds 

between stimuli (external agent) and responses (systemic/behavioral feedback) can also 

be located within other “controlling agencies,” e.g., education, religion, and government 

(Skinner). These controlling agents as well as other external environments (i.e., Skinner’s 

Teaching Box that tallies right/wrong multi-choice answers) modify an organism’s 

(learner’s) behavior through a positive/negative reinforcement process that Skinner refers 

to as operant conditioning. Thus, through this “corrective feedback,” behavior can be 

conditioned.  

Computer Aided Instruction in the 1960’s emerged through Behaviorism, where 

drill and skill instruction was broken into units of facts for learner memorization (Stahl, 

Koschmann, and Suthers). This drill-and-skill approach is still prevalent in most 

educational commercial games, e.g., Math Blaster! as described earlier, but it is also 

central to military and health-based training games that prepare people to perform 

specific tasks in particular environments (Tobias and Fletcher 3). Training games, which 

often straddle the fence of the “simulation” category due to their repeatable, visible, and 

controllable simulated activities, are designed to condition the subject to respond to life-

altering and life-threatening situations (Tobias and Fletcher 7). For example, a surgeon 

game, the TKA serious game, is a First Person memorization and procedural-based game 

that teaches orthopedic surgeons how to perform a Total Knee Arthroplasty Procedure 

(Sambri et al.). Players accumulate points by performing small tasks and correctly 

answering multiple-choice questions. When questions are answered incorrectly, the 

player is confronted by an angry assistant who eventually provides the correct answer 

(3486-7). Another example of a behaviorist GBL method designed to condition the 

subject is a 1990’s war simulator game, Internal Look, which is “designed to exercise the 

command, control and communications ability of Central Command Headquarters” 

(“Internal Look”). Central to these surgical and militaristic games, or what many call 

“Skinner Boxes,” are operant conditioning methods—the unambiguously instant 
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feedback that rewards and/or punishes success and failure through positive and negative 

reinforcement methods, such as points, health meters, and life counts. 

Despite negative criticisms, impulses to incorporate a behaviorist approach to 

GBL are still prevalent today in contemporary, socially relevant games. Principles of a 

behaviorist game, which involves strategically arranged time, activity, and rewards, are 

designed to garner expected behaviors and reactions from the player (Hopson). A brief 

survey of premier socially relevant gaming associations’ game databases, i.e. Serious 

Game Association and Games for Change, shows that instructional, drill-and-skill games 

are still intentionally designed. For example, Serious Game Institute’s website currently 

lists a wide array of instruction-based games, with topics that range between business and 

driving while intoxicated (see www.seriousgamesinstitute.co.uk1). 

Behaviorist approaches to gameplay often emerge from the need to educate the 

public on the consequences of some social ill, such as texting-while-driving. For 

example, the New York Time’s “Gauging Your Distraction” game is built on behavioristic 

mechanics and post-statistical results to show that multitasking while driving is 

detrimental to the driver and those around him/her. The game “measures how [a driver’s] 

reaction time is affected by external distractions” (Dance, Jackson and Pilhofer). 

Zooming down a highway in first-person POV, the driver must navigate through 

randomly opened oncoming gates, while periodically reacting to unexpected text 

messages popping up on a visually distracting cellphone.  

Another drill-skill approach to gameplay is found in socially relevant games that 

seek to educate but also mobilize gamers. Freerice.com uses vocabulary memorization 

(and other drill-skill content games, e.g., math, chemistry, and geography) to inform and 

to encourage altruistic behaviors to remedy the social epidemics of world hunger. The 

game reinforces positive behaviors, vocabulary memorization, and giving donations, in 

two ways: (rice) points system and social gameplay. The point system is linked to the 

donation process; e.g., for every correct answer, the gamer donates ten grains of rice to a 

starving family. (Note: the system is setup where “sponsor banners appear on the bottom 

                                                
1 (Retrieved on July 21 2016). 
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of your screen for every correct answer … [and then] money generated by these banners 

is then used to buy the rice” (“FAQ”). Gamer rice count is also traced and publicly shared 

on a leaderboard to evoke competitive gameplay for a good cause. The algorithm 

(operant conditioning) of the game is tailored towards individual play; it continuously 

evolves and adapts to how the player responds to each question. Thus, 

“positive/negative” reinforcements are relegated to the changing difficulty level, which is 

determined by an individual’s gameplay.  

Freerice.com’s second, and perhaps most pivotal, method used to reinforce 

positive behaviors is its social gameplay mechanism. The game tracks the number of 

grains the gamer has donated over time. This score is publicly displayed on a “Rankings” 

leaderboard, which includes members’ identity and comparative data on their 

membership status (date/year of membership) and total grain collected. There is also a 

collaborative gameplay component, where the gamer can become a member of a group 

and collaborate to accumulate more rice for donation. While Freerice.com’s social 

gameplay is still couched in a behaviorist approach to GBL (i.e., group accumulated 

points signify “social gaming”), its implementation of collaborative gameplay is a nod to 

constructivist learning theories.  

2.1.2 Constructivist Learning Informing GBL: Gameplay 

Where a behaviorist GBL focuses on condition-based instructional gameplay, 

constructivist GBL focuses on gameplay that leads to individual learning experience. 

Constructivist learning theorists challenge the notions of externally conditioned learning, 

viewing knowledge development through the interaction of the learner (subject) and the 

world (Piaget). Unlike behaviorist teaching-centered approaches, where an external all-

knowing instructor conditions the passive learner, in a constructivist-learning model, the 

learner actively builds new knowledge through experiential exploration and critical 

reflection of developed knowledge.  

Many psychologists, philosophers, and educators have contributed to the 

epistemological shift from behaviorism (rote learning) to constructivist learning theories 

(e.g., Socrates, Giambattista Vico, Immanuel Kant, Lev Vygotsky Jean Piaget, Ernst von 

Glasersfeld, Dewey, Piaget, Papert, and Bruner). These proponents of constructivism 
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have, in their own ways, probed the nature of “reality,” “knowledge,” “literacy” and the 

dynamics of the “knower-and-unknown,” conceptualizing the individual as an active 

learner who constructs knowledge through (sensorial) experiences. The pioneering works 

of Lev Vygotsky and Jean Piaget are widely recognized as the cornerstones of 

constructivist learning theories. Although part of the same camp, these two individuals’ 

epistemologies of learning contexts and the idealized learner/child approach learning 

from different angles, only telling part of the story of knowledge development 

(Ackermann; Packer and Goicoechea).  

Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget, perhaps the most revered (cognitive) 

constructivist theorist, posits that the epistemology of knowledge cannot be separated 

from the psychology of the knower. Stemming from Immanuel Kant’s thesis of the innate 

categories of human minds that interact with the objective world, Piaget argues that these 

evolving “internal conditions” are not rigid and static mechanisms, but develop from 

infancy through adulthood; moreover, knowledge is constructed on levels as a result of 

the learner's interaction in the objectified world (Packer and Goicoechea 227). Piaget 

clarifies this concept through the age-dependent Four Stages of Cognitive 

Development—Sensorimotor, Preoperational, Concrete Operations, and Formal 

Operations—by concretely tracing the “cognitive structures [or schemes, that] describe 

mental activity in each stage of development” (Noddings 130). Schemes help learners 

make sense of their experiences: the more they interact with the world, the more 

intellectually complex their schemes become, and, thus, the more the learner comes to 

know the world. Piaget later expands his theory of cognitive development in a 

systemically dynamic manner, purporting that cognitive structures (schemas) mature 

through moments of cognitive instabilities, which he refers to as a (dis)equilibrium, 

“when perception and ‘reality’ conflict” (Brooks and Brooks 26). Equilibrium is achieved 

through the process of assimilation and accommodation.  

Soviet Psychologist Lev Vygotsky often challenged Piaget’s notions of learning 

as a dualistic interaction between subject-object, though he extended these concepts. As 

the pioneer of social constructivism, Vygotsky argues that learning happens in social 

contexts with others and that cognitive structures incrementally mature over time with the 
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collaborative aid of intellectual others. This supportive process is what he calls 

scaffolding (Vygotsky “Mind and Society”). Vygotsky challenged the view of dualistic 

learning that privileges individual cognitive maturation, positing that mediation—of 

language and speech (culture)—is central to how an “individual acts upon and is acted 

upon, social, cultural, and historical factors in the course of ongoing human activity” 

(Daniels 4-6). In this respect, the social phenomena of communicative acts via speech 

and cultural tools (i.e., film, books, games) foster meaning making (i.e., cognitive 

schematizations are made; Daniels 10). In Thought and Language (1962), Vygotsky 

unifies word and thought—speech—as a cultural artifact, stating that “word meanings 

develop” over time and through social processes (212).  

In Robin Fogarty’s explication of “teachers as architects,” she stated that 

Vygotsky’s “socialization process of idea-making...suggests that one learns first through 

a social setting of person to person interactions and then personally through an 

internalization process that leads to deep understanding” (6). Vygotsky’s incorporation of 

people (more knowledgeable others) as scaffolders to a learner’s internalization process 

is better understood through his central theme of cognitive zones of learning, the Zone of 

Actual Development (ZAD) and Zones of Proximal Development (ZPD). ZAD occurs 

when a learner can independently complete a task, but ZPDs occur when a learner cannot 

complete a task and needs assistance to move forward. ZPD’s are sociocultural contexts, 

where learners dynamically co-construct knowledge with instructors and peers; they are 

the areas between learners’ ability to accomplish a task on their own and learners’ need 

for guidance/support from a teacher or peer collaborator to complete the task (Vygotsky 

“Mind and Society”). While Piaget’s view of learning rests on an intellectual systemic 

view of assimilated and accommodated knowledge, Vygotsky’s ZPD concept promotes a 

social interactive learning process, where learners’ knowledge matures through social 

contacts and the achievements of more complicated tasks.  

Despite their divergent epistemological views of child development, Piaget and 

Vygotsky both found value in play. According to Vygotsky, make-believe play is 

voluntary, and its role-based rules are created and self-regulated by the child. The child’s 

developmental stages are connected to the abrupt changes in the child’s “needs, 
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inclinations, incentives, and motives to act,” which according to Vygotsky are evidenced 

in how the child satisfies the aforementioned acts in play (Vygotsky “Play and Its Role” 

2). Although play-development and instruction-development relationships are 

comparable, “play provides a background for changes in needs ... [is] the source of 

development and creates the zone of proximal development...The child moves forward 

essentially through play activity” (16). Thus for Vygotsky, play is a social interactive and 

mediational-imaginative situation, a form of activity that is the “highest level of 

preschool development” (16). 

Vygotsky’s orientations of play are not centered on external intellectual motives 

but rather affective incentives, which he argues are central to social and cognitive 

development. However, Piaget views play as a social function that “symbolically” 

reflects what the child already knows, rather than a cognitive function in building new 

knowledge. Piaget’s play (e.g., play house, play doctor, or play tea-party) is based on the 

instabilities of assimilation and accommodation, particularly if “assimilation gains on 

accommodation” (Play, Dreams and Imitation” 148). Assimilation occurs when new 

information is fit within current schemes, a process in which knowledge is reaffirmed and 

translated. On the other hand, accommodation occurs when the learners must adapt their 

existing knowledge structures (schemes) to accommodate for new knowledge; it consists 

of (re)creating and restructuring existing schemes (Brooks and Brooks 26). Therefore, 

play is the process of assimilating knowledge, a “reproductive assimilation,” which 

requires spontaneity, pleasure, and freedom (Piaget “Play, Dreams, and Imitation” 147-

149). On the other hand, when learners imitate, they accommodate their behaviors and 

thoughts to new experiences. While imitation is more restrictive and externally provoked, 

this activity helps to “interiorize” the abstract that can later be concretized through play 

(Sutton-Smith "Piaget on Play” 105). In essence, learning occurs through the dialectical 

disequilibria and equilibria of the two—play (assimilation) and imitation 

(accommodation)—as intelligence is adapted to and accommodated for. These dialectics 

of play and imitations are central to child development, according to Piaget.  

These different, often complementary, constructivist frameworks offered by 

Piaget and Vygotsky are expanded by other learning theorists who emphasize 
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contextualized, participatory learning spaces (Brown, Collins and Duguid; Lave and 

Wenger). The notion of games as constructed learning spaces (GBL) sits at the 

intersection of gaming and constructivist learning theories. Constructivist theorists refer 

to such artificially designed spaces as microworlds, “technological tools that afford 

thinking and cognitive exploration” (Rieber “Microworlds” 585). Some advocates of 

constructivist learning also refer to GBL games as possibility spaces:  just as 

microworlds, “are immersive environments for learners “to explore, inhabit, master, and 

eventually package into trajectories of experiences that form the basis of new skills, 

ideas, and identities,” says Kurt Squire (“Video Games and Education” 1). Constructivist 

theorists’ ideas of learning spaces help push the boundaries in how we conceive GBL 

computational spaces and educational places. Rather than just focusing on corrective 

errors (as in Behaviorism), a constructivist GBL privileges immersive, intrinsically 

motivating, sociocultural environments for knowledge and identity construction.  

For example, consider David Shaffer et al.’s design spaces of knowing, 

“epistemic games,” which provide ways of thinking, knowing, and acting within a 

particular practice (epistemic frames). David Shaffer et al.’s journalism game, Madison 

2200, is a designed epistemological and ideological urban-planning game that allows 

gamers/students to take on an urban identity and encode/decode professional practice 

(Shaffer “Epistemic games”). Students engage with the norms and procedures of urban 

planners as they design fictitious malls. This coming-to-know activity is a predetermined 

process instructed by the procedurally generated game world (Rieber, Tzeng, and Tribble 

“Discovery learning”). Consequently, learning is based on two things: One, how students 

come to learn within the semiotic domain of urban planning and, two, how students’ 

experiential learning processes helped them come to know about their real worlds 

through these artificial spaces. This form of reflective gameplay helps students build on 

their personal experiences in a form of imaginative play as professional urban planners.  

In a similar manner, Barab, Gresalfi, and Ingram-Goble’s “transformational play” 

extends Shaffer et al.’s concept of epistemic games and, thus, expands constructivist 

GBL experiences. “Transformational play” involves intentionally designed games that 

acknowledge the interrelationships of the subject, content, and situation. 
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“Transformational play” games are designed professional (e.g., for scientists) possibility 

spaces in which the player-as-protagonist’s actions (his or her enacted ways of knowing) 

alter and evolve the gamespace. In this way, both the learner and the context change as 

learners construct new knowledge throughout the gamespace. For example, in the 

author’s transformational play game, Quest Atlantis, the players-as-avatars are positioned 

with an intentionality and, based on their decisions, are exposed to context-specific 

consequences. In a particular unit of the game, The Taiga Fishkill, the gamers/students 

play as “environmental scientists whose job is to investigate the fish population decline 

and propose solutions to the problem” (528). The gamers/ students make decisions on 

how to improve water quality and are able to immediately see the consequences of their 

decisions in future worlds. Another unit of the game, Modern Prometheus, illustrates 

consequentiality through the non-player characters (NPCs): the player’s decisions affect 

their reputation with the gameworld (531).  

Imagine a possibility space that is both designed to teach professional content 

learning and designed to teach students how to solve design problems drawn from their 

everyday social, cultural, and environmental realities. This hypothetical scenario is 

explored in GBL and mediates, essentially negotiates, the learner’s physical/real and 

virtual spaces. Unlike the transformational play and epistemic games that are restricted to 

virtual spaces, Squire and Klopfer’s Environment Detective game yields a learn-by-doing 

pedagogy that traverses virtual and real spaces through augmented reality gaming 

experiences. In the author-designers’ Environment Detective game, students take on 

detective-scientist roles so that they understand science as a social practice and the 

socially situated nature of scientific practice by managing resources, combining data 

sources (virtually on handhelds) and forming hypotheses. The students collect and solve 

problems in socially meaningful situations while the hybrid real-virtual environment 

emergently forms activities, affords different types of activities, and supports student 

performative experiences (Squire and Klopfer “Environment Detective”). The students 

utilize the material (to augment the interactive problem-solving narrative—the toxic spill) 

and virtual (as computational media to make sense of the real) in order to solve 

environmental issues near their school. While some of the high school students actually 
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questioned the reality of the toxic spill, reductively referring to the activity as a “game” 

(398), Environment Detective did interactively encourage students to draw personal 

connections by taking note of the social relevance of their knowledge-building process 

while playing as detectives.  

Some GBL approaches meet learners within their already-existing knowledge 

structures, such as gameplay located within commercially developed environments 

(Steinkuehler and King). There are constructivist GBL methods that are built on the 

valuing of youths’ sociocultural experiences in virtual and physical game spaces, 

especially those environments that are participatory, interactional, and meaningful. These 

GBL approaches often appropriate youths’ cultural gaming practices, positioning learning 

within what James Paul Gee refers to as affinity groups. Affinity groups are “groups 

wherein people primarily orient toward a common set of endeavors and social practices 

in terms of which they attempt to realize these endeavors” (Gee “What Video Games” 

196). For example, Constance Steinkuehler and Elizabeth King’s work situates and 

constructs learning spaces within and around World of Warcraft’s (WOW’s) affinity 

groups. Their research on male, teenage WOW fans shows how young gamers/learners 

are intrinsically motivated in honing literacy skills, such as researching and assessing 

information, synthesizing interactive tools for troubleshooting, and distributing network 

knowledge (54-56).  

Leveraging gameplay for a type of GCL requires a shift in thinking of games as 

systems of knowledge, acknowledging social, procedural, and gaming literacies that 

emerge through game designing. Constructionist theories shift the perspective from game 

interactions via gameplay to game interactions via game construction. 

2.2 Constructivist Learning Revisited—Constructionist Learning: From Gameplay 

to Coding 

The divergent views of behaviorist and constructivist learning theories are prevalent in 

GBL research and, by extension, practice. Behaviorist gameplay and constructivist 

gameplay in GBL have been at odds, epistemologically and ontologically, and 

constructivist learning began to gain the edge in the war over GBL. In her 2006 article 

titled “Playing and making games for learning: Instructionist and constructionist 
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perspectives for games,” Yasmin Kafai outlines similar binaries that undergird GBL 

approaches. Kafai expresses her distaste of typical instructionist approaches to GBL, 

claiming that these drill-skill games, such as Math Blaster! enact behaviorist philosophies 

of learning through extrinsically motivating tactics (e.g. rewarding the correct answer). 

On the other hand, Kafai optimistically looks to constructivist game based learning 

approaches—particularly those built on a constructionist paradigm, in which children 

learn through manipulating objects. These approaches intrinsically motivate children to 

learn through game designing; she states:  

The learner is involved in all the design decisions and begins to develop 

technological fluency [that] involves not only knowing how to use new 

technological tools but also knowing how to make things of significance with 

those tools and, most important, develop new ways of thinking based on use of 

those tools” (39). 

Kafai’s support of constructionism, a type of constructivism, not only exposes distinctive 

epistemological frameworks that are embedded in GBL (from behaviorism to 

constructivism), but it also reveals divergent views of constructivist learning. Kafai’s 

analysis demonstrates an incongruity in constructivism, and by extension GBL research, 

one that Edith Ackermann suggests is the unacknowledged differences between Piaget’s 

Constructivism and Papert’s Constructionism. Both, constructivist camps have 

“incremental views of knowledge construction,“ says Ackermann. Piaget and Papert 

“view children as the builders of their own cognitive tools, as well as of their external 

realities,” yet the two constructivist theorists differ in their approaches (Ackermann 7), 

specifically in how they conceptualize learning contexts and “construct their own 

idealized ‘child’” (9). Ackermann further delineates these differences as a “dwelling 

in”(constructionist) and “stepping back” (constructivist) binary, where the former focuses 

on how knowledge is constructed in mediated contexts of people and tools and the latter 

focuses on the construction of an internal stability (developing and adapting knowledge) 

(9). We have explored the stepping back component of constructivism, but in order to 

approach Game Constructionist Learning, we must explore Papert’s concept of “dwelling 

in.” 
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2.2.1 Contemporary Constructionist Learning 

Constructivist learning splintered off to consider experiential learning beyond gameplay, 

to recognize a specific type of learning about games’ formal and computational 

structures. This transition is attributed to Seymour Papert. As a student of Piaget, 

mathematician and educator Seymour Papert expounds on Piaget’s Genetic Epistemology 

of knowledge (a view that intellectual structures grow out of other existing structures). 

He posited that learners/children are epistemologists that “actively build their own 

intellectual structures” by appropriating materials that are historically situated within 

culture (“Children, Computers” 19-20). Papert opposes the computer-to-child metaphor, 

formulating constructionism—a cognitive and affective view of knowledge development 

as a thinking-through-doing phenomenon (Papert “Mindstorm” vii).  

Constructionism is, as theory, similar to constructivism: disequilibrium, in a 

Piagetian sense, is evoked through external construction activities (e.g., with gears, wood, 

paper, and code). According to Papert and Harel: 

Constructionism shares constructivism's connotation to learning as building 

knowledge structure irrespective of the circumstances of learning. It then adds the 

ideas that this happens especially felicitously in a context where the learner is 

consciously engaged in constructing a public entity (Harel & Papert 1). 

Papert expounds on the differentiations of constructivism and constructionism: 

My perspective is more interventionist. My goals are education, not just 

understanding. So, in my own thinking I have placed a greater emphasis on two 

dimensions implicit but not elaborated in Piaget's own work: an interest in 

intellectual structures that could develop as apposed (sic) to those that actually at 

present do develop in the child, and the design of learning environments that are 

resonant with them (“Mindstorm” 161). 

Furthermore, constructionism builds on constructivism, as discovery learning—the 

dialectics of concrete experiences of the environment and abstract understandings of the 

world—occur not exclusively in the mind, but also within inhabited and constructed 

microworlds (Rieber “Microworlds”). For example, in his seminal text, Mindstorms, 

Papert reveals the mathematical and mathetic knowledge (“knowledge about learning”) 
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afforded by LOGO environments (63). LOGO environments are “cognitive minicultures 

[intersecting at] cultural presence, embedded knowledge, and the possibility for personal 

identification” (11). Logo Programming Language is a simple, low-threshold, 

programming environment that allows its users to program anything from a robotic Turtle 

(in its early iteration) to pixelated Turtle “sprites” (“Logo History”). A particular case of 

these intersections is investigated by Papert in a young girl’s, Jenny’s, LOGO 

programming scenario: Papert’s account of “Jenny’s concrete poetry” experience with 

LOGO illustrates how a young girl, who initially had grammatical writing and speaking 

issues, comes to gain a deeper understanding of grammar. Through this learning-through-

doing experience, Jennie approached the programming activity as a way of teaching her 

turtle language, which in essence, was a way of teaching herself language by 

transforming her relationship to language (Papert 49-50). Others have expounded upon 

Papert’s LOGO research, creating educational programs for the development of youth’s 

computational thinking skills as they programmed fraction-based and other educational 

content-based games (Harel; Kafai “Minds in Play”). 

2.2.2 GBL vis-à-vis Constructionism 

Where GBL focused on gameplay, constructionist-learning theorists focused more so on 

programming. Constructionism has influenced and has been influenced by the 

trailblazing work of Sherry Turkle, Mitchel Resnick, Karen Brennan and others that 

explored and articulated the value of such “syntonic learning,” learning by doing, through 

new computational environments and computational literacy endeavors. The possibilities 

for personal identifications with computers were, and still are, central to Sherry Turkle’s 

investigative research on the intimate relationships between humans and machines 

(Turkle “Evocative objects”). As a sociologist and psychologist, Sherry Turkle is a 

prolific writer on children’s learning and social relationships with “machines,” especially 

how children use machines to think. In her early ethnographic work, Second Self (1984), 

Turkle explores the ways computers are integral parts of children's social and 

psychological beings. In the Introduction of the 20th Anniversary Edition of Second Self, 

Turkle talks about the importance of children creating their own games: 
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... on the level of the individual child, something interesting has been lost in the 

move away from authorship of the programs that underlie one’s own game. On a 

societal level, there is an analogous loss. The aesthetic of transparency (common 

to the Logo movement and the early generations of personal computer hobbyists) 

carried with it a political aesthetic that was tied both to authorship and to knowing 

how things worked on a level of considerable detail...[Children] “play” 

simulations but don’t have a clear way to discriminate between the rules of the 

game and those that operate in a real city. Most have never programmed a 

computer or constructed their own simulations. They do not have a language for 

talking about how one might rewrite the rules of their games (“Second Self” 13). 

Turkle’s concern for child development does not simply point to cognitive advancements, 

but also to children’s social and cultural developments. Turkle’s critique provocatively 

challenges a reductive constructivist stance on games as learning spaces: children need to 

be more than just inhabitants and consumers as gameplayers of off-the-shelf games like 

The Sims (2000); they need to become critical citizens of these spaces. Gaining a 

systemic understanding of “real city” rules and “simulated city” rules requires the ability 

to critically deconstruct and construct systemic rules, essentially what is understood as 

procedural literacy (Bogost 246) and generally viewed as systems based thinking (Hung).  

Many share Turkle’s sentiments of critical computational and systemic 

understanding of new media (Lankshear and Knobel), but Turkle’s work sheds light on 

the virtual-physical and transparent-opaque “tension [that] defines our cultural situation,” 

and defines the unacknowledged differences of constructivism in GBL (“Second Self” 

13). In the Introduction, I discussed how the current cultural situations regarding the 

intersections of STEM achievement gaps and other disparities existing within the video 

game culture are often ignored in GBL approaches. Turkle reveals and unabashedly 

addresses these cultural situations head on, especially those regarding gender and 

technology:  

Thinking in terms of dolls and Erector sets, like talking about teaching negotiation 

and control, suggests that gender differentiation is a product of the social 

construction that determines what toys and what models of correct behavior are 
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given to children of each sex. (Second Self 20th anniversary edition pg. 105) 

...Children working with computers are a microcosm for the larger world of 

relations between gender and science (“Second Self” 113). 

Gender plays a significant role in how boys and girls relate to technology, interact with 

technology, and even are taught with and through technology (Wajcman). Turkle 

appropriates an Object Relations theoretical perspective to understand gendered styles of 

mastery over the computer: how maternal and paternal bonds develop girls’ subjective 

and boys’ objective stances early on.  

Turkle also emphasizes personality styles, as drawn from Psychologist David 

Shapiro’s work on obsessive-compulsive styles versus hysterical-styles, to demonstrate 

hard and soft masters’ relationships with computers (“Second Self” 104). Turkle claims: 

Programming style is an expression of personality style[:]...hard masters tend to 

see the world as something to be brought under control... soft masters are more 

likely to see the world as something they need to accommodate to, something 

beyond their direct control (102-103). 

Therefore, hard masters impose their will on (what they view as) a responsive computer. 

For example, Turkle gives an account of a young boy’s, Jeff’s, “top-down,” “divide-and-

conquer” programming style in the Logo environment (98). He identifies with the 

programmable sprites only to take command and plan their actions, where he claims: 

“When I program I put myself in the place of the sprite. And I make it do things” (98). 

On the other hand a soft master imparts a “relational attitude” towards the 

computer, “negotiat[ing], compromis[ing], and empathiz[ing]” with code (103). For 

example, Turkle recounts two young girls’, Mary and Anne’s, programming activities in 

the Logo environment. Mary and Anne displayed a relational and negotiative style of 

programming in which, rather than refuting/correcting erroneous code—a bug—(as a 

hard master would), they were accepting of its “ behavior as a humanlike quirk”; they 

approached the bugs as opportunities to compromise, to listen to, to get more intimately 

closer to the computer (109). Anne’s programming of her “screened-birds” revealed a 

technically sophisticated and ingenious programming aesthetic that the programming of 

hard master boys, like Jeff, did not: through her relational coding style, she innovatively 
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animated screens and birds for more complex behavior (110). Again, Turkle’s 

explications of hard and soft mastery are not to myopically view these as rigidly gender-

exclusive categories, but to show how “science is usually defined in the terms of the hard 

masters: it is the place for the abstract, the domain for a clear and distinct separation 

between subject and object…[and the classroom] is a microcosm of the male 

genderization of science” (113). 

Changing the tide of a male gendered STEM requires a postmodern view of 

STEM that: 1) acknowledges how its objectivity is not pure but rather is situated within a 

male dominant discourse (Haraway “Situated knowledges”), and 2) recognizes how our 

cybernetic relationships with computers and technologies co-construct our social, 

cultural, and intellectual identities (Haraway “Cyborg”). A postmodern view of STEM 

recognizes that knowledge is co-constructed, and that in order to foster this collaborative 

and inclusive learning, technology must be accessible. Thus, when Papert provocatively 

asks, “Can an adult and a child genuinely collaborate?” (“Mindstorms” 115), a 

postmodern view of computer programming further probes the question: How do we 

conceive a genuinely collaborative, spontaneous, problem-solving, inclusive 

constructionist-learning environment built on distributed experiences?  

Massachusetts Institute of Technology's (MIT’s) Mitchel Resnick, along with 

other MIT Lab contributors (John Maloney, Andrés Monroy-Hernández, Natalie Rusk, 

Evelyn Eastmond, Karen Brennan, Amon Millner, Eric Rosenbaum, Jay Silver, Brian 

Silverman, and Yasmin Kafai), grabbed the baton of constructionism, developing 

Scratch, an event-based programming environment, along with a distributive online 

knowledge space. Scratch is a visual programming interface where users link 

“programming blocks” together to call out actions; in the Scratch online community users 

create, remix, and share their Scratch projects (see scratch.mit.edu2). Unfortunately, 

Papert’s Logo as well as other initiatives (i.e., Alice; Squeak EToys; Flash/ActionScript) 

did not live up to expectations, for three reasons, One, Logo was too difficult for children 

to use and the syntax was too complex to master; two, programming activities were often 

extrinsically motivated by others’ pushing for core content learning, which presented 

                                                
2 (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
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activities that were disconnected from youths’ personal experiences; and three, 

programming activities lacked the collaborative support for problem-solving when things 

went wrong, and even the encouragement when things went right (Resnick et al. 

“Programming for All” 2). Thus, Scratch was invented to remedy these failings, thereby 

providing a learning experience that was “more tinkerable, meaningful, and social” than 

other programming environments (6). 

The Scratch program and its online community was iteratively developed by the 

ongoing collaborative research in K-12 schools, during youth after school programs, and 

within Scratch’s online Community (“Burke and Kafai "The writers' workshop”; Peppler 

and Kafai; Maloney et al.; Brennan and Resnick). Central to such research are the 

findings on how youth personalized and diversified their computational literacy skills, 

actively engaging in procedural and syntactical programming logic, such as behaviors 

and conditionals, while writing stories and/or simulating educational content. For 

example, Brennan and Resnick’s study explores how youth, Tim, Shannon, Renita and 

her younger brother, practiced a variety of computational and higher order programming 

principles while developing projects in Scratch. The youth practiced parallelism (scripts 

that run at the same time)(4) and “reusing and remixing” materials (incorporating code 

and assets from other projects)(8) as they creatively solved and innovatively created 

projects ranging from animated simulations to interactive games. Brennan and Resnick’s 

analysis reports heavily on Renita’s and her younger brother’s project, where they created 

a game by remixing ideas drawn from a popular gaming site and Scratch website, 

remixing code from Scratch’s art asset and code library, and, through trial and error, 

tested and debugged their game.  

Renita’s game was incidental to Brennan and Resnick’s study; however, as the 

authors have found, Renita and her brother’s trajectory of computational thinking points 

to a type of rich and meaningful learning that was prompted by their programming of a 

game rather than other interactive simulation activities. Constructionist learning fosters 

computational thinking literacies in very dynamic ways: While programming in coding 

spaces, such as LOGO and Scratch, youth learn about themselves and their learning 

processes. Youth bring different experiences and cultural perspectives during thinking-
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through-doing activities, which serve as meaningful and contextual computational 

learning that otherwise would not be available.  

2.3 Game Construction Learning (GCL) 

While the legendary work by Papert, Turkle, and Resnick et al. exemplifies the 

exponential possibilities of computer programming in Logo and Scratch environments, 

their results are centered on teaching kids programming and not game designing. In these 

projects, games were incidental to the programming environments. Game Constructionist 

Learning (GCL) is a school of thought that marries GBL and Constructionism, colliding 

professional, educational, and personal domains of practice, incorporating the nuanced 

knowledge and skills that emerge in real-time game design practices. The canonical work 

of contemporary constructionist theorists (Harel; Kafai) and other learning theorists 

(Dewey; Perkins) influence GCL; however, it is the work of those that provide a real-

time cultural understanding of games development, specifically game design, that breathe 

life into GCL (Pickering; Murray “Inventing”; Fullerton; Crawford; O’Donnell; Kazemi). 

Very little has been written on constructionist learning that focuses on game 

design practices (Kafai and Burke “Constructionist Gaming” 314). Therefore, there is 

clearly a need for a constructionist learning experience that can “form and constantly 

reform some kind of balance between closeness and separation, openness and closure, 

mobility and stability, change and invariance” (Ackermann 10). Is there a GBL that can 

constantly disrupt and balance these categories, thereby providing a “stepping back” and 

“dwelling in” learning experience? How can we reconcile these always shifting binaries? 

For example, we call Minecraft a game in which students learn a multitude of academic 

and “gaming fluencies” while playing (Kafai “Gaming fluencies”) yet consistently note 

that it has none of the fundamental characteristics of gaming: no interactive elements of a 

score, choice, conflict, end-state/goal system (Crawford 5-15). Entire platforms, like 

Scratch, CSNAP (culturally situated design tools for learning) (see Eglash et al.) and 

Logo, are created for the purpose of helping kids design. However, the fact that youth are 

mostly designing games seems incidental to the few existing analyses that do not include 

gaming principles as part of the curricula (Brennan and Resnick; Kafai “Minds in Play”; 

Harel). 
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“Why has there been such glaring omission of the constructionist approach?” asks 

Yasmin Kafai and Quinn Burke (“Constructionist Gaming” 314). In addition, I would 

ask, “Why has there been such glaring omission of a game design approach based on 

process: Game Construction Learning (GCL)?” I have already explored behaviorist 

approaches that, just as Kafai and Burke argue, desire to teach gamers core content and 

social issues. Other reasons include that constructionist approaches, which are designed 

as low-tech and high ceiling microworlds, require technical and computational fluencies 

(i.e., computer programming) on the part of teachers as well as students. This matter 

further exacerbates the existing disciplinary boundaries and other correlated impediments 

to learning. Despite these probable causes, there have been paradigmatic shifts towards a 

GCL: education initiatives (i.e., see HASTAC; Obama administration’s Educate to 

Innovate Initiatives), the popularization of modding game environments (i.e., Minecraft; 

The Little Big Planet), and the development of games development applications (i.e., 

Construct 2, Unity 3D, and Kodu). Consider modding as an example, which depending 

on the activity, object, and social environment, can come in the form of remixing, 

altering, reskinning and the rethinking of game content, code, and its simulated objects 

(Scacchi). Research has shown that youths’ modding activities, even within pre-

programmed modding environments like Minecraft, helped foster their identities as 

creative writers (Ito et al., “Connected Learning”), architectural designers, (Overby and 

Jones), and even computer scientists (El-Nasr and Smith). 

A constructionist approach like GCL that positions the students as game 

designers, as practitioners of knowledge, is vital to meaningful contextualized learning of 

academic, social, and technical literacies. In recognizing the unique potential of game 

design, Quest2Learn School’s designer and co-founder, Katie Salen says:  

Game design as a domain of professional practice involves an array of knowledge 

and skills. Knowing how to put together a successful game involves system-based 

thinking, iterative critical problem solving, art and aesthetics, writing and 

storytelling, interactive design, game logic and rules, and programming skills 

(“Gaming Literacies” 3). 
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GCL is concerned with the epistemological and ontological changes of the learning 

situation, that is, in how learning through practicing game design transforms both the 

internal/external identities of the learners as well as their social space (Packer and 

Goicoechea 234-237). GCL asks, “How can these constitutive personal and social 

transformations be incorporated within learning activities?” Game design that is 

understood through its professional practices provides a suitable framework for 

addressing these possibilities. Before delving into game design’s role in GCL, it is 

imperative to first situate game design as a practice and a critical pedagogy. 

2.3.1 GCL Understood Through Epistemologies of Design 

The shifts to a constructionist’s thinking-to-doing are located within education at-large: 

schools are modeled on design-thinking frameworks in which interdisciplinary and 

empathy-infused curricula facilitate project-based learning environments (see Harvard 

Business School and Stanford; Katie Salen’s Quest 2 Learn Schools). Yet, 

constructionism is still morphing to deal with its internal shifts to other forms of thinking-

through-doing, as explored with its parent discipline, constructivism (i.e., “stepping 

back” and “dwelling in”). Constructionist theorists are expanding experiential learning 

from a thinking-through-objects to a specified type of thinking-through-designing 

(Perkins). Thinking-through-designing is generative knowledge-building phenomena that 

is situated within a complex problem-solving activity, requiring iterative, collaborative, 

and representational design actions for possible solutions (Cross; T. Brown “Design 

Thinking”). This research argues that thinking-through-designing can help students learn 

more through focusing on process rather than the product (object). 

There are cognitive, social, and cultural advantages to real-time meaningful 

design activities, especially those that do not divorce the real-time design activities from 

the learner-designer’s knowledge structures. These activities require shifting pedagogy 

from “knowledge as information” to “knowledge as design,” as David Perkins writes:  

The theme of knowledge as design can break the familiar frame of reference, 

opening up neglected opportunities for understanding and critical and creative 

thinking...But can we consider knowledge in a different light, as design rather 

than information? That would mean viewing pieces of knowledge as structures 
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adapted to a purpose, just as a screwdriver or a sieve are structures adapted to a 

purpose (22). 

In this respect, knowledge-as-information, which takes a structural view of knowledge as 

decontextualized from meaningful and applicable experiences, is less effective. In turn, 

knowledge-as-design offers a way of teaching in which “knowledge is an implement of 

action” (Perkins 24). Game design offers this form of intellectual progression through 

meaningful, applicable processes. Youth are able to engage with complexly interwoven 

cognitive and metacognitive activities that range from programming systems to reflecting 

on their understanding of how ideologies are coded within systems. Game design is 

central to this discussion because games are already part of youths’ everyday lives, are 

products of a cultural industry built on youth practices, and are expressionist media that 

allow youth to impart their personal and social experiences in and through a designed 

artifact, all the while learning academic content.  

2.3.2 GCL: Canonical Work of Game Design Constructionist Exemplars 

Constructionist learning through game design surely is not new, and researchers have 

consistently advocated for a type of GCL paradigm (Van Eck; Hayes and Games; Kafai 

and Quinn Burke “Constructionist Gaming”; Salen “Gaming literacies”). There are many 

that paved the way for a GCL model, especially Idit Harel and Yasmin Kafai’s late 

1980’s and early 1990’s Project Headlight work at an inner-city public school in Boston. 

Though conducting separate projects, the two researchers exemplify a logical progression 

from a constructionist youth game design program centered on thinking-through-objects 

to a program centered on thinking-through-designing. Idit Harel’s Instructional Software 

Design Project (ISDP) work with underrepresented youth shows how immersive learning 

can grow out of an integrative and interdisciplinary project, where creation and revision 

is a long-term process leading towards a complex product (“Children Designers” 96). In 

this program, youth engaged with constructionism by learning through an instructionist 

design perspective; that is, as instructional game designers, youth developed fraction-

based software games, using LOGO programming environment, to teach their peers 

about fractions. This design-based learning allowed youth to confront and critically solve 

design-related issues through “metalearning experiences” (i.e., “self-management, 
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reflection, planning, revising, and representing” 93), gaining academic knowledge along 

the way (i.e., rational number concepts and programming). In addition, Harel’s work 

illustrates how instructional software design based learning is a sociocultural process in 

which teachers and peers scaffold and encourage student-designers’ cognitive and 

metacognitive design processes. One particular case study focused on Debbie, an 

“overweight and socially isolated” black girl from the Boston ghetto who was disinclined 

to and emotionally disconnected from mathematics learning. It illuminates how her 

design experiences developed her as a self-expressionist writer, intellectually enthused 

fraction teacher, and a social butterfly “work[ing] on all fronts—emotional, social, and 

academic—during the project” (114). Harel recalls a pivotal moment when Debbie 

integrated “real-world knowledge with formal, symbolic, mathematical thought,” while 

advancing her programming skills and gaining admiration from her peers (138). In her 

“House Scene,” Debbie took the abstract (geometric shapes and fractions) and translated 

them into concrete, “regular human scenes”(house, wagons, and a sun) first in her design 

notebook; then she programmed them in Logo (143). These transformational experiences 

are central to a GCL experience. 

Yasmin Kafai’s Game Design Project takes children-as-designers a step further 

than Harel Idit’s work, where youth merged “the domains of games and fractions for an 

instructional purpose,” developing story contexts with goals, rules, characters, and 

animations in their educational games for real 3rd- grade users (Kafai “Minds in Play” 

29). Both Kafai and Harel’s work position youth as designer-teachers of fractions in the 

Logo environments; however, Kafai’s mode of inquiry was on youth game designs as an 

object and context of study. Harel’s students created representations of fractions, 

interactive objects, in an instructional software fashion, but Kafai’s participants 

developed educational games in holistically multimediated fashion, designing 

documentations, advertisements, cover designs, and presentations for their games (Kafai 

“Minds in Play 31). Students’ games ranged from narrative formats to game formats, 

contextualizing fraction learning within commercially adapted role-playing games. 

Students’ design processes differed, and their incorporation of fractions always involved 

the tensions of wanting to develop a fun game playing, yet educational, experience. These 
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tensions were negotiated in process, as the students reconciled them through design. For 

example, Kafai gives a case study of Amy, who transitioned her abstract role playing 

game to a Greek Mythology game. The young designer-teacher’s game shifted from 

integrating fractions in a superficial manner, to integrating fractions in an 

interdisciplinary manner, incorporating fractions through Greek Mythology by adding 

dialogue, animations, and feedback conditions.  

Harel and Kafai’s canonical work paved the way for a GCL, but they are not the 

only exemplars. Other work, which arguably grew out of Harel and Kafai’s research, lays 

out various permutations, extensions, and articulations of game design based learning 

programs that position youth as designers. The list is exhaustive, but fortunately Hayes 

and Games thoroughly outlined and categorized these game making activities, indicating 

four POVs in how game design is intentionally integrated as pedagogy: 1) game 

designing to learn how to program, 2) game designing to help close the gender divide, 3) 

game designing to enhance learning in other academic core content areas (i.e., 

mathematics, history); and 4) game designing for the sake of learning core design 

concepts (i.e., mechanics, rules, etc.). In their conclusion, Hayes and Games makes a 

strong claim regarding the impetus and presumptions underlying contemporary 

approaches to game-making in education: 

Our first argument concerns student motivation. Assuming that game making is 

what motivates students to learn programming, educators have used games as the 

“carrot” to be obtained after going through a sometimes arduous process of 

mastering programming tools (326). 

GCL recognizes student motivation and the significance of foregrounding game-making, 

but in a way that goes beyond broadening design thinking and its corresponding tools and 

resources. GCL shares James Paul Gee’s idea that “Game design is, thus, akin to the 

design of social life,” and so GCL is positioned at the junctures of youth social lives and 

learning activities, where motivations are not determined by the “game” but are 

articulated through designing the game (Gee “Getting Young People”).  

Although Hayes and Games expose common assumptions and unfortunate 

limitations of work in recent game making and education, their conclusions are more 
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conceptual than applicable. GCL extends and blends Hayes and Games’ categories by 

creating a new category that recognizes game design as a cultural practice and that 

privileges a kind of game design learning imbued with principles of a critical pedagogy 

(Freire; Giroux; Morrell 113-117; McLaren; Kincheloe). Critical Pedagogy views 

education as political and the goal for education as social justice. It is a liberatory 

education that cultivates student critical consciousness about concrete social structures 

and societal situations of one’s world (what Paulo Freire terms as conscientization). 

Paulo Freire, the grandfather of Critical Pedagogy, says, “people can only be liberated 

with their reflective participation in the act of liberation” (Freire 52). Thus a critical 

pedagogy, the antithesis to banking system education that regards students as empty 

receptacles, is an active problem-posing education that 1) fosters dialogic communication 

between student and teacher, 2) encourages the student to critically reflect on structures 

of oppression through intervention (praxis), and 3) respects and relies on student culture, 

experience, and language (Freire; Kellner and Share 16). In the same vein, GCL is a 

bottom-up approach to game design that encourages student designing as a critical 

reflective process about game social and formal structures. Games are not developed in a 

vacuum, for they are products of cultural practices, dominated by white males, but are 

largely consumed by those of color—a matter that needs to addressed not just 

intellectually but through praxis (Everett and Watkins). GCL, through a critical 

pedagogy, centers learning on youth experiences, which are their social and cultural 

capital.  

In previous game design and education models, as seen in Kafai and Harel’s 

Project Headlight case, youth values are pulled towards hegemonic core curriculum 

categories, e.g., math and computer programming, where game design is framed as 

computer programming exercises. Rarely do we see a game design program in education 

that organically grows out of youth cultural and social capital first, and leads to critical 

and reflective activities that interrogate game design as a professional practice. As Anna 

writes in her book Rise of the Videogame Zinesters:  

[G]ames are designed by a small, male-dominated culture and marketed to a 

small, male-dominated audience, which in turn produces the next small, male-
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dominated generation of game designers. It’s a bubble and it largely produces 

work that has no meaning to those outside that bubble…(13). 

The lack of diversity in game design leads to a “creative stagnation” and an alienation of 

those outside of the group (Anthropy 12-20). Thus, game design embedded within 

education like GCL recognizes this, essentially, call to action for cultural diversity. To do 

so, such education should welcome cultural differences as impetuses for creative 

designing. So GCL privileges youth social and cultural capital, and approaches game 

design activities through a critical pedagogical lens. Rather than framing game design in 

the elusive terrain of “game design thinking,” GCL engages game design as a cultural 

practice, as a reflexive and emergent process, that encourages youth to unveil and 

discover larger social, cultural, and personal issues.  

2.3.3 GCL: Cultural and Social Capital 

In the Preface of her book, Children as Designers, Idit Harel proclaims:  

In sum, game design is an empowering principle that “facilitates other learning, 

and which marries cultural background, school activities, thought, action, 

creativity, construction, and reflection (“Children as Designers” xx). 

Youths’ cultural backgrounds are often missing and/or the afterthought of game design 

pedagogies. With GCL, game design originates and grows out of youth social and 

cultural capital (Bourdieu “Forms of Capital”), yet its processes are facilitated through 

critical pedagogy. Though often interpellated as consumers (Shaw 1), youths’ have social 

and cultural identities that are complexly shaped by a myriad of factors, (e.g., social 

class, gender, geographical locations, religion, and language, Howard 53); “historical, 

economic, and structural factors ... play a fundamental role” in youth identities, 

educational opportunities, and how they choose to articulate their identities (Howard 26-

34). Thus youth identifications (e.g., with commercial games, basketball teams, and hip-

hop music) are articulations of their social and cultural capital, which are rich with other 

social and cultural identifiers (e.g., sports, hobby, familial, and other affiliation 

networks). GCL starts with this diverse understanding of youth motivations that stem 

from youths’ cultural and social capital, which could lead them to critically articulate 

their identifications through design.  
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Youth motivations are located within their social networks and articulated through 

cultural codes. French sociologist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu states, “Taste 

classifies, and it classifies the classifier” (“Distinction” 6). Taste, “i.e., manifested 

preferences” (Bourdieu “Distinction” 205) is linked to social positions and cultural 

domains. Furthermore, taste, as in cultural preference, as well as other skills and 

knowledge, make up what Bourdieu refers to as cultural capital (“Distinction” 216). In 

The Forms of Capital (1986) Bourdieu outlines three distinctive forms of capital that 

perpetuate social inequities and differentiate the French Bourgeois from the working 

class: economic capital (the material, i.e., assets, education degrees and certificates), 

social capital (network associations and relationships with others), and cultural capital 

(knowing the right cultural codes of a certain field, a cultural competency). These three 

types of capital are parlayed into symbolic capital when one enters a particular field to 

reify one’s social status.  

Unfortunately, “students from the dominant culture inherit substantially different 

cultural capital than economically disenfranchised students, and schools generally value 

and reward those who exhibit that dominant cultural capital” (McLaren “Critical 

Pedagogy” 81). This devaluing and depreciation of underrepresented youths’ cultural 

capital is how “school’s academic credentials remain indissolubly linked to an unjust 

system of trading in cultural capital which is traded into economic capital”; this perpetual 

exchange process leaves underrepresented youth alienated from high-paying jobs, such as 

those in the games development field (McLaren 81). Fortunately, there are counterviews 

of Bourdieu’s handling of capital, arguing that there is a cultural capital of activities like 

hair braiding, skateboarding, gaming, and basketball, and proving that such capital can be 

transformed and made socially, intellectually, and linguistically functional in school and 

in societies (Eglash and Bennett; Nasir “Everyday Pedagogy”; Drazan, Cooke, and 

Eglash).  

Unfortunately, there is not much game design-based educational research that 

enters at this critical point; there are an exceptional few, however, whose dispositions of 

game design either focus on designers developing culturally responsive games or 

exploring how youth can read and modify games, to oppose, hegemonically racist, 
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misogynistic, stereotypical games (Swain; DeVane and Squire). Youth bring their own 

social and cultural capital to their engagements with these ideological structures, but only 

in so far as the systems allow them. For example, DeVane and Squire observe a young 

“at-risk” teen, Honovi, whose gameplay in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas is to foster 

professional car designing skills (DeVane and Squire 275). Instead of engaging in typical 

violent missions (“gang wars”), Honovi customizes his car (“pimps his ride”), building 

skills in and knowledge of (cultural capital) car accessorizing because he wants to go into 

this particular career. DeVane and Squire’s piece did not focus on pedagogy or game 

design, but it was conducted to show how youths’ meaning-making activities are socially 

situated by contexts of play (i.e., alone versus with friends) and constrained by these 

procedurally generated semiotic spaces. Their critique is similar to those that view game 

customization opportunities, more specifically game modifications (modding), as 

potentials for building youths’ technical fluencies (El Nasr and Smith; Yucel, Zupko, and 

Magy; Hayes-Gee and Tran; Peppler and Kafai).  

Peppler and Kafai’s Do It Yourself (DIY) informal after-school program called 

Clubhouse demonstrates the multifaceted ways urban youth express their “ideas, values, 

and genres” by drawing upon their cultural knowledge of “pop culture, video gaming, 

and lowriders” in their programmed environments (Peppler and Kafai 16). One particular 

bi-racial African-American and Latino youth, Dwight, shared similar cultural capital of 

car customization as Honovi from DeVane and Squire’s study. However, in Dwight’s 

case, he was able to critically translate capital in remixed digital forms; by programming 

in Scratch, Dwight programmed interactive pimped out cars with basic mechanics that 

emulated hydraulics. He was also able to remix his cultural capital of the Mexican 

American countercultural “Low Rida” movement by incorporating graffiti letters, 

representational urban background art, and customization options (Peppler and Kafai 14-

16). In contrast to Honovi, Dwight’s cultural capital was fostered through his self-guided 

programming and designing within an open design environment that was not restricted by 

a prioi gameplay. 
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2.3.4 GCL: Social Values 

Where a person’s social and cultural capital is comprised of his/her skills, knowledge, 

and affiliations, a person’s interactions and ways of being are governed by social values, 

which are the ethical ideas that guide behaviors. Mary Flanagan and Helen Nissenbaum 

list some of these values as: creativity, justice, and personal autonomy (“Game Design 

Methodology”). Creativity as a value is more easily translated in a game design activity, 

as seen with Peppler and Kafai’s work that shows how youth can gain critical literacy 

skills through remixing and parlaying their capital in Scratch. However, this form of open 

design, though motivational, does not engage them in critical reflection about the values 

that guide their decisions and behaviors as designers. In agreement, Mary Flanagan and 

Helen Nissenbaum urge designers: 

To include values as the set of criteria by which the quality of a given technology 

is judged, to strive actively for a world whose technologies are not only effective, 

efficient, safe, attractive, easy to use, and so forth, but that promote the values to 

which the surrounding societies and cultures subscribe” (“Game Design 

Methodology” 182). 

If youths’ designs are guided by social values, this would help remedy what Jenkins et al. 

refer to as the “ethical problem”: “The breakdown of traditional forms of professional 

training and socialization that might prepare young people for their increasingly public 

roles as media makers and community participants” (Jenkins et al. “Confronting the 

Challenges” 3). Youth participation with designing and coding games should also entail 

reflection about coding and designing as part of a larger sociohistorical context. 

Designing through their social values will encourage youth to critically “take an 

ecological approach [to game designing], thinking about the interrelationship among all 

of these different communication technologies, the cultural communities that grow up 

around them, and the activities they support” (Jenkins et. al “Confronting the Challenges” 

8).  

2.3.5 Defining Game Design as Practice 

Because games are technological systems, constructed within “social, cultural, legal, 

political, and economic institutions, practices, and protocols that shape and surround 
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them,” GCL is not just about programming, appropriating media, or remixing genres; it is 

about critically reflecting on the constitutive nature of game design as a professional 

practice situated within the complex networks of the development industry (Jenkins et al., 

“Confronting the Challenges” 8). There are three distinct stages of the creation of a 

digital game: development, publishing, and distribution. The development phase is the 

creation and design of the game, so the game designer is central to this development 

phase (Kline, Dyer-Witheford, and De Peuter 176). Game design skills, tasks, and roles 

make up what is considered game design and, recursively, define the role of a game 

designer (Brathwaite and Schreiber; Schell; Fullerton). In Brathwaite and Schreiber’s 

primer textbook designed to sharpen game design skills, they define game design as: 

...the process of creating the content and rules of a game... the process of creating 

goals that a player feels motivated to reach and rules that a player must follow as 

he makes making meaningful decisions in pursuit of those goals (3). 

Game design is the creation of meaningful choices for the player (Brathwaite and 

Schreiber 11); it requires a “play-centric approach to design in which a designer must 

design, practice design, and play through practice with the player experience always at 

center” (Crawford 16). Game design is not the process of creating art or programming the 

game, for it “is its own art form and has been around long before computers, polygons, 

and even the discovery of electricity,” says Brathwaite and Schreiber (4). However, as 

architectures of these formal systems, game designs require the perspective of an artist 

and programmer. Chris Crawford describes the unique character of a game designer as an 

inhabitant of two very different worlds, “the artistic world and the technical world” (49).  

Game designers are not active software engineers (i.e., programmers) or artists, 

but they must collaborate with them through the game development process. In addition, 

they must internalize the mindset of coding and art aesthetics as they create games. 

Famous game designers Warren Spector and Marc LeBlanc advise aspiring and current 

designers to gain art/graphics experience and programming experiences in order to 

become effective designers and collaborators (qtd. Fullerton 88). Marc LeBlanc says, 

“Designing a game without know how to program is like painting without a brush”(qtd. 

Fullerton 88). Warren Spector pushes disciplinary role boundaries, stating game 
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designers should also know “behavioral psychology...architecture, economics, and 

history” (qtd. Fullerton 88). In The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses (2008), game 

designer Jesse Schell agrees and defines game design as an activity, and a game designer 

as not a person but a role in making good design decisions. “[G]ame design is not an 

exact science….[It] is full of mysteries and contradictions,” says Schell. Therefore, in his 

book, Schell provides 100 perspectives—Lenses—of design as tools for self-examination 

while designing (in practice) (Schell xxix). The interdisciplinary and anthropological 

thinking required for designing is expansive, and while the list of lenses is not definitive, 

its purpose is to show how unpredictable yet goal-oriented game design can be. 

Game designers do not work in a silo and, as game innovators, must be able to 

creatively and effectively communicate their ideas in these formal systems (games) and 

within these dynamic human networks (with other developers, i.e., artists, programmers, 

producers, playtesters and so forth). The latter means that game designers must foster a 

collaborative work culture, and the former requires them to develop an 

interactive/integrative approach to systemic designing. Game designers bring abstract 

ideas into concrete forms, “identify[ing] the smallest identifiable parts of a game” 

understanding how they interact, and designing them as dynamically interconnected parts 

(Brathwaite and Schreiber 25). Game designers are system designers (Salen and 

Zimmerman “Game Design Reader” 53). 

Furthermore the game design process entails a continual effort in fulfilling a 

particular vision through the tuning and balancing of the formal structure of the game, 

through a collaborative and iterative design process. Game designer, author, and 

professor and Chair of the Interactive Media & Games Division of the USC School, 

Tracy Fullerton, writes in her popular instructive text, Game Design Workshop: A 

Playcentric Approach to Designing Innovative Games: “the most important skill in the 

game design [is] the process of prototyping, playtesting, and revising your system based 

on player feedback” (Fullerton xx). Iterative design is the design methodology for 

refining a game and the always-shifting vision for its final release (or Gold Master). The 

efforts and actions of the game designer are central to this “cyclic process of prototyping, 

testing, analyzing, and refining” (Zimmerman “Play as Research” 176). 
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Needless to say, game design is a bit more complex than modding; it entails a 

diverse milieu of people and tools, and an always-evolving product and process. GCL 

supports a situated learning process that occurs within game design practices, where roles 

and skills are enacted. Thus, viewing GCL as a knowledge activity and a real-time 

practice warrants an anthropological view, or rather a performative view of game design 

(Pickering). The descriptions of game designing and game designer help one to see that a 

game designer is a system creator (hence thinker) who collaborates with others 

(programmers, artists, users) in reconciling unforeseen problems throughout an iterative 

design process. However, a designer’s role is to reconcile problems, in real-time, through 

the trial and error process of design, and this process should be the focus of game design 

for education: GCL. What can real historical accounts in game design demonstrate that 

can help foster a GCL approach? A performative view of game designing in practice 

offers a real-time view of game design ethos (i.e., systems based thinking, iterative 

design, and collaboration), as they are constitutively intertwined within the dialectics of 

social, technical, and conceptual resistances and accommodations (Pickering).  

2.4 GCL Through Accounts of Tuning 

GCL is conceived through game design practice, specifically through the ways games 

designers confront real-time affordances and constraints during production. Game design 

is situated within a design culture (Murray “Inventing the Medium”; Nideffer) and, 

within the larger purview of games development, a cultural industry (Kerr; Withford and 

Peuter). A performative/real-time view of game design as what social scientist Andrew 

Pickering calls “a mangle of practice,” is central to a GCL because it transparently 

illuminates game design as a negotiative, always-evolving, and dialectical activity. This 

perspective is often taken for granted in constructionist approaches that theoretically 

adopt game design activities for specific ends.  

Furthermore, a real-time view helps to bring not just a theoretical perspective of 

design, but also a historical account of game design into the pedagogical situation. Many 

have critically written about the video game industry from a macro view, historically 

exploring games as products of a cultural industry and as remnants of the technological 

landscapes of those times (Aphra Kerr; Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter). Indeed such 
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research is imperative in holistically understanding game development, but GCL is 

concerned with the everyday politics of design. Historical accounts of everyday designing 

in video game studios, drawn anthropologies, participant-observation, and postmortems 

(developers’ narrations of design process after a game is shipped) shed a strong light on 

how idealistic characteristics of design—Collaboration, Systems Thinking/Designing, 

and Iterative Design—are shaped and formed by various affordances and constraints that 

emerge in real-time practice (O'Donnell; Malaby, “Making Virtual Worlds”; Kazemi).  

Affordances and constraints during real-time game design practice (activity) are 

best understood under Andrew Pickering’s theoretical framework, the mangle of practice. 

The mangle of practice is a posthumanist theory and real-time view of scientific practice 

that “exemplify temporal emergence and the decentering of the human subject in the 

extension of [scientific cultural practice]” (Pickering 26). Debuted in his seminal text, 

The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science (1995), the mangle evades 

sociological purist views of knowledge that centralize the human agent; it advances a 

view of scientific knowledge in practice in which human and nonhuman agents are 

constitutively intertwined in a dance of agency that changes all agents in practice. 

Pickering writes:  

My argument is, in effect, that the social dimensions of scientific culture should 

be seen as themselves in the plane of practice and as always, in principle, subject 

to mangling there, just like and together with the material and conceptual 

dimensions (61). 

According to Pickering, a sociological purist view is not enough to explain the social 

transformations that change the individual in practice, but rather a real-time view of 

scientific culture, seen in the plane of practice as a subject of mangling (Pickering 21). 

Game designers, as human agents, and games, as machinic agents, are unique because 

designers’ roles, skills, and purposes in the development phase are defined by their 

struggles with the game and its various articulations. These unique struggles are what 

Pickering specifies as the mangle. The mangle is an old fashion machine “that squeezes 

the water out of the washing”; this imagery is representative of scientific practice and the 
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“unpredictable transformations that are fed into” its schemes and overarching practices” 

(23).  

Furthermore, game design (or in Pickering’s case, science) is “an evolving field of 

human and material agencies reciprocally engaged in a play of resistance and 

accommodation in which the former seeks to capture the latter”(Pickering 23). This “play 

of resistance and accommodation” is what Pickering terms a dance of agency, and tuning 

is the perceptive metaphor used to explain the trial-and-error processes of reaching 

interactive stabilizations. Game designers are “active, intentional beings” that tentatively 

construct machines, and through the process of construction, he/she monitors the 

performance of a machine to see whatever capture of material agency it might effect” 

(21). Through this monitoring, game designers adopt passive roles and, from this 

symmetric POV of agency (intentionalities; plans and goals), material agency—the 

playable game—manifests. When the designer watches to see if the game performs as 

intended, and it does not perform as intended, then the designer’s agency is active, and 

he/she tunes (actively responds) for a desired effect of the game, reaching interactive 

stabilizing points, which are referred to as game iterations. 

In this case, tuning, asymmetrically from a game designer’s POV, consists of 

strategies used to accommodate to the resistances. Pickering writes: 

“takes form of a dialectic of resistance and accommodation, where resistance 

denotes the failure to achieve an intended capture of agency in practice, and 

accommodation as active human strategy of response to resistance, which can 

include revisions to goals and intentions as well as to the material form of the 

machine in question and to the human frame of gestures and social relations that 

surround it” (22). 

In practice, resistances (obstacles) are unpredictable and accommodations (tentative 

circumventions of the resistances) are unplanned; so tuning, the revising of goals and 

intentions for interactive stabilizations (of “machines, instruments, conceptual structures, 

disciplined practices, social actors and their relations, and so forth”) are processes that 

emerge in as well as transform practice (Pickering 70). Game design is a “practical, goal-

oriented and goal-revising dialectic of resistance and accommodation” (70) in which 
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interactive stabilization is sought and achieved at each iteration of the game and, 

obviously, at the final shipping phase of the game as a Gold Master. Game designers are 

integral to the destabilizing and re-stabilizing (interactive stabilizations) of the social 

(macro and micro actors of the game development process), material (digital and material 

prototyped games along with corresponding development tools), and conceptual (visions 

of the game).  

In a Pickeringian sense, an account of game design that occurs in the studios 

shows how human and nonhuman intentionalities are constitutively intertwined in a goal-

oriented practice, changing one another. The interactive stabilities of the social, cultural 

and conceptual are a result of a dance, tuning. For the sake of pedagogy, GCL, these 

dialectics warrant a closer, real-time, look at game design norms and characteristics that 

are often both celebrated—Iteration, Collaboration, Systems thinking-doing—and 

unfortunately, reduced—Intercultural interactions—in design practice. The following 

sections will describe these characteristics in detail, supplemented by case studies, to 

explore how the aforementioned game design characteristics are central to interactive 

stabilization points of the game, the developers, and the development process. 

2.4.1 Tuning the Homeostatic Game 

Pickering’s thesis of the mangle undoubtedly recognizes science lab practice as 

homeorhetic rather than homeostatic interaction (where the term homeorhetic connotes a 

constant flow and the term homeostatic a seeking for static state, Pickering 23, footnote 

36). However games are self-enclosed homeostatic systems whose regulatory features are 

deliberately designed by game designers. Homeostasis, as defined by cybernetic theorists 

of system control (Wiener; Bateson), is a constant interactive stabilization process of 

restoring equilibrium in a closed system (e.g., biological, technical, and/or informatic 

systems). The goals of the system are to maintain stability against external disruptions, 

“to maintain steady states when they are buffeted by fickle environments” (Hayles 8). 

Through these various homeostatic processes, the system can internally restore itself back 

to initial states. For example, regulatory mechanisms, such as negative feedback 

(processes of reducing system outputs to restore stability), work in humans to cool their 
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body temperatures down when overheating. A manifestation of this process is the body 

sweating.  

What is particularly different about video games as instantiations of tuning is that 

they are homeostatic systems, yet they are articulations of the mangle in game design 

practice. Thus tuning in game design, the readjustments of design goals, is always 

confronted with and situated within the regulatory functioning of both the technical game 

system and the networks of the game development industry. For example, “narrative 

pacing [and] game balancing” are regulatory functions of the game that are tuned by 

designers (Albor), and such tunings are also tuned by the profit/market-driven demands 

of the games development industry: e.g., the design of a marketable FPS game must 

incorporate marketable mechanics that match those of industry-grade. Thus, the tuning 

that occurs within these interrelated network systems proves that game design norms, 

such as collaboration and iteration, are actually constituted by these interrelated human 

and nonhuman systems. 

2.4.2 Game Design Norm: Collaboration 

Collaboration is one of the central design norms recognized in the game development 

process. Collaboration is the process of communicating, organizing, and problem-solving 

with others to reach the ultimate goal of shipping a finished game. “Because gameplay is 

so intricately linked with how...play is programmed, visualized, and supported by music, 

voice-over, etc., the game designer must collaborate closely with just about every other 

team member,” such as producers, programmers, visual artists, Quality Assurance 

Engineers, Level Designers and other special media creators (i.e., script writers and 

musicians)(Fullerton 350). Designers tune their collaboration strategies to diverse team 

members’ activities and also to effectively solve design problems (to reach their goals) 

i.e., brainstorming, balancing and debugging a game. Through this process, designers are 

also tuned by these interactions.  

Casey O’Donnell traces game design trial-and-error collaborative activities in his 

book, Developer’s Dilemma…, where he “takes an in-depth look at the collaborative 

work and tools of the videogame industry…[exemplifying how] diverse systems across 

multiple scales come together in [working studios] in ways that either help or hurt the 
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function of creative collaborative practice” (O’Donnell 4-5). O’Donnell observed the 

everyday activities of developers at a US-based game development company, Vicarious 

Visions (VV), researching how teams’ tuning (accommodations and resistances) 

activities emerged, how and why things worked and/or went wrong, and how various 

technical and social stabilizations were achieved during the development process. For 

example, designers’ visions (goals; “basic systems and mechanics of the game”) of the 

game, which are defined during the preproduction phase, were shifted by the assemblage 

process in the development phase and, thus, the game’s production as well (122). The 

assemblage process consists of systemically creating game levels, missions, and game 

objects’ behaviors, while also balancing them for plausibility, complexity, and playability 

(123).  

This information is generally understood as data, the glue between the game 

engine and the art assets, bridges between the engineers and the artists. Designers create 

data, while artists visually depict them as art assets and engineers define/program their 

structure in/as a game engine. Designers use various communication mediums to depict 

data files: the written, i.e., Game Design Document (living document detailing the entire 

vision of the game) and the visual, Prototypes (simulated gameplay); but they 

interactively create data files in technological spaces by scripting in Middleware and 

other custom developer tools (software referred to as the “glue” to art and source code, 

which allows the designer to articulate and analyze game system activities). 

In a particular instance with Spiderman 3, VV’s designers scripted data in a 

custom software tool called Peaches: “a system that could be expanded on, as new kinds 

of design data were necessary in future projects” (O’Donnell 127). The tools engineer did 

not yet develop Peaches, so it emerged through the complexities of the Spiderman 3 

project. The tool developers, along with the designers, iteratively developed Peaches 

based on project demands; designers’ methods in circumventing unforeseen design and 

tech-related obstacles were central to these developments. While scripting in Peaches, 

designers helped to evolve the functionalities of Peaches: “The same tool [was] used by 

designers to create special effects, levels, and missions and to script cutscenes” (127). 

Through this process, the designer’s vision, overarching dream of the game, constantly 
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changed as they dealt with various constraints and affordances of the tools that they used 

to continuously think about how all the components of the game relate to one another. 

Similar collaborations among designers and engineers are discussed in a postmortem 

written by Resident Evil 4’s cinematics lead, Yoshiaki Hirabayashi. He narrates how 

designers’ efforts in contributing data more frequently and directly within the XML data 

management system helped improve the workflow, in terms of “converting data, 

managing data, and troubleshooting,” thereby alleviating the programmers from the heft 

of workload imposed by the old flow (Hirabayashi 2). 

O’Donnell’s analysis ventured to argue that games development collaborative 

cultures are systems of feedback, and just as software systems that mediate 

communication are tuned, so are human components. He writes: 

The game development trend has been a move towards what I term as 

“interactive” model of game develop, where changes and modifications to the 

overall complex system can be viewed in real time and instantly...People simply 

do not move, think, or understand complex problems instantaneously (O’Donnell 

132). 

Working conditions, production norms, and developers’ identities/roles are constantly 

evolving and changing throughout the design process. Systemic imbalances of the design 

network may consist of negative feedback within the production cycle, i.e., lead designers 

abandoning the process and/or taking maternity leaves. This feedback is often stabilized 

by the systems’/teams’ frenetic attempts to fill the gaps: sometimes designers have to step 

up in programming and collaborate with engineers, as was the case Tomb Raider: 

Underworld where designers had to tediously design the metrics for player interactions. 

Metrics are data that changes overtime during gameplay, i.e., health meters, game lives, 

time, and hit-counts/misses (Lindstrom). In developing the environmental metrics data, 

the designers were able to take the load off of the programmers and generally improve 

team workflow.  

2.4.3 Game Design Norm: Iteration 

Iteration is another important design norm recognized in the game development process. 

Development teams, as with people, are also interactively stabilized throughout the 
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production life cycle. Again, “designers create systems,” and they do so through their 

abilities to isolate, connect, represent, and analyze a game’s interconnected parts to solve 

its structural problems, balance its system, and create meaningful experiences within its 

environment (Salen and Zimmerman 55). Because games are complex systems, they 

require failures and “many iterations before it is considered finished”; therefore designers 

employ an iterative design methodology of prototyping, playtesting, and revising the 

game over and over until it has reached it finalized state (Brathwaite and Schreiber 19-

20). Iterative design is this feedback process of tuning, the trial-and-error, that occurs 

when designers propose solutions, try them out, get feedback, then accept solution and 

move (or try another solution). Iterative design is an open-ended, yet goal-oriented 

process of tuning the game and the design process for desired ends and design conditions; 

yet it is also a transformational process that changes the designer, their identities and their 

roles throughout the iterative design process.  

Designers are constitutively intertwined with game systems and iterative 

development cycles. Their identities, roles, and presence are not stable, but fluidly 

wrapped into the design process. Van Birdwell—co-founder of Valve, designer, and 

engineer—recounts the unpredictable and game-changing development of Half-Life 

(1999). The overarching obstacle was to re-make the game as “fun,” but the biggest 

constraint was their ability to foster collaboration among a development team that lacked 

experience working interdisciplinarily with others,’ and importantly, a team that lacked a 

game designer (in the theoretical sense). Team and development stabilization was 

collectively created through the Cabal process, a term they used to describe their 

posthumanist game designer and their game design teamwork that was result of the 

unpredictable transformations in design (Birdwell 215). 

What is particularly special about the Half Life’s Cabal development process is 

how it originated through its prototype, which at the time was its polished game. During 

iterative design, models, which are know as prototypes, are used to dissect the game as a 

system, taking it apart and figuring out why its system is not working as intended and 

inventing ways to weave out the preconceived notions of fun and immersive gameplay 

(Salen and Zimmerman 55). However, in agreement with Pickering, in order to 
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“understand the work of the cultural extension in [game design] one needs to recognize 

its orientation to specific goals, toward the achievement of specific future states of 

[design] culture...such goals should themselves be understood as constructed out of 

existing culture in the process of modeling” (Pickering 55). It is impossible to understand 

practice without exploring the trajectory of prototypes, which are models of practice 

(Pickering 55). Thus, the Cabal process, which was generated from an-unsuccessful 

prototype, was constructed through iterations (models) of Half Life. 

The Half-Life development team was in dire need of a game designer that could 

patch together the reworkings of a scrapped project. They conducted a search for a 

designer. After realizing that their idealistic “godlike game designer” did not exist, they 

constructed the Cabal, a cobbled together group of individuals that combined the 

strengths of the cross sections of the company. The initial Cabal groups “consisted of 

three engineers, a level designer, a writer, and an animator” (Birdwell 215-217). 

Throughout the iterative development process, the Cabal group evolved based on 

members’ “responsibility of actually doing the work that their design specified” (217). 

From the outset, the Cabal process was perceived as “nerve wracking,” but to those that 

were a part of this transformational culture, it was revolutionary: “The people involved 

were tired of working in isolation and were energized by the collaborative process, and 

the resulting designs had a consistent level of polish and depth that hadn’t been seen 

before,” says Birdwell (218). The flexibility of the Cabal process allowed people to enter 

and exit based on the design demands, and it also allowed Mini-cabals to form.  

The Cabal process interactively stabilized the design culture but it was also tuned 

by the game based on playtesting. Playtesting is central to the iterative design process 

because it is when gamers play the game and the designers can receive real-time feedback 

on the functioning of the game and gauge whether or not the game is fun. Playtesting 

expands the idea of collaboration, incorporating users, and in some cases, everyday 

gamers as extended designers. The Cabal team’s playtesting tuned the game as well as 

the Cabal culture. The Cabal process was not for everyone and was not a cultish method 

in drafting members; it was a culture that supported a “This is ours” ideology across and 

within the design of Half-Life. For example, whenever outside playtesters played the 
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game, the Cabal member that created the particular level that was tested had to silently 

observe and take notes. This humbling process settled potential design arguments, as 

personal opinions were challenged in real-time by the playtesters. After reviewing the 

feedback from playtesting sessions, every level was fine-tuned, designed, and and/or 

programmed by everyone in development. Development tools afforded anyone the 

opportunity to go into the game and fine-tune the levels. There was no bottleneck to 

design and implementation (221): “The feedback from the sessions was worked back into 

the Cabal Process, allowing [them] to preemptively remove designs that didn’t work well, 

as well as elaborate on designs that did” (218), truly and practically, fostering a collective 

ownership of the game.  

2.4.4 Game Design Norm: Values 

Designers’ values in design are what shape the game and also the development process. 

Half-Life is a FPS game that integrates military, academic, and science fiction cultural 

content in its procedural space. This creative remixing of cultural perspectives into the 

award winning, historically groundbreaking game—Half-Life—was only made possible 

through the Cabal, or what is generally known intercultural design. Intercultural design 

involves the ability to dynamically create dialogue, interaction, and exchange between 

two or more cultures in ways that will yield innovative ideas (Portera). Intercultural 

design encourages the negotiations of cultural, and in Cabal’s case, disciplinary 

difference in practice through the development process. Furthermore, an intercultural 

design space decentralizes design power, where everyone have creative agency. The 

Cabal process was an account of the design of Half-Life, illuminated through an 

intercultural design lens. Design values were negotiated in practice, yielding new content 

and technology. Some valued innovation, others “fun-factors”; but these values were in 

dialogue, negotiated through playtesing-feedback-review-and-edit phases, yielding the 

innovative FPS mechanics, scripted sequences, and trailblazing animations that Half Life 

is known for.  

Designers’ values of creativity and innovation are easily translated within the 

global economy of the $22.41-billion dollar games industry (MediaCT 12). For example, 

at 2012’s Games Developer Conference, lead designer and programmer Timothy Cain 
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discussed the ways in which developers strategically tried to put in FallOut their “cultural 

reference stamps” of films, TV shows, and music that are part of their cultural histories 

(Cain). However, as production lead, Cain discussed his apprehension of this 

incorporation because he did not want the game to easily be dated on the shelves. Cain 

accommodated the designers by making a rule for all cultural references: if the player 

does not get the reference, they should not be distracted by their inability to “get it.” For 

example, the critical hit perk “Slayer” in Fallout was Chris Taylor’s implementation of 

his favorite TV show, Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Another example is the character, 

Gizmo, which was Cain’s way of incorporating the name of his skunk he had when he 

was 12 years old. The deep embeddedness and ambiguity of these acceptable references 

shows how intercultural design activities and values were relegated to production values 

in creating a RPG game that was marketable and profitable.  

Designers are often tasked with creating culturally-rich games, merging sports 

cultures and music cultures, where intercultural design is always already relegated to 

commercial values. Some developers circumvent production values, carving their own 

place within the competitive world of video games development. Vivid Games' Real 

Boxing shows how small development teams can hang with the big guns by committing 

to and fostering their own development culture. In efforts to stay true to the boxing 

culture while innovatively developing a top-notch boxing game, the development team 

took intercultural design to an ethnographic-level. Tomasz Strzelczyk, Grzegorz Brol, 

Krystian Komisarek write in their postmortem: 

Researching boxing through movies and games was part of getting ready for Real 

Boxing. We also had gym sessions, martial arts training, and a punching bag 

hanging in the heart of the office — all that constantly reminding us how 

important this project was for the company (1). 

The dialectic of cultural values during intercultural design is less contentious when the 

dialogue of cultural values are embedded within the culture of commercial mainstream. 

What about other values that are not so easy to have a conversation about in and through 

design? How about those human values—liberty, autonomy, justice, freedom, security, 

and privacy (Flanagan, Howe, and Nissenbaum)—that are often marginalized and pushed 
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to the side for the sake of developing marketable games that appeal to the 35-year-old-

male targeted audience (MediaCT 3)? 

In their timely work on human values and game design, Mary Flanagan, Howe, 

and Nissenbaum recognize how designers’ and engineers’ awareness of their created 

artifacts as embodiments of “political, social, and ethical values” warrants a closer look at 

how these developers and “designers struggle to find a balance between their own values, 

those of users and other stakeholders, and those of the surrounding culture” (751). There 

is no methodology for how to iteratively create value-balances in design; therefore, the 

authors created one called, Values at Play (VAP), a methodology to both “facilitate the 

integration of values into [a game, as well as to] contribute to systematic approaches for 

others designing in value-rich contexts” (759). VAP is an iterative and reflexive process 

that involves the designer/developer: 1) compiling a list of values drawn from users, 

stakeholders, production goals, and self; 2) considering values-based conflicts during 

design choices; 3) implementing and prototyping, working through value conflicts 

through iteration, feedback, and reflection; and 4) verifying that the initial and worked 

through values are still recognizable in the project (754-758). VAP has been researched 

and analyzed through the development of social activist and educational games; however, 

its integration of value conflicts within the design practice in helpful in exploring ways to 

reimagine intercultural design within corporate spaces.  

Lucasfilm’s Habitat (1986) is an example of how intercultural design can be 

reimagined in how its developers sought value-conflict resolution collaboratively through 

re-designing with the gaming community, after the game was released rather than in the 

prototyping phase. Habitat was “arguably one of the first attempts to create a very large 

scale commercial multi-user virtual environments,” proclaims lead design and project 

leader for Habitat, Randall Farmer and Chip Morningstar (729). In Habitat, users interact 

via avatars and chat, and essentially self-govern the space through their choices of 

interaction. Robbery and assaults evaded Populopolis (Habitat’s cyberspace), thus 

generating a moral debate about death within the community. Philosophical questions 

about the value of human life, law, and justice in in gameplay emerged. The designers 

and developers sought to reconcile these contentions of value (i.e., the right to weapons 
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versus banning them; the right to free-reign in gameplay versus a governed space): they 

intervened systemically and communally by conducting polls and surveying the gaming 

community on design decisions. For example, they “compromised by changing the 

system to allow thievery and gunplay outside the city limits, and even created a voting 

system for an in-game Sheriff” (744). 

Intercultural design is not a self-contained, ephemeral process located within the 

development phase. An expanded view of intercultural design moves beyond the 

collaborative and iterative design practices during production into the interactive 

exchange with other stakeholders and users outside production. Doing so will break the 

barriers of commercial industry privileging of market values to open up more human-

driven discourses. These contests are central to the development of GCL in theory and in 

practice.  

2.5 GCL from Practice to Praxis: Metatuning 

The previous section explored ways game designers tune homeostatic systems like 

games, and demonstrated how designer roles, identities, and skills are tuned through the 

interactive stabilizations of collaborative and iterative design practice. Historical 

instances of tuning are central to GCL because it shows in practice, rather than theory, 

how the game is a result of an unpredictable yet goal-oriented game design practice, and 

the game designer is constitutively intertwined within the dialectics of resistance and 

accommodation in which the shipped game emerged. Recognizing these dialectics in 

practice helps theorize GCL as its own school of thought, but creating these dialectics for 

critical pedagogy helps shift GCL from practice to praxis. Shifting game GCL to praxis 

requires what I call metatuning, “a system of nested iteration in which the trial-and-error 

process at a lower level (tuning) is made possible by a trial-and-error process at a higher 

level” (metatuning). For example, a design instructor (higher level) may try out many 

different learning/design-specific exercises. By trial and error, they eventually find some 

that work well in engaging students critically in the design process. During these 

exercises, the students are then able to enjoy effective trial-and-error discovery learning 

experiences (at the lower level).  
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2.5.1 Metatuning Homeorhetic Learning Spaces  

Homeostasis, just as Pickering argues, ignores the dynamic relationship of 

material/human agency that involves human intentionality. Therefore, as in Pickering’s 

research, this research employs “homeorhesis,” a process of “ensuring the continuation of 

a given type of change” (Waddington 140), to understand how systems continually 

change and adapt in order to progress rather than remain static in a given activity. A 

homeorhetic view shows us how systems deliberately integrate the dynamic interplay of 

disruptions and homeostasis. However, through a critical pedagogical lens, metatuning 

takes on a broader view of homeorhetic systems than Pickering did: metatuning 

recognizes how cognitive, social, cultural, technical, and material systems change and 

adapt for interactive stabilizations in learning phenomena. Furthermore, where Pickering 

believes that “certainly nothing identifiably present in advance [can] determine[]the 

intentional structure of ...practice…” and no one can foresee how “social 

transformation[s] would come about” (Pickering 57; 60), metatuning is about 

intentionally fostering a homeorhetic space for discovery learning (hence tuning), so that 

social, conceptual, and technical transformations can occur.  

 
Figure 1: Types of tuning illustrated as a spectrum  

The metatuning of GCL activities is a process where teachers and learners locate the 

“sweet spot of learning” on the spectrum between homeostasis and homeorhesis (see 

Figure 1). Simply put, both homeostasis and homeorhesis are styles of “tuning”—the 

student finds the right place when searching through design space. Instructors must also 

adjust students’ tuning experience (metatuning) for different contexts and goals. It is 

important to realize that metatuning always happens in classrooms. Instructors have 

adjusted to students’ learning through games in empowering ways; some more reluctant 
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than others. But those who engaged in reflective trial-and-error activities yielded better 

results. The Spectrum of tuning image (see Figure 1) shows where the instructor may 

shift between homeostasis (seeking equilibrium to enhance stability) and homeorhesis 

(seeking change to enhance adaptability).  

At the homeostasis end, digital environments are designed for the kinds of trial-

and-error-based learning experience that “hones in” on particular goals; thus games 

provide systemic feedback as students select the correct answers and follow the 

algorithmic path to cognitive ends. At the homeorhesis end, digital environments are 

designed for a trial-and-error learning process that expands possibilities and allows a 

robust discovery-learning environment. For example, constructionist activities of 

building, tinkering, and designing allow students to develop their own algorithms and 

broaden the design space (Papert; Brennan and Resnick; Turkle). 

Thus this research asks “Under what circumstances (race, poverty, gender, digital 

tools, institutional context etc.) can the students themselves identify “sweet spots” for 

learning (that is, gravitate towards places that are the optimal mix of homeorhesis/stasis)? 

When are these “sweet spots” better located through instructional guidance than through 

students’ own discovery processes? And how can we “set the stage” (metatuning the 

learning context) to best empower both students and teachers in this task?  

This entire dissertation is dedicated to instantiating metatuning as an intervention 

method for a GCL and answering these research Questions, through the categories of 

collaboration, iterative design, and social value. Because systems thinking is intrinsic to 

the design process, the ethos of game design will be integrated through all three analytic 

chapters. The next chapter will discuss the methodology for this type of research.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

This study is an exploration and interpretation of metatuning as a phenomenon, rather 

than an experimental study on metatuning as a prescriptive approach to Game 

Construction Learning (GCL). Exploring metatuning as a framework at three unique 

GCL research sites call for a mixed methodology that can trace the framework’s 

constantly evolving/transformative character in both quantitative and qualitative manners 

(Design-Based Research Collective; Kincheloe). Instead of viewing student game design 

learning through games as static objects, and their journals, code, and art as 

fragmentations of the game, this research maps and traces the relationships between 

students’ learning and designing (Sherman “User Models”; Sherman, Martin, and 

Scribner-MacLean). Other education-related research methods tend to focus on the 

designed artifact and/or student learning-designing trajectories, often overlooking how 

these processes are adjusted by teaching strategies and vice versa. The present research 

seeks to capture the ramifications of metatuning within GCL, recognizing the constitutive 

relationship among student and researcher-teacher(s) knowledge, the designed artifacts, 

and the social learning environment by using mixed methods. This research borrows from 

participatory action research (Kemmis, McTaggart, and Nixon), design-based research 

methods (The Design-Based Research Collective; Barab and Squire), and the synthesized 

research of metatuning as methodology (Pickering).  

The design-based research method (DBRM) is concerned with “advancing theory 

in naturalistic settings” and exploring the validity of the theory in a pragmatic sense 

(Barab and Squire 5, 6). Where design-based research methods focus on theoretical 

agendas rather than “meeting the local needs” (5), critical participatory action research is 

less concerned about theory and more concerned about deeply understanding “the 

participants’ practices and the practice architectures that support those practices” 

(Kemmis, McTaggart, and Nixon 67). With critical participatory action research, the 

researcher is a critical and active participant who reflects on his/her practices as co-

producer of knowledge. The critical participatory action research inclusive approach to 

“documentation gathering” indicates a social and moral responsibility as observers of the 

public spheres. The collection and analytic process is carefully handled in ways that 
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improve researchers’ reflective practices and is shared within the community to develop 

effective communicative action. Therefore, the present research uses various data-

gathering methods, such as Pre/Post surveys, interview sessions, audio-recorded design 

sessions, and observation field notes. The mixed method design of this study sheds light 

on what types of learning are afforded by metatuning as an intervention strategy. 

Metatuning helped me to make decisions about how, when, and where data should 

be collected for each site (Berg 390) and necessitated a mixed method research design 

that can account for the social and cultural topics that emerge. For example, when 

students were unmotivated by scripting exercises in Construct 2, my provision of other 

means to creatively and innovatively design, e.g., paper-and-pencil storyboarding, 

allowed me to both gather more data about their learning but also encourage the students 

to progress in their designing and learning. Examining the feasibility of metatuning as a 

framework at three unique game design research sites required a mixed qualitative and 

quantitative methodology (Creswell) that could capture the ontological and 

epistemological shifts in the design studios. (The Design-Based Research Collective; 

Barab and Squire). Using participatory action research methods, I was able to gather and 

analyze mixed data:  

• Pre/Post Survey Tests gauged students’ conceptualizations of STEM-based game 

design principles.  

• Metatuned design artifacts consisted of concept and creation materials 

accumulated throughout the design process. 

• Observation field notes were taken by researcher-teacher, and design sessions 

were audio recorded.  

Pre- and Post-surveys were used to measure self-efficacy and students’ motivations for 

learning over the duration of each design program. Self-efficacy is central to students’ 

“interests, attitudes and self-related cognitions” in STEM topics (B. Zimmerman 175). 

The surveys also include design and programming-specific definitional questions, asking 

participants to describe terms like “iteration,” “interrelatedness,” and “feedback.” The 

relationship between self-efficacy and the increase in conceptual knowledge sheds light 

on the participant’s emotional changes towards and cognitive developments in STEM Ed 
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and, importantly, illuminates the viability of metatuning as a pedagogical framework (B. 

Zimmerman). The surveys alone could not capture social and cultural capital 

developments or the development of STEM-based knowledge. While the latter part of the 

survey tests asked specific questions regarding culture and social values, it was the 

ethnographic field notes and interviews that helped gauge students’ inclinations toward 

social and cultural topics. In addition, game design artifacts are tracings of students’ 

incremental processes in discovering their social and cultural developments through 

design.  

3.1 Data Collection  

Game design is “the process of creating content and rules of a game,” and although it is 

often misunderstood as solely a programming or art process, “it is its own art form” 

(Schreiber and Brathwaite 4), and must be described and analyzed as such. Programming 

and art are both intrinsic to game design: A game designer “creates [player] experiences” 

(Schell 10) and has an understanding of games as dynamic systems composed of 

interrelated rules (what can/cannot be done), mechanics (rule-based actions that alter the 

game states, i.e., running/jumping), goals (micro/macro objectives), components 

(objects/sprites in gamespace), and gamespace (spatial esthetics) (Schreiber and 

Brathwaite). The designer typically develops the game through an incrementally 

recursive process—an iterative design process—of prototyping, testing, and analyzing a 

game. Through this iterative process, game design artifacts may include brainstorming 

notes, conceptual maps, sketches, game design documentations, paper prototypes, and 

various versions of the programmed game. In this research project, I collected the 

aforementioned iteratively developed design artifacts from the young designer 

participants. Two design programs were used: CSNAP (a standalone culturally situated 

design program applet that allows users to drag and drop blocks of code to develop 

interactive User Interface (UI); community.csdt.rpi.edu/) and Construct 2 (a 

downloadable commercial games development program for 2D games; see 

www.scirra.com/construct23). 

                                                
3 (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
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I looked at the collected observational data, which also was comprised of the 

design artifacts described above, as “descriptive scenes of classroom engagements, and 

moments of articulated pedagogical reflexivity…through the connected yet competing 

construals of cultural identity, racial identity, and social identity” (Alexander, Anderson 

and Gallegos 42). I used the survey results related to salient metatuning events described 

in field notes in order to “identify emerging domains of meaning,” specifically students’ 

and instructors’ trial-and-error experiments (A. Brown). Drawing such connections 

between the data, I developed “coded themes” that are cross-referenced with real-time 

observational notes and audio recordings (B.A. Brown). The themes then served as the 

empirical basis for evaluating my analytic hypotheses (or assumptions) regarding 

students’ development of technological and sociocultural knowledge.  

Artifacts are not stand alone, but they are a story, a tracing of steps towards new 

knowledge about content, the world and, importantly, self. Often design research that 

traces the trajectory of development from ideation to final delivery through a “design 

thinking” lens belittles the continuous process of brainstorming as refining and how these 

“doings” have an effect (Kimbell). These tracings are valuable because they shed light on 

how design problems, “bugs” (errors in code), and the testing of solutions shape the 

designers and their new understandings about the content (Sherman “User Models”). 

Therefore, similar to Sherman, Martin, and Scribner-MacLean’s analytic methods of 

iteration, I traced the youths’ iterative design processes by focusing on their real-time 

trial and error processes of achieving both a desired solution and an accommodating 

result of the games (as art, code, and conceptual artifacts) and of the games’ development 

spaces. The results from each unique research site demonstrate how the diversities of 

youths’ struggles and the trials-and-errors of various metatuning methods were both 

enlightening and useful for the development of each site. 

3.2 Subjects and Sites Selection  

This is multi-site research study, and rich learning-teaching contexts proved to be fertile 

soil for applying a metatuning framework. Rather than seeking statistical values for a 

limited set of parameters over large numbers (Beighey and Unnithan 137), I used what 

Jack S. Levy categorizes as a theory-guided case study: 
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Theory-guided case studies are also idiographic, in that they aim to explain and/or 

interpret a single historical episode rather than to generalize beyond the data. 

Unlike inductive case studies, they are explicitly structured by a well-developed 

conceptual framework that focuses attention on some theoretically specified 

aspects of reality and neglects others (4). 

Through my recruitment strategy that included asking other organizations (i.e., formal 

and informal youth organizations) and volunteering as a mentor, I was able to find three 

research sites, each with appropriate variations of subjects, locations, technologies, and 

goals that are receptive to the metatuning learning/teaching framework. The tangible and 

intangible elements of each chosen/developed research site are outlined below. All data is 

drawn from a multisite research study that spans three research sites with over 34 

participants from marginalized communities in the NY Capital Region: Albany High 

School, Schenectady Boys and Girls Club, and an after-school program at Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute (RPI). 

3.2.1 Research Site 1  

• Subjects: Four underrepresented females and one male, ages 12-16. This site is 

more homogenous than the others (gender-wise) because participants were 

recruited from the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.’s Dr. Betty Shabazz Delta 

Academy, which is a program that is designed to address the academic failures 

among girls aged 11-14. (“Delta Academy”) The single male of this group is the 

brother of one of the young girls.  

• Location/Time: RPI Room 4510 Wednesday’s 5-7PM for 10 weeks. 

• Software:  

o CSNAP (Free): a visual drag-and-drop style programming language that is 

run in a browser. Through CSNAP’s fundamental computer science 

concepts, students can create their games and share them with others (via 

the CSNAP environment). CSNAP, as part of Culturally Situated Design 

Tools (CSDTs), is an ideal prototyping tool, where students can learn 
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about culture through computational environments (see 

community.csdt.rpi.edu4 for more details).  

o Construct2 (Free w/ 100 Event Lines): An HTML5 2D game creator 

engine for HTML5 games that can be shared as a standalone game locally 

and even as a link online. There is no “code required,” just a procedural 

understanding, i.e., understanding of behaviors, conditionals, and other 

object-oriented concepts. Just as CSNAP, Construct2 (C2) has a built in 

image-maker, and the user can import SFX; however, the C2 design 

environment language echoes the linguistic tones and vernacular of 

gaming communities (e.g., torrents, bullets, etc. see 

www.scirra.com/construct2).  

• Hardware and Other Software: One PC per student, overhead projector, Internet, 

and specified software were accessible (e.g., Adobe Suite, Microsoft Suite, etc.). 

• Pedagogy Mission/Goals: Through a metatuning framework, students were taught 

game design principles and how to use the software applications. Students are 

commissioned to creatively teach their peers about “X” content. They were 

provided with different ways to do so, for example, as presentations, written 

narratives, or pictures. Their methods and artifacts were compared to their game 

designs. This was not a control test situation because I was not doing a scientific 

empirical experiment for data, but I was, as a teacher, doing diligence by 

providing them with both opportunities for learning (and meeting IRB 

requirements as well). 

3.2.2 Research Site 2:  

• Subjects. Eighteen participants from the lowest performing school in the New 

York State, Albany High School, which has recently been under the NY State’s 

Receivership law. (This simply means it has been under high scrutiny and 

measurements for improvement over a 2-3 year time period; see more here 

www.albanyschools.org/schools/hackettmiddle/2015-16/Hackett_receivership_8-

15.pdf). This site is more heterogeneous than others, in terms of age, skills, 

                                                
4 (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
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gender, and ethnicity. It included three females and 15 males between the ages of 

14 and 18. Participants fluctuated based on their self-selections in this program, as 

this site is part of the Summer Matters Academy, a 6-week summer program 

dedicated “to helping students stay connected to academic areas of interest, 

providing service and experiential learning opportunities” (“Summer Matters 

Academy”). Students are provided with small stipends (of unknown amount) by 

Summer Matters Academy.  

• Location/Time. Abrookin Career and Technical Center, Computer Lab, 

Summertime Wednesdays for 2.5 hours.  

• Hardware and Software: Construct 2 for two sessions and an optional third 

session; PCs, Standard Windows Software, Adobe Suite. 

• Pedagogy Mission/Goals: Students were to learn programming concepts through 

game design activities. They were to develop games for selected local Clients, and 

present the game to their Clients at the end of the program. At the closing of the 

program, students were to work together to exhibit their learned knowledge of 

game development on a poster board. This activity was commissioned by Summer 

Matters Academy. 

3.2.3 Research Site 3  

• Subjects: A co-ed group of 5-10 underrepresented teenaged youths that met 

weekly as part of the Real Talk! youth organization, ages 11-18. It is an 

organization that exists under the Alliance For Positive Health (“What We Do”) 

• Location/Time: Schenectady Boys and Girls Club Wednesday’s 6 – 7:30PM for 

10 sessions. 

• Hardware and Software: Construct 2. Six operable computers; Wacom bamboo 

tablet, Gimp, and headphones. 

• Pedagogy Mission/Goals: Students were to develop their game reflecting health-

conscious and social-awareness, High Life! and deploy the game to their 

community (i.e., at conferences, online, and on multi-platforms, such as mobile 

devices, PCs, and MACs). 
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3.3 My Roles as a Researcher-Teacher: Limitations and Mitigations  

A teacher in his/her classroom traditionally carries out action research; however, I was 

not my participants’ everyday schoolteacher, and the work was not be conducted in their 

classrooms (Ferrance 2). For those reasons, I turn to critical participatory action research 

that positions me as a researcher-teacher committed to “bring together broad social 

analysis, the self-reflective collective self-study of practice, and transformational action 

to improve things,” such as STEM/21st Literacy skills and social change” (Kemmis et al. 

12). “Social” learning and socially relevant game designing is the object of this research 

study. I will acknowledge my struggles as a researcher-teacher as rich data. As indicated 

earlier, few studies explore the interaction between the epistemologies of students versus 

teachers, and it is my goal to extend such research through this methodology (Roth and 

Roychoudhury 7). 

Metatuning explores the discursive formations of students and teachers as agents 

who embody their own epistemologies of learning (Roth and Roychoudhury). A student’s 

knowing and learning can be different from his or her teacher’s and from the mandated 

curricular learning goals/outcomes. This interaction between epistemologies of students, 

teachers, and classrooms affects classroom learning and is often overlooked in education 

studies (Roth and Roychoudhury 7). 

I look to these interactions as cues about how to reconcile my identity as a 

researcher-teacher. Darder’s (2014) examination of Freirian concepts of love has been 

instrumental in defining my moral responsibilities as a researcher-teacher: “The 

transformative and emancipatory power of love is to awaken within us the historical thirst 

for justice and the political wherewithal to reinvent our world” (Dardar 47). Love “unites 

and respects difference as a political force” (50). This love does not go unnoticed by 

community members or, importantly, youth that are within the community. It begets trust. 

In addition, love creates the learning situation as a cooperative (where I, as a researcher-

teacher, acquire knowledge from them), thus giving students ownership over their 

lifelong learning. 

In addition, as a researcher-teacher (Kincheloe), I am a Board Member of a local 

nonprofit, I volunteer my professional and academic services to local schools, and I 
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actively participate in scholastic events. By conducting research through these networked 

affiliations, I aim to enact the critical participatory action research goals in co-developing 

a space for transformational actions. When I present myself as a researcher-teacher to my 

subjects, it is a mutual endeavor in the larger cause of social justice. 

3.4 Metatuning: Intervention Methods  

Metatuning of students’ designing and learning consists of broadening the design 

space in ways that their trial-and-error learning leads them to new discoveries about self, 

their knowledge construction process, and the social and cultural dynamics they operate 

within. As a metatuner (researcher-teacher), my goal is to guide learner-designers 

through these trial-and-error processes (tuning) and to cultivate a space where the youth 

and other participants feel empowered to take ownership in their designs as well as their 

own learning-designing trajectories. Reciprocally, metatuning informs me about which 

strategies work best and which are limiting.  

The overarching strategies for metatuning are collaboration, iterative design, and 

systems-based thinking. These strategies are deployed in contextually specific ways to 

adjust to and accommodate for the various obstacles the students face while tuning for 

solutions, goals, and desires. Thus, the sweet spots may emerge through the students’ 

tuning, but at other times I encourage and cultivate them through specific metatuning 

strategies, such as offering alternative activities for problem-solving, promoting curiosity 

and learning, encouraging and scaffolding social interaction, and shifting learning-

designing foci along emergent trajectories. Here are some specific examples of the 

strategies and activities that were employed in this research:  

• Metatuning by presenting alternatives: In Chapter 5, I explore how a homeostatic- 

oriented coder’s focus on replicating programmed games from Scratch to CSNAP 

limited her innovative design perspective of games as dynamic systems, 

composed of both bits and pixels. As a perfectionist, she debugged her game for 

replicated executions (tuning). Therefore, I metatuned her activity through 

assessment and playtesting activities. I provided all participants with a variety of 

assessments and rubrics used to judge each other's’ games, including this 

homeostatic coder’s game, based on more holistic, systemic, criteria: from art 
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assets to cultural and social relevance of content. This research explores other 

metatuning strategies that presented alternatives for not only homeostatic-oriented 

coders but also homeorhetic-oriented coders and even those that focused more on 

art activities. These methods included debugging activities and demo 

presentations. 

• Metatuning by promoting curiosity and learning: In Chapter 7, I examine how a 

participant's, Tes’s, frustrations and disappointments in her stick figure art assets 

for her doctor game were central to her tuning for aesthetic art and to my 

metatuning for a social justice game. Metatuning Tes’s frustrations and shifting 

them to curiosities consisted of providing Tes with the technical knowledge of 

importing and editing images for her protagonist, supporting her search for 

identifiable “black” and “pretty” doctors, and probing her research inquiries about 

African American doctors she located along the way. Metatuning by promoting 

curiosity and learning was a strategy used in group projects as well: I would often 

encourage groups to reverse engineer (deconstruct) games they play in their 

leisurely time, revealing and engaging in dialogue about the internal workings of 

game. Doing so sparked new interests in their projects and how they could 

reimagine, e.g., use similar game mechanics, in their games. 

• Metatuning by shifting learning-designing foci along emergent trajectories: The 

young designers were often torn between creating entertainment games and 

social-awareness games. For example, in the latter portion of Chapter 6, I analyze 

how a two-man design team, Word Man Productions, reconciled the struggle by 

tuning through the creation of art for a super hero educational- and 

environmental-based game. Metatuning strategies were technical and contextual, 

providing the group with a wireframing activity that encouraged their engagement 

with art through a programmer perspective. In addition, metatuning the shifts 

from entertainment to a social-justice game by giving them a list of social values 

helped them choose a value that resonated with them—environmentalism. 
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Metatuning is based on the analysis presented in the chapters that follow. Chapter 4 

analyzes the metatuning strategies used to create a collaborative design space for all three 

research sites. Chapters 5 and 6 present an analysis of two contrasting tuning styles, 

illustrating how metatuning strategies through iterative design yield different results. 

Chapter 7 reports on the ways in which metatuning can help youth discover and translate 

their social values within a dynamic system (i.e., a game). The final analytic chapter, 

Chapter 8, traces metatuning throughout a particular collaborative, iterative design 

scenario.  
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4. CONTEXTUALIZED COLLABORATION 

Site-specific collaboration, though often complex, can be “tuned” to support 

students’ learning in different ways depending on the scenario. As described previously, 

each site is made up of participants who vary in age, skill, gender, class, and geographical 

location. Each site also differs in duration and time frame, building location and 

resources, and overarching intent (i.e., the organizational connections to my 

mission/goals as a researcher-teacher-community activist). Thus, the complex interaction 

of these differences shifts the nature of the resulting collaboration on a daily basis. 

Collaboration is not static, nor is it random: it evolves based on participants’ 

sociotechnical experiences within particular moments and times. Because my workshops 

typically consist of game designing, which involves tasks from brainstorming to 

programming, activities within each site vary. Therefore, collaboration is also contingent 

upon the variation of these activities. Collaboration is not always readily accepted, and 

“students do not always work effectively as collaborative peers” (Bruffee 26). However, 

I, as a teacher-researcher, was still able to optimize participants’ learning experiences 

(metatuning).  

This chapter explains the emergence and fluidity of three different faces of 

collaboration:  

1. Motivational/informative: Interactions were led by individuals’ design 

goals in refining their games—thus motivation and information were 

central;  

2. Cooperative: Interactions were fostered by groups’ mutual goals; and 

3. Communal: Interactions grew out of community values.  

 

The formation of each type of collaboration is supported by evidence from field 

notes and data. This analysis will suggest that collaboration can be disruptive and 

encumbering if not tuned to the unique social contexts in which it occurs; however, 

metatuning collaboration can facilitate collaborative practices by enabling peer-to-peer 

interactions.  
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Furthermore, the analysis will show that metatuning is a negotiated process 

throughout youths’ design activities, mediating between a social-justice emphasis versus 

a technical emphasis. For example, in Research Site 1, individuals’ design activities 

benefitted from metatuning methods that motivated and provided them with vital 

feedback information. Research Site 2’s participants gravitated towards group projects, so 

metatuning methods focused on broadening their experiences with intercultural activities 

to strengthen team cohesion. The final analysis in Research Site 3 shows how metatuning 

stabilized the complex dualities of individuals’ identities and negotiated roles within a 

design community. 

4.1 Metatuning as the Overarching Norm/Mantle 

Collaboration was at the heart of this program. As the main objective, collaboration 

guided the development of each educational program. As discussed in Chapter 3, my 

research focused on the development of collaborative projects with diverse participants 

with the mission of helping underrepresented youth make games that they care about and 

in the process hone multiple literacy skills and build new knowledge. The success of each 

program was due to the collaborative support of other graduates, professionals, and local 

volunteers.  

The advantages of this type of collaboration are many. Others helped extend my 

knowledge as a teacher and researcher, thus increasing my effectiveness as a metatuner. 

They were involved in troubleshooting technical challenges, which freed my time for 

teaching and research, and they provided resources that were not readily available; for 

example, Tech Valley Game Space’s Jamey Stephenson set up a software versioning 

control system to help manage and share iterations of the game High Life! Most 

importantly, in such an organizational collaborative culture, the diversity of participants 

fostered a heterogeneous and inclusive environment that I could not have created on my 

own as one individual. For example, STS graduate student Brian, 1st Playable’s Darryl, 

and Sage College undergraduate Khademe each had perspectives based on the complex 

interrelatedness of technical, racial, cultural, and gendered points of view. They shared 

these experiences with the youth in organic ways that helped them to grow as critical 
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designers and thinkers. Again, this result would have been virtually impossible for me to 

accomplish alone.  

Furthermore, collaboration among adult and youth participants existed at all three 

research sites as a purposeful form social interactivity aimed at enhancing students’ 

learning. Game design is, in its nature, a fundamentally cooperative experience and 

knowledge-building process. It involves many different role players (e.g., artists, 

programmers, designers, producers, and playtesters) and skills sets (technical, 

communicative, and managerial) throughout the design process (Fullerton; Brathwaite 

and Schreiber). Youth within each research site participated in similar collective 

knowledge-building activities. In addition to co-creating knowledge, the young designers 

also demonstrated other vital 21st Century Learning and Innovation skills—such as 

effective communication, problem–solving, and intercultural competencies—in order to 

work together and respectfully occupy the same design space (“Communication and 

Collaboration”). 

4.2 The Complexity of Collaboration 

The mantle of collaboration was a necessary element for the macro-development of each 

unique research site; however, collaboration also varied based on the micro-politics of 

each site. The programs’ social spaces and relationships emerged through their evolution, 

based on the types of game projects, the impetuses for design, and the different “genres 

of participation”—conventions for engaging with technology—that spanned from just 

hanging out with friends to more intensive activities, such as geeking out with technical 

media (Ito et al., “Messing Around” 31-65). For example, some designers worked 

together on the same game, and others worked separately. Social interactivity was 

sporadic as some participants were more or less inclined to communicate and share at 

different phases of the game-development process. Levels of collaboration were also 

affected by how the young designers interpreted and articulated their meaning-making 

experiences inside and outside the design space, in and through their designs, as well as 

with and without their peers (Blumer). Negotiated roles, ideas, meanings, and language 

are evidence of these social interactions and, thus, are central to understanding how 

collaboration was conducted.  
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I usually began each workshop session with an introductory talk highlighting 

fundamental ideas of games and game-design processes. These talks were a way to 

conversationally “break the code”—that is, to come to a mutual understanding of games 

as interactive media we all engage with on some level in our lives. After the talk, I would 

usually ask participants to respond, by a show of hands, to the question, “So, how many 

of you are going to create a game together?” or “How many of you want to work 

together?” or some other permutation of the question to gauge participants’ inclinations 

to collaborate. No matter how I asked, the response was always the same: no hands were 

raised. Why is this? I wondered. Such pondering led me to a deeper and more inclusive 

understanding of collaboration, defined by the specifics of each site. These 

understandings of collaboration emerged through various moments in the design 

activities.  

Collaboration is central to systems thinking, iterative design, and social valuing. 

The remainder of this chapter, therefore, explores the three faces of collaborative design 

and serves as a precursor to the Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In order to avoid redundancy and 

reinforce the interrelatedness of these themes, I will briefly explain the nature of 

collaboration in each research site, which will be elaborated further in succeeding 

chapters.  

4.3 Collaboration—Information and Motivation in Research Site 1 

Pre- and post-survey data reveal that design-related5 information and feedback 

were most valued among the peers in Research Site 1. Collaboration was largely defined 

by how participants aided one another in perfecting their games. Students’ ad-hoc 

questions and conversations reveal how collaboration also took the form of just-in-time 

help for the tuning and balancing of their games. This section demonstrates how the 

metatuning of design processes for motivational and informative ends helped to evolve 

collaboration, starting from the participant’s initial reluctance to participate in-group 

projects. Metatuning changed the collaboration’s form based on participants’ social 

relationships and phases of the design process.  

  

                                                
5 Pertaining to art and programming, for example. 
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4.3.1 Tuning for Collaboration 

Collaboration is often touted as the panacea that cures the ills of banking 

education models. However, the common conceptions of collaboration as a safe haven for 

learners are too simplistic. Through the performative lens of metatuning, I was able to 

recognize the constraints and affordances of collaboration, critically viewing how 

collaboration is negotiated in practice. The real-time reevaluation of my assumptions 

about collaboration meant that I had to, in practice, shift my focal lens as a researcher and 

teacher to accommodate the different kinds of collaboration I was seeing. Elyse Pineau 

writes:  

Workshops and rehearsals bring the instructor into the student's space, where they 

must work together as partners in the learning experience. This democratic 

partnership extends equally to the research process. Claiming performance as a 

methodology means acknowledging that a significant part of the researcher's 

learning occurs in and through the bodies of students, cast members, and 

informants (Pineau 36). 

The first designed collaboration exercise consisted of the participants’ 

deconstructing gameplay of a card game as groups of threes. This exercise helped me to 

learn through their performances of social interaction. Below, on the left, is an image of 

the youth deconstructing a game together, and, on the right, is a summative depiction of 

them individually constructing their games (see Figure 2).  

 

 

    
Figure 2: Comparison between Uno card game groups and self created silo design 
stations 
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The group in the picture on the left is playing the card game, Uno. I chose this 

simple, well-known game because it was a good way to ensure that everyone, regardless 

of platform gaming experiences and generational differences, was on a common ground 

so that we could deconstruct gameplay together. This was the first exercise of the first 

day of the program. In this activity, student collaboration was closely tied to 

conversations about gameplay. As participants played the game, they labeled each 

element of gameplay on their exercise sheets. Although they played in groups, they 

individually recorded the game elements on separate papers, deriving different answers. 

For example, one participant’s response for the rules of the games as the following: “Pick 

a card that is the same color or has the same symbol.” Another participant in the same 

group had a more expansive and concrete view of the rules as “Put down either the 

number of the card or the color of the card; don’t put multiple cards down at once; don’t 

go when it’s not your turn.” This type of individual differentiation illustrates how 

collaboration, contrary to the assumptions of the Hobbesian tradition in cognitive science, 

does not have to lead to standardized responses but can also help nurture disparate 

perspectives, personal experiences, and symbolic understandings.  

Recognizing the groups’ distanced social interaction during the Uno game 

exercise, I began to share my experiences of professional teamwork practices and 

encouraged participants to design games together. They objected to my suggestions and 

were set on designing their own games. At this moment, my assumptions about 

collaboration for this group were challenged, and I set about reevaluating the meaning of 

collaboration for this group.  

The young designers were asked in the final interview to “Describe how iterative 

designing helped you better your game” and “Describe how player feedback helped you 

design your game.” One respondent emphasized the significance of peer constructive 

criticism within both answers, stating first: “With constructive criticism you learn if your 

game is poop then you turn it into flowers.” Later this respondent said: “They [his peers] 

told me about bugs. I tried to fix them.” Other learners noted in their interviews how peer 

feedback helped the development of their games, specifically in how to create better art 

and how to design for more interactivity. Their pre/post surveys additionally demonstrate 
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that they had become more acclimated to the design culture; the surveys show an increase 

in fundamental knowledge of design activities and terminologies, such as “playtesting” 

and “debugging.”  

The accumulated responses from the interviews and pre/post surveys define the 

significance of peer feedback for this group, and the qualitative data from their real-time 

iterative design process highlights collaboration as motivational and informative. The 

different types of collaboration could not be singularly extrapolated from pre/post 

surveys, but the emergent metatuned scenarios and observational notes demonstrate how 

collaboration evolved through practice.  

If we contrast the two images in Figure 2, which depicts the Uno cards exercise 

(on the left) and the students constructing their games (on right), it appears that the 

students were designing in an isolated “silo” mode. However, real-time observations 

revealed that throughout the workshop, they moved around and rearranged the space to 

help one another. They valued each other’s opinions and feedback, and, as Alonso et al. 

(2005) explains it, this valuation creates a “spirit of collaboration,” which allows students 

to evolve the means to better their learning experiences.  

In response to participant’s tendencies to work individually, I tried to create a 

design dojo, where collaboration is fostered through metatuned scenarios and catalyzed 

through peer-ignited activities, improving both the games and the young designers’ 

confidence. Collaboration is a complex, dynamic form of the interrelated relationship of 

communication, problem-solving, analyzing, and evaluating processes, which Nussbaum 

et al. call “face to face scaffolding.” Below are three metatuned scenarios from this site, 

along with analyses of how these scenarios decentralized collaboration in learner-

initiated, peer-to-peer activities.  

4.3.2 Metatuning Collaboration via Feedback Rubrics 

Collaboration was gradually introduced through mini-performative activities: 

demonstrating games, playtesting, and assessment rubrics. Metatuning with assessment 

rubrics was used to empower the participants as designers, programmers, and artists. As 

the young designers iteratively designed their games, I iteratively designed the rubrics. 

For example, the first rubric was modified to fit the technical and cultural goals of the 
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educational program, which in this case was for youth to develop socioculturally relevant 

games in CSNAP. Categories such as Scripting, Bugs, and Cultural Relevance were 

outlined as both a guide for the youth to follow as designers and as a scaffolding device 

for them to provide critical and constructive feedback to their peers. 

The purpose of the rubrics was dual: to kick-start critical conversations and to 

serve as a design guide throughout the iterative design process. The young designers 

valued these guides so much that they added their own supplementary notes. For 

example, Stacia saved her notes and referred back to them along with the assessment 

feedback she received from her peers. She looked at all these documents in tandem as she 

debugged and iteratively designed her CSNAP game.  

Furthermore, the rubrics were also used as a storehouse of design-related 

vocabulary that the youth used for peer feedback. Research has shown that this type of 

communication through collaboration provides informational feedback that helps 

participants build an understanding of science and mathematics through real-time 

scientific practice; in this case, the practice of programming games (Yerrick and Roth). 

Metatuned rubrics combined with peer feedback encouraged the students’ functional use 

of the language rather than didactic performance through testing. By acquiring and 

modeling the technical and social language of game development, the youth built their 

knowledge of mathematic and scientific concepts in practice. For example, the second 

rubric was designed to help the youth discuss and locate social values and design 

elements that were embedded within their Construct 2 games. This process helped them 

clarify their intended social values through the mechanics and rules of the games. 

Chapters 5 and 6 explain how two young designers used the rubrics as a design checklist 

and a form of benchmark for designing.  

4.3.3 Metatuning Collaboration via Feedback for Motivation 

The assessment rubrics described above resulted from different types of 

playtesting scenarios. Metatuning collaboration via playtesting was based on participant 

comfort and confidence levels. Although playtesting is a design phase generally used to 

test for game usability, functionality, and gameplay, here it was metatuned to both 

motivate the youth and provide them with critical feedback that could help them debug 
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and create new iterations of their games. Thus metatuning feedback shifted between 

motivational and informational ends.  

I concluded the second session with asking the students to playthrough their 

games for one another. In the process, they initially displayed apprehension: 

[1] ME: Would anyone want to start first?  

[2] Participants (in unison): Nooooo.  

[3] ME: Stacia?  

[4] STACIA: No, I’m not ready yet because I don’t have the title screen.  

[5] ME: How much more time would you need?  

[6] STACIA: 2 more minutes.  

[7] ME: Can we give her 2 more minutes? 

[8] Participants (in unison): Yes.  

 

This discomfort can be attributed to the fact that this was only the second 

workshop, and they have yet to share how much they know. I took this delay as an 

opportunity to walk around and ask participants to show me one-on-one what they had so 

far. This impromptu show-and-tell allowed the learners to gather their thoughts and 

concomitantly gave me the opportunity to boost their confidence in presenting.  

For example, when describing her multiplayer game, Tes seized the interest of 

adult volunteer Brian, an STS Grad student researching me as a researcher, as well as her 

brother John. She then enthusiastically expressed how her game could allow her and her 

brother to play together. As we were discussing these possibilities, Rita loudly 

interrupted, “OK I’m done!” I then halted my individual sessions and briefly reintroduced 

the playtesting activity, emphasizing its significance as a way to briefly introduce their 

games and provide constructive feedback on how to enhance gameplay.  

Recalling the participants’ initial apprehensions and reassessing the time 

constraints, I encouraged them to demo their games at their computers rather than 

projecting them on a larger screen. They walked over and stood behind the shoulder of 

the presenter, Rita, at this point. Rita began to demo her game, self-narrating the actions: 

“This is my game. It’s weird. So up, over…doop…” I stopped Rita and asked her to 
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explain what was happening. She restarted the play-through, detailing game input and 

output: “If you like choose like the right button it’ll go to the pink thingy. Then it’ll ask 

you questions.” She continued her demo through to the last end-state of the game, where 

she stated, “Then it stops.” Below is a transcript of the subsequent peer feedback 

provided to Rita: 

[1] JOHN: Well she put more work into it than me; I just have a player flying 

around.  

[2] STACIA: Well I don’t have much. I would like to see better drawing. 

[3] RITA: I don’t draw. 

[4] TES: I like it…(recalls what happens in game; hesitant about what to 

say)…Needs better understanding of what PUP and Pen can do. 

[6] STACIA: I like the two players. I think they are well put together…  

Thing I like to see improved is more interaction. 

[7] ME: OK, who would like to go next? (Stacia and Grace enthusiastically raised 

their hands.)  

 

In the beginning, the young designers were reticent about providing and receiving 

critiques to and from their peers. This vulnerability dissipated through their run-throughs 

as they began to reinterpret critique as help rather than insults. The transcript above 

shows how vulnerable novice game designers can feel during playtesting. Rita’s first run-

through of the game was rushed as she prefaced her game with the disclaimer: “This is 

my game. It’s weird.” Her second run-through was more detailed and explanatory. With 

the exception of Tes, others used their own personal progress as benchmarks for peer 

feedback for Rita. For example, in Line 1, John says: “Well she put more work into it 

than me; I just have a player flying around.” John is referring to the amount of 

programming that Rita completed compared to his game, which only includes basic User 

Interface (UI) movement. Based on other comments, Stacia also provides more detailed 

feedback beyond the scope of aesthetics; she vaguely incorporates a technical term that 

the others failed to mention, “interaction.”  
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Later in Chapter 5 and 6, the significance of this playtesting scenario is explored 

more closely through an analysis of Rita’s design process, but here I would like to point 

out how metatuning feedback via playtesting served social interactive purposes, 

particularly to develop the young designers’ technical skills for socially functional ends.  

This first playtesting scenario helped me to metatune collaboration, fostering a 

safe environment and building a mutually exclusive vocabulary for acceptable feedback. 

Rita’s description of gameplay, using ambiguous terms such as “the pink thingy,” 

gradually changed into more sophisticated terms, such as “sprites,” “core mechanics,” 

and “conditionals.” This sophistication grew over time as I metatuned their playtesting 

with the rubric assessments. The first CSNAP rubric was the result of the first ad-hoc 

playtesting scenarios; I wanted to help the young designers articulate their feedback using 

tech-specific terminologies—e.g., “debugging” and ”tweaking”—so that they could 

effectively communicate with each other throughout their design processes.  

4.3.4 Metatuning Collaboration Through Collective Brainstorming 

Playtesting also shifted from ad-hoc to more formal scenarios as the young 

designers moved from displaying their games at their computers to playtesting their 

games on the projected computer screen, and later even in front of larger audiences at 

other organizational events. By the fourth day of the game design program, the youth 

were confident enough to conduct playtesting in front of their peers on the projected 

computer screen. Unlike the above example with Rita, where she played through her own 

game at her computer while others watched, these projected playtesting scenarios were 

conducted by peers who volunteered to publicly playtest another designer’s game. These 

scenarios consisted of the designer sitting in the audience while the others scored the 

gameplay on the assessment rubrics.  

Consequently, metatuning synchronous playtesting and feedback through a 

projected computer screen also led to random, ad-hoc playtesting for crowd-sourced 

knowledge. Below is a sample demonstrating how a collective conversation turned into a 

crowd-sourced brainstorming session for young designer John: 

[1] JOHN: So I can’t shoot now?! You gave me a game where I can shoot 

(referring to Construct 2 template) 
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[2] Me: No that was the…you played the demo. Right? 

[3] Tes: Wait that was on this? 

[5] ME: Yea. 

[6] Darryl: Wait so in his game, he is trying to avoid being shot?  

[7] Tes: No he was trying to get the space ship. 

[8] ME: Before, the space ships were static and he used the space ship to rotate to  

[9] it (the asteroids)… 

[10] John (Interrupts): Instead of shooting. 

[11] Darryl: So no shooting? 

[12] John (Whining): Hmmmm. 

[13] Grace: But I can still shoot a basketball right?!  

[14] ME (chuckling): Yes, you can shoot a basketball. 

[15] Tes: That’s stupid (referring to the fact they cannot have shooting)…wait 

why not?! 

 

In the transcribed audio above, the adults and young participants are building 

mutual understandings of the design limitations and constraints regarding John’s anti-

shooting mechanic.  

Shortly afterwards, all participants began to problem solve together, incorporating 

various experiences as possible solutions.6 Adult volunteer Darryl suggested that there 

were “ways around shooting.” He briefly discussed a WiiU game, Splatoon, in which the 

objective is to shoot paint and cover the maps with team colors to win. In a similar 

manner, Darryl provided a design resolution for John’s anti-shooting mechanic:  

[1] Darryl: You can shoot stuff… but you can shoot love. (Everyone laughs) You 

can make  

[2] hearts that come out. You can shoot the heart and the heart will fill the meter  

[3] Instead of taking away from the meter. 

[4] John: Ohhh I thought it would blow up in the end! 

                                                
6 Tuning for resolutions. 
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[5] Grace: In my school play, we are doing a play called Bugsy Malone and it’s a 

bunch of  

[6] kid gangstas and instead of shooting each other, they splurt (sic) at each other, 

which  

[7] freezes them.  

[8] John: Oh yea, can I do a freeze gun thing? 

[9] ME: That’s an option.  

 

The transcript above shows how not only how the students’ initial vulnerabilities 

were decreased but also how Darryl’s were; creativity grew out of the trust formed via 

ad-hoc brainstorming sessions among adult and youth participants. The sporadic 

suggestions and shared experiences were not unproductive interruptions; rather they were 

enthusiastic ideas and information that helped spark new ideas for John’s tuning-for-

design-resolution activity (Mullen, Johnson, and Salas).  

A deeper analysis of collaborative brainstorming is explored in Chapter 6, when I 

discuss how metatuning for non-violent tropes was central to John’s iterative design 

process. However, here it is also important to understand how information—experiential 

knowledge, imaginative ideas, and outright unrelated ideas—was useful not because it 

was simply shared but because it was critiqued and judged (Lehrer). It was up to the 

design lead, John, to choose how to incorporate the brainstormed knowledge within the 

next iteration of his game.  

Playtesting also shifted outside of the design space to other public events. For 

example, the young designers playtested their games and garnered feedback from 

external audiences. At the Dr. Betty Shabazz Program, for example, the young designers 

approached this playtesting event as a formal presentation. They supplemented their play-

throughs with PowerPoint slides and brief introductions. Such formal playtesting 

demonstrated how the youth not only took ownership of their games but also how much 

more motivated and confident they felt in their design process.  
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4.3.5 Metatuning Collaboration via Informational Performances 

Metatuning had to accommodate the social relationships in the design space as 

well. While the youth did not attend the same schools and openly declared that they were 

not friends, social relationships still managed to form in the design space. The youth 

participants were also confronted with the need to form relationships with adult 

collaborators, including Darryl, the Game Designer. Thus, collaboration emerged through 

social interactions. Metatuning technical and social justice goals at this research site 

consisted of acknowledging how social bonds were gradually strengthened.  

The only exception to the strengthened social bonds was the brother and sister 

participants, John (oldest-brother) and Tes (youngest-sister).7 Metatuning their sibling 

bonds consisted of adjusting their sibling relations rather than stunting or ignoring them 

(i.e., by separating their seats or complaining to their parents about their sibling’s 

behavior). Though they would often taunt one another, I tried diverting such energy to 

design tasks. I took notice of their design strengths and would frequently defer their 

design questions to the other sibling so that they could work through them together. For 

example, as illustrated in the game iterations above, John was more artistic than Tes, and 

Tes, more so early on, understood the computational logic more quickly than John. They 

would generate ideas and problem solve together based on their strengths and 

weaknesses. 

In the following chapters, I closely examine how other social relationships, such 

as between Stacia and Rita, formed as informational resources. Some youth were more 

resourceful than others; these disparities often led to unwarranted frustrations, 

                                                
7 The ramifications of family dynamics are out of the scope of this analysis, but it is important to note that Tes 
and John were the only two participants who actively and naturally collaborated from the beginning until the 
end of the program. Their sibling bonding—the public and intimate “emotional transactions of [the two]”—
strongly influenced their collaboration; they would often, in in harsh tones, critique each other’s games in 
rivalry (Bank and Khan; Dunn and Kendrick). In competitive fashion, they would also compare their games 
based on aesthetics and levels of completion. Psychological studies demonstrate how such episodes of rivalry 
are “vehicles for siblings’ interaction… that help children socially develop conflict-resolution, cooperation, and 
other relational skills” (Bank and Khan 198-199). Needless to say, Tes and John honed their conflict-resolution 
and cooperation skills throughout their design processes. For example, John’s and Tes’s games are drastically 
different at the end of the design workshop program. Tes’s game was at first a space-themed game, designed 
for multiplayer. Her last iteration, however, was a health-based interactive game. In contrast, iterations of 
John’s game remained consistent with the space-theme. The differences between the two show how Tes 
gradually gained her own design identity despite their sibling bonds. 
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discouragement, and incomplete games. For example, one participant relied primarily on 

adult assistance, which was not always readily available due to the youth-to-adult ratio. 

On the other hand, other participants proactively sought help through online tutorials, 

forums, and, importantly, from their peers. For example, Stacia trusted the Scratch 

community for debugging more than her real-time design community. But over time, as 

social bonds formed between her and Rita, Stacia began to collaborate and problem solve 

with Rita and others in the design space.  

Metatuning collaboration was more effective when I acknowledged this wide 

spectrum of social relationships. Midway through this research site’s program, I asked 

Darryl to participate (perform) as a real-time tutorial guide rather than as an instructor. 

This mode of participation essentially meant that he would perform coding on the 

projected computer screen. This coding was conducted in real-time and, thus was 

subjected to real-time requests made by the participants. The significance of Darryl as an 

instrument in my metatuning of collaboration was the type of coding activities that he 

performed.  

Darryl’s first day at the workshop program consisted of “getting to know” the 

young designers and what they wanted to accomplish in their Construct 2 games. Darryl 

jotted notes about each of the participant’s games and their design goals; doing so 

essentially helped him to metatune through his real-time tutorial.  

Darryl created a real-time tutorial performance that seamlessly tied the young 

designers’ programming goals together. The code was not game-specific, but it provided 

the core logic for what the designers wanted to accomplish. For example, the UI 

movement for all five participants was different; some used key-directional movement, 

others mouse movement. However, in one instance, Darryl provided the fundamental 

coding for how to allocate player-input UI options in Construct 2. This type of 

synchronous teaching method that Darryl used to provide youth with informative 

feedback interestingly evolved into a real-time troubleshooting method as well: Darryl, as 

the metatuner, was metatuned by the young designers’ collaborative problem solving. For 

example, in Chapters 5 and 6, I discuss how an instance in which Rita and Stacia were 

collaborating on solutions for their scoring variables, and Darryl simultaneously 
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replicated their solutions on the projector. Together they debugged and corrected code 

errors in Stacia’s scoring variable.  

While the participants in Research Site 1 did not collaborate in the form of group 

game projects, as discussed with the Uno cards exercise, the social interactivity among 

the participants during playtesting demonstrated a type of collaboration based on 

motivational and informational peer-feedback. The metatuning method helped to show 

that the students’ tuning process was more effective when instructors and the learning 

environment acknowledged and fostered social valuing of peer-to-peer feedback. 

Students’ initial vulnerabilities decreased throughout the development process as they 

began to share their games in different ways and contexts.  

The following section explores a different face of collaboration in Research Site 2 

and shows how different metatuning methods had to accommodate for the diverse social 

and technical demands among teenage co-ed groups.  

4.4 Collaboration—Cooperation in Research Site 2 

Research Site 2 was culturally more heterogeneous than Research Site 1. It was 

composed of 18 co-ed participants from disparate classes, experiences, and social 

networks.8 Another major difference between Research Sites 1 and 2 was that, with one 

exception, Research Site 2 participants gravitated towards group game design projects 

instead of individual designs. Hence, the cultural heterogeneity and the group design 

activity in Research Site 2 led to a collaboration that appeared more cooperative 

(Johnson, Johnson, and Smith). Metatuning cooperative designing consisted of 

recognizing participants’ (negotiated) cultural capital while recursively promoting 

“positive social interdependence” (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith 62; Druin “Cooperative 

Inquiry”; Druin “Digital Libraries). 

As opposed to the individualism and competitiveness seen in Research Site 1, 

participants in Research Site 2 engaged in cooperative design. According to Johnson et 

al., “Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals…[and through this type 

of collaboration] individuals seek outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and to all 

other members in the groups” (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith 3). While the participants in 

                                                
8 See the methodology chapter for class-specific information. 
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Research Site 2 did not openly discuss their reasons for choosing group game design 

projects over individual designs, my assumption that team projects would model 

professional games development team dynamics—which happen to be largely 

cooperative (See Chapter 2)—are reflected in Research Site 2. The various cliques and 

socially affiliated groups were unhesitant in collaborating on a game project.  

Game designing is a cultural practice in that both broader social structures and 

individuals’ own cultural identities are brought to bear on the process (Murray). Although 

the development of games is a cooperative design process in which members assume a 

specific role, hegemonic video games9 are still produced, disseminated, and consumed on 

a massive scale (Everett and Watkins; Nakamura). Arguments have been made that there 

is a need for more diversity in the game development companies in order to remedy the 

hegemonic cultural framework in which these games are produced (Everett and Watkins). 

However, given the broader structural constraints of the video-game industry, which 

include the marketing demands of young white males, the designs by culturally diverse 

development teams will still be driven by market demands. There is a need for more 

research that provides empirical lenses for examining how culturally diverse designers 

can impart their cultural values both within games and through the design process. 

Metatuning at Research Site 2 responds to this lack of research. 

The intertwining of the social, material, and conceptual is central to the 

metatuning framework. In Research Site 2, the young participants’ cultural and social 

capital manifested within the game design process and its corresponding cultural 

artifacts.10 Due to the ontological nature of game designing, participant sociocultural 

identities affected design processes and were negotiated in practice. Thus, their social and 

cultural capital11 was transformed in many ways.  

In recognition of the centrality of participants’ cultural and social capital to the 

design process, metatuning collaboration meant empowering the youth to transform their 

social and cultural capital (Malaby “Parlaying”). To do so, I adapted an intercultural 

                                                
9 For example, stereotypical, racialized and culturally mediocre games. 
10 I.e., the ideated, prototyped, and coded games. 
11 Familiarity of dominant cultural codes, such as pre-existing STEM core content knowledge, and their social 
network affiliations, such as Chess club. 
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perspective to metatune a cooperative game design space that encouraged open and 

respectful cultural negotiations for their co-designing of socioculturally relevant games 

(Portera). Instead of evading cultural differences by developing mythical universals, 

metatuning strategies acknowledged and optimized the young designers’ intercultural 

interactions and encouraged them to readjust their behaviors and perspectives based on 

group similarities (Meer and Modood; Zhou and LIl; Matsumoto and Hwang; Janssens). 

Some multicultural teachers will allow these adjustments and others encourage them by 

engaging with the trial-and-error processes, using “the available means of reaching 

students (Alexander 325). Metatuning, however, distinctively traces, theorizes, and 

reflects on these processes with the intent of designing activities that can empower youth 

through their social and technical developments. 

4.4.1 Metatuning Interdependence via Performances 

The strengthening of group interdependence is vital to cooperative designing, 

especially for groups that are culturally different (in terms of gender, heritage, and 

educational background). It is particularly central to both syncing all participants’ 

intrinsic motivations and creating mutually beneficial intercultural interactions (Johnson, 

Johnson, and Smith 16; Meer and Modood; Zhou and LIl; Matsumoto and Hwang; 

Janssen; Portera). Participants in Research Site 2 formed their own groups for designing 

their games. This process was relatively quick and initially unproblematic because they 

entered the design space already partnered, and they self-assigned computer stations 

according to their social affiliations, such as sports teammates, classmates, “hanging out” 

cliques, gamers, and other hypersocial relationships or shared media-related identities 

and cultures (Ito et al., “Hanging Out” 41). The groups were confronted with different 

challenges throughout the game design process that affected social interdependence. 

Therefore, metatuning motivations and cultural differences via communication activities 

was more useful than the playtesting scenarios as described in Research Site 1.  

The first exercise for intercultural interactivity designed to build group 

interdependence in Research Site 2 was a Game Pitching Activity. As groups, 

participants were tasked with preparing a 30-second game pitch for their potential clients. 

In order to help develop their presentation and social skills, we watched sample game 
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pitches and reviewed basic guidelines (inspired by Cameron Davis’ “How To Pitch Your 

Project To Publishers” Gamasutra). Furthermore, this activity was designed to (a) get 

participants intrinsically motivated to work toward a mutual goal and (b) help them form 

working relationships and roles for their projects.  

Groups that cooperated both in preparation and performance of their game pitch 

exercise began to build interdependent roles and sustain their mutual goals for design. For 

example, consider Group A (Maze Game) and Group B (Health Game), two groups that 

initially reflected the participation genres, which Ito et al. refer to as “geeking out” and 

“hanging out” groups.  

Group A was more culturally heterogeneous in terms of heritage and gender than 

Group B. Group A was composed of a white male (name), Asian male (name), white 

female (name), and later a black male (Thomas). Group A’s social bonds appeared to be 

based on a shared cultural capital of academic excellence, as group members would often 

delve deep into conversation and debate about the incorporation of complex 

computational functions. Their self-selected client was an elementary school for which 

they wanted to create an educational game for 5th graders.  

Group B consisted of two black females, Sara and Jasmine, and one white female, 

Tiffany. This group’s pre-existing social bonding was not easily detectable in the 

beginning because their conversations were primarily focused on designing and rarely 

deviated from design-related conversation. However, their peer sociality as “hanging out” 

partners appeared consistent outside of the game design space, as they would often text 

and Instant Message each other via mobile devices about each other’s whereabouts (Ito et 

al., “Hanging Out” 38). 

Given these social affinities and social bonding, both groups approached their 

Game Pitching Activity differently. For example, Group A’s brainstorming notes and 

Game Pitch performance show that while they all cooperated in preparing for the Game 

Pitch Activity (communicating, brainstorming, taking notes), not all participants 

presented. They all stood to the front of the room, side by side, while Tiffany pitched 

using her written notes as a guide:  
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[1] Tiffany: So we have the game for Albany Medical College, which is a game 

about  

[2] health consciousness, and health related aspects. So our game is going to be 

four  

[3] patients sent to a hospital due to the being exposed to a virus. It’s up to you 

giving  

[4] them the treatment before they die. We are going to use the mouse to drag 

items to  

[5] the patients sitting in the chair so that…and if you get them the correct  

[6] uhhhh…the..treatment…that they survive you go to the next level. You get all 

four  

[7] you win the game.  

 

This team’s cooperation consisted of splintered, yet interdependent, roles, where 

participants all brainstormed and prepared the oral presentation together, but Tiffany’s 

complementary role was as the performer/presenter (Johnson, Johnson and Smith). At 27-

seconds, Tiffany completed the presentation well within the 30-second rule for the Pitch 

Activity. Her poise and timeliness showed how much effort she put into rehearsal. She 

employed plural pronouns such as “we” to evoke a cooperative tone. The other two 

participants stood front and center, confidently looking ahead while Tiffany delivered the 

pitch. Even when Tiffany fumbled in describing the win-state conditions of the game 

regarding patient treatment (in Line 6), the other two group members remained confident 

in Tiffany’s ability to self-correct and move on as rehearsed and planned. Tiffany 

performed the presentation to perfection, while the others’ roles consisted of preparing 

and supporting her.  

In preparation for their presentation, each group member confronted me, at 

different times, with questions regarding either the rules of the presentation or 

information regarding their client, Albany Medical Center. Such positive role 

interdependence also later became evident when they assigned roles and divvied out tasks 

based on incremental design goals, such as researching, editing art, programming, and 
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testing (Johnson, Johnson and Smith 17). For example, the final version of one group’s 

doctor game was the result of their role interdependence, as members took responsibility 

for the group’s success. Although Tiffany was absent the last day of the program, she 

completed her tasks so that she would not block the others’ progress. Group members 

Sara and Joryma worked on separate computers and programmed distinct parts of the 

game (in Construct 2, this segmentation is called Layers). In the end, the two combined 

their separate files for the completed final version.  

On the other hand, Group A’s oral performance involved a tag-team approach to 

the Game Pitch and later to the game design process. According to the brainstorming 

notes, which reflect the preparation for their Pitch, educational content (i.e., mathematics 

and computer programming) and addictive gameplay were central foci (see Figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 3: Group A’s brainstorming notes reflecting educational and addictive foci  
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However, during their game pitch, Group A identified the game as a rescue 

mission, wherein the gamer is to rescue a town from a dragon shooting fireballs. I later 

learned that this addition happened because Van, a Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) fan, 

was a talented artist and thought that he would be a great contributor for the art assets. 

The transcript below is from Group A’s Game Pitch, which included the original three 

group members, Van, Bobby and Natasha: 

[1] Bobby: You perform different uhhh operations to uuhhhh basically extinguish 

fireballs  

[2] and save your town. (Bobby looks to the right at Natasha.)  

[3] Natasha (makes contact with Bobby and tags-in): Yea so basically we’re doing 

a game  

[4] for 5th graders at Troy and the purpose is that it will be like kinda like simple 

and fun  

[5] while also addicting while also teaching like math and everything. So you’re 

gonna  

[6] be shooting a ball at (looks to Bobby for affirmation) …you’re shooting a 

fireball at the  

[7] numbers and then that will solve a math problem. It’ll be like division, 

multiplication,  

[8] fractions whatever is…whatever 5th graders are doing at that level. It is 

supposed to  

[9] be simple and fun. That’s it.  

 

Group A’s cooperative pitch exceeded the 30-second rule by 15 seconds. Unlike 

Group B, which interchanged the “we” and “you” pronouns to indicate a group design 

and a gamer POV while pitching, Group A presenters spoke exclusively from the gamer’s 

point of view. Group A used action-based terms and verbs, such as “you perform” and 

“you’re gonna be shooting,” indicating that the group’s identity was segmented. The third 

member, D&D fan Van, was purposefully left out of the tag-teamed pitch, as his 

contributions of dragon art were only considered significant for the design activity. This 
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omission demonstrated how the group adapted to a multicultural approach to design by 

merely tolerating each other’s differences, juxtaposing fragmented pieces of their 

disparate social capital while designing (Meer and Modood; Portera). 

Furthermore, this group’s cooperative designing activities were focused solely on 

the group’s mutual goals of developing an educational game. The rigid roles, which were 

based on individuals’ unchanged strengths and weaknesses, contributed to a complete but 

abstract and culturally stripped maze game (see Figure 4). The intentional educational 

content, mathematic functions, remained central to the game, but the social and cultural 

identities of the members, which noticeably shaped the game in the beginning, dissipated 

over time. For example, although Van was present with his team each day, he remained 

secluded while meticulously creating fan art that not only did not make it into the final 

game but also was intentionally guarded from me as a researcher. Natasha was neither a 

gamer nor a programmer. She decided to take on the role as the team’s researcher, and 

the majority of her contributions, as indicated by her notes (see Figure 3 above), occurred 

early on in preparation for the Game Pitch and brainstorming. She reported back to her 

team with specifics regarding their client, Troy School 2, locating curricula and grade-

specific standards. By default, Bobby was forced into a programmer’s role, even though 

Van was the only participant with prior programming experience. Even when adding 

chess player Thomas to the team, the group’s fragmented roles led to Bobby’s taking sole 

responsibility for programming. Embodying the sink-or-swim team mentality, Bobby 

asked me to come an extra day so that he could complete his team’s game. His 

simultaneous design and programming decisions led to the abstract maze game, wherein 

Nicholas Cage apparently randomly enters the game as the main protagonist (see Figure 

4) 
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Figure 4: Group A’s Abstract maze game as result of fragmented team roles 

 

Other groups approached the game pitch activity, the intercultural interactive 

exercise, differently. For example, Group C’s (Word Man Productions) and Group D’s 

(Ball is Life, formerly Math Basketball Game) cooperative game pitches consisted of a 

rhythmic improvisational speech and an unrehearsed monologue, respectively. Group C 

members entered the game design educational program to “hang out” as basketball 

teammates and fluidly moved back and forth to other levels of participation throughout 

the design process (to mess around and geek out, for example). Their shared basketball 

capital and friendship-driven impulses were instrumental to developing a healthy social 

interdependence, consequently leading to an environmentally conscious game. 

Group C’s two-man pitch consisted of the two rhythmically swaying in and out 

(physically, rocking their bodies in motion, and dialogically, in speech), pitching their 

game in an improvisational manner. As one completed a sentence, the other picked up to 

segue to the next point. For example, after Jack briefly introduced the name of the game 

and its general concept, Felix stated: “Yea, and the whole point of the game is to spell 

words and spell them out …and….” Then, without any cues of affirmation (i.e., eye 

contact or awkward pause), Jack jumped in explaining the mechanics: “And you fly 

around...you fly around in the sky and get all the words. It’s a bunch of words and 

different letters.”  
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On the other hand, participants of Group D consisted of oppositional, rather than 

complementary, genres of participation. Thomas, the chess player, was interested in 

“messing around” with games as a digital producer, experimenting and playing with a 

new media in an educational game that he normally does not have exposure to (Ito et al., 

“Hanging Out” 63). His group members, Michael and Semajey, were close friends, and 

participated in this program to “hang out.” 

Group D’s pitch consisted of Thomas standing front and center with his notepad, 

while his teammates—Michael and Sam—sat behind him on the table, jokingly waving at 

the recording camera. The group members’ awkward disconnection is exemplified by 

Thomas’s short 20–second solo pitch, which attempted to apologetically cover-up his 

team’s lack of cooperation. He stated: “There is still a lot of stuff we are trying to work 

out at the moment. For example, the actual plot of the game in what the character will be 

doing. But ummmm basically that’s where our game is at the moment. (Clears throat.) 

Sorry.”  

Thomas’s apology, essentially his outward declaration in taking full responsibility 

for his team’s unpreparedness, was prompted by an incohesive mixture of genres of 

participation. Therefore, in order to create and optimize group cohesion, I needed to 

readjust my metatuning methods for developing social interdependence for groups like 

Thomas’s Group D, while improving upon the already self-created interdependence of 

friends-driven and academic-driven groups. The uncertainties involved in enacting these 

improvements required a broader understanding of metatuning.  

4.4.2 Metatuning Cohesion via Social and Material Flexibilities  

Cooperation within these various fragmented or socially/culturally disconnected 

groups was continuously tuned by their mutual goals as they encountered the resistances 

and affordances of their social dynamics and feedback from game prototypes. The 

groups’ tuning processes were subject to metatuning activities that adjusted the material 

and social space for healthy group cohesion.  

Because the development of interdependent roles was often stalled by the lack of 

cognitive, material, and organizational flexibility, I metatuned the socio-material space in 

order to foster team cohesion within the groups. For example, the tensions of group 
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cohesion were often due to the individualism evoked by the Personal Computer (PC) 

stations in the main computer lab. Borrowing from spatial theorists Michel de Certeau 

and Yi-Fu Tuan, the computer lab was an abstract place charged with ideological and 

technological politics of school practices rather than charged by the youth’s current and 

emerging design practices (Le Febvre 33; “Classroom Design). Groups adapted to the 

computer space and its formal seating arrangements, occupying clusters of PC stations 

for their teams. Unfortunately, PC stations were an encumbrance for most teams; in 

adapting to the pre-structured computer space, team dynamics and design productivity 

suffered. Those who were not as technologically savvy as others were pushed to the 

outskirts of their design team, and PCs became their distractions—their solace. For 

example, although I encouraged random gameplay to spark new ideas, those who for 

whatever reason felt as though they should or could not contribute to their team’s game 

played online games as an escape from group activity.  

So, in order to foster an inclusive but vibrantly dialogic environment, I expanded 

the design environment as an anthropological space, a space that was defined by groups’ 

experiential meaning-making (designing) experiences (de Certeau; Tuan). I encouraged 

teams to relocate to other rooms they felt would be more conducive to their team 

dynamics and goals. Some, such as Thomas’s group C, migrated to a room with a large 

round table and six antiquated computers, which they did not use. Two other groups 

marveled at the video production room with the green screen, so they shared the open 

space by repositioning two tables on opposite sides of the room. Other groups, Team A 

(Maze Game) and C (Word Man Productions), remained in the computer lab at their 

group assigned PC stations. 

“(Social) space is a (social) product” (Le Febvre 26), and the metatuning of the 

groups’ design spaces yielded better results when participants were able to adjust (tune) 

the material and the social. For example, I reminded the participants that they were not 

locked into their groups, that they could switch teams and draft other teammates. As 

result, they simultaneously tuned their interdependent roles with the material space, by 

adjusting tables, chairs, team members, and conversations. In Chapter 7 “Social Values,” 

I show how Thomas tuned his role in and through his previous and final groups and how, 
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after tuning the material space, his group was able to engage in critical conversations 

about their social realities regarding drugs and life decisions, which then helped them to 

conceptually frame their game. While the team split in two different directions, the two 

friends—Michael and Sam—drafted newcomer James, who then was able to help shift 

the game from the conceptual to the coded. Team C took a nomadic approach in tuning 

their design space; although they initially remained in the main PC lab, they roamed the 

rooms based on their design needs and process.  

The design space was socially created by the intentions of individuals and groups. 

Furthermore, these rearranged rooms were a product of how the groups reimagined 

space. From a utilitarian stance, they used signs and symbols of space, which both 

empowered them and also changed the way they thought and acted within the space (Le 

Febvre 33). For example, in addition to encouraging the groups to adjust the space, I 

added other resources for the young designers to tune their designs and the design 

process. I brought in stacks of papers, posters, and markers for the teams to use. One 

group, Group E—Math Basketball Game/Ball is Life—enacted their empowerments 

afforded by such flexibility and accessibility of space and material resources by playing 

games of H-O-R-S-E with the markers. While they used the markers as pseudo-

basketballs to jump-shoot them into empty boxes, my only request was that they returned 

the markers back into their cases at the end of the session. Their horsing around was a 

form of social play, which helped them to develop ideas, share cultural and social 

experiences, and, as discussed in Chapter 7, to tune for team and design cohesion. 

Metatuning the socio-spatial environment for flexibility and team cohesion also 

meant adding intercultural interactivities. The teams did not have access to Construct 2 

until the last couple of days of the program, so playtesting at this early stage would have 

been a premature activity, and performing another Game Pitch would be redundant. 

However, all groups were in a state of stasis and needed to transition from invention to 

construction in order to progress in their design process. Therefore, I introduced paper 

prototyping—a low-tech process to simulate User experience (UX)—as a way to 

metatune both intercultural interactions and plateaued design states.12 Groups uniquely 

                                                
12 I.e., those driven by creating marketable art and not the systemic design process. 
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tuned paper-prototyping, a communicative practice, in different ways to think and 

construct together. For example, paper prototyping took different forms, as storyboarded 

and wireframed games, for different teams (see Figure 5). 

 

 

             
Figure 5: Two teams, Ball is Life (left) and Word Man Productions (right), 
appropriate the Storyboard Activity 

 

This intercultural activity helped to create dialogue built on cultural exchanges. 

The left image in the figure above (see Figure 5) is a depiction of a group member’s 

storyboarding of his team’s game tutorial. After much ambivalence and disjunction, the 

team cooperated and tuned their socio-technical histories for a game centered on school 

and basketball choices. Sam interpreted and contributed to these binary choices with 

intertextual references to the dichotomous choices of consciousness dramatically 

displayed in the film The Matrix (1999). The right image in the figure above (see Figure 

5) is a cooperative design of Wordman Production’s main UI. It is the result of what 

seemed like a dance of ideas, where the two teammates rhythmically made design 

decisions about the core content (environmentalism and education) and mechanics 

(flying) of their super-hero game.  

Paper-prototyping was also tuned as a performative activity. When the teams 

decided to share their prototypes, I recorded their sessions. This sharing transitioned into 
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a performance of simulated play with other groups, a form of a game walkthrough. 

Walkthroughs are generally what Mia Consalvo refers to as “detailed descriptions of 

where to go and what to do—in sequential order—to get through a game successfully” 

(328). The groups’ walkthroughs are particularly more telling than the artifacts13 that 

Consalvo theorizes about because the young designers performed their walkthroughs in 

real time, essentially lending themselves to real-time feedback and their games to 

unfiltered scrutiny from their peers-as-users.  

For example, collectively, the groups socially constructed the design space for 

their own renditions of game walkthroughs: there was a page-turner/narrator (group 

member who represented gameplay), co-narrators (group members), sound effects (group 

members) and various end-users (other group members simulating gameplay) who 

provided real-time feedback. For instance, peer-user Sam simulated gameplay by 

slapping and plucking the “Tutorial” of another team’s drawn walkthroughs. After Sam’s 

“clicking,” another presenting team member provides the sound effects for the transition 

to the next scene as Samajay turns the page to the game’s Tutorial scene. The group 

member co-narrates each scene of gameplay as the peer-users “click” player choices. 

During the performed walkthrough, the peer-users provided real time feedback 

and, consequently, contributed to the design by adding depth to the game’s dichotomous 

choices. For example, when the player was confronted with the choice system for the 

“Gym,” where he or she could both choose “go to the gym and work out” or “go hang on 

da block,” peer-users yelled out synonymous good and bad choices, e.g., “making 

money” or “drinking.” 

Cooperative design in Research Site 2 was fostered through groups’ social, 

cultural, and spatial rearrangements. Metatuning interdependence and design cohesion 

through flexibility meant tuning the group’s genres of participation through intercultural 

activities, such game pitching and paper-prototyping. The following section briefly 

describes how collaboration among an already-in-motion intercultural group of teens was 

a communal endeavor. Thus, metatuning their designing consisted of enhancing their 

communal practices. 

                                                
13 I.e., written and virtual strategy guides. 
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4.5 Collaboration—Communal Research Site 3  

Although Research Site 3 was as heterogeneous as Research Site 2 and as 

information-driven as Research Site 1, its design space, intentions/goals, and participants 

were continuously adjusted by the communal relationships within the teen program, Real 

Talk. Collaboration for Research Site 3 was contextualized by the pre-existing communal 

practices of these eight young and vibrant iStorytellers or raw and uncut socially 

conscious new media producers.14  

Therefore, metatuning their collaborative design was a matter of fostering a 

participative and inclusive design space that was conducive to their authentic communal 

interactions. This section explains Research Site 3’s Real Talk project as a community 

game design project. It also explains how the group’s best practices and other micro-

politics of design sessions were metatuned.  

4.5.1 Understanding Real Talk’s projects as Nonmarket Work  

Ito et al.’s concept of “genres of participation” offers a critical lens for looking at 

youths’ transmediated identities and behaviors across and through new media. However, 

Research Site 3’s communal mission to “[create] projects—videos, cartoons, games, 

musics [sic], spoken-work, w/e—that have positive messages for other teens (“Media”)” 

evinces an understanding of collaborative design as not merely a sociotechnical 

experience based on “play, socializing, and creative experimentations (Ito et al. “Hanging 

Out” 295),” but as a collective design that is community-centered and based in social 

justice. Indeed, Ito’s “genres of participation” concept asserts a situational view of youth 

engagement with new media rather than a hegemonic media-centric view (Ito et al., 

“Hanging Out” 18, 295). However, Research Site 3’s socioculturally youth-driven 

approaches to health-conscious media production build on this framework by expanding 

Ito’s idea of nonmarket production work—“unpaid digital cultural production,”15 (325)—

with concepts of designed communities (Barab, MaKinster, and Scheckler; Barab and 

Kling). 

                                                
14 See www.realtalk1317.com/what-we-do/community-promise/. (Retrieved on July 21 2016).   Also see 
Chapter 3. 
15 E.g., volunteerism and community service. 
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In Chapter 7 of Messing Around, titled “Work,” lead Author Mizuko Ito explores 

“differed dimensions of new media and work—how new media engagement operates as a 

site of training and preparatory work and how it becomes a vehicle for new forms of 

volunteerism, nonmarket labor, and new media ventures” (Ito et al., “Hanging Out” 296). 

Youths’ “labor of love” (Shirky) is often folded within ideas of “real responsibility” and 

“economic gain” as vocational preparations (largely conceived in dominant economic 

social and cultural practices), but youths have “mobilized online media to expand genres 

of participation in new directions,” such as freelancing and entrepreneurial fan-based 

production work and gaming economies that are labored for fan communities, not 

commercial media industries (Ito et al., “Hanging Out” 320-26).  

Through nonmarket work, youth are practicing in “a context of accountability and 

publicity…[and] engag[ing] in serious and consequential work…that are part of ‘free 

culture’ sharing econom[ies]” (323-25). The development of this type of new media work 

is imperative for providing underprivileged youth, such as those of the Real Talk 

community group, with “access to high-stakes and real world environments where 

learning has consequences on kids’ and others’ lives” (335).  

While I am in agreement with Ito’s thesis of nonmarket labor, it is important to 

note that her analyses were drawn from case stories of fan productions (i.e., Final 

Fantasy) and gaming economies (i.e., Neopets) in which such new media productions and 

engagements were based on self-organized online gaming communities. But how is it 

possible to consider nonmarket labor within youth communities without pointing to those 

that are built in media-specific affinity spaces?16 How might we interpret those that 

emerge from “close to home” community issues, such as debilitating numbers of those 

that are at risk of drug addictions, HIV, and STDs? Can media be used to support self-

perpetuating communities that are not determined/defined by media? Furthermore, how 

can the imaginations of youth labor in social activism—critical interventions of everyday 

realities—be expanded as the rewards of nonmarket labor? 

Real Talk (RT) is a community-based program sustained by adults but built for 

and run by youth. This program incorporates a philosophy that is articulated on their 

                                                
16 E.g., social websites, game spaces, and online network publics. 
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About Us Page: “It’s our job to tell the adults what to do to help teens in our community 

reduce their risks, how to do it, and when/where/why to do it. And they listen!” 

(“Advisory Board”).  

Youth regularly share their “true stories” to raise social consciousness about real 

choices, real consequences, and real solutions. Because of the complex youth-adult 

relationships in Real Talk, their collaborative development of the digital board game, 

High Life!, did not utilize a top-down methodology to ensure that all youth become new 

media designers; rather it was a communal process that was centered on social-justice, 

based on youth credential capital (Drazan et al.) and situated within community. 

Everyone, from adults to youth, from academics to industry professionals, from most 

technically savvy to least technically savvy, were invested in designing and developing 

High Life!, a board game that teaches the gamers (other youths in the community) about 

the serious consequences of drugs.  

4.5.2 Adding Depth to Genres of Participation through RT’s Community Design 

Philosophy 

Many have theorized about the significance of community from an 

anthropological, educational, and organizational (Barab, Sasha, and Rob Kling). There is 

something exceptionally special about communities that build together: as self-

perpetuating support systems, these groups share goals and collectively see their projects 

to the end (Barab “Introduction”). Peer feedback and cooperative design are integral 

characteristics of Real Talk’s game design project, but other community ethos, such as 

trust and reciprocity, were central as well (Putnam). Understanding Real Talk’s 

(Research Site 3’s) nonmarket work warrants a deeper, more community-centered 

understanding of youth genres of participation that are defined by the goals of the 

community design project: digitizing High Life!. As Sasha Barab puts it in the 

Introductory Chapter of Designing for Virtual Communities in the Service of Learning 

(Barab and King):  

The important point is … developing an appreciation for the complexity of 

community, a complexity that is only exacerbated when one wishes to 

intentionally design for its emergence. A central focus of this volume is to better 
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understand what constitutes “community” in ways that are especially relevant for 

learning and to investigate the difficulties of designing for the emergence of one 

online (199). 

 

Similarly, metatuning “for the emergence of” community designing required an 

“appreciation for the complexity of [Real Talk’s] community” and the acknowledgment 

that metatuning the emergent communal design process productively increased this 

complexity, fluidly shifting the group as a community of design (Lave and Wenger). It 

transformed the designers into a socially conscious subordinated group, offsetting “the 

unjust participatory privileges enjoyed by members of dominant social groups in 

stratified societies” (Fraser). 

The complexity of Real Talk’s game design project was evoked by the group’s 

shared embodiments of “community,” particularly the youths’ and Alliance’s 

community-specific tunings of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s 

(CDCP’s) Community PROMISE (Peers Reaching Out and Modeling Intervention 

Strategies) framework. Community PROMISE is “an effective community-level 

STD/HIV prevention intervention that relies on role model stories and peers from the 

target population of your community” (“What is Community PROMISE?”). Thus 

“community” is comprised of a target population that shares the social and geographical 

space of those who are high-risk. The Community PROMISE formal document defines 

community as “a particular group of people who share a risk behavior or as a geographic 

or social community with many members who engage in high-risk behaviors” (1). 

Furthermore, its community perspective refers to two fundamental factors:  

1. Members of an at-risk community generate the specific intervention 

content from their own experience …[through] stories that model risk-

reduction strategies for friends and associates (members of the same target 

population).  

2. Not only do the active intervention participants change their behaviors, but 

also so do members of the broader risk community as a result of peer 

influence (“What is Community PROMISE?”). 
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Central to these factors are four core elements: 

1. Community identification process: Locating an at-risk community, 

identifying the needs of that community, and interviewing informants in 

order to create intervention/deduction models 

2. Role model stories: “brief publications” of stories/personal accounts from 

those within community that used intervention/reduction methods 

3. Peer advocates: trained volunteers from those communities who distribute 

the role model stories  

4. Evaluation: determining the effectiveness of the strategy and refining it 

based on information (“What is Community PROMISE?”). 

 

Real Talk tailored the PROMISE framework with their youth-centered 

philosophy, as described earlier. For example, rather than the “in-house staff and 

outreach workers (internal staff)” identifying the target populations’ risks and needs, the 

youth at Real Talk do so (“What is Community PROMISE”). As part of the at-risk 

community, Real Talk youth are provided with interviewing skills (by Alliance staff) to 

reach out to their communities and locate informants, gatekeepers, and other “key 

participants.” In addition to reaching out to their youth communities, Real Talk youth 

(Research Site 3’s young designers) located parents (i.e., The Schenectady Boys and 

Girls Club Director) and also helped to locate and interview academics (i.e., myself as a 

researcher) and industry professionals (i.e., 1st Playable’s Darryl) within their community. 

In doing so, the youth expanded their community to individuals who are geographically, 

socially, intellectually, and professionally connected to the “at-risk community,” thus 

expanding and reorganizing the CDC’s Community PROMISE philosophy of 

“community.” 

Real Talk tuned the core elements of CDC’s Community PROMISE by creating 

two intertwined community groups: Storytellers and Youth Advocates (“What We Do”). 

The teens meet once a week as Storytellers and Youth Advocates. As a community that 

shares demographics with marginalized groups (disenfranchised), these Storytellers 
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decide on and create projects that tell their shared stories (iStories) to other teens on how 

they have made positive changes in reducing risks and why. As a community,17 Real Talk 

alternates as a “community of practice,” developing and honing skills needed to create 

these iStories18 (Lave and Wenger). Furthermore, the groups then characteristically shift 

into the role of Youth Advocates (Fraser), where they share their stories with friends and 

peers. Real Talk adult collaborators and staffers, Hannah and TJ add: 

Hannah: “The game app project came out of a Storyteller group, where teens 

identify risk behaviors and create stories to draw attention to them. The Youth 

Advocate part of our program is where the youth utilize social media and their 

connections within the community to disseminate their projects/stories.” 

 

TJ: “The Storytellers become “youth advocates” to market their own projects at 

the end of the Storyteller groups. They spend two group sessions marketing their 

projects online by tagging friends to watch/play/whatever and also share the 

projects with their “in person” friends and family outside of group” (Email 

Correspondence 6/8/2016). 

 

High Life! (as described in my methodology chapter) is a derivative of an iStory 

and is uniquely different from other iStory projects that were produced and disseminated 

by Real Talk.19 When the youth enlisted me as a collaborator, they were interested in 

gaining design agency through which they could develop their computational, artistic, 

and design-related skills, and, in effect, increase their creative agency in engaging the 

paper-turned-digital game (Eglash and Bennett). Therefore, metatuning was a matter of 

tuning their iStoryteller community group meetings, which included the micro-politics of 

creating and disseminating iStories. 

  

                                                
17 For example, Real Talk adults, local parents, Youth Advocates, and other collaborators. 
18 E.g. videography, photography, music creation, cartooning, and game design.  
19 See their Media page www.realtalk1317.com/media/. (Retrieved on July 21 2016). It describes their past 
media projects, such as cartoons, games, and videos, which were developed through cloud-based media 
production platforms that provided customizable templates (i.e., GoAnimate and C3 SoftWorks). 
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4.5.3 Metatuning Micropolitics—Real Talk Community’s Best Practices for Design 

Meeting 

Metatuning the micro-politics of Real Talks’ community-based designing of High 

Life! involved the recognition that such interventions must coincide with a community’s 

shared beliefs, goals, and everyday practices. As Sasha Barab summarizes:  

[O] ne cannot simply design community for another, but rather community is 

something that must evolve with a group around their particular needs and for 

purposes that they value as meaningful. In fact, a core struggle emerges when one 

designs something for someone else to use, especially when the desired outcome 

of community participation is to support the learning (or even reform) of another 

group (“Introduction” 199). 

 

Co-evolving the Real Talk community as a community-based design group 

required supporting, not preconditioning, the group design sessions by “balancing and 

leveraging complex dualities” of identification/negotiation and coherence/diversity from 

the “‘inside’ rather than applying some set of design principles from the ‘outside’” 

(Barab, “Introduction” 199). These dualities are “core struggles that are endemic to 

system activity and that characterize the design struggles of such a system within these 

dualities,” say Barab, MaKinster, and Scheckler of their development of the online virtual 

community, Inquiry Learning Forum (240). The identification and negotiation struggles 

were reconciled by metatuning group design best practices in ways that are related to 

group core values, which are explicitly outlined in their “Steinmetz Group Rules” 

document. As an active participant in the community project, even I had to adhere to the 

youth-designed Group Rules, a list of 15 do’s and don’ts. There are three particular rules 

that necessitated a constant balancing and leveraging of role identification and 

negotiation: 

• Everyone gets a chance to prove themselves—This means respect when someone 

else speaks or shares or asks a question. 

• One Mic! 
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• Get Sh#t Done. 

 

“Getting Sh#t Done,” while helping everyone “prove him/herself,” required a 

form of organization that needed to emerge from the community rather than from an adult 

or professional staff. Therefore, I metatuned the group design time by helping group 

members develop their own model for design meetings and, in essence, develop their 

own process of fostering an inclusive and participatory space.  

In the professional design field, design meetings are central to “the design of the 

design process in order to establish a common understanding of the process, its stages, its 

flow, and its management in a fashion that can support collaboration”; furthermore, 

design meetings develop a “common understanding of the process, what is expected, 

when it is expected, and by whom” (Nelson and Stolterman 254). Unlike ad hoc decision-

making episodes (as seen in Research Site 1 and Site 2), a design meeting is a consistent 

pre-planned endeavor that occurs before action. It is designated time when design 

members coalesce to share information, determine timelines, make decisions, and, as 

seen in Real Talk’s case, define and negotiate roles (Schwarz). Figure 6 depicts an image 

of the design meeting and how it evolved throughout the design process (see Figure 6). 

         
Figure 6: Design Meeting 2-Step process of agenda setting first then role 

delegations 
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Each session, a different youth would self-nominate him/herself to conduct the 

group meetings (as indicated by the different handwriting styles). Conducting primarily 

consisted of writing out the agenda and soliciting feedback. However, all members 

collectively discussed design solutions and hurdles. For example, when discussing the 

avatar customization decisions, the group discussed how pre-set characters are racist and 

how they want to circumvent this issue, for example by fostering attempts to reconcile 

the diverse design decisions: “naaa we will have a lil black girl, black boy, Hispanic 

boy.” Hannah recalls the youths’ previously agreed-upon design decision to use their real 

individual photographs for the avatars, for which Isaiah volunteers himself as the first 

model.  

The agendas for the day were based on the features needed for the game. The 

youth naturally assumed necessary roles as they entered the design space. However, the 

right image of Figure 6 is based on role-specific actions. Roles were negotiated based on 

personal, social, and technical demands: the community’s systemic needs. For example, 

in another design meeting, led by Ronnie, the youth negotiated roles based on both 

historical knowledge of individuals’ strengths and how their specific strengths are related 

to design action items. Balancing individual identifications of Real Talk as a design 

community with the negotiated roles based on design activities, Charles suggested: 

“Should Trey do the layout since he has most experience with the tablet?” Before Trey 

could respond, Hannah confirmed that it was OK with Trey by asking: “What do you feel 

about that Trey?” Trey answered: “I feel it’s good.” Then Ronnie wrote Trey’s name next 

to Board on the meeting poster.  

The interplay of identities within the design community was balanced by 

intentionally cultivated relationships and the continual confirmation of these 

relationships. In Chapter 7, I explain how the youth tuned their roles to specific game 

features and how the metatuning of their roles, which helped foster technical literacy, was 

essential to the youths’ processes of negotiating their individual identities within 

community needs.  
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4.5.4 Metatuning Micropolitics—Real Talk Community’s Best Practices for Group 

Design Activities 

Co-evolving the Real Talk community as a community-based design group also 

meant providing the groups with supportive (rather than outwardly demanding) 

sociotechnical infrastructures (Barab, “Introduction”). Chapter 8 (“Pulling it All 

Together”) delves deeper into Real Talk’s sociotechnical frameworks by exploring the 

harmonious integrations of other external participants, multi-media, and discourse 

communities (Drazan, Cooke, and Eglash). This section points to the real-time 

negotiation processes of diversity-and-cohesion as witnessed through moments of what 

social and political theorists refer to as trust and reciprocity—characteristics that 

strengthen community and its social capital (Putnam; Uslaner; Bruns; Warren). For 

example, consider the transcribed audio drawn from a Real Talk design group session, 

where the young designers’ diverse perspectives are reciprocally tuned by real-time 

cohesive designing. Charles has agreed to work on the dice-rolling mechanics in 

Construct 2. While locating and programming the die, he periodically solicited design 

decisions from his team (or anyone that was listening): 

[1] Charles: How many die do we want? 

[2] Trey (responds quickly while waiting for Gimp to download): ONE! 

[3] Vickie (teamed up with Trey but hesitantly rebuts): No! Twwwooooooo… 

[4] Trey: Oh yea. Two. 

[5] Charles (after surveying results): But I wanna see all sides of the die first. 

[6] Me (realizing his comment is directed to me): So in Construct 2, you can  

[7] insert something called a sprite sheet so that when you program to roll the die,  

[8] you  can see them [all sides of die] as animation. 

[9] (Later after locating the die) 

[10] Hannah: Do you like the look of that one? 

[11] Charles: Yea I don’t think it is going to change anything…What do I want to  

[12] save you [the die sprite sheet] as?  

[13] Hannah: Dice? Probably. 
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[14] Charles (inserts sprite sheet into C2): Yo isn’t my die fire?! Now what color  

[15] do I want you. 

 

Metatuning the complex duality of diversity and cohesion does not have to 

directly intervene in social interactions; it can also occur through technology, such as 

C2’s GUI. For Charles, trust came in the two forms: trusting the instant team feedback at 

each moment and trusting his own ability to make the right choices though 

individualistic, decisions for the team. Both types of trust were developed over time 

before and during the design process. The participants have all personally invested in the 

conceptualization of the game (sharing and combining their “true stories), the paper-

prototype, and in its development process. These investments have strengthened group 

bonds, trust, and social capital (Putnam). So Charles trusted that his peers’ instant 

feedback would reify the meta-vision for High Life!, and he also knew that he could trust 

his own vision to do the same. Metatuning via C2’s GUI, particularly the system’s 

handling of sprite sheet animations, was essential to the balancing of the constitutive 

interrelationship of individual visions and community visions. This balancing is evident 

in Line 1, Line 11, and Line 14, where Charles shifts from “we” to “I.” Charles’s 

personal vision of the die is foregrounded to the (confirmed) team’s vision. 

Design members of the Real Talk community all had different ideas (diversity), 

but they all trusted each other in making the best decisions for the group. Reciprocity—

doing things for others, without the expectation of a direct returned favor, but with the 

belief that someday someone else will return the favor—is another characteristic of a 

strong community; it emerged in other real-time feedback scenarios among Real Talk’s 

diverse individuals (Putnam 21). For example, Trey and Vickie were working on the 

layout of the board game while Charles was designing the dice. The two were confronted 

with a similar issue as Charles, wherein they had to balance their own visions with the 

group’s vision. When the two solicited group feedback on how to draw the game board, 

Hannah interjected and reminded the two of the group’s vision by showing them the 

archived paper-formatted wireframe that they all worked on a few weeks prior. While the 

reciprocal feedback did not come directly from Charles, Hannah mediated the exchange 
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with an informative artifact that they all developed together. The “simultaneous bond” of 

diversity and cohesion drove innovative thinking, as the two sub-groups were able to 

create and integrate a squared, winding road-like board that the group agreed should stay 

constant through the iterative design process (Barab et al. in “Informal Learn Forum” 

240).  

4.6 Conclusive Foreshadowing of Communal Design 

Communal design in Research Site 3 was continuously tuned by diverse 

individuals’ roles and identities and by their philosophical and organizational design 

frameworks. Metatuning Real Talk’s community game designing process through their 

every-day micro-politics of design consisted of co-developing new best practices based 

on communal core values and social activities of trust and reciprocity. The Real Talk 

community involved those who were officially a part of Real Talk organization 

(Storytellers, Youth Advocates, and Alliance Staff) but also as external participants 

(professionals, academics, and other non-profit organizational members) that were 

invested in the community goals in digitizing a health-conscious game, High Life! 

Therefore, simultaneously metatuning the micro and macro politics was vital to co-

evolving a vibrantly inclusive and participatory design community.  

In Chapter 8, “Pulling it all Together,” I demonstrate how metatuning for 

integrating diverse perspectives/participants, resources, and discourse communities was 

central to fostering a socioculturally generative design space that was both accessible to 

and transformational for these underrepresented designers. 

4.5.5 Collaboration Contextualized: Conclusion 

Collaboration was at the center of each educational game design program. It was 

the overarching objective that developed and guided each program. While collaboration 

served as the overarching mantle, this chapter explored how it differed at each research 

site. The micro-politics of designing at the three unique sites contextualized collaboration 

as informative/motivational, cooperative, and communal. Metatuning was a vehicle for 

transformation of these processes of collaboration.  

At Research Site 1, the youth were motivated by their individualistic goals in 

developing socially and culturally relevant games. Therefore, metatuning collaboration in 
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these cases enabled informational and motivational feedback through various assessments 

and playtesting activities. At Research Site 2, where youths’ genres of participation were 

their impetuses for design, a cooperative design space emerged. Metatuning intervention 

methods were selected for fostering mutually beneficial collaborative activities within the 

groups; intercultural interactions were developed to dynamically engage a wide range of 

participants for team cohesion as well as integrated designs. Lastly, Research Site 3’s 

Real Talk community-based program contextualized collaborative design as a communal 

endeavor. Metatuning communal design required balancing the complex dualities of 

individual identities and negotiated roles within the design community. Furthermore, 

metatuning was more effective when supporting the community rather than 

preconditioning its social networks and relationships.  

Throughout all three sites, collaboration among the young designers incorporated 

systems thinking, iterative designing, and social valuing. The next three chapters will 

demonstrate, in detail, the nuances of youths’ design processes and show how metatuning 

interventions helped shift their design processes for technical, social, and cognitive 

development.  
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5. METATUNING WITH ITERATIVE DESIGN PART 1 

The previous chapter discussed how collaboration was largely defined by social 

dynamics of the program, including design-team relationships, goals, and intentions. This 

chapter will demonstrate how metatuned game-design learning encompasses the dialogic 

and constitutive relationship between designer-learner and the digital artifact, specifically 

the computer or code. Section 5.1 shows how young designers’ game design 

performances engaged and evolved their internal attitudes toward sociotechnical 

experiences.  

Earlier I discussed the contrast between homeostatic and homeorhetic platforms, 

such as Mathblaster versus CSNAP. This analysis will compare coding styles between a 

more homeostatic-oriented student and a more homeorhetic-oriented student. Turkle has 

proposed a similar contrast between hard mastery, defined as “the mastery of the planner, 

the engineer,” and soft mastery, defined as “the mastery of the artist” (Turkle 101). In 

contrast to this hard/soft characterization, we will see that the homeostatic/homeorhetic 

contrast is not a pre-existing, deeply embedded personality characteristic but rather 

emerges through students’ iterative design processes. Although Turkle cautions that both 

coding styles can be found in both genders, her rigid dichotomy of coding styles, with ad-

hoc explanations as to why there should be exceptions to the rule, is limited in its ability 

to illuminate the design process. To be sure, every student brings “gendered, racial, and 

class-based assumptions to the designing process” (Balsamo 37). But it is the 

responsibility of platform designers or educators to help students explore whatever styles 

best empower their development as reflective thinkers and makers in both social and 

technical domains.  

5.1 Meet Stacia, the Homeostatic-Oriented Student 

Stacia is a 12-year-old 7th-grade female. She is homeschooled by her Parents—an 

entrepreneurial father and a schoolteacher mother—and attends a local consortium. 

Stacia’s parents are very active in her academic and social development; during the 

research program, she was involved in other STEM-related programs and outdoor 

activities that ranged from robotics clubs to snowboarding programs. Her parents’ 

involvement became very evident via email and in-person conversations. For example, in 
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apologetically forewarning me of Stacia’s absence (due to a field trip in Connecticut), 

Stacia’s mother suggested that I email her materials from the design program so that 

Stacia could “make it up over the weekend.” In another example, Stacia’s mother pulled 

me aside and asked me to increase the level of difficulty of the design process for Stacia 

because she has already completed a maze game in Scratch during her homeschool 

curriculum. In other words, Stacia needs more challenges than other students. Needless to 

say, Stacia’s parents are relevant to Stacia’s work ethic.  

Initially, Stacia may appear to be what Turkle defines as a hard master. She is 

driven by her desire to write complex code, often flexing her computational literacy 

muscles by cranking out several games before her peers can even get through just one. 

She takes pride in precision and code complexity; she is an overachiever. Her top-down 

approach to designing was centered on computer-coding plans and how the game can 

execute these plans. Stacia is driven by formal operations, and she thrives on the stability 

and functionality of her code. At first I assumed that metatuning through Stacia’s passion 

for code meant that I, as researcher-teacher, would need to limit any intervention since 

her homeostatic style extended from programming to arts, content, and design. To my 

surprise, the moments where Stacia was tuning for a specific (planned) outcome provided 

fertile ground for metatuning. As the upcoming analysis will show, Stacia’s fluctuations 

between hard and soft mastery show how unexpected outcomes and goals shifted her 

between the two types of mastery.  

5.2 Meet Rita, the Homeorhetic-Oriented Student 

Rita is an 11-year-old 6th-grader who attends a local catholic school. As the 

youngest and the only private-school participant in this research program, Rita 

demonstrated a computer-technology aptitude that did not deviate much from the others 

in the program who attended local public schools. Unlike Stacia’s parents, Rita’s parents 

were not physically involved in her participation of this program. This is not to say that 

they were not actively involved in Rita’s academic and social development: they 

supported her participation in other activities, such as dance school, the basketball team, 

and the Dr. Betty Shabazz program. It was in the latter that I met her mother on a few 

occasions. This is simply to say that I rarely interacted with Rita’s parents as I did with 
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other students’ parents, who escorted and waited for the students at each design session, 

because Rita car-pooled with Stacia.  

This explains Rita’s nurtured independence and autonomous perfectionism, which 

guided and structured her game-design process. She would not ask her peers for 

assistance and leaned on me only as an “as-needed” resource. If she could not resolve a 

problem, she would, as indicated in her interview, “give up.” If she did not feel as though 

she did a good job, she would discontinue or stop in exasperation, delete the work, and 

start over again. Rita was an independent learner, and she found no need to save a project 

if it did not meet her goals. Stacia’s perfectionist characteristic that led to her tendency to 

erase and start anew is similar to one of Turkle’s case studies in The Second Self; Tanya, 

a young African American girl, is a perfectionist but needs to be able to erase and rewrite 

(117-120). Deleting work was Stacia’s self-disciplinary and coping mechanism. 

5.3 Stacia and Rita’s Proximities to Code 

The introductions above are designed to create the context for an understanding of 

the essential characteristics of the two students as homeostatic and homeorhetic 

programmers. My data suggests that, rather than a single consistent style, novice coders 

move between those two styles. That is, when the learning environment is metatuned to 

facilitate designers’ need to shift between turning styles, their attitudes and their 

motivational targets can better shift along emergent trajectories. 

Throughout this process, the designers’ artifacts and their interactions with the 

code change the designers. Before I explore these interactions, however, it is first 

important to understand how Stacia and Rita’s motivational trajectories began in terms of 

certain predispositions to coding style.  

“Proximity” to code is, for Turkle, a spatial metaphor for approaching code in an 

almost tactile way, allowing a “soft mastery” that can improvise through trial and error. 

Rather than see top-down design as the only option, proximity gives us a broader 

spectrum for what is generally understood as computational literacy. Proximity 

emphasizes the ability to not only assimilate algorithmic logic in a grammatical and 

syntactical sense, but also to accommodate logic—“the communicative competence in 

[closely] reading, writing and executing computer code” (David Berry, 188). According 
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to Turkle, hard mastery keeps the code at arm’s length, designing more by abstract 

planning, in contrast to the proximate relation of soft mastery (102). Although my two 

subjects differed, proximity appears to be orthogonal to social justice and technical 

exigency goals on the Metatuning Plane. So, in regards to the Metatuning Plane, if the x-

axis is the homeostatic-homeorhesis spectrum, and the Stacia-axis is social justice and 

design exigency goals, then there is a spectrum that maps on the y-axis, consisting of 

typical roles performed in professional games development: from Artist, Designer, 

Programmer, to Math Geek (see Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7: Metatuning Planes for Professional Roles 

 

In game development, the movement of the design trajectory through this space is 

influenced by three main voices: Artist, Designer, and Programmer. These voices or 

modes of engagement make decisions, which cause the movement between homeorhetic 

and homeostatic styles. Some of the resistances encountered or accommodations enacted 

are linked to critical computational literacy skills. Others are negotiations of gendered, 

historical, and cultural assumptions and presumptions, which coders consequently bring 

to bear on design (Pollock). Facilitating these adaptive shifts, Stacia and Rita’s ability to 

jump between perspectives of code-as-text, code-as-process, and code-as-whole-system 

gauge the shifting of these proximities, “seamlessly backwards and forwards as they 

develop knowledge and understanding of the code” (Berry 191).  
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Unlike their other peers’ responses in this program site, Stacia and Rita’s survey 

responses show how their presumptions and assumptions about computer programming 

were unchanged; their responses to computational questions in an accumulated four 

surveys were consistent and did not deviate from the original. For example, when asked 

“I am able to get good grades in STEM classes” (Question 3), they both answered, 

“Agree.” When asked, “Working with STEM, problems on computer is fun” (Question 

5), both answered, “Agree.” Furthermore, they both saw merit in design for augmenting 

their computational literacy; when asked “Designing a game can teach me about 

computer programming” (Question 19), they both consistently responded, “Agree” 

throughout program.  

Stacia and Rita’s qualitative responses were similar in the beginning of the 

program as well. For example, although they were the only two participants who were 

predisposed to computer programming, they both provided all “NR” (no responses) to 

programming-related definitional questions, e.g., sequences, conditionals and game logic. 

However, at the conclusion of the program, they were both able to correctly define more 

terms than their peers (at least three out of ten). Stacia and Rita’s similarities in self-

efficacy survey responses and technology-based definitional questions do not explain why 

and how they defined these terms with such assurance. Nor do the results explain the 

relationship between self-efficacy and cognitive developments in computer science as 

they relate to game design. What were the pivotal meaning-making activities that fostered 

these developments? Specifically how did Stacia and Rita’s attitudes and proximities to 

code help guide their knowledge-development design experience? I will address these 

questions in the following sections. 

5.3.1 Proximities to Code: Homeostatic-Stacia and Homeorhetic Rita as 

Perfectionists 

Stacia and Rita share similar personality traits as perfectionists; however, given 

their differing coding styles, homeostatic and homeorhetic, their proximities to code are 

inevitably different. In contrast to Turkle’s conflation of personality types and 

programming styles (Turkle “Second Self”), in my research, Stacia and Rita’s personality 

types help me understand the motivations behind the varying trajectories of their 
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homeorhetic and homeostatic design activities and thus bring us closer to understanding 

what it means to metatune the learning environment. 

Stacia and Rita’s post-interview responses reveal programming as a vehicle to 

externalize their personalities and desire for precision, accuracy, complexity, and 

accomplishment. When asked fundamental designing and programming-related 

questions, Stacia and Rita’s answers unveiled these motivations. For example, during the 

post-interview, Stacia says, “programming a game is when you put the script together to 

function […and] designing is when you think about how it’s going to work.” Here, Stacia 

differentiates designing from programming as a “think” (designing) versus “do” (coding) 

activity, essentially echoing the paradigmatic shift in design research (Kimbell). 

Programming actualizes Stacia’s intent, and designing provides the creative thought 

process to do so. Her expectations are those of hard mastery: scripting is “the instrument 

of premeditated control,” and designing is essentially the debugging process—“the only 

degree of flexibility [allowed is] in order to get [programming] right” (Turkle, “Second 

Self” 101). Other implications of Stacia’s homeostatic orientations of programming and 

(distant) proximity to code are later revealed when Stacia and I are discussing 

programming (Note: italics are added for emphasis): 

[1] ME: OK, what’s the hardest part about programming? 

[2] STACIA: Ummm…hmmm…ummm…like getting everything in order 

[3] ME: What do you mean? Give an example. 

[4] STACIA: Like with CSNAP you need to umm drag everything so that it 

happens a certain way  

[5] and some of the stuff can’t be in the forever (circular gesturing) or it will keep 

doing it over [6] and over again  

[7] ME: OK…and what was the easiest part about programming? 

[8] STACIA: When it works. 

[9] ME: What makes it so easy when it works? 

[10] STACIA: Then you can add more stuff. 
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As emphatically displayed above, Stacia’s top-down computational and creative 

endeavors are driven by a priori goals and plans. As a homeostatic/perfectionist, or what 

Turkle sees as a hard master, Stacia imposes a code-specific plan on the machine. 

“Getting everything in order” intrinsically motivates Stacia, where she is more inclined to 

“add more stuff” when the game code “works” (or is executable). Perfectionism and 

complexity are significant to Stacia’s design process, for she refuses to move forward and 

add more features if code does not execute as planned. Furthermore, Stacia’s (perceived) 

autonomy and command over the machine is achieved through a distance from code. In a 

performative fashion, Stacia ascribes to code abstraction—meaning complex code that is 

reduced and simplified—linguistically and conceptually. Using abstract language and 

knowledge, in lines 4-6, Stacia shows that she comprehends a conditional; she casually 

performs her higher order procedural logic of a “do-this-while-forever” conditional loop 

in conversation. Stacia uses a conditional that is understood across all programming 

environments and tools, in this case specifically Construct 2(C2) and CSNAP. 

In contrast, Rita the homeorhetic/perfectionist displays an intimacy and 

communicative relationship with code (Note: italics are added for emphasis):  

 

[11] ME: What’s the difference between programming and designing? What is 

programming?  

[12] JORDYN: Words that I do not understand. Like boba ganoush? Lol serious

 ly! When we  

[13] programmed and we like exported it like I didn’t understand it. I’m not trying 

to be funny… 

[14] Oh in C2 like you have like sprites and stuff but it was not as coding as  

[15] ‘move 10 steps move 50 degrees right move 90% of your thing umm black’ 

like it was like  

[16] weird. Like in C2 you had to code like saying ‘so when sprite 1 hits diamond 

destroy and add  

[17] 10 points to variable whatever…’ 
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[18] ME: Right, so are you saying programming in C2 is easier because of the 

language? 

[19] JORDYN: It’s like more like an English…I’m not going to say like ‘oh it 

was the best thing in  

[20] the world’ because I got stuck at some parts and got really frustrated.  

 

Later when differentiating programming from designing: 

 

[21] JORDYN: Designing is like using your environment or your lifestyle 

anything that inspires  

[22] you to make it into a game, a photo, anything that expresses your feelings 

[23] ME: What do you do as a game designer, what are you actually doing? Like  

[24] with programming, you are programming with a language; so with designing, 

what are you doing  

[25] with design? 

[26] JORDYN: I’m expressing my feelings.  

 

Rita, in a colorful explanatory fashion, differentiates programming from 

designing as a process of manipulating language (code) versus reflecting inspirations. 

Unlike Stacia, Rita’s performative expressions of programming are concrete rather than 

abstract: infused with emotions (e.g., frustration); Rita’s bilingual descriptions of 

conditionals and variables in lines 15-16 use programming-specific vernacular (i.e., 

CSNAP and C2). This performance bolsters her claims regarding her preferences of C2 

over CSNAP, where she feels closer to the code in the former because it is “more like 

English” (hence, decipherable). Rita’s bottom-up interaction with code resembles a soft 

mastery, as her “need to accommodate to” both environments through “conversation 

[rather] than a monologue” (Turkle 102) is indicative of her intimate proximity to code as 

a text and system (Berry). Furthermore, just as a painter “stands back between 

brushstrokes, looks at the canvas, and only from this contemplation decides what to do 

next” (Turkle 101), Rita lifts her mouse, looks at the code, and only through 
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improvisation and inspiration decides on what to do next. Thus, her computational 

knowledge construction, driven by inspirations and expressions, are signs of soft mastery.  

Turkle has argued that a “programming style is an expression of personality style” 

(102), and, according to her, these static hard and soft programming styles are integral to 

and guiding principles of male/female computer experiences. However, this chapter will 

show how Stacia and Rita’s programming styles are in flux, and are constantly negotiated 

in an interaction with personality, technical issues, art work, interactions with staff and 

peers, etc. This suggests that we can best help their learning process by metatuning the 

learning environment, facilitating the students’ ability to adapt the best strategy as they 

move through the design process. Stacia and Rita share similar personality traits as 

perfectionists, but as indicated above, their proximities to code as homeostatic and 

homeorhetic designers differ and vary through designing activities. The following two 

sections will illustrate Stacia and Rita’s performances of perfectionism and proximities to 

code. First, the chapter demonstrates how Stacia’s homeostatic coding style leads her 

from hard to soft mastery through an iterative process of modding and tinkering. Second, 

the chapter shows how Rita’s homeorhetic coding style leads her in the opposite 

direction, from soft to hard coding through an iterative process driven by her 

determination to complete her game and level designs by mastering code. 

5.4 Proximities to Code: Homeostatic-Stacia and Homeorhetic Rita as Perfectionists 

Stacia is an overachiever, a type of perfectionist. This trait is central to her 

homeostatic-oriented style of coding. She tends to start with hard mastery, but when 

confronted with different circumstances, soft mastery emerges through her modding and 

tinkering of code for different motivational ends (i.e., social justice rather than 

technical/computational). Implications of hard mastery shifted from mimetic 

programming, to modding,20 then to innovativeness through tinkering activities as she 

shifts her perspectives as a designer (shifting her performative roles throughout design 

from programmer, to artist, and then to designer). 

Stacia’s CSNAP games folder demonstrates the diversity of Stacia’s completed 

games. The redundant file names (e.g., the tron game) are a reflection of Stacia’s 

                                                
20 Expanding and altering code 
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versioning (saving iterations of the games) as she took different design directions due to 

her iterative programming goals. These changes were due to Stacia’s fluctuation of code 

proximities (from distant to near) through three different coding activities: imitation, 

modding, and innovation. Metatuning Stacia’s design trajectory for a social justice game 

meant acknowledging her homeostatic-perfectionist design style and optimizing her 

proximities to code. This was accomplished by expanding her experience to include 

different perspectives on code as a programmer, artist, and designer.  

5.4.1 Metatuning Mimetic Coding and Modding Through a Programming Lens 

As a homeostatic coder, Stacia starts off as a hard master, perfecting her game 

code from a distance. Metatuning Stacia’s early homeostatic style of mimetic coding and 

modding meant metatuning her Programmer-focused Lens. Stacia initially displayed a 

distant relationship to code as a top-down-planner who selected blueprints of pre-made 

code drafted from already existent games in Scratch. Stacia’s tuning for perfection—for 

example, trial and error coding for symmetry—consisted of debugging her CSNAP-

native game to make sure it executed the same way that the original Scratch game did. In 

the beginning, Stacia was driven by these technical goals and not by social-justice goals. 

Therefore, metatuning activities were designed to shift Stacia’s perspectives such that she 

would take ownership of her game. Thus the social justice goals were repositioned from 

the product to the process, metatuning Stacia’s homeostatic-programming style so that 

she could become a critical designer, programmer, and citizen. 

As a case in point, take her very first game. Racing game (filename: 

Staciacar.xml) was Stacia’s attempt to computationally copy two Scratch-developed 

games that were found in the Scratch online community: the Racer game test (skid 

marks!) by nyan_nyan_nyan (see Figure 8), and Racing game by JPaolo-m. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of Scratch car racing game (nyan_nyan_nyan) (left) 
modded by Stacia in CSNAP (right)  

 

 

It was feasible for Stacia to mod Scratch games because: (1) both applications 

(CSNAP and Scratch) are open source, (2) their UI and block mechanics are similar, and 

(3) both online communities embody an educational and constructivist ethos that 

welcomes and encourages modding.  

For example, based on a search inquiry of “car racing games” in the Scratch 

online community, the Racer game test game (see Figure 8) was one of almost 30,000 

projects of its kind. This particular project also had a substantial number of views 

(2,559), Favorites (8), and Remixes (13); these figures show that others have modified 

the game and posted their versions to the community. While JPaolo’s Racing game has 

zero “Favorites” and “Loves,” its “Remix Tree” includes 3,137 projects. On the other 

hand, CSNAP’s community is based on culturally and socially relevant simulations (e.g., 

Cornrow Curves and Adinkra symbols) and, at that time, rarely had any shared games on 

its site. But just as in Scratch, in the Racing Game you can view, modify, and tag others’ 

projects. Fortunately for Stacia, CSNAP is essentially a reskinned version of Snap!, 

which is also a descendent (inspirationally) of Scratch. So this similarity meant that 

Stacia was able to directly imitate the blocks of code and other aesthetics from Scratch to 

CSNAP (see Figure 8). 

Stacia assumed that by matching the blocks of code from the initial Scratch Race 

car game (see Figure 8) to her CSNAP version of the car game, she would achieve 

comparable execution: the race car, through the arrow movement mechanics, will 

accelerate based on its given velocity and decelerate based on key release; and collision 
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with the boundary of the layout will stop the car’s movement. However, she found that 

CSNAP’s layout boundaries operate differently than those of her source code. She tried 

adding an “Edge” sprite (a red boundary around the inner edges of the layout) in her 

CSNAP game to stop the car from endlessly riding off into code space, but this endeavor 

required a bit more original programming.  

To rectify this unforeseen problem, Stacia reached out to her trusted source—the 

Scratch community—to debug her game. Rather than searching the Scratch community 

from her PC browser, she discreetly opened the site on her phone, indicating a sense of 

privacy and distrust in her spatiotemporal design space and the CSNAP site community 

more broadly. She refused to use the CSNAP environment as a resource, including other 

simulations I had demoed such as the Antibiotic Resistant interactive simulation, which 

provides an algorithmic solution to her layout-boundary (collision) problem (see 

simulation at community.csdt.rpi.edu/projects /684/run).  

As I walked around the room, looking over Stacia’s shoulder, I noticed that Stacia 

had found a visually similar racetrack game to solve this collision problem, but the 

mechanics involved some important differences. In this particular Scratch game, JPaolo’s 

Racing game, the car disappears and a “Game Over” text appears whenever the car 

collides with (touches) the grass. Stacia cognitively remixed (tuned) JPaolo’s code to 

accommodate for a mechanic that can “bounce” the car off of the “Edge” sprite. The 

images below provide a comparative snapshot of JPaolo and Stacia’s scripting in their 

respective environments. (Note: the circled blocks of script are their handlings of the 

boundary issue.)  

Stacia’s lines of executable script and amounts of unused blocks (code that was 

not attached to a function, see Figure 9) are contrastingly different from those of JPablo’s 

game. JPablo has more lines of executable script and no unused code (see Figure 9). 

Hence, Stacia’s duct-taped programming21 is messy and appears dysfunctional compared 

to JPaolo’s.  

 

                                                
21 Shoddy but functional code 
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Figure 9:  Comparison of JPaolo’s Efficient Scripting in Scratch versus Stacia’s 
Inefficient Scripting in CSNAP 

 

This comparative critique is not intended to paint Stacia as an inadequate coder; it 

is to emphasize her homeostatic-style of programming, where she is honing in and 

working through her computational problem (Papert; Brennan and Resnick). She is 

tuning for a suitable and ideal solution, one that can precisely match the executions that 

are run in the original copied game.  

Consequently, Stacia ran into a nested issue, that is, the elasticity of the car’s 

bouncing after colliding with the layout-boundary. The car’s projectile code was buggy, 

and Stacia was not happy with its pinball-like feedback. Unfortunately, Stacia needed an 

algorithmic comprehension and mathematical understanding of this issue, which was not 

readily available in the comments section of the Scratch games she remixed. Eventually, 

Stacia “let her guard down” and asked Brian for help. Brian provided a “just-in-time” 

lesson on the mathematics of velocity. Given Stacia was attuned to such one-on-one ad 

hoc learning, she was comfortable with trying out different values and blocks of code 

with Brian. Together, they tuned for a solution. 

Because of Stacia’s inquiries, Brian, an improbable contributor given his initially 

agreed-upon role as a researcher, shifted his role from an observer to a programming 

resource. Stacia, in turn, gradually “let her guard down” and entrusted Brian as a credible 
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source outside the comfort of the Scratch online community. This trust signifies how 

Stacia expanded and diversified her resources; through iterative programming, she shifted 

from mimetic coding to modding.  

For example, not only did she appropriate the x and y velocity parameters for her 

“Edge”-“Sprite” collision in a such way that the car would bounce off the edge, but she 

also created an additional scoring variable to supplement the timer variable. She remixed 

the car race game with other Scratch-made game codes along with her originally 

modified code. Her initial game, built on mimicked and copied code, shifted to a mod, a 

re-thought and revamped game that emerged through her honing in on the object-oriented 

program’s translation problems between CSNAP and Scratch.  

5.4.2 Metatuning Modding Through a Silo Designer Lens 

By the second session, Stacia had mastered her car game. All code was 

functioning as planned, and all art loosely matched that of the original Scratch game. 

However, Stacia’s homeostatic coding style, which was fixed on a hard-master 

computational trajectory for complex coding, was not conducive to the critical pedagogic 

goals of this program, namely to create original social-justice games. Intervention 

methods that metatuned for Stacia’s designer-focused lens to shift her focus to a social-

justice game at this point were ineffective.  

Stacia’s Mae Jemison game shows how metatuning through superficial means, for 

example for “empowerment” and “art,” can sometimes lead to a learning stasis. Just 

because a student has previously displayed interest in a past external knowledge-

construction Activity—writing, art, or poetry, for example—does not mean that his or her 

current activity—game design and programming—should be metatuned through bridge-

building activities.  

In Stacia’s case, these bridge-building activities were initiated by her mother, 

Mrs. Jones, who approached me before the session requesting that I develop more 

“challenging activities” for Stacia because she had already worked in a similar 

programming environment. She also expressed how she would like for me to take an 

active role in boosting Stacia’s confidence. Mrs. Jones concluded the conversation by 

reporting Stacia’s latest accolade, a 1st place reward for her Mae Jemison essay. 
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Consequently, metatuning consisted of metatuning for Stacia to take ownership of 

her social justice concerns within her identity as a designer by developing a fun game 

based on her award-winning essay on the historically recognized black female NASA 

astronaut, Mae Jemison. Stacia’s game file, mae jemsom.xml and abstract maze game in 

CSNAP (see Figure 10 below) are the results of this task. 

 

 
Figure 10: Stacia’s Abstract Mae Jemison Maze Game reflecting the limitations of 
metatuning 

 

In an attempt to metatune for a sense of ownership of a social justice game, I 

challenged Stacia to convert her award-winning essay into a game. The Mae Jemison 

CSNAP (see above Figure 10) game is Stacia’s reluctant attempt to appease her mother, 

Mrs. Jones, and me. However, Stacia regressed; relying on her pre-existing 

computational knowledge, she remixed an old Scratch maze game that she had completed 

in the past. The lack of aesthetics—abstract game components/Sprites, and the 

layout/Stage—reflects Stacia’s reluctance to create an innovative game based on Mae 

Jemison.   

Furthermore, the basic scripting mirrors Stacia’s disinclination toward this task; 

unlike the complex procedures in her first car game,22 interactivity in the Mae Jemison 

game is reduced to basic UI arrow movement23 and a time-based text/monologue24 (see 

Figure 11). The short trivial text is in sharp contrast to the elegant and articulate prose in 

                                                
22  I.e., the change of x and y velocity based on collision detections. 
23  Loop conditional script based on pixel-direction. 
24  Using the “wait “ and “say” data blocks. 
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her award-wining essay, filled with careless typos such as, “hello Im mae jenson…I am a 

astronot in nassa…I worked very hard in science to get were I am today” (sic).  

 
Figure 11:  Stacia’s basic scripting for Mae Jemison Maze Game  

 

The scripting space is clean, void of excessive and inoperable blocks (with the 

exception of two detached blocks). Based on Stacia’s history of computational thinking, 

as seen in the car race game, for example, these are exemplary of unproblematic tuning: 

she did not program for code complexity and was rarely confronted with encumbering 

bugs. Thus, metatuning in this respect was ineffective because it was out of range of 

Stacia’s coding-related tuning activities, which consisted of more complex modding 

activities.  

Rather than sustainably mobilizing Stacia’s tuning activities, metatuning here was 

built upon an a priori motivation that attempted to authoritatively bridge an academic 

discourse, writing about Black History, which resided outside of Stacia’s real-time design 

space. In a similar fashion, bridging a Mae Jemison essay to a programming activity was 

ineffective. 

Mobilizing Stacia along an emergent learning trajectory was vital for a successful 

metatuning. This particular activity made Stacia’s homeostatic coding style subsidiary to 

the goals of bridging her past accolades to current activities. Bridging a connection 

between already-existent knowledge and newly developed knowledge in practice, though 

validating Piaget’s thesis of assimilation and accommodation, is more effective if both 
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sides of the bridge—the activities—are erected in current practice. Intrinsic motivations 

shift based on spatiotemporal demands and tasks, and in this case Stacia was not 

motivated by Mae Jemison’s historical significance while programming the game. 

5.4.3 Metatuning mimetic Modding Through a Programmer-Designer Lens 

Metatuning Stacia’s homeostatic style of coding was more beneficial when I 

recognized her perfectionist personality as it relates to her tuning-for-complexity 

activities. Stacia’s games were abstract and lacked original content, but by perfectly 

modding others’ games, she was engaging with complex code that was situated within 

interesting and colorful content-environments. Metatuning Stacia’s hard mastery through 

a programmer-designer lens helped to shift her computational trajectory from modding to 

innovative programming. Unlike the previous Mae Jemison metatuned activity that 

narrowly focused on a specific design goal, this metatuned designer-programmer lens 

helped to resituate the program’s social-justice goals from the external to internal, 

metatuning Stacia’s homeostatic-style for critical engagement with code, content, and a 

social consciousness.  

Stacia finished her Mae Jemison game early in the session, and she appeared to 

lose interest. I then provided her with a Games Design Document (GDD) template in 

order to keep her motivated as a designer-programmer (see Figure 12). I asked her to 

contextualize her abstract maze with a goal, specifically, to design a game based on her 

scripts. As I walked away, Stacia took out her phone to search for more games in Scratch.  

 

 

Figure 12: Stacia’s GDD activity and designing (left) was influenced by Scratch 
Monkey Chase Game (mindstormer1129) 
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As noted in her GDD (see Figure 12), Stacia’s revamped game, Monkey Chase, is 

a new rendition of a Scratch community member’s, mindstormer1129’s, “Game 1- 

Monkey chase banana!!!!!” game. There are obvious similarities, especially given the 

game titles: both games consist of a monkey (sprite) interacting with a banana (sprite). 

There are differences as well: Stacia’s design departed from mindstormer1129’s single-

player game mode to create a competitive multiplayer game. Furthermore, rather than the 

objective and goals consisting of a player evading a randomly moving banana, Stacia’s 

design has “Monkey 1” (Player 1) chasing after a randomly moving banana all the while 

also evading “Monkey 2” (Player 2) whose goal is to “block monkey 1 from getting [the] 

banana.” Furthermore, the win state in Stacia’s game is not time-based but rather is based 

on competitive strategies in how both players can capture the banana before their 

opponent. Win state is time- and also collision-based.  

Modding (reskinning) Monkey Chase’s design essentially was Stacia’s way of 

tuning her recent Mae Jemison game for more sophisticated code and a better overall 

design. Stacia tunes her design-to-code process by searching for a Scratch game that can 

help perfect her multiplayer mechanics. She finds kileymeister’s Tron Scratch game—a 

game with substantially more blocks of complex code (see Figure 13). This find marks 

the genesis of Stacia’s tron game and, ultimately, her ISIS game. The first tron game is a 

simple title change (new exported file name) of the previous mae jemson game; the 

sprites, stage (gamespace), and code blocks are fundamentally the same.  

 
 

Figure 13: Stacia’s First Iteration of her CSNAP tron game was remixed version 
of Scratch Tron game (kileymeister) 
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From the mae jemson version to the tron remixed, Stacia appropriated the 

multiplayer interaction from the original tron Scratch game, where movement is 

continuous25 unless there is a “key press” that determines direction. Stacia already 

implemented basic UI integrated key-press mechanics,26 so she tuned her mechanics by 

remixing the current UI with kileymeister’s original tron game. So while Player 1’s 4-

directional pixel movement is based on arrow key press, Player 2’s 4-directional pixel 

movement is based on “w, a, s, d” key press. Another way Stacia tuned her mechanics 

was by rejecting kileymeister’s scripting for player’s animation27; Stacia did not want to 

use the same animation scripting—the “change costume” scripts and conditionals—to 

achieve the tracings-of-player movement effect. So she redirected her goals to remix 

another source in order to achieve the same effect. This redirection was an opportune 

moment for me steer Stacia to CSNAP’s community for her to take design and content 

inspiration from the culturally relevant simulations.  

For the first time, Stacia acceded to my advice to migrate to the CSNAP online 

community for coding ideas. There, she discovered an Akoko Nan simulation titled Mikes 

Akoko Nan by MLachney (see simulation here, community.csdt.rpi.edu/projects/121/). 

This is a simulation of a hand holding a paintbrush drawing a blue Akoko Nan symbol28 

over a Cartesian graph.  

Stacia ran the simulation, looking very closely at the code as it was executed.29 

Stacia was locating the script30 for the tracings animation, where the pen pressed down, 

rotated, and lifted (see Figure 14). She integrated this script not only for animation but 

also for the reestablishment of the rules and goals of her game: players must reach the 

goal/finish marker without touching their opponents’ tracings. Here Stacia accommodates 

her design ideas outlined in the GDD to her remixed code game. She does so by making 

                                                
25  I.e., a conditional that maintains sprite movement. 
26  I.e., up, down, left, right arrows. 
27  Visual depictions of movement. 
28  A West African Adinkra symbol meaning “the leg of a hen.” 
29 When code is executed, the scripts are highlighted in green; a particular script is highlighted in red if there is 
an error; then the simulation/game crashes. 
30 Code blocks. 
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the competition not about the banana but about reaching the end goal—the pink oval 

“Finish” sprite—a baked-in goal/conditional drawn from her mae jemson maze game. 

 
Figure 14: Stacia’s trace animation scripts 

 

Stacia was no longer just copying code, but now remixing code drawn from 

simulations (rather than games) in order to create an originally designed and iteratively 

scripted game. Metatuning her modding activities for innovative programming evolved 

her current code in ways that addressed the new demands of her iterated game (from mae 

jemson to the final isis game; tuning). Furthermore, Stacia had shifted her proximity to 

code closer through a designer-programmer lens. The dialectics of both views constituted 

Stacia as a designer who develops new code to now support her evolved design-related 

plans. Part of what makes a good designer is how he/she creates experiences through the 

game (Schell 10). In order to create these experiences, the game designer must acquire 

one of the most important skills, deep/critical listening skills, according to Jessie Schell: 

the designer must listen to the Team, Audience, Game, Client, and Self (Schell 4).  

The third day of the program was transformational, as I metatuned for Stacia’s 

listening skills for becoming a better designer. This metatuning was of the spatial 

elements, engaging Stacia in a design process comprising fellow designers/peers so that 

she could conversationally tune her game (brainstorm for the next iteration of her game). 
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The following transcript encapsulates this transformation, where Stacia listens to Self, 

Team, and the Game: 

Stacia created a new player experience based on her social and academic 

experiences. Metatuning Stacia’s listening skills was pivotal for several reasons. First, 

Stacia became inspired and motivated by personal experiences drawn from her debate 

class. While this experience was driven by an academic discourse, it helped spawn new 

ideas, shifting her game from the abstract tron game to the concrete isis game (see Figure 

15).  

Second, Stacia opened up to other types of resources besides the Scratch 

community: peer-to-peer learning activities with Grace and debugging with the 

instructor. For example, Stacia wanted to swap her abstract player 1 and player 2 smiley 

face sprites with two ISIS-related sprites that she found online, one that represents 

American youth and another that represents ISIS recruiters (see the Sprite in Figure 15 

below). This task was new to Stacia; she was initially very adamant about creating 

“original” art in the image editor in order to mimetically match others’ game art when 

modding. So I showed Stacia how to import images, but each time she would run/execute 

the game, the sprites would disappear. Stacia had to learn the difference between the 

“change size by %” code block versus “change size by -90” code block. Stacia’s tuning 

for a specific size was an indication of her taking ownership of her design/coding by 

creating original scripts for her original art. 

 

 
Figure 15: Stacia’s Next Game Iteration, ISIS, With Concrete Art Assets 
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A third reason why the conversation about the ISIS debate class assignment was 

pivotal was that it provoked Stacia to proactively conduct research online to learn more 

about ISIS and social media rather than to simply search for more Scratch games to mod. 

This online research agenda helped Stacia draw parallels between ISIS recruitment 

strategies and social media. Because her parents forbade her use of social media, Stacia 

was oblivious to many social media phenomena. Therefore she consulted her peer Grace, 

who educated her on InstaGram (IG) culture, and she also read online articles about the 

culture of social media. She found a particular article that provided statistics on popular 

social media applications among youth, who happen to be the most vulnerable 

demographics of ISIS recruitment, where she learned that InstaGram (IG) was among the 

top three.  

Based on her research and development strategies, Stacia made a critical 

argument that ISIS appeals to youth insecurities and desire for popularity. The newly 

coded script integrated this newfound knowledge, wherein Stacia created a time-based 

dialogue (algorithm) between player 1 and player 2, using the “say for” block. For 

example, the dialogue for P1 and P2 is staggered P1’s codes blocks are as follows: (when 

flag is clicked, wait 5 seconds, say…) “why should I come to ISIS?” (…for 2 seconds; 

wait 5 seconds, say…) “really?” (…for 2 seconds; wait 2.5 seconds say…) “ok” (…for 2 

seconds). For P2, the dialogue is triggered seconds after P1’s. It is important to note that 

the dialogue is not based on player interactivity, but it is baked-in code using time-based 

script; this script ensures that regardless of player decisions, dialogue will run according 

to time after the game is initiated, (i.e., at “Flag is clicked,” code is run). 

5.4.4 Metatuning Imitations and Modding Through a Programmer-Artist Lens 

Metatuning Stacia’s homeostatic style of coding also meant metatuning for 

alternative perspectives/lenses of code (i.e., of a designer and artist). Feedback rubrics 

and playtesting scenarios were constructed to metatune for these alternative views. The 

Assessment Rubric for CSNAP was designed to address design, code, and art 

inconsistencies and/or bugs. The young designers assessed Stacia’s game, giving her an 

overall 68 out of 84 points. She scored significantly lower in the design-related category 

with 8 out of 12 points versus 10 out of 12 points in the programming-related category on 
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debugging. Stacia was able to debug her game with the understanding that her game was 

more than bits and bytes (abstract), but it is also a pixelated environment (concrete). The 

rubric gauged other soft mastery elements such as originality. 

Figure 16 below is the fourth iteration of Stacia’s game in which, through this 

new design, she addressed playtesting and rubric feedback regarding both art and code.  

 

 
Figure 16: Stacia’s Fourth Iteration ISIS Game 

 

Stacia became more invested in the visual aesthetics of her game. Her games 

before this final version had consisted of abstract art, but at this point she spent more time 

in CSNAP’s image editor, adjusting and perfecting imported art. Stacia imported the 

World Map to complement the scripting that was already in place, and she also edited it 

to address new design goals. Players were situated within a geographical space, where 

Player 1 must evade Player 2 and reach the end, hence “America.”  

The dialogue, scoring variables, and mechanics were the same; however, this time 

she changed the text (art) from “Finish” to “America” to suggest that Player 1 must flee 

the entrapments of ISIS and find refuge in America. By privileging coding, Stacia created 

an incongruity between design and art for the sake of sticking to the code plans. Art was 

overlaid over code but was never synced (tuned) for coherence.  

For example, while player 1 starts near America, he or she race to “America,” 

which is located in the North-Eastern Hemisphere of the world, near Asia. So Stacia’s art 

and design efforts were gravitationally guided by her inherent homeostatic coding style, 
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where the rigidity of her scripts impacted the palpability of her game’s art and design. 

Her strict waterfall-design phases of code-to-art did not allow enough agility for change. 

Despite those issues, iterations of Stacia’s game demonstrate how her new designs 

yielded innovative computational thinking; Stacia’s remixed and altered code was also 

inspired by her UI designs, the design space.  

Being an instructor who wanted Stacia to create a social-justice game meant 

meeting her at the code: addressing her computational thinking processes through design. 

For example, Stacia’s ISIS game has two significant bugs that are related not only to code 

but also to best practices in programming. The first bug consists of the immense amount 

of lag when player movement (animation) is processed, and the second deals with meta-

programming issues, specifically Stacia’s shoddy conventions for naming/labeling 

objects (sprites, stage, etc.).  

Concerning the lag, playtesting was often disrupted by nearly-constant glitches 

during gameplay. Player 1 sprite would often skip pixels when moved. This problem was 

largely due to Stacia’s inefficient coding practices, which are largely attributed to her 

parallel programming: executing multiple-programming events at the same time. Stacia 

uses the “When ‘green flag’ is pressed” command hat—a block of code that runs 

subsequent scripts when the event is initiated—for almost all of her scripting. This 

approach runs each script of code simultaneously, causing the processor to work 

inefficiently harder. I attempted help Stacia become a more efficient coder by showing 

her a debugged version of her game, but she still did not understand the significance. 

Consequently, I switched Stacia to Construct 2, an environment where the GUI 

encourages linear coding,31 in order for her to engage with programming in a visually 

sequential manner. I metatuned Stacia’s programming best practices by changing the 

design environment. 

A second significant bug in Stacia’s game, which is loosely tied to parallel 

scripting as described above, deals with another type of meta-programming best-practice 

issue. Inefficient coding is also a reflection of disorganized data. Stacia’s naming 

conventions were unorganized, resulting from her inclination to hastily add/delete game 

                                                
31  Its computing is actually recursive, however. 
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objects while coding iteratively. For example, unlike her peers, Stacia externalized her 

characteristic hard mastery in opting to not name her objects, i.e., sprites and stage, but 

instead keeping the system’s default names: Player 1 sprite is labeled as “Sprite 4,” 

Player 2 “Sprite 2,” and America “Sprite 3.” Such commitments to abstraction yielded a 

disorganization that affected Stacia’s development of computational thinking skills, 

specifically, her ability to organize data (Brennan and Resnick). Consequently, she was 

unable to effectively and innovatively resolve code issues.  

Expanding the possibilities of an algorithmic space for Stacia’s homeostatic 

learning style also meant metatuning her coding (tuning) activities through a polyvalent 

lens, specifically, the perspectives of an Artist, Designer, and Programmer. Shifting 

Stacia’s coding activities to an object-oriented programming environment like Construct 

2 (C2) helped engage Stacia with social justice topics, programming, and meta-

programming issues in situ. C2’s GUI was a ripe computing space for Stacia’s tuning for 

complex coding and innovativeness. 

5.5 Metatuning innovation: Shifting Proximity Through Designer-Artist-Coder Lens 

C2’s GUI evokes a linearity that helped Stacia code efficiently and also to 

creatively engage with the design process. Designer and writer Jessie Schell says: “Good 

game design happens when you view your game from as many perspectives as 

possible”(xxvi). Stacia’s perspectives alternated among the designer, programmer, and 

artist lenses as she coded her final, social-justice themed game. Through various design 

decisions and art directions, Stacia drew nearer to the code; she tinkered and explored 

different outcomes.  

Previously, in her final CSNAP game, Stacia’s motivation was largely established 

by a dominant/academic capital (debate class) instead of built on her own personal and 

social values. Although Stacia learned about ISIS throughout the process, she was not 

able to translate and constitutively assimilate this knowledge for new/creative coding and 

designing ends. As opposed to the ISIS game, Stacia’s final “Save the Swimmers” game 

in Construct 2 shows how her intrinsic motivations—her sweet spots of learning—are a 

constellation of values and sociocultural capital that were integral to her trial-and-error 

designing/coding activities. Thus, metatuning Stacia’s designing/coding activities for 
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innovativeness yielded successful results because Stacia’s continuously calibrated focus 

was centered on self-selected social values. 

Stacia had never programmed or developed a game in Construct 2 before. This 

novelty left Stacia vulnerable; so much so, in fact, that she did not hesitate to ask her 

peers for help in navigating the environment. Despite her vulnerability, Stacia’s final 

game was one of the most systemically designed, socially conscious games. “Save the 

Swimmer” is a type of role-playing game (RPG) wherein the user plays as a lifeguard 

whose mission is to save drowning swimmers out of vast, blue, bodies of water before 

time runs out. The more drowning swimmers are saved, the more points are received. 

There are two levels, both of which consist of caricature protagonists and non-player 

characters (NPC): a white female protagonist is to save a diverse group of swimmers. 

Should the player successfully collect the swimmers before time runs out, then he/she has 

won the game.  

Stacia’s integrative design of the game’s goals, mechanics, aesthetics, rules, and 

game components told an intentional story about safety and race and gender equity. 

Furthermore, it is the result of Stacia’s ability to alternate perspectives through a self-

constructed and guided mandate of developing a social-justice game. The image below 

(see Figure 17) is a compilation of Stacia’s iteratively designed game versions, from the 

abstract to the concrete, exemplifying the evolution of her systemic design.  
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Figure 17: Traces of Stacia’s iteratively designed C2 Swimmer Game 

 

Stacia’s four-day design process will not be outlined in its entirety here, but I will 

briefly discuss three core features that Stacia added to her game: UI movement and AI 

movement, interactivity (dialogue and player collectibles), and rules/goals (time and 

collectibles). These features were a result of Stacia’s calibrated perspectives, wherein she 

dynamically tuned for computational and design solutions to rhetorically argue that 

“Girls can swim just as good as boys can” and that “race and color doesn’t matter.” 

Different metatuning activities—assessments, playtesting, and debugging exercises—

were used to optimize Stacia’s valuing of gender and racial equity. Other real-time 

metatuning activities—facilitated peer-to-peer debugging, for example—were also used 

for coding.  

5.5.1 Calibrating the Polyvalent Lens for UI and AI Development 

The conversation below highlights Stacia’s original motivation for designing her 

final Construct 2 game: 

[1] STACIA: I wanted to do my game on like swimming and stuff… 

[2] ME: So what is it about swimming that you value? 
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[3] STACIA: “Ummm if you don’t know how to swim; don’t swim. If you don’t 

want to be a  

[4] lifeguard; then don’t train. If there are sharks; don’t swim. And you can click 

on surfing. 

[5] ME: (I pointed her attention back to the list of social values she had on her 

desk—Flanagan’s  

[6] list). Now which social value will you be integrating? 

[7] STACIA: Cooperation in the game. 

 

Metatuning her athletic interests with a list of social values (inspired by Flanagan 

and Nissenbaum 183) helped her to hone in on her swim-team social capital. She was 

able to encapsulate this idea of “swimming” and corresponding choices/decisions as a 

game about cooperation. Reducing her idea to the valuing of cooperation helped her to 

cohesively and systemically construct a swimming game based on this value.  

By the third day of the C2 game-development phase, Stacia’s game, which was 

built on principles of cooperation as described above, had evolved into a game about 

social and gender equity. Stacia’s fundamental UI mechanics and Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) development were vital trial-and error activities that caused this shift. In addition, 

metatuning activities maintained the momentum of her interests. Figure 18 below is a 

reflection of Stacia’s systemic understanding and development of her game. Metatuning 

Stacia’s brainstorming/ideation with a GDD exercise was not a useful activity this time, 

because Stacia was adamant about completing this task; however, she gravitated towards 

the Games as Dynamic Systems metatuning activity, and this affinity is evidenced by her 

continual efforts in editing and referencing the sheet for design and programming ideas32. 

She edited and completed this activity in three core parts: Part 1 consisted of the Core 

Mechanics; Part 2, the Game Space and Components; and Part 3, the Rules and the 

Goals. This section will briefly touch on Parts 1 and 2, as they relate to how she refined 

her UI and AI.  

                                                
32 Though the erasing marks and periodic additions could not be represented in this static image, this final 
version reflects the five iterations of her game; see the image above. 
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Figure 18: Stacia’s Games as Dynamic Systems Exercise 

 

In the Games as Dynamic Systems image above, Stacia was torn between two 

types of mechanics: glide to swimmers versus arrow keys to move. This ambivalence 

reflected that fact that her design was still in embryonic form, lacking clearly defined 

rules and goals. Initially, Stacia relied on C2’s pre-set properties, specifically the 

platformer behavior, in the first (abstract) iteration of her game. Pre-set properties 

relieved Stacia from having to perform original programming in C2’s event-based 

language. However, the pre-sets also restricted Stacia’s creativity. For example, the 

platformer pre-set UI behavior—i.e., jumping to-and-fro solid platforms—defied the 

physics of swimming. So Stacia abandoned the pre-set behaviors. Metatuning Stacia’s 

core mechanics design for original UI involved shifting her proximity closer to C2’s 

event-based programming. This shift required her to engage with logic alternative to the 

pre-sets.  

Earlier, in Chapter 5, I discussed how Darryl’s real-time-tutorial was used as a 

mediated form of metatuning. Darryl and I located common threads/features among all of 

the students’ games. I asked Darryl to program these features, in a performative manner, 

on the overhead projector so the students could follow. While Darryl’s programmed 
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features were not cookie-cutter code for all six of the games, they provided programming 

logic that the young designers could appropriate for their unique games. Directional 

movement (mechanics) was one of those features. On the projector screen, Darryl walked 

through how to create four-directional movement, while Stacia was among those who 

chose to attentively follow. Stacia scripted her UI for 4-directional movement, rather than 

yielding to the alternative approach by using the pre-set 8-directional movement 

behavior.  

Stacia’s second iteration of code was focused on the UI. She became acclimated 

to C2’s event-based programming and oriented to the system’s mathematical 

functions/handlings of direction (in degrees) and speed (in pixels/second). Through trial-

and-error, using C2’s debug mode, which shows information and debugs in real-time, 

Stacia drew nearer to the code, tuning desired speed and directional movements for her 

main protagonist, “Sprite6.” Stacia’s interaction with C2’s code was significantly 

different from her experience with CSNAP because she was now tuning for a desired, 

palpable swimming UI experience. Thus, Stacia’s designer-programmer calibrated lens 

focused on tuning/balancing UI experience.  

Another core part of her game development, as illustrated earlier on her Games as 

Dynamic Systems activity image, consisted of game components and gamespace design, 

which are both related to her fundamental Artificial Intelligence (AI) development. After 

designing the UI, Stacia considered designing for interactivity, specifically by focusing 

on collision-based programming. But, before doing so, she wanted to locate suitable art 

for her AI objects, hence her Non Player Characters (NPCs). Her decision is logical 

because, in C2, an object must exist before any programming of its actions can occur. So 

Stacia, as a designer-artist, created a “to-do” list, outlining the aesthetic demands of her 

game: to create “art for swimmers and bodies of water.” Unfortunately, just as in 

CSNAP, C2’s image editor is limited, where pixel-specific tracings, edits, and other 

manipulations are extremely difficult. Stacia wanted her art to be precise and clean, so 

she asked me for an alternative application. I introduced her to CS6 Photoshop, image-

editing software by Adobe, and taught her the basics of how to navigate image layers 

(composite editing), select/delete regions of the image, and export image files for C2.  
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Metatuning Stacia’s art-for-design process (tuning) with cross-application 

activities helped to calibrate her designer-artist lens, simultaneously engaging her with 

code through pixels and remedying her data organizational problem. Creating art assets in 

Photoshop is an endeavor no other student took on. Stacia edited the art to fit the 

aesthetics of the gamespace and the intentionality of her design.  

In her Games as Dynamic Systems sheet, race and gender are not made explicit. 

Stacia decided to integrate these values while conceptualizing her art, from searching for 

images online to editing them in Photoshop. First, she located diverse bodies of water to 

imply leveling-up in her game: the first level is a beach, and the second level is a lake. 

Stacia also matched these diverse levels with various types of NPCs based on race, 

gender, and swimming-skill levels. In contrast to her ISIS game and its realistic art assets 

(edited photographs of people), Stacia’s swimming game incorporated caricature cartoon 

characters. Her main protagonist is a white female lifeguard (see Figure 19). The NPC’s 

are all white males, with the exception of one black male, representing different swimmer 

positions (e.g., floating, over-hand free form swimming, and underwater scuba-diving). 

During the post interview, Stacia says that her artistic choice was intentional, essentially, 

rhetorical, for she wanted to show that gender and/or racial biases should not exist on 

swimming teams. She explains: “Like when the lifeguard went to the player, I didn’t 

make the character say ‘Don’t save me; I don’t want a girl to save me!’” Swimming 

equity, according to Stacia’s game and remarks, is achieved when people are not sexist 

against female lifeguards. 

 

     
Figure 19: Stacia’s designed diversity and gender equality via art assets 
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Stacia’s selection, manipulation, and incorporation of caricature cartoon 

characters helped her to confront these issues of racism and stereotyping in a safe, 

imaginative environment. Research shows that youth are able to deal with these issues in 

safe digitally-mediated environments (Watts, Abdul-Adil and Pratt); but here, design 

allowed her to critically engage with them from her own experience. Although Stacia 

identifies as an African American (Black), her main playable character is a white female 

lifeguard. She doesn’t impose her racial identity on the game component; instead she 

creates a hierarchy of stereotypes, one that starts with gender issues then trickles down to 

racial stereotypes, then the skill levels of a swimmer. This hierarchy is interwoven within 

Stacia’s systemic design. The weight of significance is placed on gender issues, as all 

rescued swimmers are male-gendered. Stacia gradually became conscious about race and 

representation through her art directions. Designing for gender and racial equity became 

her new motivational target for the design of her game. An argument could be made that 

this type of hierarchy is an indication of whitewashing, evading core social issues. 

However, in this instance, I see Stacia’s use of hierarchy as a youth understanding the 

complexities of stereotypes and injustices that are layered and not singularly reduced to 

static racial categories. 

Stacia’s Photoshop excursion left her uncertain about how to implement her 

perfected art within C2’s environment. This uncertainty provided an ideal opportunity to 

metatune Stacia’s best practices. Importing and exporting images (data) between two 

standalone software applications requires attention to naming conventions. Specifying 

file name and extensions33 is vital to ensure that files can be translated, processed, and 

read by other applications, in the case, C2. Naming conventions are also central to 

programming in C2, because an object’s name must be specified in order to call it to 

action: importing and naming an object, i.e., “swimmer” sprite, can make coding its 

actions in the event sheet more efficient and less cumbersome. Metatuning Stacia’s 

naming conventions with peer-to-peer help from Rita was effective: 

[1] ME: Rita, remember when I helped you import your images from online? Can  

[2] you help Stacia import the art she created in Photoshop? 

                                                
33 I.e., for raster art, that means .gif, jpeg, .png and so forth.  
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[3] JORDYN: Give it to me! (She reaches for Stacia’s mouse) 

[4] STACIA: Just tell me how to do it! (She snatches the mouse from Rita) 

[5] JORDYN: Why do you have like 16 sprites?!  

[6] STACIA: I know! 

 

While Rita talks Stacia through how to import her art, Rita also emphasizes the 

importance of best practices: a clean programming environment. This type of peer-to-

peer learning was effective because it was built on a rapport that the two young designers 

had developed over time, by carpooling and as PC mates. Despite Rita’s crass language, 

Stacia was more receptive and inclined to listen to Rita throughout the program. Often 

the tables were turned when Stacia assisted Rita in a similar manner.  

After importing her images, Stacia’s polyvalent lens was calibrated as a designer-

programmer in order to create autonomously moving NPCs (AI). The basic goal of AI is 

to “simulate intelligent behavior, providing the player with a believable challenge-a 

challenge that the player can then overcome” (Kehoe). Stacia wanted the NPCs’ AI to 

represent swimming motion. She did not completely abandon the idea of using pre-set 

behaviors; rather, she reconsidered ways to implement them for the design of her AI. She 

tried out different presets, starting with the pathfinding behavior because she knew that 

she wanted her AI to move autonomously.  

However, the use of the pathfinding pre-set algorithm required Stacia to 

customize its properties —in defining the object’s properties for path movement, for 

example —and other corresponding programming. Stacia moved on, tuning other pre-sets 

for the desired AI movement. She implemented the sine wave behavior, adjusting and 

playtesting the object’s speed and oscillating motion. We did not cover the sine wav as a 

unit, but Stacia tuned her learning and cognitive development of a sine wav’s algorithm, 

in order to tune and balance the desired AI for the swimming NPCs.  

5.5.2 Calibrating the Polyvalent Lens for Interactive Design 

[2] DARRYL: There are two ways to do it: you can destroy it or you can set it to 

be invisible. You  

[3] think you can figure it out? 
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[4] STACIA: Yea… (in monologue) When lifeguard touches swimmer, set text to 

visible… I got it so  

[5] that when I use the arrow keys and the lifeguard touches the swimmer it 

disappeared. Like I  

[6] got the swimmer but I don’t have the text part…  

 

During Stacia’s C2 games development, she displayed an interplay of hard and 

soft mastery as she shifted her homeostatic-coding style to that of a homeorhetic. She 

used preset behaviors and properties (abstraction, hard mastery), yet she also tinkered 

with code/art/ideas to create new algorithms (global variables, soft mastery). The 

dialogue above shows how Darryl-the-real-time-guide metatuned Stacia’s coding style as 

a changed homeorhetic-debugger so that her debugging process could inspire and 

engender new ideas. He provided two different ways she could think about programming 

a collision-detection algorithm34: to set the “object as invisible” or to “destroy” it. By 

thinking-aloud (McKeown and Gentilucci), Stacia cited the algorithm to find a way to 

combine two separate events: the collision of two objects and an event to trigger the text 

dialogue.  

It is important to note that Stacia’s inquiry, which was generated by her 

homeorhetic debugging process, is not an independent event. As an instructor, I had 

previously metatuned her debugging activity by asking her to allow her peers to playtest 

her game on her computer. This activity was accompanied by a different playtesting 

rubric that asked the playtesters to note specifics of the game that showed what they 

thought the social values were and to critique the designers’ game by noting what they 

liked and what needed more improvement. For Stacia’s game, all participants circled 

“Safety/Security” as a central value. The next highest value noted by the playtesters was 

a variation of equity (“Equality” and “Gender Equity”). In terms of constructive criticism, 

all playtesters liked the aesthetics of Stacia’s gamespace/environment, yet they found 

substantial flaws in her dialogue system. 

                                                
34  An algorithm that checks for two objects touching. 
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So Stacia’s think-aloud monologue transcribed above was her attempt to debug 

and tune her game based on playtesters’ feedback. Stacia’s next iteration of code was 

result of this tuning; she designed for an integrative approach to interactivity, where the 

player’s collision with the NPCs destroys the NPC, calls out a +1 score, and 

simultaneously calls out a dialogue system.  

Stacia’s parallel programming is significant here because she created a 

conditional that checks for a collision, and, if it is true, a dialogue between the swimmers 

and lifeguard is initiated: the swimmers politely say, “Thank you for finding me,” and the 

lifeguard responds, “Your welcome” (sic). A celebratory dialogue is initiated after all 

swimmers are collected; the Lifeguard in level 1 says, “I found all of the swimmers,” and 

in level two, she says, “i got all the swimmers!” (sic). The assortment of responses is 

significant because they are the effects of Stacia’s tuning for systemic balance and 

coherence. She altered these features in the game so that they can make sense for 

gameplay. This alteration warrants a brief discussion of how her calibrated polyvalent 

lens designed and programmed the rules and goals of her game. 

5.5.3 Calibrating the Polyvalent Lens for Defined Rules and Goals 

The interplay of hard and soft mastery became increasingly evident when Stacia’s 

homeorhetic-coding style emerged to tune and balance her game for an improved 

gameplay experience. Stacia’s notes from the playtesting activity were integrated into her 

final edit of the Games as Dynamic Systems sheet and, ultimately, the final game version. 

Her playtesters praised her art but criticized her systemic design of the game rules and 

goals (see Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Stacia’s playtesting notes demonstrating her attention to peer feedback 

 

The playtesting results were the impetus for Stacia’s game balancing and tuning 

process. In order to increase gameplay, Stacia created two global variables—a timer and 

point system—that also led to the developments of her success/failure game states. Darryl 

and I did not incorporate global variables into the performative coding activity conducted 

on the projector, yet Stacia’s tuning process metatuned the metatuners (instructors), 

incorporating us within her debugging and learning activity.  

Stacia asked Rita to show how she created a scoring system. At the time, Rita was 

the only designer who had implemented a global variable for a scoring system. 

Acknowledging this novelty, Stacia asked Rita to show her how to create a scoring 

system. Rita obliged Stacia and verbalized the logic for a scoring system; Stacia followed 

along, programming her game. Overhearing the two, Darryl jumped onto the projected 

computer and followed along, programming line by line. The three synchronously 

programmed a scoring system, working through the syntax and logic together aloud. 

Stacia completed the scoring system, designating 1-point per collected swimmer. She 

extended her knowledge of global variables and created another global variable for a 

timing system (see Figure 21 for code).  
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Figure 21: Stacia’s C2 scripting for scoring and timing variables 

 

Stacia stretched the possibilities and her understanding of global variables in 

order to create a timing variable. She tuned the timer’s discrete units —specifically 15-

second intervals—to balance the game for the appropriate amount of time it would take a 

player to collect the swimmers. Balancing the game’s timed rules and collection goals 

prompted Stacia to consider the indications of success/failure. Therefore, she designed 

the art and programmed the conditions for a win/fail state.  

5.6 Conclusions on Stacia’s Iterative Designing 

Stacia’s initially homeostatic coding style in CSNAP shifted to a homeorhetic 

style while she was developing her game in C2. Calibrating Stacia’s polyvalent lens for 

various goals through metatuning activities such as UI and AI design and interactivity 

successfully yielded a social-justice game that was centered on Stacia’s self-selected 

social values.  

Stacia and Rita share similarities; their previous relationships to code guided their 

designing and learning trajectories. As noted by their synchronous tuning activities 

described above, Stacia performed her perfectionism in programming while Rita 

performed her perfectionism on screen and in the design environment. Stacia 

programmed for complex code; Rita programmed for coherence and completion. The 

following section discusses how Rita’s homeorhetic style in CSNAP substantially shifted 

to that of a homeostatic in C2, as her intrinsic motivation of completing and perfecting 
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the game altered her goals, intentions, and proximity to code. Iterations of her games 

show how her initial polyvalent design lens diminished when designing in C2, where she 

programmed a commercially driven game based on popular culture. 
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6. METATUNING WITH ITERATIVE DESIGN PART 2 

Metatuning Stacia and Rita’s design process by switching their design 

environments—from CSNAP to C2—yielded opposing results: while Stacia became 

more socio-culturally driven by her C2 game, Rita became more commercially driven by 

her final C2 game. However, in CSNAP, Rita already possessed a polyvalent designer-

artist-coder lens that was calibrated for the development of a health-conscious game on 

healthy eating. On the other hand, I metatuned Stacia’s homeorhetic coding style to 

sustain the curiosity and innovative programming/designing that she had developed as a 

self-directed learner/programmer. 

6.1 Rita’s Tuning for Culturally Relevant Programming: Modding Models 

Unlike Stacia, Rita’s modding activities were recursively linked to play: she 

played and tinkered with other simulation models and games in CSNAP before 

committing to the programming and design of her final health game. As a soft master, 

Rita needed to interact with the medium—to accommodate to the algorithmic space—

before programming her game. This trial-and-error process was more prevalent early on 

in the design process because Rita was focused on understanding CSNAP’s system and 

how it is differentiated from the more familiar environment of Scratch.  

For example, on Day 1 of the program, while Stacia was busy modding car-racing 

Scratch games in CSNAP, Rita tinkered with CSNAP simulations, particularly the 

“logspiral” project (see simulation here dev1.csdt.rpi.edu/projects/59/). She manipulated 

the scripting for the logarithm, tinkering and running different outcomes of the code 

blocks. On a piece of paper, she jotted down the code block for a logarithm. She then 

said, “Ms. Laquana, can you show me how to make a block?” I showed her the category 

where she could find the customization blocks. Rita dragged the block to the scripting 

area where she began to struggle with creating the block. So I told her that she could go 

back to the “logspiral” simulation and simply swap out the sprite to create her own image 

that will populate different patterns. She did so and then abruptly yelled, “I’m finished! 

It’s an illusion…we have the gamespace, the components...” I congratulated Rita on her 

completion, and then metatuned her mod activity: “What’s the goal of your game? Where 

are the player inputs and the feedback?” She tinkered with and executed different blocks 
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of code scripts, watching to see what happened and exploring ways she could implement 

interactivity. Shortly thereafter, Rita displayed abrupt and consuming dissatisfaction; she 

mumbled, “I’m deleting this. I am horrible at this.”  

Rita’s attraction to CSNAP modeling simulations locked her attention within a 

culturally situated realm of design. However, she experienced cognitive dissonance 

between what she wanted to do and what she was able to do. Whereas I had to metatune 

Stacia’s iterative designing and programming to lead her to code a socially conscious 

game, Rita already had an initial interest in CSNAP simulations and moved from the 

logarithm to the African fractals hair braiding, a cognitive detour that led her to 

innovative programming. At one point, Rita even inquired about and read aloud the 

scripting for a braid simulation, pulling her peers into conversation about how one image 

braid can generate a pattern using just one script and one image. She unknowingly 

strengthened her computational and geometric knowledge of “iteration” and “translation” 

(CSNAP samples of concepts are located here: community.csdt.rpi.edu/projects/566/run 

and here cs4hs.rpi.edu/?page_id=1224 ).  

Rita’s modifications—essentially tinkering—of CSNAP modeling simulations 

also helped her learn the formal logic of basic UI in this drag-and-drop coding 

environment: how to represent a sprite/component on a Stage (background) and how to 

visually depict an animation by changing the sprite’s costumes. Rita was learning the 

language of CSNAP; however, she was challenged with translating it into an interactive 

game, so much so that she suddenly deleted her project and others that followed. 

6.2 Metatuning Rita’s Modeling Simulations for Playability 

Rita deleted her modeling simulation (potential game), in the first of three 

occasions when she suddenly decided to completely wipe her games and start anew. 

Simultaneously metatuning Rita’s curiosity and discouragement required me to observe 

and take into account her trial-and-error learning, a process that routinely consisted of 

tinkering, altering, and deleting. In Stacia’s case, metatuning was used to optimize her 

computational endeavors for innovative and original programming and designing. But 

due to Rita’s homeorhetic coding style, metatuning was needed to transition Rita from 
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programing simulation models to programming interactive games35 and to strengthen 

Rita’s commitment to her projects. There are cognitive benefits to such a transition from 

working with simulation models to game design and development. Rita’s deep 

understanding of abstraction36 helped to bridge new computational thinking skills to 

formulate a socially conscious game (Eglash and Colin; Lee et al.). 

Rita was cognizant of the cultural significance of programming due to her affinity 

for CSNAP’s culturally situated digital models, but her simulations lacked interactivity 

and playability. The first attempt to guide Rita’s homeorhetic programming towards the 

development of interactive games was undertaken by providing Rita with deconstruction 

activities such as debugging so that she could tune/tinker for solutions within an 

interactive problem-posing gamespace. From a constructionist’s standpoint, debugging37 

is a valuable learning exercise because the debugger (learner, designer, programmer) 

develops mental models for the construction of new procedures through the process 

(Brennan and Resnick 7-8). The development of this type of procedural literacy is vital 

(Bogost 246; Papert 135), so I presented Rita with two buggy demo games: an abstract 

interactive question/answer game and an animated Shaquille O'Neal basketball game 

centered on hoops-versus-books life choices.  

Both demo games were a mix of interactive features, such as sound effects (SFX), 

player input prompts, UI movement and animation, with minor scripting problems. For 

example, the Shaquille O'Neal game dialogue was based on collision detection and 

player-decision scripts rather than solely time-based scripts; sprite dialogue was triggered 

by conditions initiated by sprite collisions. Player input, which includes arrow movement 

as well as answer input, was based on nested conditionals involving Control and Sensing 

blocks: “broadcast,” “ask and wait,” and “receive.” In order for the player to know what 

answer to input, he or she needed a visual answer key; unfortunately, the answer key was 

“hidden.” Debugging this error required Rita to locate the command blocks that “show” 

                                                
35 Feedback loop systems comprised of decisions, player input, system output. 
36 Repeatedly translating real-world features in digital models and constructing dynamic UI by defining   objects 
behaviors. 
37 The process of deconstructing and resolving erroneous procedures. 
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the answer key (Sprite). Rita ran the game, swapping, shifting, and deleting blocks for a 

resolution.  

While working on the debugging activity in one CSNAP browser, Rita was 

programming her new game in another browser. Her debugging/deconstruction activity 

inspired a new game that focused on player feedback (answer inputs, key-based glide 

movement, and dialogue). Rita motioned for my assistance; when I approached she said: 

“When I ‘receive’ the ballin’, then it can also go to another screen.” “Yes.” I confirmed, 

“That is another way you can use answer prompts.”38  As I knelt at her computer, she 

quickly switched to the other browser with her new CSNAP game and said with 

frustration: “My purple sprite is not appearing.” I asked her to play it to see what happen. 

She ran the game and I saw that the Sprite was gone. “See this stuff is stupid,” she 

sighed. I reassured her that she was doing fine, and together we debugged her game, 

which had “hide”-“show” code block issues similar to the Shaquille O'Neal game.  

The simultaneity of Rita’s deconstructive (debugging) and constructive (coding) 

activities repositioned her tinkering to focus on different ideas and possibilities for 

player-game feedback loops. Rita was learning CSNAP’s language system to the degree 

that she felt acclimated enough to the environment to create her own game, an interactive 

quiz-type game using dialogue systems (see Figure 22 above).  

 

 
Figure 22: Rita’s first scripted Breast Cancer Game in CSNAP shows her early 
motivations in socially relevant game design 
                                                
38 I.e. Control and Sensing blocks. 
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This game was about breast-cancer awareness, as indicated by the dialogue: “with 

a pink friend people may think she has breast cancer and bully her (sic).” Although the 

stick-figure sprites were somewhat abstract, I was very pleased with Rita’s efforts, both 

in considering the design of a breast-cancer awareness game and in programming 

different interactive features (such as dialogue, input, and glide-movements). Metatuning 

Rita’s programming for a socially conscious game was unnecessary at this point because 

she was independently, albeit iteratively, designing a health- and social-based game.  

In an effort to sustain Rita’s programming trajectory, which was focused on a 

dialogue-based breast-cancer awareness game, I asked her to demonstrate (demo) her 

game since she was ahead of schedule (metatuning). She agreed. Demoing a game is 

differentiated from playtesting. Playtesting is conducted to refine and adjust the scope of 

a game, but demonstrations are done to sell and showcase a game. Demoing is a form of 

role reversal that positioned Rita as the expert and her peers and instructors as learners. 

Rita’s game was not complete, but a demonstration provided her the opportunity to 

externally broadcast her understanding of CSNAP’s formal logic system. It was a morale 

booster intended to strengthen Rita’s design/programming commitment to the game: 

[1] Rita (playing and self-narrating actions): This is my game. It’s weird. So up, 

over…doop…  

[2] LC/ME: Wait, so explain what’s happening here. 

[3] Rita: If you like choose like the right button it’ll go to the pink thingy. Then 

it’ll ask you  

[4] questions. So this one says, “do you want to come with friends and not get in 

much trouble?” 

[5] Type in “p-u-p” for purple and “p” for pink. And the Pink thing says, “we  

[6] won’t have much fun because we will get into trouble.” Then it stops.  

[7] John: Well she put more work into it than me; I just have a player flying a

 round.  
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6.3 Metatuning Visioning: Rita’s Tuning for a Fun Healthy Choices Game 

The transcript above illustrates Rita’s ambivalence about her game. She 

downplays the game as “weird,” but enthusiastically motions through its interactive 

features with sound effects. Rita did not computationally perform the logic of the game; 

rather she narrated the experience as a non-programmer—an everyday gamer. The ability 

to linguistically decode and encode computational and everyday language is a significant 

literacy skill (Gee “What Video Games” 72; Lankshear and Knobel 3-21).  

Metatuning Rita’s homeorhetic style through a demo activity also revealed how 

she self-adjusted her focus, calibrating her polyvalent lens as a designer-programmer. Her 

demoed game was strikingly different from the breast-cancer game that we had debugged 

prior to the demo, about 15 minutes earlier. The first game was about breast-cancer 

awareness; however, the second game was about social pitfalls in friendships. The stick 

figures are the same, but the dialogue and the “broadcast-say-receive” scripting are 

different in both games. The prospect of performing a demo had altered Rita’s content. 

She readjusted her target user/player to that of her peers. In essence, Rita programmed as 

a designer, developing a game that appealed to her materialized audience. This is the only 

instance where a young designer in this program intentionally redesigned and 

programmed his or her game based on real-time social exigencies of the design space. 

In spite of these developments, Rita deleted this game as well. She was not fully 

committed to the project, but tuned for an idea and game that she could fully, 

unequivocally invest in. The content of Rita’s previously deleted games shows that Rita 

was torn between making a fun game for her peers and making a socially conscious game 

about healthy choices. This is a dilemma most educational game developers are faced 

with: trying to find a balance between popular gaming appeal and educational content 

without resulting in “chocolate-covered broccoli” (Linehan et al.). Likewise, Rita was 

tuning for a compromise between entertainment and social consciousness value.  

Rita’s third and final game in CSNAP was a compromise situated between the 

valuing of an entertainment and a socially conscious game. Metatuning this struggle was 

inherently about strengthening Rita’s personal investments in her projects. In her post 
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interview, Rita retrospectively revealed the roots of a game worthy of such commitments 

to programming: 

 

[1] ME: OK, what was the hardest part about programming?  

[2] Jordan: The hardest part about programming is programming.  

[3] ME: OK what was the easiest part about programming? 

[4] J: Visioning…the scripts… You can know what you want to do but can’t 

know how to do it 

[6] ME: So give me an example. 

[7] J: You can know that you want to… like walk 10 steps but you can’t…but it’s 

hard to say  

[8] ‘Giana walk 10 steps’ try to put it like on the thing. So for my game I tried to 

say walk 10  

[9] steps and it kept walking “10 steps and 10 steps and 10 steps and 10  

[10] steps and 10 steps and 10 steps.  

[11] ME: Ok OK OK, I got it…so the hardest thing about programming is 

programming and the [12] easiest part is what? 

[13] J: Visioning the blocks.  

 

The philosophical underpinning of “visioning” is beyond the scope of this 

research, but Rita’s emphasis of the term relates to programming. In her explanation, she 

syntactically and concretely performed the connection between visioning and coding—

between knowing what “you want to do” and “can’t know how to do it.” In line 7, she 

says: “You can know that you want to… like walk 10 steps but you can’t…but it’s hard 

to say ‘Giana walk 10 steps’ try to put it like on the thing.” Here Rita recognizes the 

dissonance between the concrete and abstract; she wants Giana (Sprite) to “walk 10 

steps,” but she has not fully tuned her fundamental comprehension of code-block 

programming to CSNAP’s syntactical rules. Rita’s most recent working procedural 

knowledge stemmed from the Hour of Code in Code Studio (see studio.code.org). Code 

Studio’s encapsulated blocks are contextually and syntactically different from CSNAP’s. 
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For example, movement is numerically specified by pixels in both environments, but 

slightly differently. In Code Studio’s “Code with Anna and Else,” you can only specify 

pixels in increments of 50. In contrast, in CSNAP you can specify pixels with any real 

number inserted within an empty prompt. Finally, according to Rita’s self-reflective 

response above, visioning for her meant the ability to translate the concrete into abstract 

and vice versa. In Piaget and Turkle’s terms, this is a process of Rita—through soft 

mastery—accommodating her previous working knowledge to the system; as she builds 

the code, she gradually builds an internal understanding.  

Rita deleted her previous projects because she was tuning to a vision of the blocks 

early on; she was essentially thinking as a designer. Each time Rita started anew, her 

design decisions were refined, concurrently honing in on a systemic understanding of a 

dynamically interactive game based on healthy life choices. Game designers and 

developers actually advocate nixing ideas/projects and starting over (Gray et al.). 

As mentioned previously, Rita was also searching for a happy medium between 

an entertaining and a socially conscious game while accommodating her previous coding 

experiences to CSNAP’s formal operating system. Thus, metatuning Rita’s commitment 

to her next project adjusted for enhancing her visioning processes (tuning)—from 

tinkering and playing to programming and designing. The end result was a final, 

completed, healthy food plate game that was iteratively developed through three different 

versions, rather than having been started over from scratch each time. Rita reconciled the 

entertainment versus health-consciousness value dilemma by creating The Best Dinner 

Plate game, a match-based game that tests player’s knowledge of a healthy balanced 

meal. 

There are slight visual and computational differences in each version of the game. 

These differences are credited to Rita’s homeorhetic style and her polyvalent designer 

perspective that consistently worked for refinement and systemic coherence. Metatuning 

activities for Rita were similar to those for Stacia (and others): Games Design Documents 

(GDD), playtest rubrics, and debugging tasks. However, Rita, as a homeorhetic designer-

programmer, adapted the activities to work for her agile development style. Unlike 
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Stacia, Rita embraced the material as well as social, and technical exigencies to evolve 

her game (Cunningham et al.).  

Rita’s first game iteration was result of her locating suitable art that represented 

her new ideas for a healthy-food-choice game. Shortly after she discovered how to import 

image files to CSNAP, she searched the web for art, particularly for the “Stage” of her 

game. She imported a colorful health food plate, held by a caricature cartoonish chef that 

was sectioned by food group titles. The image source is a link drawn from 

Nourishinteractive.com, a site that briefly discusses about how the USDA released a new 

symbol—My Plate—to replace the My Pyramid symbol.39 The site also breaks down 

each food group, providing useful insight into which foods fulfill the five portions.  

Rita briefly skimmed the site, searched for other food images, and imported them 

within CSNAP. Stacia interrupted Rita and asked: “Why did you choose shrimp for 

meat? You should have put ribs.” “Because I like shrimp… I like ribs but…” replied 

Rita. Before Rita completed her justification, Stacia interrupted: “Why do you have that 

kind of pasta?” Rita retorted: “You don’t like fettuccini?” The conversation continued, as 

Rita and Stacia shared culinary preferences, discussing Kraft macaroni and cheese versus 

family members’ southern cooking. The more they talked, the more Rita tuned her art for 

user-specific food choices. For example, the dairy food option changed from milk to a 

hot-fudge ice-cream sundae. The gamespace aesthetics are indicative of Rita’s polyvalent 

designer lens that allowed the social dynamics —Stacia’s inquiries —to refine her game. 

Essentially, Rita was surveying her user audience via ad hoc conversations with Stacia. 

The ability to critically engage and design based on Stacia’s recommendations 

exemplifies Rita’s critical designer lens that analyzes and incorporates critical feedback 

within artistic and creative choices.  

Metatuning for Rita’s commitment to her new game with a GDD activity was a 

mitigated success. Rita adapted the activity for something more useful. On the back of the 

GDD paper, she modified the “Game Philosophy,” “Game Overview,” and Feature Set” 

sections into her own topical areas: Where, What, How, and Main Focus (see Image). 

                                                
39See www.nourishinteractive.com/healthy-living/free-nutrition-articles/92-usda-my-plate-healthy-food-
guidelines. (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
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Rita was tuning the metatuning activity in order to conceptualize her match-based game. 

In doing so, she designed the core mechanics—to “pick up foods”—and the goals of the 

game—to “make a good dinner plate.”  

Thus, Rita’s second game iteration reflected her design goals. She programmed 

the game’s UI for presentation and core mechanics (see Figure 23).  

 

 
Figure 23: Rita’s resized and organized plate for Healthy Food Plate Game in 

CSNAP 

 

She resized and rotated the images, and reorganized the gamespace so that the 

food options were on the right and the empty plate to the left. She assigned the Sprites’ x 

and y coordinates so that they were vertically aligned. In addition, Rita programmed the 

core mechanics for a drag-and-drop style. These mechanics were different from those she 

had debugged or created in the past. They were also different from her peers’ game 

mechanics, which were mostly 4-directional and glide-based. Rita built a more attuned 

knowledge of CSNAP’s blocks (i.e., Sensing, Operators, and Motion blocks) and, thus, 

was able to discover new nuanced ways to manipulate the blocks to achieve a newly 

implemented drag-and-drop mechanic (see Figure 24).  
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Figure 24: Rita’s scripting for drag-and-drop mechanic for Healthy Food Plate 
Game in CSNAP 

 

6.3.1 Metatuning Rita’s Debugging with Playtesting and Assessment Reports 

Metatuning Rita’s tinkering-for-design intentions with a playtesting scenario 

appeared more useful than a game demo. Playtesting requires user participation in order 

to uncover design and code issues. Rita was receptive to this form of feedback from her 

potential users (peers); therefore, she was attentive to their detailed critiques outlined in 

the playtesting rubrics. As the second highest scorer with an overall 65 out of 84 points, 

Rita scored just three points lower than Stacia in the playtest reports. Rita scored three 

points higher than Stacia in programming related categories40 but six points lower in art-

related categories.41 Their scores in the debugging category were equal. Rita and Stacia’s 

coding styles were different, but they still managed to achieve the same aesthetic and 

computational goals in the eyes of their peers. This similarity is important when 

metatuning GBL: young designers with different coding styles may fluctuate along 

                                                
40  I.e., Scripting, Behaviors, and Components. 
41  I.e., Stage and Sprites. 
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divergent design trajectories, but the product (the game) may reveal similar rhetorical42 

results.  

The third iteration of Rita’ game was the result of another metatuning exercise, a 

Playtesting Rubric feedback. Her reactions to playtesting, in terms of design and 

programming, were different than her response to the demo; she was more confident and 

assured. Taking into account peer advice regarding design issues, Rita tuned her Score 

variable for better design aimed at creating a “more challenging experience.” In her 

second version, the score value increased by one point when a food Sprite “is touching” 

the plate. This change resulted in a continuous score increase regardless of whether or not 

the proper food is placed on the correct section of the plate (see Figure 25 for erroneous 

code). Rita’s debug to this error also resolved corresponding design issues, such as 

adding “more challenge.” The image on the right (see Figure 26) demonstrates Rita’s 

tuned design and scripting for both solutions, creating a nested conditional that (1) 

increased the score by only one point for the duration of the game and (2) accounted for 

incorrect placements by decreasing a point. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Rita’s score variable bug in 
Healthy Food Plate CSNAP Game 

Figure 26: Rita’s debugged score 
variable in Healthy Food Plate CSNAP 
Game 

 

Rita’s final version of The Best Dinner Plate game is a product of an iterative 

programming and designing process metatuned through social and concrete exercises. 

                                                
42 Aesthetic and procedural. 
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Rita possessed a polyvalent perspective, calibrating her focus for systemic and design 

coherence. In terms of best practices, Rita’s code was functional and efficient; she 

created nested conditionals that simultaneously addressed design loopholes, for example 

win-fail game states. Indeed Rita incorporated fewer scripts and blocks of code than 

Stacia did in her final game, but their playtesting scores prove that functionality and good 

design are primary criteria that testers use to judge a game.  

Shifting Rita to the Construct 2 environment (C2) was my attempt to further 

metatune her commitments to the design and programming of a socially conscious game 

that was fun, engaging, and challenging. Essentially, this metatuning consisted of 

enhancing Rita’s game design thinking/doing. The metatuning process expanded her 

polyvalent lens to the construction of games that broadened gamic actions, moving 

beyond the scope of modeling simulations to creating dynamically interactive feedback 

systems like games (Lee et al. 35). The results are in contrast to Stacia’s scenario, as Rita 

developed a commercially driven game through a narrowly focused programmer lens. 

6.4 Rapid Programming for Looney Tunes Town: Early Iterations of Dancer-

Platformer Game 

Unlike Stacia, Rita self-corrected her programming shortcomings while 

programming in CSNAP. Therefore, C2 was introduced to Rita for the purpose of 

providing her with an alternative object-oriented programming environment that could: 

(1) help her reconcile the entertainment and social justice divide she struggled with early 

on, and (2) help her to create a dynamically cohesive game with a Title page, Level 

Design (challenges), and Win-Fail states.  

Similar metatuning activities—Darryl’s real-time programming tutorials, 

playtesting, GDD, and Game as Dynamic System activities—were presented to both 

Stacia and Rita, but Rita’s interpretative use yielded results different from Stacia’s. Rita’s 

homeorhetic coding style gradually shifted to a homeostatic, yielding a cohesively 

designed commercially-driven game, Looney Tunes Town, which uncharacteristically 

lacked the social consciousness and accomplishment we have seen in the Dinner Plate 

game. Traces of hard-mastery traits emerged, as Rita’s rapid development style for 
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programming was locked into a mission focused on completing a game as rapidly as 

possible. 

Before Looney Tunes Town, Rita designed and programmed an untitled dancer-

themed game about “trials and tribulations and [how] you must overcome.” The dancer 

game went through two iterations, until Rita abruptly halted its development to instead 

create a Looney Tunes Town. Although Rita decided to complete the GDD activity, her 

dancer game was reduced to pre-sets and templates, which consequently subverted the 

intended social values to a style of rapid development (Gray et al.). 

For the first iteration of the dance game, I supplied Rita with Mary Flanagan’s 

social value list, just as I had done with Stacia. Rita selected Creativity and 

Expressionism —two social values ambiguous enough to justify the platformer game she 

had already began programming. While other students followed along with Darryl in how 

to insert Sprites and program 4-directional movement in the Event Sheet, Rita tinkered 

with C2’s templates. She chose to concentrate on the platformer template and modified 

its Sprites, swapping in an image of her friends that that attends her dance school (see 

Figure 27). Rita found a faster way to emulate UI movement using the platformer 

template and “Platformer” behavior pre-set. No programming was needed for these 

mechanics, and Rita was able to move rapidly forward with her plans. 

 

 
Figure 27: Rita’s first iteration of her Dancer-Platformer Game using C2 pre-sets 

 

At this point, Rita was no longer interested in exploring the black-boxed code or 

analyzing the internal workings of the development software; her visioning of code was a 
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tuning process for finishing her game faster than the other students. Rita knew she was 

ahead of her peers in development, especially Stacia, and she reveled in this fact. Stacia 

asked Rita: “How did you add those objects?” Rita eagerly showed her. Minutes later, 

Rita yells to Tes: “Oh Tes, you gotta cut out the white space!” Tes asks why. “Because of 

collision issues. Use the eraser, now cut the white space.”  

As a teacher-researcher, I appreciated Rita’s self-led learning and service to her 

peers, I was concerned that she had yet to migrate to and program in C2’s event sheet. 

Programming in C2 was important for developing Rita’s computational thinking across 

platforms, her critical understanding of abstraction, her modeling skills, and her problem 

solving (Lee et al.; Brennan and Resnick). Furthermore, programming in C2 would also 

help Rita address her lack of clearly defined goals and rules.  

Metatuning Rita’s rapid development process with a GDD helped her to pause for 

reflectivity as well as designer-programmer reflexivity. “This game looks good so far 

Rita, but how will the player know the purpose of the game while playing?” I asked her. 

While completing her GDD’s “Victory Conditions” section, Rita responded aloud: 

“Players gotta try to get to the pink flag which means they achieving their dreams (sic).” 

Rita finalized her GDD, clarifying the gameworld as “platformer” and its main focus as 

“to achieve your dream of being a dancer.” Iteration 2 is a manifestation of how she 

executed her design plans and goals (see Figure 28). 

 

 
Figure 28: Second iteration of Rita’s C2 Dancer-Platformer Game as instantiation 
of game design goals outlined in GDD 
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“I’m finished!” Rita said as she stood up and danced, while her peers gasped in 

apparent awe at her rapid work. Stacia, expressing disbelief, volunteered to playtest 

Rita’s game.  

Rita completed her game. However, through ad hoc playtesting, the game’s 

shoddy programming was exposed when Stacia read the visually disruptive overlaid text 

that Rita had failed to remove from her Layout. The tutorial text that had been placed 

there as a supplement to the template was still present. But Rita’s rapid-development 

style, focused on programming, did not prioritize tending to visual aesthetics by 

removing the text.  

Despite that oversight, Rita did manage to incorporate scripts in the Event Sheet, 

programming for sprite collision (see Figure 29). The lines of code are Rita’s original 

programming for a victory condition. Rita’s programming here can again be credited to 

her self-led learning; she had watched a C2 tutorial on how to incorporate a global 

variable for a score counter. Rita’s ability “to navigate a complex system of out-of-game 

resources” is a noteworthy element of gaming literacy that is central to the game 

development process (Salen “Gaming Literacies” 307). Because C2 has a robust learning 

community, on their site and on YouTube, Rita diversified her learning resources beyond 

just following Darryl’s real-time tutorial pace. 

 

 
Figure 29: Rita’s original scripts for victory conditions in C2 Dancer-Platformer 

Game 
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Rita’s propensity to program a game faster than her peers had its disadvantages. 

In comparison to Stacia’s Swimming Game, Rita’s dancer game lacked systemic 

coherence, visually and procedurally. For example, Rita’s (thematically-out-of-sync) flag 

represented a goal that yielded only one point to the player. This type of feature overload, 

or what is generally known as “Feature Creeping” in the development world, is 

symptomatic of a rushed design. Rita combined the internal economy (point system) with 

the end goal.  

In contrast, Stacia’s interrelated point- and time-based system yielded context-

specific results and win states. Rita’s dancer game lacked this type of systemic and 

design cohesion. It is no wonder that Rita refused to playtest with others on the last day 

of the program, which was dedicated to final testing and refinement for the Betty Shabazz 

game expo event. She proclaimed: “My game isn’t finished!” Instead of finishing her 

game, Rita abandoned it, developing another game titled the Looney Tunes Town, in just 

two hours. 

6.4.1 Metatuning Asymmetric Motivations: Looney for Levels 

Rita regressed back to her commitment issues that were aggravated by the 

entertainment- versus-social justice game divide she had struggled with previously. She 

abandoned her dancer-themed game, centered on values of Creativity and Expressionism, 

to start anew with a Looney Tunes Town game. Her “transformative reuse of commercial 

media” rerouted her technical motivations to be aligned with a popular media and culture 

that she and her peers identified with (Ito et al. “Digital Youth Project” 46). Rita also 

continued to cede design control to rapid development, relying on C2’s abstraction. The 

design priority for a critical social consciousness game diminished over time, as her 

social and cultural reflections were surrendered to the mission to rapidly develop a 

commercially-based game. Nevertheless, Looney Tunes Town game was ripe for the 

metatuning of computational thinking, wherein I asked Rita to focus on playability 

features through Level Design and feedback loops developmental activities. 

Rita’s Looney Tunes Town game provides an example of common concerns 

presented in apprehensive discourse regarding game-based learning. What are the 

downfalls of youth reproducing commercial media? Is there a silver lining? 
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Acknowledging the rhetorical effects of popular media, Ito states: “Educational genres 

butt up against the entrenched idioms and institutions of commercial entertainment that 

have taken an increasingly stronger hold on childhood peer cultures in the post-TV era” 

(Ito “Education vs. Entertainment” 113).  

While I did not have the opportunity to critically engage Rita in the cultural, 

social, political, historical, and economic ramifications of The Warner Brothers’ comedy 

series, metatuning her programming goals helped her to reimagine and situate the cartoon 

in her own way. Looney Tunes Town is a character-based game, wherein the system and 

the character are both considered through design (Lankoski and Björk 5). The main 

protagonist, Babs Bunny, is in pursuit of Bugs Bunny who awaits her rescuing at the end 

of the level. Along the way, Babs must collect carrots and traverse an incrementally more 

complex platform environment. To win the game, the player (as Babs) must successfully 

reach Bugs Bunny each level. In this short two-hour window of game development, 

Rita’s game evolved through significant moments when the entanglement of the social 

(adult and youth collaborators), material (C2), and conceptual (from scripting behaviors 

to level designing) were acknowledged and tuned.  

One instance of this metatuned entanglement occurred when Rita volunteered to 

teach Stacia how to incorporate a score variable. As Rita read from her Event Sheet 

aloud, Stacia followed suit on her Event Sheet, and Darryl did the same on the overhead 

projector. When Rita finished reading her lines aloud, Darryl interjected: “You missed a 

step!” Stacia agreed, as Rita’s suggestions did not properly work. Rita tested her game 

and found that her scoring system was buggy as well. Both Stacia and Rita attentively 

listened to Darryl as he explained that they did not assign the Score text an identifiable 

name for the System to call and set a value.  

Based on this collective-knowledge situation, Rita was able to assign various 

values for the player’s collection of carrots and Bugs-Bunny.43 While Rita dedicated a 

short period of time to tune for a variety of values for each instance, she failed to address 

corresponding bugs that caused design inconsistencies. For example, Rita’s collision 

polygon was outside of the Sprite (rather than cropped and centered), causing the player 

                                                
43  Event: “Sprite A overlapping sprite B” Action: “Destroy Sprite B”/ System add.  
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to collect objects without being in their vicinity. Rita did not heed the advice she had 

given Tes; she did not efficiently crop the spare transparencies of her objects. 

In another example of a metatuned entanglement, I asked Rita to work on her 

level design. In response Rita considered ways to incrementally depict challenge, game 

progression, and reward systems. In the fundamental sense, Rita’s level design consisted 

of progressively more challenging obstacles. Rather than programming NPC AI as Stacia 

did, Rita used pre-set behaviors and customized their properties.44  She also resituated the 

platforms to add a vertical depth and complexity (see Figure 30). Each level was a 

variation of platform placement and rotation45 behaviors. She had not even considered 

new locations for the end goals.  

 

 
Figure 30: Rita’s vertical level design of Looney Tunes Town Game, Level 1 to 

Level 2 

 

Lastly, metatuning Rita’s level design had led to her tuning for user experience 

(UX). In C2, Level Design requires a systemic understanding of C2’s event-based 

programming. In other words, to create a level, Rita had to create Layers and program the 

system to trigger a particular layer once a condition is met. In this case, Rita was able to 

expand her knowledge of Layers to design a Title Screen and an End Screen, thus 

packaging the game for a beginning and ending. Unfortunately, there were still design 

loopholes, such as the lack of win-fail states and a level-up indication. 

                                                
44 E.g., speed. 
45 True-false. 
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Rita’s rapid programing style led to design inconsistencies and a commercially-

based game, but her peers, as well as the attendees at the Betty Shabazz demo, thoroughly 

enjoyed her game and were impressed by her programming knowledge. Although there 

was an imbalance between social value and entertainment value, an examination of Rita’s 

design trajectory from CSNAP to C2 shows how these values are negotiated throughout 

the design and programming processes. Rita’s fluctuating coding style from homeorhetic 

to homeostatic did not make her a better or worse designer/programmer than Stacia; 

rather it simply shows that the two of them embody different learning styles, which, if 

acknowledged and metatuned, could yield similar results in terms of computational 

thinking. 

6.5 Conclusion: Stacia and Rita 

These two young females, Stacia and Rita, are from different academic, social, 

and cultural backgrounds. They do, however, share similarities, but these similarities are 

manifested in different ways. Both are perfectionists, through similar means (coding) but 

for different ends: code complexity (Stacia) versus code completion (Rita). Both created 

an array of games, but one (Stacia) completed her game while the other (Rita) abruptly 

stopped creating. Lastly, both share proximity to computer programming, but their 

proximities that originate from distinct historical experiences and intrinsic motivations. 

Stacia and Rita’s surveys reflect only part of these anecdotal similarities, but the 

interviews, iterative design and programming processes reveal previously under-

recognized proclivities towards STEM and computer science.  

6.6 Outliers of Predispositions to Code 

An interesting aspect of the diversity of research sites is the fact that it enabled me 

to explore the outliers of patterns. What about the new coders and male-gendered 

individuals who did not fall within the spectrum of homeorhetic and homeostatic coding 

styles? What about those who were not previously exposed to programming and/or those 

whose learning was guided by and locked within other motivations, such as art rather 

than programming?  

Metatuning new coders and non-computational motivations is a different process. 

Furthermore, Turkle’s soft/hard binary is built upon a gender discourse, specifically 
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psychological sex and cognition research. This binary has, however, been interrogated by 

many feminist theorists (Faulkner 89; Clegg 316). From a pedagogical stance, my 

research engages Turkle’s binary to show that the hard/soft binary is negotiated in design 

practice and, furthermore, that there are soft mastery males who problematize this binary.  

There were three male outliers of the perfectionist hard/soft mastery coder-style: 

John (from Research Site 1) and the male design group-duo, Word Man Productions 

(from Research Site 2), whose motivational targets were advanced by programming as 

disruptions/hindrances to designing. They were more concerned with the perfectionism of 

art. Therefore homeostatic and homeorhetic programming was always mandated by 

artistic endeavors. 

6.6.1 Metatuning Precisionist Artist: Soft Mastery John and Metatuning Gone 

Wrong 

John was neither a perfectionist nor a precisionist in code but rather a 

perfectionist when it came to art. Unlike the girls, who had plenty of experience 

programming, John had never programmed. But he was an avid gamer and, importantly, 

the best artist in Research Site 1, a fact he often made known to others. John was a harsh 

critic of other students’ art vocally and formally during playtest assessment activities. He 

was also a self-reflective of his art; he critiqued his games based on aesthetic criteria 

(“tell you when it looked like a turd”).  

John’s design story engages the soft/hard-gendered computer programming 

discourse, where, in the midst of an all-female environment, John (as a male) is very 

involved in the art but very little in programming. However, John’s hard mastery is 

implicated by his inflexible plans and documentations, which were heavily art-driven, 

based on a particular space-theme genre.  

Turkle’s gendered computer programming thesis argues that males exhibit hard 

mastery and gives a brief snapshot of the epitome of soft mastery through Anne’s 

programming story. Turkle writes:  

She [Anne] is willing to spend days creating shimmering patterns on the screen in 

a kind of ‘moiré effect’ and she doesn’t seem to care whether she gets her visual 
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effects with what Jeff would classify as technically uninteresting ‘tricks’ or with 

what he would see as ‘really interesting’ methods (“Second Self” 107).  

 

Contrary to Turkle’s observation, John spent a considerable amount of time with 

his “visual effects.” Both originally drawn art in the CSNAP Space Game and carefully 

edited art in C2 Space game were central to John’s games development trajectory (see 

Figs. 31 and 32 below).  

 

 
 

Figure 31: John’s Space game art of 
asteroid explosion in CSNAP 

Figure 32: John’s Space game art of 
asteroid and spaceship scrolling in C2 

 

Because John was motivated by aesthetics, his code and design in C2 was more 

complexly tied together, producing substantially more lines of efficient code than either 

Stacia or Rita. For example, John integrated complex script for a side scrolling effect in 

which the asteroids, collectibles, and leveling-up were time-based (see Figure 33 for 

script).  
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Figure 33: John’s integrated complex script for his side scrolling Space game in 

C2 

 

Metatuning John’s aesthetic/art-driven programming consisted of stretching his 

perfectionism in the realm of art into programming and designing activities. The two 

snapshots of John’s space shooter games in two C2 and CSNAP environments show how 

metatuning for non-violent effects in his game constitutively affected his art, design, and 

programming goals.  

There is a long history of scholarly work that examines the connection between 

youth aggression to youth violent video game playing. These connections pose potential 

problems for the integration of such game-related programs in schools. A game 

construction learning confront these apprehensions head on, exploring ways youth can 

become more critical of their gaming experiences. For example, constructionist learning 

research, such as Peppler and Kafai’s work with urban youth, instead highlight instances 

where youth negotiate these tropes of violence through game design practices (Peppler 

and Kafai 9-11): As game developers, youth are critically and reflectively reimagining 

their gameplay of violent games, programming alternative games “of tranquility and 

solitude” (11). In this research, I challenged John to find more effective non-violent ways 

to suggest a fail state. In CSNAP, he started out with a conditional that triggered the 

space ship to explode when colliding with an asteroid. Although he tuned his game for an 

alternative of typical alien shooter games, the explosion still had traces of violence. 
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Therefore, John’s new contextual challenge in C2 was to expand his design thinking to 

program for nonviolent effects (metatuning). This was difficult, as metatuning activities 

throughout—GDD and playtesting, for example—only tended to exacerbate the violent 

game tendencies.  

For example, C2 has a wide variety of templates. One in particular is a fully 

developed space shooter game. John showed excitement when I directed him to the 

template for him to get acclimated to C2’s scripting for similar space-theme mechanics. 

He played the template game with all the enthusiasm as if her were competitively playing 

an online shooter game. While I struggled just to peel him away from the template, it 

took even more cognitive and creative mind-shifting to steer him away from the thematic 

and structural ideologies of the space shooter for the design of his own socially conscious 

game. One particular and very pivotal instance showed how metatuning the social is 

sometimes more effective than directly metatuning the technical. When I reiterated to 

John that he could not replicate the C2 and incorporate the laser shooter, he loudly 

contested, “Why, they have it here for us to use as a template!” Then Darryl and his peers 

interjected with counter-arguments, shouting out different ideas: You can shoot stuff… 

but you can shoot love,” suggested Darryl.  Another youth shared her personal experience 

drawn from her preparation of a school play, offering John a design solution of creating a 

free gun.46  

John engaged in this ad hoc collective brainstorming that helped him tune his 

design and programming for a game centered on non-violent features. John was able to 

tune his game for various features and conditionals that included a timer, scrolling 

asteroids, and fail-win states. Rather than the player shooting the asteroids with the ship’s 

laser gun, they progressed through the levels based on time intervals and a collection 

count status. Furthermore, damage was no longer indicated by a ship explosion (as design 

in the CSNAP Space version), rather it was indicated by the game level restart and the 

ship spawning back to the beginning. 

  

                                                
46 This scenario is thoroughly laid out and analysed in Chapter 4. 
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6.6.1.1 Metatuning for Social-justice versus Design Goals 

Metatuning for social justice was out of range of John’s tuning for space-shooter 

art and interactive environment. While I tried to reposition his design within a historical 

story of African American NASA Astronaut, Bobby Satcher, John rejected this history 

lesson. His reluctant attempt to incorporate social justice was in a superficial yet 

systemically integrative manner: he created collectibles—diplomas and certificates, for 

example—that the player could collect in the time-based environment. Level design and 

progression of play were based on the player’s reaching specified time intervals of 

gameplay. And the supplementary collectibles were both a value added to the win-state 

and enticing bait.  

6.6.1.2 Conclusion—Outlier of Coding Predispositions: John, the Perfectionist-

Artist 

Metatuning John’s art perfectionism by alternating his CSNAP to C2 

development environments for non-violent effects was feasible because the aesthetic and 

interactive features of a space-shooter thematic game intrinsically motivated him 

throughout the design process. Although the sweet spot of learning, designing, and 

programming was focused on art, John was able to rearticulate and imagine his creations 

in an algorithmic space. Through my metatuning technical goals via John’s tunings for 

nonviolent effects, I was able to help John program a dynamically robust interactive 

game with time- and collision-based constraints. Lastly, although the historical lesson of 

NASA’s space-exploration programs was a failed attempt of metatuning at the outset, it 

peripherally engaged John with a socially and educationally conscious dialogue about the 

significance of education and training for NASA-related careers.  It was a conversation 

that seeped into the game visually and computationally as a collectible. 

6.6.2 Metatuning Precisionist Artists: Soft Mastery in Word man Production 

Similarities of artistic-privileging were seen with the Word Man Production 

(WMP) crew in Research Site 2. This group was motivated by artistic endeavors, wherein 

the developmental process of computational literacy was seen as an encumbrance. Their 

game and its iterations were based on artistic plans; but when placed in the digital 

environment, their plans were constrained by their lack of computational literacy. So they 
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had to conform to templates and piecemeal programming. Because this research site only 

developed games within C2 and was a shorter program, metatuning via various 

programming environments was not feasible. Therefore, metatuning this group was 

conducted through wireframing, a mediation of art programming.  

Metatuning the Word Man Productions (WMP) crew’s artistic motivations 

differed both from metatuning activities with John and from metatuning with Stacia and 

Rita. This particular group was adamant about creating a game that was marketable 

enough to sell on an App store. Metatuning their capitalistic goals, I asked the WMP 

crew to choose from a list of clients for which they would be developing a game. These 

clients were locally-based and agreed to demoing and using their game for their 

organizations. The WMP crew chose Troy School 2, a local elementary school in Troy, 

NY. Thus, the crew’s capitalistic goals were then situated within the educational sector.  

After researching the school’s site and acknowledging the importance of literacy, 

the group decided to focus on reading comprehension skills, specifically spelling, and on 

situating this education-based game within a marketable scheme: a superhero-based 

game. Therefore, their initial design was based on the characterization of the Word Man, 

the main protagonist (see Figure 34).  

 

 
Figure 34: WMP’s early ideation art for main protagonist, “Word Man” 

 

The team first developed a story, specifying the vision of the game on a piece of 

paper: “This superhero need your help. Can you help him save the day. Can you spell the 

words for him.” (sic) Shortly afterwards, they crowded around the computer searching 

through Google for superhero images. They agreed upon one and began to toss around 

potential names for the superhero. After agreeing on “Word Man” as the protagonist’s 
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name, they loudly and sporadically yelled, “Word Man Productions!” From that point 

forward, “Word Man Productions” became the slogan and the focus of their game. It was 

the guiding force of the 3-step iterations of their main protagonist, Word Man (see Figure 

34). 

6.6.2.1 Metatuning for Mediated Value 

Metatuning WMP crew’s art within this ideating stage began with the first step of 

metatuning the crew’s self-guided valuing that could further transition them from 

capitalist goals to education goals. The spelling game remained on a capitalistic 

trajectory, and rerouting its trajectory required metatuning the crew’s motivations with a 

mediated value.  

Just as with the other students in this and the last chapter, I presented a list of 

social values drawn from Flanagan and Nissenbaum’s research, but this time I was 

specifically trying to redefine the crew’s motivations in order to redirect their design 

goals. One of the crewmembers stared at the list, thinking through each term. He then 

selected “Environmentalism” and reported back to his partner. From this point the crew 

tuned their game for thematized art assets and Word Man heroic Mechanics—that is, 

flying—to present environmentalism. They also combined education and 

environmentalism by created a spelling game based on terms related to environmentalism 

(see Figure 35). They researched and brainstormed for thematic terms, and searched the 

Internet for corresponding art.  

 

 

 

Figure 35: WMP’s environmental-
based terms used for spelling goals  

Figure 36: WMP’s correct/incorrect 
spelling word with corresponding art 
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Together they tuned for symmetry between the encoded and decoded messages, 

specifically for a balance between the terms and art assets (see Figure 36). Furthermore, 

art and design folded together: the incorrect spelling word is not to be collected. 

6.6.2.2 Metatuning a Designer Plateau: Wireframing Activity and Walkthrough 

The crew had never programmed in C2 and was apprehensive about it. On the 

fourth day of the design workshop, other teams were already developing their games in 

C2, but this crew stayed focused on art; they plateaued at a design phase focused on 

conceptual and refined art. Metatuning their plateaued design process with a wireframing 

activity met them where they were. Instead of forcing them into C2, wireframing allowed 

them to ease into a computational mindset via art (see Figure 37).  

Wireframing is a visual mapping of the game, like a skeletal depiction of the 

game’s look and feel. The Word Man Production team created various game states and 

defined both the UX and the game’s fundamental UI. In order to reinforce this 

computational mindset, I had the crew demo their game to their peers. I recorded the 

demos.  

 

 
Figure 37: WMP wireframe art of game’s UI and gameplay, form title screen to 
main gameplay screen 
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The wireframing activity helped the team to iteratively and effectively transition 

to scripting in C2. This transition was afforded by C2’s templates, which included 

platformers, space shooters, and other pre-created game environments.  

6.6.2.2 Metatuning with Templates: Searching for a Gamespace 

Metatuning the crew’s template was more strategically effective than in John’s 

case above. This crew was not only behind schedule, but they were also apprehensive 

about programming. The templates scaffolded their creative and artistic abilities. I 

directed them to several templates and encouraged to choose one in which they could 

modify for their mechanics. The crew made the group decision to go with the “Endless 

Jump” game. Their endless flying environment was feasible; however, this template 

required them to restructure the mechanics of their superhero from flying to jumping. 

They readjusted by changing and programming the character’s jump animations. In 

addition, the crew had to reconsider the UI indicators for correct/incorrect spelling. They 

redesigned the art, matching correct words with biodegradable trash and incorrect 

spellings with hazardous wastes. Through programming, they were simultaneously 

rethinking art and design.  

In dividing the programming workload, the team split programming tasks. One 

crewmember created the trash meter, which accounted for how much trash was collected. 

They did not get the chance to merge the two files; however, their piecemeal approach 

showed how much they had developed as computational and socially conscious 

designers.  

6.6.3 Conclusion—Outliers of Coding Predispositions: John and WMP 

John and WMP’s artistic endeavors were central to their design process. While 

John was focused on sticking close to the space-themed art, the WMP was focused on 

developing a marketable character. Metatuning John and the WMP Crew—what Turkle’s 

thesis would recognize as soft masters focused on art—entailed activities that 

repositioned and redefined, rather than diverted, their motivations within a design 

situation.  
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Metatuning with social values yielded different results: John engaged with social 

values with superficial collectibles, but a refined dynamically interactive game while 

WMP crew did so with an iteratively designed game built on layers of capitalistic, 

educational, and social goals. Metatuning in WMP crew’s case failed if we assess it in 

terms of computational literacy in code-as-text. It was a success, however, in terms of 

higher-order thinking, that is, code-as-process, where they wireframed and later modified 

a template for an environmentally conscious superhero-themed game. Both scenarios 

speak to the Turkle’s hard/soft binary, showing how rather than static gendered mastery, 

coding styles are fluid and based on other negotiated roles and perspectives.  

6.7 Conclusion: Metatuning Iterative Design 

Metatuning is about the entanglements of the social, material, and conceptual; 

here we see how the social actors (designers) were changed by the process. Stacia opened 

up creatively and socially, and Rita’s perfectionism shifted from the desire to complete 

one “perfect” game to finishing multiple “imperfect” games. John expanded his 

privileging of original art to a systemic balance grounded in his art aesthetics. Word Man 

Productions crew shows how the yearning to create a marketable game can be in flux 

with socially conscious and technical goals. Though similar metatuning methods were 

used in most of these cases, i.e., GDD, playtesting, and demoing, timeliness was key. 

Through integrating these activities during their individual struggles, I was able to yield 

more successful results. Each case shows how metatuning must be situated within real-

time struggles, and when they are, results are rarely the same.  
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7. METATUNING SOCIAL CAPITAL FOR SOCIAL VALUING 

This chapter explores the trajectories of youths’ engagements with social-justice 

themes. It traces models of social capital, social values, and socially relevant games and 

describes how iterative design aided and/or impeded creation processes of seven 

designers that were built on economic, social, and/or cultural capital. It also highlights 

moments where the instructor —that is, I, as the researcher-teacher —used metatuning 

throughout the young designers’ creative processes to produce a critical systems 

perspective on technical, social, and cultural dimensions.  

The process of metatuning through social capital is evident in the design activities 

of Tes, an 11-year-old girl, and two groups that shared similar social and cultural capital 

in the form of basketball. These two examples illustrate the range of variation in the 

application of metatuning as a pedagogical practice. In the case of Tes, metatuning 

helped to transform a personal aspiration into social valuing. These transitions were fluid 

in this case because her aspirations and social capital were located and generated within 

the healthcare field. 

In the case of the two basketball groups, metatuning was instrumental in 

supporting the designers shifting from the ideation phase to the creation phase and in 

helping strengthen team and design cohesion. However, because their social capital was 

within a commercially rich domain —basketball —metatuning social values was more 

difficult than in Tes’ case. Although these two basketball groups shared basketball 

capital, the social values among the groups were different: some valued basketball as a 

physical sport; others valued commercial basketball games. The diversity of these values 

led to oppositional trajectories of design between the two groups and, thus, made 

metatuning, particularly for reconciliations of the contrasts between social justice and 

sports/entertainment, more chaotic and difficult. Due to these social and other design 

exigencies, metatuning was not a magic wand that led all members of the groups to social 

consciousness, but rather metatuning was a scaffolding device that built on their social 

values. 

 

This chapter previously appeared as: Cooke, Laquana. “Metatuning: A Pedagogical Framework for a Generative STEM Education in 
Game Design-Based Learning.” 2016 IEEE Integrated STEM Education Conference (ISEC), 5 March 2016, Princeton University, 
IEEE, 2016, pp. 207-214. 
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7.1 Metatuning a System of Values: The Transformation of Personal into Social 

Values 

Tes is an 11-year-old-girl who expressed an aspiration was to become a 

pediatrician. She was able to translate this personal goal into a broader sense of social 

value and then begin to see this social value nested within a system of values or types of 

capital: economic, social, cultural. 

Fostering Tes’s critical-thinking skills throughout the design process helped to 

bring her into a deeper level of social consciousness about a professional field she aspired 

to be a part of: the healthcare field. The metatuning of social justice themes was a 

technical, cognitive, and social endeavor that was only effective when built on Tes’s 

personal values first. Though the social justice mindset was revealed through the iterative 

design process, the final interview demonstrates how a reflective view of the design 

process can reinforce social consciousness in meaningful ways. 

Social justice and social consciousness are not so readily visible when talking 

with a young 11-year old-girl, Tes, in her final interview. Here is a transcribed portion of 

an interview conducted at the end of the design program for Research Site 1. I asked Tes 

questions about social values and issues in game design: 

[1] ME: Describe or explain what social issues are. Or give an example. What are 

social issues? 

[2] Tes: Social like people on their phones all the time and don’t talk to people. 

Kinda like  

[3] that?...like face to face.  

[4] ME: Are there any social issues in the world that you can talk about? 

[5] Tes: Hm no. 

[6] ME: You can’t think of any...or are you too busy playing Far Cry? 

[7] Tes: (chuckles) 

[8] ME: OK, well what are values?  

[9] Tes: Stuff that you put into a game to make it like interesting  

[10] ME: So can you define values without using games? So, when people say 

what are your  
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[11] values? What do you say? 

[12] Tes: The things you care about. 

[13] ME: Right, the things you care about. Can you me some examples? 

[14] Tes: My family…ummm food...and a place to sleep? (chuckles) 

[15] ME: So do you remember some values that were in Ayiti? 

[16] Tes: Justice, ummm…equality, that’s about it. 

[17] ME: Yea, that’s good. So tell me how social values or issues inspire your 

game design for your game? 

[18] Tes: Well…I… uhh… put what I wanted to do when I grow up into a  

game…cuz I wanna be a doctor. 

[20] ME: Right. So that had you think about ways to create a Dr. type game?…So 

when we started talking when we migrated to Construct 2, what were some [22] 

values you put into your game when we switched to your Construct 2? 

[23] Tes: Equality. 

[24] ME: Alright. OK. And was it difficult to translate values like “equality” into 

your game? 

[26] Tes: Umm no like when you thought about it a little, then it becomes easier? 

[27] ME: And did it in a good way or bad way help change your creative direction 

in how you wanted to create your game? 

[28] Tes: In a good way. 

[29] ME: OK. How so? 

[30] Tes: Hmmmm. It made me think about like the real world…about like… 

ummm, how people really react in society. 

 

This transcript shows how even after the design workshops, Tes’s comfort levels 

in critically discussing social issues beyond those that are socially acceptable among her 

peers were at a minimum. She reduced social issues to those related to communication—

that is, socializing and social networking (see Lines 1-5). In addition, the social values 

she stated were a list of apparently random responses—for example, “food,” “family,” 

“sleep”—followed by laughter (see Line 14).  
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Another indication of discomfort in displaying critical consciousness of real 

issues was Tes’ reluctance to draw connections between social issues and social values. 

This reluctance is also depicted in her post tests, where she gave no responses on 

definitional questions for terms like “Social Values,” Social Issues,” and “Socially 

Relevant Games.” In addition, in response to the short-answer questions that asked how 

social issues and values could be put into a game, she wrote: “Issues are world problems 

and values are good things.”  

On the surface, Tes’s ambiguous responses regarding social issues in her 

interview and posttests indicate a disjuncture between definitional understandings and 

practice. In Lines 19-30, when I refreshed her memory of some social values from a 

game perspective, she began to offer connections that were central to the designing of her 

pediatric game. On Line 19, she says: “… [I] put what I wanted to do when I grow up 

into a game…cuz I wanna be a Dr.,” and later reaffirmed the significance of her game by 

saying: “It made me think about like the real world…about like… ummm, how people 

really react in society.” This deeper exploration of her responses is very telling: Tes 

subtly externalizes her critical social consciousness, on a personal level, drawing 

connections between social issues and social values.  

The small snippet from the interview above is an example of how Tes, like others 

in this design program, was initially disinclined toward social-justice themes, not because 

she was completely oblivious to them but because the consequences of knowing them can 

risk her losing her street-cred, swag, and cool-points among her peers (Ogbu and Simon; 

Fordham; Fryer and Torelli). Most youth in the design workshops originally wanted to 

create popular games like those they engage with on a daily basis with their friends: 

Candy Crush, Far Cry, Call of Duty, and Crossy Roads. As many game-based learning 

(GBL) researchers have indicated, it is not an easy feat to interest students in making 

games related to social and cultural issues (Flanagan and Nissenbaum). 

In Tes’s case, we can trace how her social-justice game about the political 

systems of health care resulted from a gradual and iterative process. Connections between 

social values and social issues are articulated through Tes’s game design artifacts, 

through a process that gaming and internet anthropologist Thomas Malaby refers to as 
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parlaying. As discussed in Chapter 2, parlaying involves the transformative interaction of 

economic capital,47 social capital,48 and cultural capital49; it is simply the individual’s 

process of transforming one capital form into another and using these forms across the 

domains that he/she enacts (Bourdieu; Malaby “Parlaying”).  

Helping youth parlay their capital was a matter of: (1) creating a homeorhetic 

learning space where the designers’ social/economic/cultural capital serves as a “sweet 

spot” and; (2) of fostering multiple possibilities for learning-related content and 

programming. In previous chapters, I explored how the young designers tuned their social 

and cultural capital—and even at times economic capital—as a form of parlaying 

intrinsic motivation for designing. In this case, Tes’s tuning of social capital originated in 

the form of aspirational goals, was transformed through social values, and eventually 

articulated as a social justice goal. My metatuning was instrumental in supporting these 

transformations and translations and, reciprocally, Tes’s trial-and-error experiments 

helped me to better support her learning and designing. The image below is of Tes’s 

design trajectory (see Figure 38), illustrating both her tuning activities, and my 

metatuning activities for a health-based social justice game. 

 

 
                                                
47 The material, i.e., economic and/or educational assets. 
48 Network associations, relationships. 
49 Knowing the right cultural codes of a certain field. 
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Figure 38: Tes’s design trajectory illustrating phases of development based on 
tuning and metatuning activities 

 

7.1.1 Metatuning Aspirations (Personal Values) 

Tes initially did not feel comfortable in expressing and critically reflecting on 

social issues and social values, as evident in both her interview and her post-test. But 

research has shown that one kind of capital can be parlayed into another, thereby creating 

a homeorhetic learning space in which Tes’s career aspirations could be transformed into 

a form of social valuing.  

Through a metatuning of her design process, Tes was able to transform her 

personal aspirations into social values and embed them in her design. I have discussed in 

Chapter 4 how Tes and John’s brother-sister relationship subjugated Tes’s design ideas to 

her brother’s interests: She asked him what games he liked to play, and he told her space-

themed, so that is what she designed as her first game.  

However, on Week 2 of the design workshop program, when Tes ideated her final 

game, she took creative control over the direction of her game. Through trial-and-error, I 

tried different ways to open Tes up to critically considering a social justice game. 

Initially, in her ideation phase,50 I asked Tes to consider making a game about the award-

winning essay she wrote in school on Shirley Chisholm. Stacia then interjected across the 

room, yelling “but that is not fun.” Tes agreed, as she shared sentiments regarding 

bridging essay writing with game designing: It was simply “not fun.” 

I stood up from my seat near Tes and spoke to the class about how my task as a 

Game Designer at 1st Playable Productions (1P) is about making content—for example, 

spelling and math content—fun. I concluded by stating: “People [designers] spend weeks 

researching for content...you guys already have the content. You guys have the 

knowledge. The hardest part about designing is getting the content.” I sat back in the seat 

next to Tes, and looking at her notes, I realized what her content could be. I saw the 

integration of her personal values into her ideation: her aspirations of becoming a 

pediatrician. 

                                                
50 The initial stage wherein ideas are generated (T. Brown 5). 
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From Phase 1 to Phase 3—Tes’s Games Design Documentation writing (GDD) to 

her early brainstorming notes for art asset—there is a transformation of personal values 

into social values, and while personal values are continuously enveloped within the 

design, social values became preeminent (see Figure 38 above). Again, a GDD is a living 

document, a sort of game playbook, created collaboratively among members of the game 

development team (programmer, artist, designers) as a mediating guide: it is a 

communicative artifact for the team to follow throughout the development process. Tes 

used the GDD as a way to flesh out her game in the early ideation phase; this 

development is what engendered social valuing. 

For example, for the “Game Philosophy” portion of the GDD, she says that her 

game is for “someone [who] would want to play this game to know how doctors take care 

of children…and how to care and have sympathy for others.” Further down in the 

document, she outlines the Gameplay and Victory Conditions, which are later iteratively 

refined throughout the design process, e.g., specifying the mechanics for the player to 

“take care of people who come in” and describing the game world location as a doctor’s 

office.  

7.1.2 Metatuning Empathy (Social Values)  

Tes’s technological understanding of games as systems vis-à-vis systemic cultural 

understanding of the ideological structures of health care allowed her to tune her social 

values of empathy and care for patients, even as an isolated image of a black female 

doctor seeped indirectly to her game. 

The transformations between Phases 4 through Phase 9 eloquently trace how 

Tes’s game evolved. Early iterations of the game in CSNAP focused on diagnosing 

procedures using scripted dialogue. When Tes migrated her game from CSNAP to C2, 

specifically Phases 6 through Phase 9, the added layers of social injustice became more 

evident through her carefully designed characterizations of the patients. Tes’s translation 

of her personal values to social values was pivotal early on. Figure 39 is a visual 

representation of Tes revising the scope and scale of her game through a “Games as 

Dynamic Systems” exercise: a visual deconstruction of games as dynamic systems, 
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composed of rules, gamespace, components, core mechanics, and goals (Schreiber and 

Brathwaite; Crawford).  

 

 
Figure 39: Tes’s Games as Dynamic exercise that helped her scope the game 

 

This exercise served as a metatuning activity wherein I pushed Tes to think more 

about how to integrate the need for patients to visit the doctor into the game. 

Consequently Tes’s deconstruction activity allowed her to construct her game. As 

depicted in the Goals section, Tes refined her game to instruct the player to “take care 

and diagnose all the characters.” This metatuned activity came at a useful time, as it 

prompted Tes to think of her game as a technological and cultural system, depicting her 

values within a procedural space (Bogost; Galloway).  

However, it was not until Phase 6 through Phase 9, where the game-design 

environment switched from CSNAP to Construct 2 that Tes’s comprehension of the 

interrelationships between technical and cultural systems became evident. CSNAP is a 

culturally situated design standalone program applet51 and Construct 2 is a commercial 

games development program for 2D games.52 

                                                
51 See community.csdt.rpi.edu. (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
52 See www.scirra.com/construct2. (Retrieved on July 21 2016).    
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An anthropological take on game versioning— the tracing the game’s life cycle 

between CSNAP and Construct 2—reveals how the political and economic systems of 

health-care social issues are integrated within a dynamic system—that is, a game. Before 

elaborating on this comparison, it is imperative to note that assessment rubrics from 

playtesting scenarios and continual brainstorming notes further illustrate how Tes’s 

iterative design was encouraged by metatuning activities that helped her to arrive at an 

understanding of socioeconomic issues in health-care systems.  

Tes’s intertwining of systems thinking and social justice can be credited to 

metatuning activities, both design and programming specific, through the iterative design 

process. The evolution of the game iterations, from CSNAP versions to Construct 2 

versions, are traces of the subtle tweaks that yielded Tes’s socially relevant game. The 

metatuning activities central to these subtle tweaks included the creation of (and searches 

for) art assets, level design,53 and debugging.54 These activities were all instrumental to 

Tes’s process of transforming personal values and social values into a social justice-

themed game about sociopolitical inequities in health care.  

Tes’s creation of art assets was a trial-and-error process suitable for metatuning 

for social justice. Early in her design process, I noticed Tes’s frustration and her 

frequently-stagnating process of creating art. As discussed in Chapter 5, her competitive 

relationship with her brother, a talented artist, discouraged her from creating original art. 

Her stick-figure design is a reflection of these frustrations.  

I encouraged Tes to follow the example of other students; that is, to import 

images from the web, giving credit to the author and the site. I sat with Tes one day while 

she was drawing her art, opened up Google search and said “Hey. Why don’t you find a 

doctor to put in your game?”  As Tes searched through the images, she said: “There are 

no pretty black doctors…they are all the way at the bottom.”  

This was a reality that I myself was familiar with as a black female PhD 

Candidate. I prompted her to search for the first black pediatrician. She found Dr. Helen 

Nash, the first black pediatrician at St. Louis Children’s Hospital in 1949. As Tes read 

                                                
53 Creating incremental levels of a game. 
54  Fixing errors in code. 
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through the link aloud, the other students yelled out “Man she’s old!” almost in unison. 

Tes said: “She [Dr. Nash] was really 60 something, if she was born in 1949.” I then 

corrected them all saying: “No, she was working in the hospital in 1949, not born. She 

just passed away at 91.” Though Dr. Nash did not make into Tes’s final game, this 

dialogue is significant because the doctor’s story seeped into the game in compelling 

ways. Figure 40 is a linear depiction of how the main protagonists in Tes’s game evolved 

through design. Dr. Nash’s image is incorporated within this narrative, as she became the 

game changer in Tes’s design decision. 

 

 
Figure 40: The evolution of Tes’s doctors from CSNAP to C2 Doctor game 

 

Tes’s performative reading displayed an affinity for and interest in Dr. Nash; I 

heard fascination in her tone when she spoke of the doctor. I saw the design process 

transforming the very being of Tes (Foucault’s “Technologies of the Self”). Dr. Nash was 

a trailblazing pediatrician due not only to her intellect or color but because she 

“advocated for child abuse prevention services, and was very vocal in the policy changes 

that led to physicians reporting mistreatment of children by parents or caretakers” ("Dr. 

Helen Nash”). These are the qualities and values that Tes integrated into her game. So 

while Dr. Nash’s portrait was not as aesthetically appealing to Tes as the other 

(unknown) female doctor images were, Dr. Nash’s story was more appealing.  

7.1.3 Metatuning Healthcare Social Justice  

Metatuning healthcare social justice concerns was also effective while metatuning 

Tes’s iterative design (tuning) through game-level designing. Debugging and other nested 
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computational activities emerged throughout the process, which made social-justice 

content designing a self-revelational activity.  

Rather than introducing players to levels of complexity, Tes’s level design 

consisted of exposing the player to levels of inequity. Tes’s level design notes (see Figure 

41), shows how her levels unfold. Level 1 is preceded by a sequence, a “Lobby story,” 

showing how the sequential order of diverse individuals—for example, “poor,” “black,” 

“Spanish”—waiting to be seen by the doctor is disrupted by the entrance of a “rich 

person [who] cuts in front.”  

 

 
Figure 41: Tes’s level design notes shows how she incorporated levels of inequity  

 

This level-design plan sits between Tes’s early CSNAP version and the final 

Construct 2 version, both of which are slightly differentiated from the level-design plans 

described above. These differences are gradually added in and shredded away from each 

game version. The image below traces this story (see Figure 42).  
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Figure 42: Comparison of Tes’s levels in CSNAP versus C2 (from left to right) 

 

The first level of the CSNAP version of the doctor game consists of a parent and 

child walking (gliding) into the doctor’s office. The doctor immediately asks (via a 

speech bubble): “How can I help you?” The parent-child sprite responds: “My son’s 

ankle hurts.” A text overlay sprite image appears and says: “A. Give him a bandage. And 

B. Don’t give him 1.” A text-entry box appears where the player inserts a corresponding 

letter response, and there is one point added to the score variable if the correct choice (A) 

is inserted. The patient-child sprite then says: “Thank you,” and the next patient enters (or 

rather appears) saying: “My stomach hurts!” Thereafter, the doctor says: “How can I 

help?” Then another text overlay sprite appears and says: “A. Don’t give him medicine or 

“B. Do give him any.” Unfortunately, the game is incomplete and stops here, but it is 

clear that empathy and courtesy are central here. The doctor’s office is a private practice, 

where the doctor is the greeter, receptionist, nurse, and doctor. She is attentive and cares 

for each patient.  

Through iteration, the game transforms from a once-private doctor’s office to a 

public office in the C2 version of the game: there is a waiting room, a line, and a 

receptionist. All art images are from the Internet and are modified to fit her social-justice 

theme (see Figure 5 above). There is only one black sprite, and that is the doctor; the 

other non-player characters (NPCs) represent different ethnicities, genders, and 
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socioeconomic classes. As indicated in Tes’s level-design notes described earlier, the 

“rich person cuts in front.”  

Due to the design exigencies, which consisted of time and technical knowledge, 

Tes was only able to work on the rich person entering the lobby. She altered her plans so 

that the other characters—that is, "poor, black, and Spanish” characters—were to appear 

as levels. Her level design shows how inequities appear within the health-care system: In 

her experience, only the wealthy get the proper and timely care and doctors perpetuate 

the political economy of health care in their readiness to write prescriptions without 

listening to their patients. Tes spoke in more detail about this problem while I helped her 

master the point-click mechanics in Construct 2. She expressed how her game would 

provide alternative diagnoses and prescriptions; those that would be provided if doctors 

truly listened to their patients.  

Finally, Tes’s debugging process presented another trial-and-error experience 

central to the transformation of her game from social values to social justice. Although 

the slight differences in the game versions described above are partly the result of Tes’s 

level designing, they also resulted from her computational knowledge development in 

CSNAP and Construct 2. As opposed to the other students, who designed top-down and 

platformer genre games, Tes gravitated towards an interactive storytelling format, which 

influenced the UI she developed.  

For example, in CSNAP, users are to input the correct corresponding letter for a 

diagnosis, while in Construct 2 they are to click on the correct response.  

Design exigencies of the game environment altered Tes’s UI and mechanic 

designing for both versions. For example, Tes wanted to migrate glide-in animations in 

her Construct 2 game as she had done in her CSNAP version. She noticed that this 

mechanic would take more time to implement in C2. While it posed a difficulty, it was 

not impossible. The scripting, as shown below (see Figure 43), demonstrates how Tes had 

to appropriate her knowledge of Cartesian mathematics to this environment.  
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Figure 43: Tes using x and y coordinates to script animations in C2 Game  

 

Tes found that while the X and Y (0,0) origin on a Cartesian plain is traditionally 

centered, in contrast the origin is in the top left corner in C2. This revelation only came 

through the debugging process while she was trying to figure out why her “rich person” 

was not gliding on scene (code is indicated on lines 3-7 in Figure 43 above).  

Another debugging process that changed the game’s UI was Tes’s developmental 

understanding of computational concepts, such as conditionals.55 For example, in 

CSNAP, she debugged her scoring variable so that there was a point added for correct 

responses for diagnoses. We can see the evolution of this type of sophistication in Figure 

44, where Tes’s scripting in CSNAP gradually becomes more complex. Initially, she did 

not understand the fundamental logic of if-else-statements, so her game mostly consisted 

of scripting for animations. However, by the last iteration of her CSNAP game, Tes did 

not only understand these conditionals, but she also strategically scripted for them 

through design specifications, for scoring variables and player-input functions (see Figure 

44). Tes also learned how to circumvent technical limitations. Later in the design 

workshop, Tes abandoned the scoring variable as the cognitive overload engendered by 

the gliding animation described above diminished her mental energy. Therefore, correct-

answer indications were reduced to a more simplistic “You Win” (layout scene). 

                                                
55 E.g., if-else statements. 
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Figure 44 Comparison of Tes’s sophisticated scripting over time in CSNAP 
version one and version two  
 

7.1.4 Conclusion: Metatuning Nested Values  

Unlike the other students’ games, Tes’s game took the form of an interactive 

story, a transmedia experience of self and social-justice themes (Jenkins “Transmedia”). 

Tes gradually developed cultural- and technological-system thinking through iterative 

design. Iterations of her doctor game—which included a GDD, brainstorming notes, and 

game versioning—provide a visual story of this transformational experience.  

Tes’s personal values (aspirations) and social values (empathy)— the “sweet 

spots” of discovery learning—adaptively moved through these iterative processes, 

yielding a social-justice-themed game about injustices in the healthcare system. Various 

activities and conversations were used to metatune for a homeorhetic-learning 

environment in productive ways that were meaningful to Tes. Tes’s aspirational goals 

(personal values) served as the impetus of her design, but while social values —e.g., 

empathy —were to some degree inherent in her personal values, they were not always 

present. Metatuning for personal values with Tes involved focused talking and listening, 

using her talents and interests as a conversation starter. Tes’s technological understanding 
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of games as systems allowed her to tune her social values of empathy and care for 

patients in profound ways. In addition, her political consciousness of health care as a 

cultural system and an ideological structure guided her tuning processes. In addition to 

the art assets, Tes’s level design was another trial-and-error experience that I saw as 

opportune for the metatuning for social justice. Again, level design involves the creation 

of incrementally more complex user experience; Tes’s levels of complexity consisted of 

exposing the players to levels of inequity. 

7.2 Metatuning: The Resistance to Basketball Social Values in “Pablo Game” VS 

“Ball is Life” 

For some students, social-justice-themed games originated early in the ideation 

phase but diminished throughout the design process. In Tes’s case, social justice was 

metatuned through an iterative design trajectory that remained committed to the 

interactive narrative format. However, this trajectory was not the case with two group 

design projects in Research Site 2: Group A’s “Pablo Game” (formerly “Math Basketball 

Game” and Group B’s “Ball is Life” (formerly “Basketball Game”). While both games 

were built on social and cultural capital —specifically in the realm of basketball —the 

trajectories of their designs were oppositional to each other because of their diverse 

valuing of basketball: some valued the commercial aspects of basketball and others 

valued the love of the game. This section compares how metatuning throughout the 

conceptual process shifted the teams from the ideation phases to creation phases in 

productive ways, though that was not always immediately apparent.  

In Chapter 4, I discussed how collaborative design dramatically altered the 

students’ games. In this case, although the design groups shared an affinity for basketball 

—that is, they are on the same basketball team or regularly attended basketball games —

they brought different perspectives on the sport to the design process. The lack of 

continuity in content during the design phases was largely due to shifting team 

composition and the volatility of the games’ core design.  

A closer look at the disjunctures of the design process within both projects is 

useful since it illustrates how the teams’ instabilities manifested in the design process, 

altering core characteristics of the game. The comparison also shows how the degree of 
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completion of the projects resulted in part from the unstable ideation phase and not 

merely the coding/programming phase. Thus, metatuning for a social-justice-themed 

game in these two cases confronted more social than technical exigencies.  

Team Pablo coalesced around a “Pablo Goes to School” and “Math Basketball 

Game”, which illustrates the concept of education rather than basketball as a road to 

success. Team Ball Life coalesced around a “Ball is Life” game, which illustrates the 

centrality of basketball to their collective life experience, albeit an experience more 

oriented toward sports and entertainment than social values. The divergent trajectories of 

these two groups reflects the conflict in young African Americans’ experience between a 

sports-entertainment-media culture and an education culture; neither group followed a 

trajectory that transformed basketball into a site for social valuing. This is in contrast to 

Tes's case, wherein metatuning led her to integrate her personal and social values. 

7.2.1 Metatuning Ideations of Basketball Valuing 

The Ideation Phase 56 elicited cooperative and iterative design activities in 

significant ways for two game groups: The Pablo Game team (Team Pablo) and The Ball 

Life team (Team Math). Through metatuning, I traced the groups’ development of ideas 

from the conceptual phase through the creation phase. Part of this tracing involved the 

recognition that the evolution of each group’s ideas was marked by similar design 

constraints, which consisted of team and design instabilities. These constraints were 

engendered, furthermore, by the intersections of basketball capital and the dichotomous 

choices embedded in design. As case in point, the image below is of the teams’ 

conceptual work, depicted as written paragraph-style summaries (see Figure 45).  

 

                                                
56 The initial stage where ideas are generated (T. Brown 5). 
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Figure 45: Comparison of Team Pablo’s summary and Team Ball Life summary 
during the ideation phase shows their basketball capital 

 

Both groups, like most of the other students, were initially disinclined toward 

social-justice themes. However, in this particular case, both groups shared a social 

valuing of basketball in a way that sought to internally resolve the conflict between social 

justice and entertainment, which is a continual struggle within African American youths’ 

socio-historical and political experiences in basketball57.  

The social valuing was largely manifested in the teams’ fascination with the 

National Basketball Association (NBA) franchise league. For example, all the 

participants in this section collaboratively created a poster board which included 

compilations of Xxboxx NBA2K16’s game images later in the summer program. During 

ideation, design-team members periodically performed imaginary jump shots and 

discussed NBA players’ basketball statistics. However, what is significant about both 

conceptual summaries here —and, as we will see, in the games developed later —is how 

basketball values fluctuated between the sport as a practice and as a culture, essentially 

                                                
57  See Allen Iverson’s personal and NBA professional life story as a living example of this struggle. 
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positioning the negotiated design process within a “media-sports-cultural complex” 

(Rowe; Wenner). 

Team Ball Life’s basketball capital was rooted within the hegemonic, socio-

economic structures of NBA 2K15, a popular sports basketball game that models the 

NBA franchise league. NBA 2K15 was instrumental to the shifting of the core design of 

their game from a functional to cultural valuing of basketball. This gradual change was 

made evident by the evolution of their game name: “Basketball Game” and later to “Ball 

is Life.” Furthermore, the team’s choice of verbs and nouns within the summary, such as 

“shoot,” “make,” “ball,” “hoop,” and “choice,” shows a privileging of basketball as a 

practice—as a physical activity. This language, hence these ideas, stem largely from the 

athletic moves and cultural signifiers of basketball as a competitive sport. Other 

education-specific ideas, i.e., math content, were not conceptualized in the beginning (see 

Figure 45 above), Team Pablo’s second iteration of the conceptual summary.  

Team Ball Life’s basketball valuing is not so readily visible within the conceptual 

paragraph-style summary (Figure 45); it is peripherally revealed in the team’s ideation of 

game characters. In their casting of the characters, Team Ball Life shows that their 

basketball valuing is rooted within basketball’s cultural identifiers. The abstract “black 

boy” confronted with adversity is identified and cast in the group’s sub-“characters” 

section as the “Boy—LeBron58.” Supporting cast members Dad, Brother 1 and Brother 2 

are all given NBA All Star associative names as well: Russell (Westbrook), Kevin 

(Durant), and Kobe (Bryant).59 The name identifiers are evidence of the group’s 

basketball valuing. Although the group evades the central cultural focus of basketball 

within the summary, this understanding of basketball as a cultural value appears later as 

an intentional counter to the Hoop Dreams (1994) narrative, a story depicting basketball 

as a “ticket out of the hood.” The ambivalence the group demonstrated between the 

summary and the character list is a precursor to the team’s attitude at other design 

disjunctions.  

                                                
58 The Cleveland Cavaliers’ 1st Round Draft Pick/MVP Lebron James 
59 The origination of the “Mom—Keisha” character is a female name that was not outwardly discussed/ 
performed by this male-dominated team but is a reference to VH1’s Basketball Wives reality star Keisha 
Nichols—the ex-fiancé of NBA basketball player Richard Jefferson. 
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Such black cultural identification is an ambiguous form of social justice. The 

ambiguity of social justice in this context lies in the tensions between cooptation and 

oppositional consciousness. Cooptation means the modifying of an object, ideology, 

and/or group to “fit within existing conceptual frameworks and power structure…without 

any commitment to the important ethical and value bases of that object” (Greenwood and 

Levin). When a student’s game is commercialized for the benefit of a corporation, it 

becomes cooptation. Social justice that is based on cultural affirmations can be a form of 

resistance to cooptation through what Jane J. Mansbridge refers to as an oppositional 

consciousness, a constellation of ideas and beliefs through which a subordinate group 

claims their identities as subordinates, acknowledges their experiences of social 

injustices, and diminishes their oppressions by rectifying those injustices (1). A student’s 

design of a Civil Rights movement game is an example of oppositional consciousness; 

however, if the students think the game was a cheesy and inauthentic rendition, then this 

oppositional consciousness will feel more like cooptation. There is a long history of black 

rejection of the social-justice forms that feel like cooptation: for example, the rift between 

the civil rights generation and the hip-hop generation (Leland) or, earlier, the demand that 

white civil rights activists leave the SNCC in 1966 (“SNCC”). 

So rather than coopting the group games with my own themes of oppositional 

consciousness, I instead sought to foster a homeorhetic design environment, generating a 

space for creative agency. Supporting the groups’ intrinsic motivations of basketball 

through a higher-level trial-and-error process involved confronting their design 

inconsistencies and disrupting the design-choice equilibriums. I achieved both by 

mobilizing the conceptual phase through brainstorming activities. As previously 

discussed, ideas are not simply generated out of thin air, but are rather drawn from past 

sensorial experiences. Furthermore, a formalized approach to generating ideas in games 

development involves brainstorming activities (e.g., jotting down, drawing, and/or 

discussing ideas). 

Brainstorming during the groups’ ideation phases took different forms and 

directions. For one, metatuning ideation through the groups’ ambivalent valuing of 

basketball involved intervention methods that asked them to perceive their basketball 
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valuing through a client’s organizational philosophy. Although all design groups were 

asked to choose different clients, I allowed these two groups to select the same client, 4th 

Family Inc., which is a not-for-profit organization located in Albany, NY, whose mission 

is “to assist, empower, and educate those in the community who strive for success” (“4th 

Family Mission”). Doing so encouraged the groups’ design agency, mobilizing their 

gravitation toward a company that shared similar values in sports, community, and 

education; hence, metatuning for an authentic rather than an alienating social justice. 

Metatuning through shared values also encouraged the groups’ ideas to form in different 

ways. Figure 46 below demonstrates how metatuning for a shared designer-client valuing 

impacted Team Pablo’s ideation phase.  

 

 
Figure 46: Team Ball Life’s Social-Organization Values before and after 
accommodating to 4th Family’s values  

 

Figure 46 is a list of Team Ball Life’s values that the group cooperatively created 

before conducting research on their client, 4th Family. The group grew frustrated with the 

direction of the game, and this is especially noticeable in their attempts to conflate game 

aesthetics with social values (see left image of Figure 46). It was not until I encouraged 

the team members to raise their social consciousness that they researched 4th Family’s 

website and began to brainstorm for social values. Each member in the group began to 

research the site at his or her own computer. Their next iteration of social values is a 

combination of essential terms drawn from 4th Family’s “Mission, History, and Goals” 

and the characteristics of a good basketball player (see right image of Figure 46). The 

circled words—“commitment,” “respecting others,” “and “self-confidence”—are terms 

that the group agreed upon as the central focus of their game. In essence, the increased 
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depth of this idea formation process was integral to their process of concretizing the ideas 

for a math-based basketball game.  

In contrast, Team Pablo’s (“Math Basketball Game” team) ideation through social 

values took the form of two trial-and-error brainstorming activities that involved a 

concept map and research-based note taking (see Figure 47). In education, a concept map 

is understood as a tool that helps a student “relate what they already know to the new 

things that they are learning”; it is a way for the learner to “organize and represent 

knowledge, [where] knowledge is made of concepts and concept relationships” (Joseph 

Novak 48). In designing activities, a concept map is another tool that aids the emergence 

of an idea—the birthing of the “ah ha” moment (Nelson and Stolterman 163). 

 

 
Figure 47: Team Pablo’s social-organization values emerged through client 
research notes and later depicted as concept map for “Math Basketball Game” 
(right) 

 

Unlike Team Ball Life, Team Pablo’s social values, as they related to 4th Family, 

included those values that were education-focused; there were no references to basketball 

within the research notes or concept map. It was not until the final ideation notes that 

sports entered the conceptual phase (i.e., as Basketball, Football, and Chess). Team 
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Pablo’s concept mapping, following client research, was the pivotal trial-and-error 

process that altered their design path. Translating the research notes of the company into 

a concept map was an exercise that allowed the group to combine client-related and 

designer-related social values. Still at this moment, basketball was not central to design, 

but rather education was the focus. 

Here the concept map is the consequence of design politics, in that the ideas of 

those engaged in the conceptual phase foregrounded their personal ideas. The circles 

around “education,” “motivation,” “higher learning,” and chess” do not represent a 

shared valuing but a segregated design group that split up brainstorming tasks rather than 

collectively working together. Thomas, the team member who wrote most of the ideas on 

paper, though he occasionally attended games, was not a basketball player. His sport was 

the game of chess, as he often spoke about his tournaments and his goal of becoming a 

chess master. His group members Sam and Michael, on the other hand, played basketball 

often; however, they were not fully vested in the conceptual phase. The only times they 

contributed were when I visited their team to assess their progress. This occasional 

collaboration is illustrated by the circling of terms in Figure 47.  

Team Pablo’s concept mapping was a self-initiated and self-guided activity; I did 

not introduce or intervene in this method. This self-direction explains its incompleteness; 

there are no lines drawn in between concepts to show how they are interrelated. 

Importantly, the concept map further explains core design inconsistencies. The Team’s 

final brainstorming notes for the game, indicated that it was only at that point that the 

group’s ideology of sports became inclusive and diverse, including non-physical sports, 

e.g., chess, within the design conversation. Unfortunately, as design progressed, this 

inclusivity was compromised by sociotechnical exigencies.  

7.2.2 Metatuning Dichotomous Choices for Social Justice Themes 

Maintaining a space for creative agency through the conceptual phase into the 

creation phase required a critical awareness of how individuals’ intrinsic motivations 

related to education and sports were negotiated through design. This negotiation was ripe 

for metatuning, especially when team ideas matured and crystallized as a game. 

Metatuning for basketball valuing in a team was a consistent goal, but metatuning 
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through design inconsistencies entailed a closer look into group design frameworks. This 

entailed examining and disrupting the team’s embedded designed-choice equilibriums. A 

designed-choice framework is a design structure that situates gameplay within a binary, 

or a multiple-choice format, providing the player with a dichotomous “either-or” 

decision-making scenario (Lange 2). Both teams subscribed to this model of linear 

gameplay; they first intuitively incorporated it within their conceptual summaries and 

later instantiated it during the creation phase as they designed their games’ formalisms. 

The bifurcated choice structure was first initiated in both groups’ game 

conceptual summaries: “East to West,” “Right and Wrong,” “Make and Miss,” “Near and 

Far,” “Future or Life now,” “Positively and Negatively” and bad decision versus good 

decision. To disrupt the choice equilibriums in the ideation phase, I created activities for 

the team to shift from ideation to creation—activities that helped them bring ideas into 

existence and to unite the abstract and concrete (Nelson and Stolterman 127). On the 

second day of the design program, I asked both teams to draw connections between the 

objectives of the game and their identifications with 4th Family’s social valuing. The 

results of this directed quest are noteworthy. 

Team Ball Life developed an outline of their basketball game that categorically 

described core components of their game —that is, objectives, controls (mechanics), and 

characters (see Figure 48 below). However, the outline subverted the agreed-upon social 

values by privileging other competition and teamwork-related values that were listed in 

the social-value list (see Figure 46 above). In addition, while the outline is largely out of 

sync with the other brainstorming artifacts that were used to ideate for game aesthetics 

(see Figure 46 above), it incorporates “strategy” and “positive feedback,” which were 

both integral to the core design of the mechanics and objectives of the games.  
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Figure 48: Team Ball Life defines core components of game as seen in NBA 2K 
titles 

 

On one level, these inconsistencies demonstrate that the team is communicating 

and compromising; on another (deeper) level, it also shows that there is a shared affinity 

for basketball as it is experienced through a socio-historical gaming experience of NBA 

2K15. For example, the controls list60 maps onto the PC keyboard controls for 

NBA2K15. This appropriation of and focus on NBA 2K15’s mechanics turned the make-

miss binary into an interactive and non-linear gameplay: the player was working with 

“teammates (sic) to score baskets” and was furthermore given a choice between a tall or 

short male protagonist. At the same time, the design focus on NBA 2K15 led to an 

abandonment of the education and mathematics focus for more entertainment value-

driven details. 

Metatuning the design-choice framework thus generated an imbalance of content 

focus, which problematized the team’s goals of developing a social-justice-themed game. 

Later I will discuss how the team’s fascination with the commercially-driven NBA 2K15 

involved other metatuning strategies for a social-justice-themed game. However, it is 

important first to acknowledge how Team Ball Life’s response to the same intervention 

method exposed and agitated the team’s ambivalent valuing of basketball as a normative 

                                                
60 E.g., “arrows (mover)” and “spacebar (Block + pass),” 
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(“mainstream”) form of a black-associated (non-mainstream) cultural practice and 

ultimately led to the design of linear gameplay.  

On the third day of this program, Team Pablo added one group member, 

increasing the team to four members. The added member, Tim (pseudonym), was 

disengaged from the design process and preferred to wander around the space. Instead of 

encouraging Tim to sit down and design, I asked him to recap and revisit the conceptual 

materials with his team. This process sparked a conversation about basketball, which 

transitioned to personal narratives about group members’ experiences as young black 

men living in the urban community (Ito et al. Hanging Out”). Thomas, the aspiring Chess 

player, talked about an instance when a drug dealer tried to recruit him on the way from 

school. Thomas discussed how the drug dealer asked him to place a plant into his book 

bag and to grow it at home. The other team members interjected with disbelief of such 

ignorance. Instead of mocking Thomas for his naiveté, they took turns sharing their 

personal experiences with drug dealers and ways to avoid them on the way to school. 

They also discussed the ways they are regularly recruited but said that basketball kept 

them on the “right path.” Thomas listened and contributed to the conversation with 

advice he received from his mother. While Figure 49 is the only material evidence of this 

conversation, it summarizes how the team engaged in a discourse that imagined 

basketball within their social and cultural experiences as high school students living in 

Albany, NY. 

 

 
Figure 49: Team Pablo’s sketch of game after discussing social experiences living 
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in Albany 
 

Thus these experiences, their everyday realities, are fundamental to their designed 

gameplay. For example, the side-scrolling platform approach reinforces a single one-way 

path in which the bifurcated decisions—to engage/disengage—determine a journey of 

multifaceted confrontations that lead to a destined future —that is, college (see Figure 

49). Furthermore, the “mouse click decision” mechanic that reinforced their dichotomous 

choice framework is contextualized within a side-scrolling platform genre environment. 

The stick-figure player has a representation of a basketball in its hand. The arrow, which 

represents the direction of gameplay, parallels the written text below.  

Together the designers’ intentions are to show that the present environment—the 

rough neighborhood—will essentially represent the past; the player progresses to the 

right through the side-scrolling platform environment, where the abstract future is defined 

as the “love of the game of basketball.” Basketball, instead of education, is implicated as 

the idealized vehicle to an academic future. This sketching and design choice represents a 

Hoop Dreams ideology that is embedded within contemporary hegemonic narratives. 

NBA Ballers, NBA 2K15, and other basketball games model and engage the Hoop 

Dreams myth by positioning basketball as the vehicle to an idealized future, one filled 

with popularity, money, and street credibility. Here, basketball is valued as the “ticket out 

of the hood”: the draft, the overseas contract, and the full basketball scholarship. This 

image summarizes the team’s mutual basketball valuing on this particular day.  

Metatuning through dichotomous-choice design frameworks optimized the team’s 

shared interests in basketball. Essentially, this shared interest meant acknowledging their 

Hoop Dreams mindsets and socio-historical experiences with popular NBA games. This 

interest also meant interrogating their design decisions and questioning how technical 

design choices bolster or contradict shared social values. Metatuning for a “sweet spot” 

involved finding ways for the teams to engage with the intersections of their personal 

experiences, their social valuing of basketball as the “way out,” and their dichotomous 

choices that were inherent to these interrelationships.  
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7.2.3 Metatuning Storyboarding for Social Justice Themes 

The third day of this design program consisted of another ideating-creating 

intervention method that metatuned team brainstorming processes for a social-justice-

themed game centered on basketball values. Shifting their socio-historical experiences 

and values through the design continuum required an inclusive activity that engaged team 

members in a collaborative manner. Paper prototyping provided a means to do so. Paper 

prototyping is simply the process of prototyping a game using low-tech —paper or 

cardboard —materials formats. 

There are different ways to prototype; however metatuning in this case consisted 

of tuning for a prototyping activity that addressed the social/technical exigencies of each 

group. In particular it tuned for a suitable activity that would aid the team in designing for 

user experience (UX). While other teams were metatuned through different types of 

prototyping— sketching, wireframing, rapid prototyping, etc.—in these two cases, I 

appropriated a low-fidelity activity—storyboarding—to accommodate for team 

instabilities and to help the groups reconcile their ambiguous basketball valuing within 

the game (Landay and Myers "Sketching Interfaces”). 

Storyboarding is a prototyping process that sequentially depicts user experience 

and provides a way to concretize ideas in less abstract forms without the burden of any 

technical implementation. Storyboarding through low-tech materials like paper and pencil 

means that “a rough drawing can be produced very quickly and the medium is very 

flexible,” but even this paper-and-pencil model has its drawbacks, say James Landay and 

Brad Myers. The paper-based mock-up and user can result in a “lack of interaction 

possible between the paper-based mock-up and a user—a designer needs to ‘play 

computer’ and manipulate sketches in response to a user's verbal actions” (Landay and 

Myers “Sketching Storyboards”). The two Human Computer Interaction (HCI) designer-

researchers essentially address this drawback of interactivity through their designed 

storyboarding software, SILK, which allows the designer to conduct “realistic testing.”  

This software as well as others can exacerbate technological encumbrances in 

STEM programming in underrepresented areas, such as in this particular game-design 

site, which services the Albany School District/Albany High School. Storyboarding 
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software can also lead to a cognitive/technical overload, which, in this case, would 

further marginalize the young designers. Furthermore, these encumbrances are linked to 

other hindrances that prevent the use of storyboarding software; for example, I did not 

have administrative rights to download this software or any other software. The 

bureaucratic process to download computer software in a government-owned school 

environment even delayed the availability of the main game development software 

Construct 2, where it was not made available until the last three days of the program. 

Acknowledging these socioeconomic and sociotechnical problems of access, I subscribed 

to the paper-pencil storyboarding model, enhancing the opportunities for creativity by 

adding colorful markers to the prototyping materials repertoire.  

There were two guiding principles intrinsic to the metatuning-through-

storyboarding methods used for both groups: Interactivity and success-fail (win/lose; win 

states). Metatuning these principles was central to shifting the teams from design thinking 

to design doing (Kimbell). When a designer is storyboarding for interactivity, he or she is 

illustrating user-machine feedback loops resulting from activities in the UI. 

Storyboarding win states situate the aforementioned interactivity within the overarching 

objective and goals of the game. Simply put, storyboarding win states involve designing 

for failure from a goal-oriented perspective (Juul). Asking the teams to storyboard their 

games through these principles was pivotal; as they tuned for team cohesion to complete 

their games, they tuned for an in-game cohesiveness that would resolve sociocultural 

clashes.  

7.2.3.1 Team Ball Life’s Storyboarding: Ball is Life (Formerly “Basketball Game”) 

Team Ball Life’s storyboarding activity was the final design process for this 

group because their members either migrated to another group or discontinued the design 

program. Despite this dispersal of its group members, the team exemplified an 

intercultural mindset that often goes unrecognized in game–design research. Through 

storyboarding, the team tuned for cohesion as it relocated to a room with no computers, 

no distractions from other teams, and no more than one sizeable table that could seat all 

three team-members. This self-directed move was central to their dialogic approach in 

tuning for a cohesive game. As a group they agreed to individually work on three main 
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scenes of the game’s storyboard: Title screen, Tutorial screen, and Levels screen. This 

negotiation structured their design-related decision-making process as they continuously 

discussed their individual tasks/drawings for each scene as a group. 

The first image (see Figure 50) is a depiction of Team Ball Life’s Title screen. 

Title screens, which were originally used as a form of advertisement during the 1980’s 

Arcade gaming scene, today are under-appreciated and not often studied. Video game 

title screens are rhetorically structured as a type of “home page” designed to capture its 

audience in a single introductory screen (CITE video game title screens). In sum, the 

design purpose of a title screen is to orient the player to the game. It aims to encapsulate 

the game’s story, action, and context, setting the tone with an eye-catching title 

contextualized by an identifiable background.  

 

 
Figure 50: Team Ball Life’s title screen foregrounds the significance of basketball 
as core content  

 

Michael (pseudonym for Team Ball Life team member) volunteered to design the 

title screen portion of the storyboard. Michael’s designing-for-team cohesion is indicated 

by the title, “Basketball is Life,” in which the word “basketball” is replaced by a drawing 

of a basketball. Ball is Life as a title embodies the evolution of the game and the concepts 

of core design were situated within different ideologies and experiences of basketball. A 

linguistic analysis is outside of the scope of this study, but it is important to note that 

shifting the game name from “Basketball Game” to the finalized “Basketball is Life” 
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shows that the group had found a connective term and perspective that captured their 

individual experiences of basketball: “life.”  

A strong leaning towards the sociotechnical experiences of the NBA 2K15 video 

game is evident in that the horizontal character is a reenactment of a crossover character, 

and vertical characters are teammates/opponents. Michael nonetheless managed to 

visualize and incorporate teamwork and competition-related concepts that were ideated 

earlier in the conceptual summary.  

Lastly, Michael’s designing of interactivity reflects both in-game and out-of-game 

cohesiveness, specifically the in-game systemic view of user experience and the out-of-

game team storyboarding roles. For one, the title screen UI is the initial software-user 

point of contact. Here, Michael incorporates the team’s agreed upon mouse–click 

mechanic, affording the user the ability to navigate the gamespace by clicking the “Start” 

button or the “Tutorial” button (see Figure 50 above). Furthermore, even this designed 

interactivity reflects efforts in team cohesion, as these two player-options derived from 

the screens that his fellow team members had been working on at the same time.  

Tutorials are designed to acclimate the player to gameplay, which includes the 

interrelationships of game mechanics, goals, and objectives (Consalvo). Both Teams 

approached the storyboarding activity as a tutorial designing activity. Team Ball Life’s 

Tutorial design was solely informative, teaching the user about the game by structuring 

gameplay as a bifurcated choice system in which the win-state is unequivocally 

contrasted to the losing state. This process is gradual; the trajectory of the three tutorial 

scenes moves the player through the choice system, to information about the choices, to 

how the game progresses through each choice.  

The final scene defines the lose/fail state. This trajectory is indicative of Sam’s 

reconciliation of normative contrasting views of school and sports. Sam does not 

privilege one over the other but equalizes them by demonizing the “Streets.” Unlike 

Team Pablo’s contrastive handling of “Streets versus Classroom,” Sam, of Team Ball 

Life, positions the Gym in opposition to the Streets, creating a dialogic context (se Figure 

51). Thus, the right/wrong choices are embedded within socio-historical narratives that 

each team member can personally identify with. 
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Figure 51: Sam’s handling of Team Ball Life’s dichotomous choices as Gym 
versus Streets as a storyboard 

 

In efforts to design for cohesion, Sam justified the dichotomous choices by 

referencing the Matrix film (1999) quoting, in a performative fashion, leading/popular 

character Morpheus’ lines: “This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back. 

You take the blue pill – the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever 

you want to believe. You take the red pill – you stay in Wonderland and I show you how 

deep the rabbit hole goes.” Affirmed by the sporadic and often unrelated references from 

the Matrix, the “Games and Street” dichotomy was collectively understood through the 

Blue Pill versus Red Pill metaphor. In the Matrix, taking the Blue Pill represents yielding 

to the life of illusion, and the Red Pill, the unveiled reality; though the Red Pill leads to 

freedom through truth, the consequences are filled with suffering. 

Through this intertextuality (Yerrick and Roth 141), Sam maps the Gym to the 

Blue Pill and Streets to the Red Pill, where he instructs the player to “Choose a Pill: 

CHOOSE WISELY!!!!” (see Figure 52). Even given the cultural understandings of this 

metaphor, in Sam’s mapping of the two, he reverses the life of a harsh reality as the 

Streets and the life of illusion as the Gym. It is not confirmed if this was a design error or 

intentional, but a closer reading shows that Sam’s intentions were to demonstrate, first, 

that the street life leads to destruction, as he tags the Red Pill/Streets with terms such as 

“Drug Dealers, gangbanging, murders, homicides, and conspiracys (sic)”; and, second, 
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that the Blue Pill/”Road to Success” (initially, “Gym”) leads to success, “basketball, 

working hard, focused in school, [and] striving for Greatness.”  

 

 
Figure 52: Team Ball Life’s appropriation of Red Pill and Blue Pill metaphor for 
tutorial storyboarding 

 

This juxtaposition is illustrated in the final Tutorial scene, where he designs the 

win/fail states of the game. In a bulleted-narrative form, Sam traces the destructive, 

though possibly productive, path of the Streets (Red Pill), which leads to a “Game Over” 

state after an encounter with the FEDs. Sam’s tracing of the “Road to Success” (Blue 

Bill) includes both academic and sports-related work ethics; this path is the win state of 

the game, identified as a “Game Continues!”  

The “Game Continues!” win state also signifies a “passing of the torch” to team 

designer Ben.  Ben’s scene in the storyboard—the Levels—significantly ties both the 

Tutorial and the Title screen together, reconciling early core design inconsistencies and 

team instabilities. While Michael conflated education and sports as the path to success in 

the Tutorial, Ben adds depth to these experiences by representing each level as three 

contexts located within the Streets, School, and Gym (see Figure 53).  
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Figure 53: Ben’s storyboard adds depth to Team Ball Life’s binary choice system 
integrating Streets, School, and Gym 

 

Ben’s design for interactivity through level design is essentially a process of 

embedding a yes/no binary choice system within experiences (referenced as obstacles). 

Ben adds complexity to the levels by mixing up the obstacles. For example, the level 

design for the streets includes obstacles that range from smoking and skipping school to 

playing ball and helping people across the street. Though contextualized within the 

streets, the obstacles are not so black and white. The same cannot be said for school, as 

the obstacles are superficial.  

Team Ball Life did not make it to the next step, developing the game in Construct 

2 (C2); however, the entirety of this ideation phase provides a rich story about how a 

team tuned their socio-historical and technical experiences through various metatuned 

brainstorming activities. A game that was initially a cacophony of individual biases 

transformed into a cohesive game that represented the team’s collective ideologies and 

experiences in school and out of school. 

7.2.3.2 Pablo Team’s Storyboarding: “Pablo Goes to School” 

Metatuning Team Pablo’s (“Math Basketball Game team) storyboarding activity 

through principles of interactivity and win/lose states aided the group in developing their 

final game in Construct 2, but at the cost of team cohesiveness. Chapter 5 has already 

explored how Team Pablo’s team dynamics changed the game tremendously from its 
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original idea. Losing and gaining team members throughout the game-design process led 

to an end product that was dominated by the perspective of one designer. However, a 

brief exploration of Team Pablo’s tuning processes demonstrates that they searched for 

game cohesion through storyboarding and decisively worked through core design 

ambivalences. 

Toward the end of the program, there were three designers remaining on the team: 

two left the program, one was added to the group, and the other, Thomas, the Chess 

player, was transitioning to another group. The storyboard was the product of two 

designers, as the previous week’s addition to the team, Tim, preferred to contribute to the 

process by researching soundtrack music. The final addition to the team, James, was 

genuinely excited about the opportunity to develop a game in Construct 2 (C2). The 

minimalist design of the storyboard scenes is the result of James’s eagerness to code  

Although Construct 2 had not yet been made available on the computers, James 

alternated back and forth between the storyboarding activity and online tutorials of 

Construct 2 in order to prepare for next stage of development, slated for Week 4 of the 

design program. Thomas and James sat at their computer stations and designed the three 

scenes of the storyboard while Tim sat diagonally across from the two, listening to and 

noting soundtrack samples.  

The title screen set the stage for their game, which at this point revolved around 

the main protagonist, Pablo. This title screen exemplifies the nature of the team’s 

cooperative design. For one, the failure to contextualize the title within a visual 

background suggests that much of early ideation was lost and/or forgotten (see Figure 

54).  
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Figure 54: James’s minimalist design of the Pablo Goes to School title screen as an 
attempt to incorporate teammates previous design  

 

 

James’s incorporation of the abstract symbols for the start button and settings 

button was his direct attempt to design for interactivity from a tech-savvy perspective. 

Settings are mediated between user and programmer, affording the user the ability to 

tinker with hardware and software code through UI. In an attempt to adhere to inclusive 

design, James added the written text “clip art of people walking in front of the brick 

wall,” thereby incorporating the ethos of Tim’s soundtrack music inspired by the City. 

The second scene is James’s Level design, which in its truncated form represented 

the totality of the game, although consisting of only one level. James’s level design was 

the result of the simultaneous metatuning intervention and his team’s design input, 

stemming from past conceptual art and team dialogue. Interactivity and the win/loss state 

were overlaid with recent ideas, adding depth to the game as it expanded upon early 

conceptual art (see Figure 55). 
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Figure 55: James’s level design adds interactive feedback to the Game’s previous 

design 

 

 

For example, contrasting the protagonist from previous conceptual art and the 

more recent storyboard scene shows how James handled the intrinsic contentions of the 

sports and school binary; the privileging of education eclipsed the cultural significance of 

basketball. The previous protagonist carried a basketball; the new character, in contrast, 

carried books. The privileging of education is further solidified by the incorporation of 

enemy Artificial Intelligence (AI). The AI is a simulation of the team’s previous shared 

experiences and stories of local drug dealers and gangs. The AI—named “Drug 

Dealer/Gang”—is presented as an obstacle that impedes the protagonist’s movement 

towards college, where he states: “Those books won’t get you nowhere.” This interactive 

experience with AI prompts the user feedback —hence, gameplay —that defines the 

win/lose state. Through a binary choice system, labeled as A and B, the players are 

prompted to choose their preferred response to the AI: that is, to “[keep] on moving” or 

“[listen] to what he says…” The ramifications of choice are simple: listening to the dealer 

will lead to an “end of game,” and ignoring allows gameplay to continue (see Figure 55 

above. 

Thomas designed the final storyboard scene, which was an extension of the more 

recent education-centric design goal. He privileged education from the early ideation 
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phase, as demonstrated by the fact that education-based terms were more frequently 

words located in his concept map and notes, as discussed early in this Section-Chapter. 

The scene represents his dismantling of team ideas and the sole construction of his own. 

Like James, Thomas used a dialogue system but for the purpose of allowing the 

protagonist to impose his internal motivations. Computer technology and GPA 

significance, again, harkens back to those conceptual ideas Thomas lobbied for early on. 

Unlike James, Thomas did not engage with the metatuning intervention for interactivity 

and win/lose state design; in fact, his storyboard is incomplete (see Figure 56). 

 

   
Figure 56: Thomas’s incomplete storyboard represents his gradual decision to 
abandon of Team Pablo  

 

Despite the team’s instability, James and Tim developed the Pablo game in 

Construct 2. While Thomas migrated to another team, his presence continued to influence 

the team, as the Pablo game’s environment was inspired by high-school tropes. Tim did 

not contribute to the programming aspect of the game per se; however, he did serve as a 

periodic advisor for art assets. For example, as James was debugging the collectibles, 

Tim recommended that the collectibles should be basketballs. Thus, basketball— 

representing “the love of the game”—was superficially entered in the school-based game 

as a collectible. Ironically, the collectibles are central to the interactivity and essentially 

the win/state, as the score/counter variable keeps count of the balls collected. The 

redesigned interactivity also matches the platformer style gameplay and James’s technical 

skills. The choice system was abandoned, and the moving platforms were central to level 
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design. The increasing complexity is defined not by dialogic but by the protagonist’s 

ability to navigate the environment (jump) to the exit door.  

7.3 Conclusion 

One of the central questions of this research asks: How can we “set the stage” 

(metatune the learning context) to best empower both students and teachers in this game 

design task?  

Through Tes’s design trajectory, metatuning was a dynamic process, where 

inclusivity consisted of blurring the boundaries between the teacher and student in order 

to foster a discovery-learning environment. Tes’s personal values (aspirations) and social 

values (empathy)–the “sweet spots” of discovery learning—adaptively moved through 

iterative design processes, yielding a social-justice-themed game about the injustices of 

health care. Metatuning activities and conversations—e.g., documentation writing, game 

deconstruction activities, and debugging—were used to foster a homeorhetic-learning 

environment. Tes’s iterative designing was guided by metatuning activities that brought 

her closer to understanding socioeconomic issues in health-care systems. In a post-

program interview, Tes discussed the significance of the design process in both her 

personal and social life. She says: “[I] put what I wanted to do when I grow up into a 

game…cuz I wanna be a doctor,” and she later reaffirmed the significance of her game by 

saying: “It made me think about like the real world… how people really react in society.”  

Metatuning in the case of Team Pablo and Team Ball Life “set the stage” 

physically and conceptually by broadening the design process through the material and 

immaterial, from ideation to creation. Metatuning in these two cases sought to help the 

groups reconcile the contrasts between social justice and entertainment; to draw personal 

and social connections between sports and academics were central to this quest. As in the 

case of Tes, social consciousness in these two groups was a process, a trajectory defined 

by the negotiated nature of design, which involved compromising ideas, values, and 

beliefs. For example, some group members’ personal narratives either solidified or 

contested group design decisions, particularly those framed as choice systems. In 

addition, metatuning team storyboarding activities also showed how social (basketball) 
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values are complex and can yield contrasting results. The degree of project completion in 

both cases was defined by group cohesion, whether in technical form or social form. 
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8. PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER 

This chapter demonstrates that all of the young designers’ processes—

collaboration, iterative design, and social capital/social valuing—are interconnected and 

interrelated. I start with a macro view of metatuning that (1) was positioned within an 

interdisciplinary design community and (2) addressed the emergent needs within the Real 

Talk program. I readjusted the game development space by precisely integrating 

intercultural-minded people and corresponding resources that could add harmony to both 

design and community values. This metatuning was prompted by my limitations as an 

instructor, but broadened my role as a Project Lead.  

I further discuss how the metatuning of the macro-development of Real Talk’s 

game design group was a nested iterative process involving metatuning youths’ feelings 

of ownership and empowerment over the game; design values and individuals’ values 

were balanced by the development of shared values among the group.  

The analysis concludes with a vignette demonstrating that metatuning helped 

individual youths gain computational, artistic, and other literacy skills. The group also 

transformed their synchronized values into a finished game, which they co-presented at 

two conferences. 

This chapter presents Games Construction Learning (GCL) facilitated by unique 

metatuning methods for a particularly special game design project: Real Talk's High Life! 

Unlike the other education programs, this program was shaped by youths’ shared 

communal values. With each introduction of a game design project and its corresponding 

design values—coding, art design, and system design—the groups’ values were often 

challenged. Therefore, metatuning methods were always situated within this overarching 

dialectic between values. This meant it was necessary for me as researcher-teacher-

designer to simultaneously seek a balance between values while at the same time 

interactively stabilizing emergent design disturbances.  

Considering this unique metatuning of Research Site 3, this chapter’s analysis 

breaks the categorical order of the dissertation (Collaboration, Iterative Design, and 

Social Values) and rearranges it as follows: Collaboration (revisited), Social Values, and 

Iteration. Chapter 2 analyzed how Real Talk’s communal design activities and game 
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features were tuned by the negotiation among individuals’ diverse roles within a group. 

Therefore, metatuning the design space to foster systemic cohesion—both in the 

communal group and in the game—effectively helped the design community evolve and 

share values, generate new ideas and creatively solve design issues.  

This final chapter will further discuss how metatuning for the integration of 

diverse perspectives and participants, resources, and discourse communities was central 

to fostering a socioculturally generative design space both accessible to and 

transformational for these underrepresented designers. Metatuning is evident in both the 

macro-developments of this design group as well as their everyday activities. Both the 

program and the game design process were iteratively designed for optimal learning, 

design, and socially-transformative experiences. This site exposes the limitations and 

successes of metatuning not only as a pedagogical practice but also as an integrative 

community-industry-academia-based model.  

This analysis answers the questions: (1) “Can the students themselves identify 

and maximize the ‘sweet spots’ for learning?” and (2) “How can teachers, community 

leaders, industry collaborators, and academics set the stage to best empower all 

stakeholders?” To respond, this analysis illustrates that metatuning must not only seek 

interactive stabilizations among people, the game, and the material, but also a 

“harmonious integration” of values, as Drazan, Eglash, and Cooke discuss (Citation). In 

this case, the result is the tuning of STEM with social justice concerns in ways that 

resolve STEM disparity problems and societal issues (Drazan, Cooke, Eglash). 

However, this analysis of metatuning critically expands the idea of harmonious 

integration.  It focuses on individuals’ commitments to values as Syncopations—

disturbances to the communal rhythm—that serve as critical cues pointing to opportune 

moments for metatuning. In other words, syncopated values are opportunities to enact 

metatuning; even if metatuning “fails” in a particular instance, then the frequency of 

these syncopations increases the likelihood for eventual metatuning successes 

(synchronizations).  

There were many failures in the case in question, but persistent tuning to 

circumvent these failures was undertaken for three main reasons: (1) to progressively and 
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collaboratively shift the game through a series of iterations for a final product (design 

values); (2) to strengthen the social values that guide and facilitate the game design 

process (community values); and (3) to develop individuals’ intellectual, social, and 

programmatic goals along the way (personal values). The analysis that follows shows 

how discordant values (syncopations) helped locate weak elements of the design process. 

Thus, metatuning for value stabilizations was also inherently metatuning for cohesion and 

harmony.  

8.1 Collaboration Revisited 

Metatuning for diverse perspectives/participants, resources, and discourse 

communities was central to fostering a socioculturally-focused design space. 

Furthermore, metatuning through an intercultural design perspective created an 

experience through which youth could develop as designers and leaders.  

When the youth were asked in the post-project interview to “describe how 

collaboration helped or disabled your game design process,” they all responded with 

positive remarks: “It was fun...”; “It helped because we were able to finish…”; and “It 

helped us be more efficient.” Their answers point to the effects of metatuning the macro-

development of the project team. For example, Darryl was initially engaged to 

supplement my limitations as a design instructor. I had originally been brought on board 

to help the team design and develop their game; however, there were many art, coding, 

and designing demands that required more time and additional skillsets. Furthermore, I 

often ran into debugging issues that consumed significant time during group meetings. 

For instance, our fifth meeting was unproductive because our development was blocked 

by my inability to debug the avatar’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) pathfinding movement. 

To address these challenges, I initiated a conversation with Darryl at 1st Playable 

Productions, and he agreed to accompany me to a design group meeting. Rather than 

debugging the games himself, he asked a youth participant, Ronnie, to take control of the 

keyboard so that they could co-debug together. After debugging, Ronnie continued alone. 

Another collaborator was Jamey, who joined the team during the fourth iteration 

of the game to help repair and balance the game’s card-to-point-value functioning. 

However, when meeting with the youth, he devised a plan for game versioning, 
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synchronous data sharing, and project management. He helped organize the team’s 

Google Drive sharing folders, created a Trello Board,61 and set up a TortoiseSVN62 on his 

server.  

The youth were able to synchronously update, upload, and download media63 and 

text files64 to Google Drive. The Trello Board worked for organizing and allocating 

design, code, and art tasks to various youth and collaborators. Jamey’s development and 

management of the open source ToirtoiseSVN was central to keeping track of all game 

versions; we were able to collaborate and work on game builds at different times. 

ToirtoiseSVN seamlessly merged all new edits so that we were able to export builds 

along the way for playtesting and demoing. Jamey’s role was central to the success of the 

team’s iterative design process: he broadened collaboration to include synchronous game 

development activities and resources for data management.  

Metatuning the macro-development of the group helped expand the material and 

social resources for the youth as they tuned for solutions that reflected their values while 

designing. Thus, metatuning macro-development also helped to metatune the micro-

developments of the design space. In their post-project interview, I asked: “How did 

intercultural thinking help or disable design?” Their responses specified instances where 

their individual values were in sync with those of other professional adult collaborators. 

They expressed how intercultural thinking and designing led to the integration of 

culturally-specific features into the game. For example, one participant, Vickie, stated: “It 

[Intercultural thinking] helped because it gave different perspectives of different cultures 

that were involved in the game.”  

They also pointed to the effectiveness of intercultural thinking for resolving 

blockages/encumbrances in design (i.e., bugs and art decisions). Another participant, 

Charles, stated, “It [Intercultural thinking] helped the game because we had all of our 

different lifestyles, we all live a little bit differently, and so it definitely helped where all 

                                                
61 www.trello.com 
62 www.tortoisesvn.net 
63 I.e., SFX and images. 
64 I.e., card questions, Game Design Document, and presentations. 
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of our ideas came together...helped with the realism of the game and was able to help us 

stay true to our values.”  

Another participant’s, Ronnie’s, nostalgic answer drew on examples where 

intercultural design happened in real-time practice. She critically reflected on 

intercultural design and the interplay of diverse perspectives and values:  

[1] RONNIE: It [collaboration] kinda helped because everybody’s idea was  

[2] incorporated into constructing the game. And with Ben and Darryl like they  

[3] had two different ways going about debugging it. 

[4] ME: Oh like what? 

[5] RONNIE: Like umm when it was just Ben who came , umm we were telling  

[6] him about basically how the picture was broken. And when he was umm.. the 

[7] way he said he said could fix it. I don’t think it was the same way Darryl said  

[8] it he could fix it; because Darryl said he could fix by doing something with  

[9] adding more pixels and making the picture smaller. Darryl changed the actual  

[10] picture pixels, and Ben was going to fix the actual board. (Interruption of  

[11] staffer entering and exiting the room for keys that were left in office) 

[12] RONNIE (continues): Yea so Ben was more looking into fixing the board  

[13] itself, and Darryl was looking more at fixing the picture...Ben was going to 

adjust the gameboard to fit the picture and Darryl wanted to adjust the picture to 

fit with the gameboard since he had already had 

[14] the game-board set up, and he didn’t want to change anything to that so he 

was just going 

[15] to change the picture but Ben wanted to change the game board. 

[16] ME: So which one did you find more efficient? 

[17] RONNIE: I think it would have been changing the picture to fit on the game 

board… 

[18] ME: So Darryl’s? 

[19] RONNIE: Yes. So umm the picture wasn’t something that we absolutely 

needed at the time; we 
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[20] could have always just gotten a character off of Google to make it 

move...with the gameboard it would have affected a lot more things...like it would 

have effected cards,  

[21] we would have had to modify the cards to make it fit with the new 

gameboard. So it would have made it easier to fix the picture than redesign the 

actual board. 

[22] ME: How about Intercultural? 

[23] RONNIE: Intercultural helped us with location and our characters; Like we  

[24] came from different backgrounds so we all experienced the same events but  

[25] we all just experienced it differently; cuz like everybody's idea and thought 

was incorporated in the game some way or another; like it may not have been 

incorporated the way they wanted to be but it was added. It is part of the game. 

 

Ronnie’s response illustrates a typical clash of production values: art versus code. 

In the game development world, this is often reconciled by whatever decision is 

financially more efficient. However Ronnie’s reflective view reconciles these contentions 

by positioning values as the mediating device where he says in Line 21-25 “...we would 

have had to modify the cards to make it fit with the new gameboard. So it would have 

made it easier to fix the picture than redesign the actual board.”  

The youths’ value of commitment to the inherent social values of the game 

(Relationships, Social Life, and Education), which were built on their social capital, was 

central to the design process. The next section will define these dialectical values and 

how the developers’ shared value of “Keeping It real” continuously shaped and adjusted 

the game and the design process. 

8.2 Social Capital Strengthened and Validated Through Shared Social Values 

The collaborative iterative design process was shaped by the group’s shared 

production and social values. I had to readjust the design environment to reflect the 

negotiated evolution of those values as the youth and the collaborators tuned the game. 

Metatuning the design space in ways that incorporated the dialectical interactions 

between the group members consistently failed in instances when the youths’ feelings of 
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ownership and empowerment were threatened. Metatuning methods were consistently 

more successful when the environment fostered the teens’ individual and overall group 

feelings of authority over the process and product; this was when their design, technical, 

and creative skills supported their social and cultural capital.  

The game High Life! is an embodiment of the teen’s cultural and social capital, as 

well as an articulation of their values: “We thought about what we see when we go to 

parties or when we hang out with people; we based it [High Life!] off of our personal 

experiences,” said young designer, Ronnie. The teens’ social and cultural capital 

authenticate and legitimize their voices, ideas, and advice about social Ills—such as 

drugs, STD’s, and teen pregnancy—within their communities.  

Another young designer, Charles, said: 

I mean. Our game is about social life in high school and I believe that high school 

is a part of social value and it is socially valuable to go to highschool...Uh we did 

find some rough patches where we just wanted to make things unrealistic but we 

really couldn’t, cuz we wanted to keep it real. So we didn’t wanna like go off track 

and lose our social values.  

 

The teens’ cultural capital, which was initially translated as an iStory, was 

transformed into popular and accessible media forms to raise social awareness and 

provide preventive strategies based on their personal experiences. The youth met weekly 

to create iStories, which are role model stories “based on true stories of ways [they] made 

changes to reduce their risks and the reasons why.” (“Community Promise”)  

The teens learned the technical, creative, and social skills to parlay their iStories 

into other forms of social capital, such as creating and sharing media within their teen 

community.65 As their group name connotes, the youth valued real talk, and the 

authenticity of their work was based on how real their projects were. After all, to reach 

their community, they had to be able to produce media that speaks to their cultural 

                                                
65  I.e., videos, cartoons, photographs, and music on Facebook, their website as downloadable media, and even 
in person. 
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codes.66 I, too, was enculturated throughout the design process; I learned, for example, of 

the colloquial term “Netflix and Chill,” which has come to imply behavior that has little 

to do with watching movies.  

However, there remained a persistent point of contention regarding production 

values when youth were learning and transforming their capital through technical media. 

The production values in game Development—functional and clean code, clean art 

assets, and systemic coherence—often represented a hindrance that youth had to 

accommodate for. For example, efficient coding practices and clean art assets were 

largely values expressed by professional and academic collaborators. Darryl, Ben, Jamey, 

and I, who have experience developing games, understood that production value is 

central to a polished game. However, such values only became important to the youth 

once they understood the significant connections between production values and their 

social values.  

This connection became clear in the context of the phrase, “keeping it real,” a 

term used frequently among the youth, which was eventually assimilated by professional 

and academic collaborators. Charles casually used the term when discussing the central 

values of the game: “Uhh we really tried to stay true to what it is really like in 

highschool...so we tried to stay along the lines of “Keeping It Real.” (laughs). ‘When 

keeping it real goes wrong’—Dave Chappelle.” 

Charles appropriates a popular line from Dave Chappelle's comedy show (2003-

2006) to contextualize his meaning of “Keeping it real.” “When keeping it real goes 

wrong” is the name of a series of satiric comedy skits that depict moments when a black 

person (usually Chappelle) perceives an action or statement by another as offensive. That 

person succumbs to his/her cultural and social norms of “keeping it real” and make the 

pivotal decision to react in a detrimental manner (e.g., lashing out in a office meeting 

because a white colleague asks for a pound).  

Charles’s use of the term is central to an understanding of how he, as well a his 

teen collaborators, perceived the clashing of production and social values. In the post-

                                                
66 Ways of talking, seeing, and acting. 
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project interview, I asked the youth to: “Explain social issues and values and how they 

relate to their games and design.”  

They all listed similar, shared, values: Family, Friends, Community, Work, 

Money, Goals, and Education. Education and Friends were weighted more heavily as 

each teen explained how these values are central to their experiences in high school, 

social lives, and, unequivocally, to the game. However, these social values were often re-

prioritized during production as the youth reflected on them, resolving to stay true to the 

overarching value of “keeping it real.” Vickie stated:  

Yea it kind of was difficult because when you’re creating you start with 

brainstorming but we had to be more realistic which have to connect to our goal 

and basically our idea for the game...What we are trying to set the game for 

which kicked some of the ideas off to the side.  

 

Trey, another young designer, said: 

I think my value may not have a value in someone else's place. Like I said before 

everyone has their own different opinion. So I think In a way we had to find 

something we all value as a whole then it might influence the game by like one big 

push instead of like one person trying to go at it and some of us don't know and it 

turns into a wreck because there is no teamwork. 

 

These negotiated values—individual, social, and production—were central to 

propelling the game through various iterations. Metatuned activities helped to open up 

the design process to help them periodically balance these values. The final section will 

explore a real-time activity and how metatuning, which includes both failed and 

successful attempts, helped the youth tune for solutions and balances.  

8.3 Collaborative Iterative Design for Social Value of “Keeping It Real” 

Collaborative iterative design was core to youths’ individual and group processes 

of embedding their social values within the game: “it had the capacity to alter the 

practices of [these] conscientious designers, and in turn, help them to realize their goal of 

creating games which support an array of values” (Flanagan and Nissenbaum 182). This 
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short analysis of a design group meeting illustrates how the core components of 

metatuning—social values, iterative design, and collaboration—are interrelated, as well 

as how they shifted as youths’ priorities changed during real-time design scenarios.  

The group's social value of “keeping it real” is central to the meta-narrative of 

Real Talk, but as discussed earlier, this value is often resisted during production. 

Metatuning was used to empower youth as they iteratively designed and developed a 

game based on the “Keeping It real”-value. Furthermore, the analysis shows how 

metatuning the environment to develop their social and technical skills for “keeping it 

real” in a game helped the youth to take ownership of their game and design process in a 

new way, especially among their more technically savvy adult collaborators.  

In the following vignette, compiled from my field notes, youths’ individual design 

activities following a design meeting highlight instances of metatuning that took place as 

they planned their daily activities, tuned for solutions, and negotiated for their “keeping it 

real” value. When Darryl suggests one way to expand the game, the youth challenge and 

tune for other visual and coding solutions: 

It is Wednesday, 6:35 PM, and the teens are ready to start their developers 

meeting. “Let’s take a second and let everyone get settled in,” says Charles. 

Darryl, Hannah, and I are scattered across the room. Charles, Ronnie, and Vickie 

sit at the center round table, while Trey turns his seat from the back computer 

towards the front of the room. Just before they begin, three newcomers enter the 

room. The three white female teenagers occupy the front three computer seats, 

leaving the other three on the left of the room.  

 

Ronnie asks Charles, “Are you going to explain it to them?!” Charles begins: 

“Alright. The name of our game is called the High Life! It is an exploration into 

the world of marijuana usage in high school!” Vickie laughs. Ronnie chimes in: 

“And middle school!” Charles continues, “Well, yeah. And middle school. It’s 

about the ups the downs and the flatlines of smoking pot in high school.” He 

continues: “And keeping a social life, good grades, balancing everything like 

sports. And it's a board game on the computer. And I made some awesome ass 
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dice with some help.” Vickie cuts him off: “Oh yea and you have to make the 

blunt in Ronnie’s hand.” Charles agrees, “Oh yea and I gotta put a blunt in 

Ronnie’s hand.” Ronnie chuckles. Charles finishes his thought as almost an inner 

monologue, “Which should not be that hard because I am the best at what I do.” 

Ronnie states, “And I still have the pictures in my email and my mom was like 

‘what da...’ and I was like maaa….”  

 

Hannah interjects, asking, “What’s the goal of our game?” No one responds; 

they continue discussing what they have to complete. Darryl follows up with the 

same question: “ What’s the goal?” Charles responds, “The goal is to graduate 

high school…and still be alive. But I am pretty sure it is impossible to die so you 

should be good on that. Oh is that a Butterfinger?!” While Charles is distracted 

by the wide variety of snacks, Darryl suggests that they all introduce themselves, 

considering they have, now, four newcomers: three white females and one white 

male. They do so by sharing their values and other idiosyncratic details, such as 

where they are from, nicknames, hobbies, and the games they are currently 

playing. Darryl concludes the activity by tying in all of the teens’ introductions 

with his life narrative, as a Designer who grew up in the Bronx. The teens joke, 

suggesting Darryl “does everything” and “probably even shares our birthday.”  

 

The vignette above illustrates how the youth consistently fostered an inclusive 

and participatory environment, even when potential points of resistance interrupted the 

development process. They welcomed and incorporated newcomers within the design 

space as collaborators, rather than interrupters. Beyond its core Members—those who 

had completed this research’s pre- and post-project tests—Real Talk was comprised of 

youth who stop in to participate in the community, in the short or long term. The core 

group, High Life!’s development team, was instrumental in bringing new people to the 

group; they shared their media with others in efforts to expand their socially aware 

community.  
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In the vignette, the youth took ownership of their game, as well as their identities 

as youth advocates, by initiating and collaborating on an elevator game pitch activity in 

order to bring the newcomers into the development process. Charles’s game overview 

can be described as a syncopated pitch, composed of interruptions and further task 

assignments. However, these abrupt Disturbances—e.g., by Hannah and Ronnie—

assisted in completing a coherent, thorough elevator pitch. The new pitch integrated the 

game’s reassessed target audience, core concepts, platform technology, gameplay and 

mechanics (Mullich). 

Darryl naturally, and unknowingly, assumed the role of metatuner, asking the 

youth to introduce themselves, thereby highlighting their personal values as young 

teenagers. These introductions led to the youth learning more about one another, further 

strengthening their communal bonds as a design team that embodies different values, as 

well as many that are shared. Darryl’s participation in the activity shed light on their 

similarities as adults and youths, artists and technically-savvy, gamers and non-gamers. 

The youth later used this information during the game development activity to 

deconstruct the game and debug together.  

The vignette continues below as the youth conduct their developers meeting. It 

shows how the metatuning of their design meeting for participative collaboration was 

more effective when adjusting the scope of the game through their recent work than 

formally reviewing development tasks. The youth were more inclined to participate and 

add production value to the meeting when discussing their role in the game than when 

discussing a new skill or deciding on who would take it on for the game: 

“So who’s leading the meeting for this week?” I ask. Vickie volunteers, walks to 

the front, stands at the wall pad paper and prepares to write. The teens share 

what they completed together the week before, while the other collaborators were 

away (me, Darryl, Ben). “I’m still working on the progress bar…” says Ronnie 

just before Charles interjects, “Felix [the newcomer] wants to be an avatar, he 

said.” 
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The two continue in dialogue discussing their individual adjustments and needs of 

improvements to the progress bar and dice roll mechanics. Vickie intently writes 

then interjects, “And the board...needs to be redone...finished.” The entire group 

agrees, and then randomly goes off in conversations about the need for other art 

assets. Talia, trying to take it all in to properly record, states, “We took pictures 

of the avatars.” Ronnie follows up, “Did anyone work on the thingabopper...uhhh 

the name...the title screen?” Vickie responds: “I don’t know what happened to the 

title screen…” Hannah reminds them, stating: “The art? You guys saved art to 

that computer” (pointing to the second computer on the right).  

 

The teens’ goals here were clear: to rehash their accomplishments from the 

previous week and consider possible activities for this week. Shifting their meeting goals 

from recapping to planning was a matter of providing a past activity that could help them 

progress across this trajectory in a logical manner. I interrupted their discussions, asking 

them to review the various game states of the wireframe they created several months 

back:  

[1] ME: OK, so we have the dice rolling, you have your progress bar. (They 

agree). So how 

[2] about we also pull up the wireframe for the game so that we can see where 

you guys are 

[3]  heading today. (Vickie flips through the papers and foregrounds the 

wireframe paper on the 

[4]  wall; In a brief nostalgic moment, they all point to the various areas they 

worked) So if that 

[5]  is the gameboard, so how do we connect the dice roll to the movement? How 

do we make 

[6] that connection? So if we start here and we roll a three, what will happen?  

 

Ronnie and Vickie answer: “It should move three spaces,” says Ronnie. “Ummm 

isn’t that when you get the card?” Vickie asks. I say “yes” and continue with a potential 
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gameplay scenario: “Like, it will ask ‘Do you wanna Netflix and chill or go play ball’ or 

something right? (They chuckle) So what will happen based on your answer to the 

question?” Ronnie eagerly responds that the progress bar was her activity last week: 

“Ronnie: Umm your progress bar will either go up or down!”  

In a continual attempt to progressively shift the meeting towards planning, I 

incorporated Darryl into the conversation. The following dialogue illustrates how the 

conversation drew the art-focused designer, Charles, into a conversation about coding: 

[1] ME: So this is where Darryl and I would like to help. Number one how are we 

going to 

[2] move from space to space. Right? Number two, how will we incorporate a 

randomized 

[3] question. So today what we need to work on...Darryl what is this called?... 

[4] DARRYL: So in code each location you move to will be represented as a 

waypoint.  

[5] Uhh waypoints are what’s going to determine where your avatar is going to 

move on the board. 

[6] You are going to be moving on a board. Whoever will be programming today  

[7] I can sit down with you and go through it. 

[8] CHARLES: Like in GTA when you set up a waypoint and stuff like that?  

[9] DARRYL: Pretty much. 

[10] LAQUANA: AHH. Nice. We know who’s working on waypoints today. 

[11] CHARLES: Nah but I wanna work on the avatar! 

[12] DARRYL: The only difference though is GTA when you set a waypoint, you 

have to physically drive to that location. 

 [13] CHARLES: Yea, but it will physically take you to the location.  

[14] FELIX (eagerly chimes in): Fast travel, right! It’s fast travel!  

[15] DARRYL:  Yea.  

 

Metatuning the design meeting by creating the opportunity for youth to spend 

time organizing the daily tasks at the planning stage helped to incorporate the teens into 
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various conversations about coding, designing, and art in two ways: (1) The wireframe 

activity was able to help them review their plans for production activities, bringing their 

initial ideas into the scope of their target design. And (2) the just-in-time lesson on 

waypoints helped them to draw metacognitive connections between gameplay and game 

coding.  

These forms of systemic thinking were integrated into the youths’ shared vision of 

the game, which had been rearticulated earlier through Charles’s elevator pitch and 

revisited through their revisitation of the collaboratively-drawn wireframes. Walking 

through the wireframes helped the teens connect their recent art and coding work to the 

overall functioning of the game. We see this as Ronnie was able to address my feedback 

question illustrated in the “what if” scenario. She was able to predict the feedback, thus 

the next gamestate, because she had worked thoroughly on the progress bars the week 

before. Darryl transitioned the conversation with a discussion on coding waypoints, using 

Grand Theft Auto as a socially understood example; Charles and even the newcomer, 

Felix, were able to add to this new knowledge to help the group to understand. 

Furthermore, the youth were able to come to a shared understanding of how the game 

would need to function in code and, by extension, how the group needed to start thinking 

and planning their activities for the day.  

At this point, there was a synchronized rhythm to the game development meeting, 

and the trajectory seemed natural. However, when I tried to shift their planning to action, 

the group’s eagerness to participate diminished abruptly: 

[1] ME: So let’s run these things down. What do we need to do? So number one is  

[2] the waypoints. (Vickie numbers them on the paper) Number 2? 

[3] CHARLES: Avatars. Wait, it’s already up there. I wanna do avatars.  

[4] ME: Number 3, the UI...and avatar movement? Four gameboard? (Vickie  

[5] continues to write; no one volunteers). 

[6] TRASON: Yea. 

[7] ME: Anything else? So who’s doing what? By a raise of hands. 

[8] CHARLES: I wanna do avatars. 

[9] ME: So gameboard? (no one volunteers). Trey, you are really good with the  
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[10] Bamboo. (Trey motioned with acceptance) 

[11] ME: So who’s working on the waypoints? (silence) Not everybody at one 

time! 

[12] RONNIE (hesitantly): I’ll do waypoints. 

[13] HANNAH: The questions. Maybe the new folks? 

[14] DARRYL: It’s a specific format but it’s really easy.  

[15] ME: Charles, you did you dice roll. So can you change the function and do 

the UI? 

[16] CHARLES: Yea! I can do both. I’m going to do it right now. 

[17] VICKIE: I am doing waypoints with Ronnie. 

[18] RONNIE: No, I’m doing it. (laughs) 

[19] ME: Alrighty. Break! 

[20] (They all break and disperse to the computers)  

 

My metatuning method, which took the form of delegation rather than 

collaboration, was an attempt to offer the teens production-based options. However, their 

hesitant silence implies resistance. Vickie was “team-captain” for the day, but I broke the 

cultural code by writing and speaking without the authority granted by the group, as well 

as by asking them to raise their hands, as would an instructor. Acknowledging their 

discomfort, I readjusted my language and approach, recognizing their strengths and 

realizing their pre-existing experience and skills that are central to these newly planned 

activities: Waypoints (Ronnie and Vickie); UI functions and avatar art (Charles); and 

Gameboard art (Trey). Hannah and I were even able to incorporate the newcomers within 

the day’s production activities; the three girls worked on translating the questions into a 

text file, and Felix worked with Charles on the avatar art.  

Though I concluded the developer meeting with delegated production activities, 

the team’s collaborative iterative design was not prescribed by these tasks but tied to the 

“[activity’s] particular circumstances” (Suchman 21). As Sarah Suchman writes: “to 

achieve mutual intelligibility between people and machines…[there must be a] planning 

model of purposeful action and shared understanding” (21). Group plans were determined 
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by individuals’ tuning activities and how they collaboratively solved problems by 

iteratively interacting with the computer hardware and software, as well as their 

development team. My metatuning methods were cognizant of these circumstances, 

particularly focusing on ways to nurture group communication in providing a variety of 

“built-in resources for the remedy of troubles that inevitably arise” (21). The next four 

brief sections will discuss individuals’ production activities.  

Although iterative design is fundamentally understood as the cyclic process of 

creating, testing, and analyzing, refinement occurs incrementally during segregated 

developer tasks. Art assets go through a series of iterations, from “intermediate assets” to 

“final assets” in the content pipeline, driving home the visual aesthetic for the game 

(www.convexhull.com/articles/gdmag_content_pipeline.pdf). Likewise, code is 

iteratively refined and debugged for functionality and efficiency.  

While the vision of the game is laid out in the Game Design Document (GDD), 

design goals are readjusted through the development process, and the feedback is 

reflected in GDD edits. The teens made design decisions while working on various tasks, 

and because they all were designers (in almost a Cabal fashion), they had to frequently 

make individual decisions for the team, or solicit group feedback during their activities. 

Each of the following design scenarios, though individually-based, explores how each 

teen collaborated (intentionally interacted) with others’ for solutions (tuning), and how 

metatuning supported these interactions. 

8.3.1 Metatuning Charles’s Art Experience of Tuning for a Realistic Avatar 

Charles took on the task of creating the art assets for the game’s avatars. Through 

this process, Charles tuned for an agentic art experience while adhering to the group’s 

values of “keeping it real.” In developing his art skills, he found different ways to draw 

more realistic art: seeking periodic creative direction from Ronnie as well as engaging in 

productive monologue with the computer and in supportive dialogue with Hannah. I 

metatuned to accommodate for his lack of familiarity with the software, Photoshop 

Elements, by supplying him with technical options as he struggled for solutions.  

Charles began his activity by retrieving, from Ronnie’s email, the pictures they 

had taken of each other the previous week. He initially struggled with importing the 
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images into Photoshop, but Hannah was there to help him. He would often humanize the 

computer, engaging it in dialogue aloud: “Naaa nanaaa na I don’t want that. Close it!” 

These outbursts were mechanisms employed to indirectly either solicit feedback from 

Ronnie and/or gather assistance from me and from Hannah. For example, after the 

aforementioned outburst, Ronnie asked, “What are you trying to do?!” Charles eagerly 

responded, “Trying to draw a blunt in your mouth that's what I am trying to do.” They 

both chuckled, and then Hannah provided advice on how to import, also adding, “Do you 

want to see if there is a clipart you can use instead?” Charles rejected Hannah’s creative 

direction, stating, “Naaaaaa, I’m gonna draw it.” Charles was able to simultaneously gain 

approval of his art idea from Ronnie—merging Ronnie’s pictures with his original art—

as well as gain technical support from Hannah. He rejected Hannah’s creative direction, 

categorizing her as technical support. However, Hannah’s technical skills were limited, as 

she would often claim, “Yea this is something I don’t know how to do” and “This is like 

Greek to me.” I showed Charles how to access the plethora of tools. He took to the “pen 

tool” and figured out how to use it and change it properties (e.g., “pen size”) to draw.  

While editing Ronnie’s picture and adding the “blunt” drawing (representing 

marijuana), Charles developed a new creative goal for the avatar’s design: he wanted to 

customize the clothes. However, he ran one particular technical obstacle that took of most 

of his time: how to isolate Ronnie from the background in the original picture. This 

obstacle was prompted by the ongoing conversations in the design space about the 

gameboard, and how the avatar needed to shift through the waypoints. Charles’s 

objective was to clean up Ronnie’s picture for use as an avatar. Along the way, I also 

taught Charles about layers and transparency. He figured out how to use the magic wand 

to eliminate the background. Hannah affirmed Charles’s efforts, clapping and stating, 

“Ronnie you’re looking good over here! We are getting all of that excess crap outta way.” 

When Charles completed with the art asset, he emailed the final iteration to Ronnie so she 

was able to use it while balancing her waypoint values.  
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8.3.2 Metatuning Ronnie’s Programming Experience of Tuning for Efficient 

Waypoints 

While Charles solicited affirmation from Ronnie, Ronnie’s production-based 

interactions with Trey and Darryl were more focused on technical decisions. Both Darryl 

and Trey were significant to Ronnie’s tuning processes for code solutions and for 

intrinsically motivated coding and learning experiences. As a collaborative resource, 

Darryl was central to the metatuned homeorhetic design space. Furthermore, as a 

versatile scaffolder, he created homeostatic coding experiences, ranging from guiding 

Ronnie on how to manipulate the gamespace for various outputs67 to scripting waypoints. 

Ronnie’s authoritative stance about her coding abilities required me to foster an 

environment that offered a more integrative experience of code, art, and design learning. 

This was best achieved at the intersections of Darryl, code, and Trey’s art activity. 

Ronnie increasingly became more empowered as a coder and problem-solver of 

hardware and software systemic issues. For example, when starting her waypoints 

activity, Construct 2 (C2) was reading an error. Without assistance, she was able to 

located the latest C2 version online, update, unzip, and install it to get started. Shortly 

after, Darryl scaffolded Ronnie’s waypoints scripting: “Let’s move this waypoint here,” 

said Darryl as he directed on the computer screen and Ronnie controlled the mouse. He 

continued: “Alright now the next ID would be what?” Ronnie answered, “2.” Darryl 

proceeded, showing her the source code and explaining its logic using his own 

contextually situated method for pseudo-code, or code that is in human language rather 

than machine language: 

[1] DARRYL: For the next ID [identifier], all you are saying is telling the avatar 

where to go,  

[2] that’s all the “Next id” is. So if you put another number in, try 3, then it will 

look like  

[3] Monopoly. (Ronnie enters number) So run it and see (Ronnie roll clicks the  

[4] di). Roll it again...and it again… 

[5] RONNIE (laughs in awe and fulfillment): That’s cool.  

                                                
67 E.g. mouse input for PC and tap input for mobile devices. 
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[6] DARRYL: So let’s keep doing that? (He walks away) 

 

Darryl guided Ronnie through the fundamental logic for scripting waypoints, and 

his increased faith in her abilities, by his walking away, was paramount. Ronnie gradually 

became empowered, tuning her own coding and learning experience, questioning 

Darryl’s approaches and even suggesting her own methods for code efficiency.  

Over thirty minutes of time elapses and Ronnie bursts into celebration. I ask, 

“How’s it going over here guys?” Ronnie enthusiastically says, “Good. We had a 

problem but we [she and Vickie] fixed it!” Darryl walks over, and proudly says, 

“Show her.” Ronnie asks in puzzlement, “What, our problem?” Darryl restates, 

“Show her that it is working.” She rolls the die; Darryl, Vickie, and I watch as 

the avatar progresses through the 10 spaces of the board, through each roll.  

 

It was clear that Ronnie was locked into her individual waypoint activity and 

intrinsically motivated through her personal achievements. But I was interested in ways 

that I could help expand her computational knowledge of waypoints within the design 

realm. Particularly, I wanted to refine Ronnie’s goals across a continuum from learning 

waypoint logic, to coding waypoints, to integrating waypoints within the scope of the 

game Therefore, I posed a problem, which stemmed from the simultaneous developments 

of Trey’s gameboard art activity where he refined and redesigned the next generation of 

the gameboard. Trey’s expanded version was result of the team’s real-time decision to 

create fifty-nine spots, in response to Ronnie’s suggestion that they incorporate “40,000.” 

I asked Ronnie to import the new game board version to the game in C2, and considering 

how much work it would take to allocated 39 more waypoint locations, she began to 

think like both a designer and efficient scripter: 

Ronnie: Why don’t we just copy and paste the waypoints? It would be more 

efficient. (She tried but received an error.) 

Darryl: You're fine. Your work is not in vain. So, first make the window size 

1080 by 720.  
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Ronnie’s initial solution received an error because she did not consider that when 

copying waypoint locations, she was also copying the same ID numbers. So together, 

with Darryl, they tuned for a functional solution. Ronnie scaled the game board to the 

correct size (i.e., the same size Trey exported the newest game board), lined up the 

previously developed waypoints and added the others’. 

8.3.3 Metatuning Trey’s Versatility as a Coder and Artist 

Trey’s gameboard art activity was central to both foster’s and Ronnie’s activities. 

Unlike Charles, Trey tuned his art activities with a variety of tools (Bamboo drawing 

tablet), software (selectively downloaded Gimp graphic arts software), and people (both 

Ben and Darryl). And while Trey privileged art, his initial inclinations to art were through 

scripting activities in C2 (i.e., from his participation at the Game Jam). So Trey was 

always straddling the fence between code and art activities. My goal was to expand 

design activities so that Trey could feel empowered to do both and/or gain a deeper 

aptitude of one or the other: In other words, I metatuned his activities so that he could 

explore his versatility as an artist and coder.  

Trey’s art activity shifted the gameboard through three iterations: a board with 

modified colors, an expanded game board, and a gameboard with sequenced color 

squares. The first iteration required Trey to tune for a more fluid dexterity with the 

Wacom Bamboo tablet and pen to the graphic design’s—Gimp’s—UI. For example, 

while changing the color squares of the gameboard, Trey had to learn how to use various 

tools in Gimp. Darryl showed him various pen-to-tablet shortcuts to access the tools. In 

the second iteration of the gameboard, Trey needed to make a design decision about how 

to incorporate the cards on the gameboard. In order to help Trey, Darryl drew another 

gameboard connection: 

“So I am going to take it back, to Candy Land. Remember Candy Land?” Trey 

contemplates, and specifies his question to the group as a color space issue: “ 

What colors should I use for the game?” Hannah responds, “Whatever you want; 

it’s yall game.” Darryl interrupts: “So can I ask everybody a question?! Cus this 

is a group game.” (They all stop what they are doing, turn to Darryl with 

sporadic “Yeses.”) He continues: “How many locations on the board do you 
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want?” Trey, responds, “Uhhhh there’s four right?” Ronnie follows suit, “Uhh 

there is high school...there’s Diamond school…” Darryl interjects, “No squares. 

Let’s count how many we have now” (Darryl counts). “There are 59 squares.”  

  

Trey’s activity garnered attention and the need for a substantial design change in 

the group. The youths collaboratively decided to not only expand the gameboard but to 

also implement a “camera follow” function (as opposed to the mini-map), thereby 

transitioning the gamespace and its UI. As demonstrated in the previous sections, this 

decision repositioned all of their goals in some way. Trey expanded the gameboard, 

selected six primary colors and meticulously colored each space using the selection and 

color bucket tools. When completed, Trey exported the gameboard for Ronnie to 

incorporate her coded waypoints (see Figure 57) 

 

 
Figure 57: Trey’s expanded High Life! gameboard based on real-time design 
decisions 

 

Trey developed new art skills to accommodate various design decisions, and to 

metatune for new developments of Trey’s dexterity, I gave him another art activity, 

creating the Title Screen, which meant he had to toggle between Gimp and C2. While 

importing, editing, and drawing art for the Title Screen, Trey scripted for the callouts 

between the Layouts, completing the transitions between the Title Screen and the Avatar 

Selection Screen. By the end of the day, he displayed a versatility and confidence in 

navigating between the two applications.  
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8.3.4 Metatuning Vickie’s Floating Experience 

Although the youth and I were able to collaboratively tune their coding skills, 

metatuning failed to directly provide a robust learning environment for Vickie, who was 

collaborating with Ronnie. While supporting Ronnie in coding the waypoints, Vickie 

learned from an over the shoulder experience. Fortunately, she gathered a fundamental 

understanding of AI logic, and was able to comfortably shift to other activities that 

productively moved the group forward. For example, because the three newcomers 

prematurely left the design activity, leaving the card’s text formatting incomplete, I asked 

Vickie to step in and complete the cards. She completed all of the cards and was able to 

upload the text files to the Construct 2 data folder. With Darryl’s brief guided instruction 

of how to create an array, she was able to test run a card question, testing its functionality 

in the end. 

8.4 Conclusion 

Collaboration, Iteration, and Social Values are integral to GCL, and in the case of 

Real Talk, these components are interconnected and prioritized by the group’s tuning for 

a “Keeping it Real” social value in High Life!. Metatuning as a Lead Producer, rather 

than Instructor, I cultivated a space for the harmonious integrations of often contentious 

production and social values among the underrepresented youth and the professional and 

academic adult collaborators. Metatuning methods intended to instructionally guide the 

youths’ activities yielded apathy and reticence among the youth; however, methods that 

supported the youths’ efforts and interests garnered feelings of empowerment over the 

development process. The vignettes above exemplified a particular design session in 

which youths’ tunings for production values were guided by their personal and social 

values.  

The youth engaged in an interactive, iterative design process that was conducive 

to real-time decisions: decisions that were challenged by adult collaborators in 

meaningful ways. For example, Charles’s art design activity was very pivotal to the 

game’s legitimacy as a real game about real issues. Charles tuned for an aesthetic of 

realistic characters, honing his technical and creative skills for the development of an 
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avatar that started as a picture of Ronnie and ended as a modified version with added 

aesthetics (i.e., a blunt). Charles’s design was transformational, as he developed new 

skills, and the team’s enthusiasm for his art yielded new ideas for the avatars. They 

readjusted their avatar design to incorporate Charles’s art and the previously abandoned 

caricature avatars (see Figure 58). The end product was designed using a third-party site 

in which they customized the characters that reflected their identities; then Charles edited 

the characters for the avatar selection screen and the in-game versions.  

 

 
Figure 58: Final iteration of High Life!’s avatar selection screen  

 

The youths’ values remained the guiding principles throughout the design process 

as they began to consider other ways to translate and periodically verify their value of 

“keeping it real” in the game. (Flanagan and Nissenbaum183) For example, Ronnie’s 

“sweet spot” was her personal endeavors in computational learning, especially located 

within the pathfinding exercise; the following week she combined her new waypoint 

knowledge with the old progress bar knowledge. She took leadership in allocating plus 

and minus values to the game’s barometers: Social Life, Relationships, and Education. 

Together, her team created an Excel file that laid out the corresponding values for 

Players’ card responses. 

The social transformations of the design space were often verbalized. For 

example, during the design meeting, the youth would often go off tangent into 

conversations that were spawned by design issues. For example, when Vickie imported 

the card text file, the youth playtested the game and, together with Darryl, found that the 
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card questions would look better as art assets. While reading the card question, a series of 

conversations arose, particularly involving Charles giving a miniature Public Service 

Announcement about the highest incidence of Gonorrhea in Schenectady, NY. Darryl 

was astonished at the facts and numbers and asked the youth: “How do you see things 

unfolding?” Darryl clearly looked to the youth as experts of the content as he attentively 

listened and asked questions for his own personal knowledge.  

Such “abrupt disruptions” were transformational to the group and the game, and 

thus served as cues for the metatuning of this community-industry-academia-based 

model. To further empower both the youth and adult collaborators, I gave the group the 

opportunity to present the game at the 2016’s Different Games Conference, a conference 

that is “[g]eared towards accessibility and radical inclusivity, [and an organization that] 

has worked to foster diversity and inclusivity in games by amplifying the creative and 

critical voices of marginalized participants in games culture” (“Different Games”). The 

adults and youth worked together on the presentation slides and co-presented at the 

conference. The youth answered technical and personal questions from the audience. The 

youths’ participations within these discourse communities helped them to proactively 

gain an academic capital that they were later able to parlay into other forms. Since then, 

they have presented their games to other national conferences and game expos. They 

have created the marketing material and have been refining their games for such 

exhibitions.  
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9. METATUNING: CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

9.1 Evaluation of Metatuning 

Metatuning was more effective when initiated from the bottom-up, rather than the 

top down, fostering a learning and designing space that stemmed from the nuances of the 

subject’s experiences (tuning). Metatuning was less successful and more limiting when 

initiated from the top-down, especially when it was oriented toward social justice-based 

goals.  

For example, Tes and Stacia were excellent writers and engaged in African 

American History, though outside of the design workshops. My efforts at bridging their 

writing and composition successes with their current game-design activities were 

unsuccessful: Stacia’s design and programming activity reached a stasis, and Tes just 

blatantly refuted the idea. This “failure” was central to the successes of metatuning, as I 

was able to try other methods, in particular strategies that supported both my and their 

goals. For example, Tes objected to designing and developing a game about Shirley 

Chisholm, but she instead found interest in another African American figure, Dr. Helen 

Nash. This interest emerged through her tuning for a doctor-based game drawn from her 

personal aspirations of becoming a doctor. In Stacia’s case, social-justice goals emerged 

through her cultural capital as an avid swimmer. Metatuning for social justice goals was 

more difficult and a longer process than STEM-related goals (e.g., computational 

literacy): not all participants wanted to create socially and culturally related games. For 

example, John’s disinclination was verbalized during design sessions quite often. 

Metatuning for social-justice goals with John took more experimentation than usual, but 

the failures, which were made public, led to an eventual success. In Chapter 4 and 6, I 

discuss how metatuning John’s space-theme design endeavor for non-violent mechanics 

took multiple strategies at different points of John’s various tuning processes (e.g., for 

art, coding, and design ideas). The final iteration of his Space game in C2 was a result of 

these trials and errors. For example, the class helped John tune for nonviolent shooting 

mechanics, a just-in-time history lesson with John that has led to him integrating NASA 
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training-related collectibles, and the technical and professional support of John’s goals 

that led to a well-integrated and polished game.  

Game Design Documents (GDD), playtest rubrics, and debugging tasks were 

useful for metatuning. They were employed at different stages of each individual case, 

yielding different results and opening up new possibilities for me, as a metatuner, and for 

the youth as learner-designers. For example, in Research Site 2, the participants adjusted 

to my storyboarding activity in diverse ways: One group divvied up the game scenes; 

others collaborated on each scene together. Metatuning in these cases was successful 

because the groups appropriated the task at hand, ultimately leading to a meta-activity, 

performing the storyboard as a walk through tutorial with everyone in the design studio. 

Doing so helped the teams generate new ideas for their games, easing them into the final 

phase of development: programming the game.  

More nuanced metatuning strategies were explored in Research Site 3 because it 

was a design community composed of adults and youth. My trial-and-error 

experimentation of different strategies began on an organizational level and was honed 

into the day-to-day level. For example, both my and the youth’s design struggles called 

for me to incorporate a diverse collaborative space. Professional developers and 

academics were strategically placed to solve development issues by scaffolding the 

youths’ social and cultural capital through design processes. Real metatuning activities 

were situated within these dynamics: supporting the youths’ design meetings and their ad 

hoc design decisions was crucial. Metatuning is not a cookie-cutter instructional method, 

but it is a framework that can be used to guide pedagogical strategies for game 

construction learning programs. This research was an exploration in ways this method 

can be used and, in the future, refined. 

9.2 Contributions: A Metatuning Plane 

As a research-teacher-designer it was my goal to create a design space where 

youth felt so empowered as designers, learners, and social beings that they could 

reflexively create and learn through design practices. There were failures, but the 

analyses show how these failures helped all constituents grow in new and vibrant 

directions. Metatuning fostered a welcoming environment rather than fears of failures. By 
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designing the space of possibilities to gently encourage students in beneficial directions, 

their trial and error process, even in the face of error, were glimpses of success. For 

example, I observed how youth across each research site were able to experience 

collaborative activities, increasing social interactions.  At times I needed my own trial 

and error process to adjust the learning environment: I observed how youths’ tuning 

activities for the development of their games led them to feel increased levels of 

ownership over both the process and the game, and used that to inform my design of the 

learning environment. Together this set of observations and experiments can be 

summarized by a critical pedagogical framing of GCL which I refer to as the Metatuning 

Plane, a useful analytical lens for researchers and educators to trace what happens during 

youth design practices that are facilitated by program/curriculum developers (see Figure 

59).  

 

 
Figure 59: Metatuning Plane formulated by research findings and analysis 

 

The horizontal X-Axis—from Homeostasis to Homeorhesis was explored earlier 

in Chapter Two, and instantiated throughout Chapters Five and Six. This Axis represents 

styles of tuning: 

• Homeostasis: The narrowing to predetermined outcomes was seen in the case of 

Stacia, as illustrated by her modding of Scratch games in the CSNAP 

environment. She honed for direct replications of code and gameplay, developing 

abstract maze games and popular car racing games. The same can be said for the 
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young group of teenage boys who spent countless hours drawing art for their main 

protagonist superhero, Wordman, honing for replicated aesthetics of 

contemporary heroes like Superman.  

• Homeorhesis: The broadening for exploration of outcomes includes tinkering 

activities for exploring opportunities for creativity and innovativeness. For 

example, Rita’s explorations of CSNAP’s GUI helped her to realize the wide-

array of tools that the programming environment offered. She was able to 

maximize her creative thinking, creating original games that incorporated topics 

such as breast cancer and healthy eating. Homeorhesis can also consist of other 

expansions of, e.g., space, digital tools, material resources, and people. Chapter 

Nine discussed most of these expansions, where youth were able to expand their 

learning through their versatile usage of different hardware and software (e.g., 

Trey, who uses the Bamboo tablet to create art in Gimp and script in Construct 2). 

The Vertical Y-Axis—From Social Justice Goals to Design Exigency Goals 

represents the divergent pulls of design-related goals and social and cultural values: 

• Social Justice Goals: These goals are a complex combination of youths’ social 

and cultural capital and social values that are realized and actualized by all 

participants (i.e., the student, instructor, collaborators, etc.) in inclusive rather 

than exclusive or elitist ways. The processes of realization and actualization are 

recursive, driven by principles of critical pedagogy (Freire; Giroux.) Rather than 

have the youth uncritically replicate media-consumptive activities and uncritically 

and un-reflexively look into distant worlds, social justice goals consist of always 

seeking ways for youth to “see and write” their worlds through game design and 

development (Freire; Gutstein). 

• Design Exigency Goals: These goals vary but nevertheless can be located within 

production-based activities: programming, writing GDDs, rendering art assets, 

and so forth. In Chapter Two, design goals were discussed by exploring games 

development companies’ production values and were later revealed in the findings 

of Chapter Nine, where they were in negotiation with the design groups’ social 

values and capital.  
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 Figure 60 shows results that respond to the first research question: Under what 

circumstances (race, poverty, gender, digital tools, institutional context etc.) can the 

students themselves identify “sweet spots” for learning (that is, gravitate towards the 

optimal mix of homeorhesis/stasis)? The orthogonal helps to see how the youths’ “sweet 

spots” for learning shifted over time and space (see Figure 60).  

 

 
Figure 60: The Metatuning Plane Framework with “Sour Spots” 

 

The red points represent the “sweet spots” for learning, which mark the areas of 

youths’ optimal learning. The red squares represent my metatuning attempts. The black 

dots represent the limitations of metatuning and stagnated learning (see Figure 60 above). 

The results from each chapter can be mapped on the Metatuning Plane, approximately 

showing where the “sweet spots” were located (by instructional guidance or students’ 

discoveries) and moments when the “stage was set” to best empower both students and 

teachers in tasks. In other words, the results are represented as trajectories and points, 

thus providing graphical responses to Research Questions Two and Three: “When are 

these ‘sweet spots’ better located through instructional guidance than through students’ 

own discovery process?” and “How can we “set the stage” (design the learning context) 

to best empower both students and teachers in this task?” The best (most successful) 

design appears as red-points on the plane, and the more frequent the points are, the more 
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engaging and revealing the learning experience was for both the instructor and the 

learner.  

Although metatuning facilitates a GCL, it can also be used in GBL scenarios. 

Examples of metatuning can be traced in Constance Steinkuehler’s work with students’ 

World of Warcraft gameplay, Kurt Squire’s work with students’ historical learning 

through Civilization 3 (CIV) (Squire “Games in Classroom”), and Lee Sheldon’s 

Multiplayer Classroom. For example, Kurt Squire’s work shows how youth replicated 

history in Civilization 3 in the normative sense. However when the youth began to ask 

provocative questions about the game and its rhetorical constructions of history, Squire 

metatuned their inquiries, providing them with the hidden STEM-knowledge tools to 

examine and explore different histories in transformational ways. The inertia represented 

on the X-Axis, between Quadrant II and III, is a representation of the youth playing the 

game in a normative sense while engaged in gameplay activities, and the black points 

located on the plane, within Quadrant III (labeled near “M1” in Figure 60) represent the 

opportune moments but restricted environment for learning, where they discovered new 

technical and critical ways to manipulate the game system and reimagine history through 

a non-Western lens.  

Similar cases are represented in the results described in this dissertation. For 

example, the WMP group’s learning and designing plateaued early on in the design 

program when the two learners/designers focused on editing and modifying their 

protagonist’s aesthetics, such as color, through their art. Initially, my metatuning efforts 

failed in encouraging the youth to consider other design and coding-related skills when I 

asked them to commit to a client, but succeeded when using their interests in art to move 

them along a procedural literacy path introducing wireframing activities. Doing so helped 

the youth to open up their design activity to code and even to adjust their vision of their 

game from a solely superhero game to a game about education and environmental issues.  

On the other hand, trial-and-error discovery learning and homeorhetic designing 

experiences are represented as red-points within the red squares on Figure 61. The 

trajectories and points in this plane represent the types of robust learning that occurred 
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when the design space was broadened to nurture discovery learning. Tes’s design process 

is a special case of this type of learning.  

 

 
Figure 61: The Metatuning Plane Framework with “Sweet Spots” 

 

The wider distances of each point show how both metatuning activities and Tes’ 

self-led discovery learning activities were instrumental in the developments of Tes’ 

cognitive and social developments. Tes was immediately able to lock-in to her own 

“sweet-spot,” generating new revelational knowledge based on her personal aspirations in 

becoming a doctor. Her initiations/inclinations directed me in more useful ways in how to 

metatune her designing; thus I was empowered to metatune as well. Together we 

searched and adjusted the design space in a number of ways: transitioning from CSNAP 

to C2, Tes was able to translate her narrative-based game in C2 to include various levels, 

player choices, and animations. In addition, Tes’ discovery learning about social justice 

content taught both of us a thing or two regarding African American female history.   

Transformational learning is central to this particular Metatuning Plane (see 

Figure 61): how youth transform their social and cultural capital in useful and productive 

ways inside and outside of the design space is very telling of the effectiveness of 

metatuning as a critical pedagogy. In Chapter Seven, I discussed how youth readjusted 

the design environment as a social space, fostering social interdependence even when 

individual differences were debilitating to group cohesion. Their courage in making these 

changes indicates that the youth took ownership of the development process, their games, 
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and their own social identities as collaborative designers. Metatuning worked best when 

helping the youth tune for systemic cohesion in-game and out-of-game, specifically 

through intercultural activities. Hence the epistemological and ontological fluctuations of 

the green points between Quadrant I and Quadrant IV are examples of times when I, as a 

metatuner, “set the stage” for Group A’s (Basketball is Life) cohesion, providing 

materials that enabled the youth to share and exchange ideas, values, and beliefs 

throughout the design process. They were able to use the newly introduced spatial 

resources (i.e., room, tables, chairs, art supplies, etc.) and design activities 

(storyboarding) to tune for team cohesion, creating an intertextual and intercultural 

storyboard that reflected their cultural exchanges.  

Social transformations that transcend the design space are cues of successful 

metatuning. For example, consider the difference between Sheridan, Clark, and Williams’ 

work versus Eric Gutstein’s work. Sheridan, Clark, and Williams developed a game 

design program that supported underrepresented youths’ agency by encouraging their 

individual and cultural referencing through 2D/3D games development and also by 

building “inventive ways youth could recreate practices, roles, and identities to transform 

constraints of participating in local academic/disciplinary worlds” (Sheridan, Clark, and 

Williams 737). Their study demonstrates how youths’ roles within a four-year program 

shift from students to instructors. This process is quite similar to Gutstein’s work. 

Although Gutstein’s project is not game design per se, his research outlines how he, as a 

teacher-researcher, designed a math classroom and curriculum that recognizes the 

importance of both functional math literacy—being able to read and do math—and 

critical math literacy—approaching math critically by “seeing social events in the 

interrelationships of their [students’] historical and political contexts, and acting in one’s 

own interest as a conscious agent in and on the world” (Gutstein 39). The difference 

between Sheridan, Clark, and Williams’ work and Gutstein’s work is that Gutstein’s 

work moves beyond the incubated classroom onto the students’ local and social 

communities. Through the lens of the Metatuning plane, I ask in what ways could have 

Sheridan, Clark, and Williams’ mentor-instructor-pipeline, hence game design 

workshops, encouraged the youth to consider other leadership roles in their communities-
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at-large, such as seen in Gutstein’s case where the youth transformed their mathematical 

literacy in political forms to address community economic issues?  

Participants of this dissertation, the Real Talk design community, collaborated 

and presented their social awareness game, High Life!, within various discourse 

communities, i.e., health and academic-related national conferences, as well as sharing 

their game with other youth on their community website and Facebook. Metatuning the 

youths’ willpower to take on such an unfamiliar and intimidating transformations 

consisted of me co-creating accessibility, particularly, their “access” to these spaces: e.g., 

increasing their autonomy over their design stories and helping them articulate them in a 

presentation format. Needless to say, frequencies of learning activities within across the 

Metatuning Plane are a good thing; transformations of cultural capital to other capital are 

central to the successes of metatuning.  

9.3 Limitations 

The unpredictable nature of game designing, learning and, by extension, 

metatuning makes this form of academic research difficult to capture and manage. The 

development of each research site has helped me to metatune my roles, methods, and 

teaching strategies. The advantage of this exploratory study is how each subsequent 

Research Site was central to the refining of metatuning as a pedagogy; however, there 

clearly are pedagogical and methodological limitations of this research that need to be 

addressed in the future.  

First the pedagogical limitations consist of the multi-dimensioned roles of a 

metatuner. Earlier, in the methodology section, I discussed how the metatuning is 

essentially about reconciling the positions of researcher and teacher: my ability to 

reflexively teach, analyze, learn, tweak/modify, and reteach has helped me refine my 

metatuning methods (see Figure 62). 
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Figure 62: Metatuning as researcher-teacher representing reflexivity of teaching 
and researching 

 

However, as the educational programs grew from just five participants to up to 

eighteen, my abilities to metatune were limited by these excessively imbalanced 

metatuner-to-student ratios. This matter has led to missed opportunities of metatuning 

and increased failures. These limitations were expressed by a participant in the first 

Research Site, where she stated that her problem solving often failed and led to 

increasing frustrations because I was not available to help her when at these crucial 

points. Although I sought to resolve this matter by metatuning for collaboration in 

subsequent sites, my multi-dimensioned role increased as a researcher-teacher-designer, 

where it was difficult to metatune, gather data, and design Real-Talk’s game all at the 

same time. Again, while I sought other collaborators, it was too late: the group had 

dwindled. A classic case of this was when I was tied up debugging High Life’s dice roll 

mechanic with Charles. It took a good chunk of time, where others’ coding activities, 

e.g., Vickie’s interactive button scripts, suffered from my lack of attention. While I was 

able to resume the following week, students’ “sweet spots” turned sour. Future research 

will look into ways to replicate and train more metatuners throughout the programs, as 

somewhat seen in the case with Darryl and explored in Sheridan, Clark, and Williams’ 

work. 
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Methodological limitations include data collection methods, particularly regarding 

the need for more rigorous approaches to pre/post surveys and capturing design 

performances. First, the pre/post surveys were developed to gather youths’ STEM 

knowledge developments over time. However, as with any other standardized tests, this 

search for a type of validity was confronted with the realities of youths’ disinclinations 

towards “tests.” “The unfairness of the present system of public schooling resides in the 

lack of various modes of evaluation that deal with the complexity of competencies, social 

capital and literacies that students bring to Schools,” say Giroux and Schmidt (218). In 

my study, participants would often whine when it was time to take the surveys. It took a 

bit of convincing on my part for them to complete the forms. My search for “validity” 

through surveys in this research was limited in how it dealt with the “complexity of 

competencies, social capital and literacies that students [brought] to the [design spaces]” 

(Giroux and Schmidt 218). Metatuning as a methodology requires a more inclusive and 

even critical pedagogical approach to the surveys. If underrepresented students are 

always already confronted with the oppressiveness of tests in their everyday school lives, 

then the research methods need to acknowledge, rather than exacerbate, such 

oppressiveness. Future research will look to contextually and culturally significant ways 

to measure youths’ STEM knowledge developments, thus creating what systemic validity 

between the surveys and my practice (Hoadley). 

Lastly, this research was also limited in its use of audio recording. While Design 

Based Research Methods as well as other participatory action research methods privilege 

video recording, I instead used audio recording because I thought it would be more 

discreet and the youth would more easily forget about its presence during sessions. 

However, the recorder drew much attention from the youth, where they would often 

express their panoptic feelings of the audio recorder. Even when I was not nearby, they 

would tell each other to not discuss certain things because they felt they were under 

constant surveillance and scrutiny (Foucault). Their reticence to “be” cautioned me; I 

wondered what other ways I could gather data without making the youth feel 

uncomfortable. Indeed video recording is the best way to capture their design 

performances; but it needs to be done in transparent and contextually validating ways. 
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For example, in Research Site 2, the youth welcomed my video recording of their 

“performed tutorials” because the metatuned scenario justified it. Future research needs 

to consider such systemic validity in ways that diversifies the repertoire of methods that 

could respectfully capture the phenomena in real-time. 

9.4 Future Research 

The results from each research site showed how metatuning can thrive within out-

of-school educational design program; however, the results here speak very little to the 

systemic constraints located in formal school environments. For example, Carolyn 

Pelletier’s research in a media production classroom of 12-13 year olds demonstrates how 

teacher interventions (e.g., homework) can guide and constrain game design, or even 

serve as legitimations for games’ chaos. Pelletier shows how student-designers’ “game[s] 

address[] an audience that exists as a consequence of the social organization of the 

classroom” (98). Exploring metatuning within formal classrooms would offer useful data 

about how youth adjust (or not) their learning based on systemic disturbances: classroom 

schedules, state testing, and other school-based demands. Specifically asking, “How do 

youth tune for “sweet spots” (accommodating institutional struggles vis-à-vis other 

discursive formations, such as those sociohistorically created among the teacher and 

peers). Future research will benefit from longitudinal studies that, one remedy the 

methodological and pedagogical limitations discussed above, and two, offer more 

controlled studies of how in-class games designing for social consciousness compares to 

those after school. Notations of metatuning successes and failures need to be accounted 

for more thoroughly to gauge its feasibility in formal spaces. 

For example, last Spring 2015 I developed and facilitated game design program 

for a local elementary school, adapting the metatuning framework for a school-wide 

project-based learning initiative for twelve 4th grade students to learn game design during 

school hours. While spatial accommodations have been made for the flexibility of this 

metatuning GBL program (laptops, software, and instructor agency), common core 

learning, such as higher order thinking and mathematic skills (e.g., procedural literacy, 

problem solving, and modeling), were central to the legitimacy of the program (hence the 

written proposal). This metatuned GCL program—metatuned by state and school-wide 
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curriculum exigencies—ran into various spatial and administrative issues that ranged 

between gaining Internet access to programs to youth computer login issues to delayed 

scheduling due to room changes. These issues delayed the program (often only leaving 15 

minutes left for the day) and hampered youths’ learning in a number of ways: they often 

entered the design tasks dealing with remnants of frustration. Metatuning activities had to 

mitigate frustrations and facilitate learning in the face of these unforeseen circumstances; 

thus, “setting the stage” to best empower both students and teachers was an uphill battle.  

Future research in game design is also considered for the expansionism of 

metatuning as a framework. Game designing is a cultural practice in that both broader 

social structures and individuals’ own cultural identities are brought to bear (Murray). 

Although the development of games is a cooperative design process in which members 

assume a specific role, hegemonic video games (i.e., stereotypical, racial, and culturally 

mediocre games) are still produced, disseminated, and consumed on a massive scale 

(Everett and Watkins; Nakamura). Arguments have been made that there is a need for 

more diversity in the games-development companies in order to remedy the hegemonic 

cultural framework in which these games are produced (Everett and Watkins). However, 

given the broader structural constraints of the video-game industry, which include the 

marketing demands of young white males, the designs by culturally diverse development 

teams will still be driven by market demands. There is a need for more research that 

provides empirical lenses for examining how culturally diverse designers can 

interactively impart their cultural values both within games and through the design 

process. Metatuning at Research Site 2 briefly touches on to this lack of research, 

demonstrating ways intercultural activities can be fostered during the design process, 

instead of superficially incorporated into the game? Future research at BCorp certified 1st 

Playable Productions for example, would provide an industrial look into the negotiations 

of economic, social, and professional exigencies that role members must stabilize to 

foster an intercultural design space. 
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